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Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) originate from different domains and were designed for different purposes; 
however, interest in integrating them has grown rapidly over the past decade. Such 
integration could be carried out at roughly two levels, i.e. application and data levels. 
This study focuses mainly on foundational data-level integration, as full application-
level integration is only possible with successful data-level integration. The aim of this 
study is to achieve data transformation from BIM to GIS, specifically from IFC to 
Shapefile, so that BIM models can be utilised in a GIS environment. 
First, the principal problems constraining BIM/GIS integration are identified 
through a literature review; data level problems are categorised into two sub-levels 
(geometry and semantic levels). 
Second, solutions are proposed for the problems identified: 
• For geometry transformation, the general problem is that the commonly used tool, 
the Data Interoperability extension for ArcGIS (DIA) built on the Feature 
Manipulation Engine (FME), is not robust enough, and may crash, resulting in 
geometry errors or semantic information losses. This study provides two solutions: 
(a) Enhancing the conventional approach. Different transformation paths are 
identified and tested; if the tool crashes while transforming IFC to Shapefile, an 
intermediate data format can be used. Additionally, an efficient and economic 
approach is developed to geo-reference 3D objects for addressing geometric errors. 
(b) An open source approach (OSA) is created using open source technologies, 
including Python and many of its packages, with these offering more flexibility 
and reliability than commercial software packages and allowing access by more 
people. The OSA is mainly focused on extraction of geometric information as well 
as of a limited number of attributes. 
• For problems relating to semantic information losses, an extract and attach 
approach (EAA) is developed, with an advanced algorithm designed to 
automatically search for object attributes in the XML-based IFC files (ifcXML). 
This searches for default attributes and hidden attributes that are stored in 
independent attribute entities, then attaching them to the geometry model to enrich 
its semantic information. 
Finally, the proposed approaches are validated using construction scenarios such 
as bridge and oil rig models. Based on these transformed BIM models, an 
  VI 
infrastructure management system is developed using Web-GIS technology, 
combining 2D and 3D techniques to optimize visualisation and management of 
infrastructure. This system also has the capability to receive and visualize real-time 
sensor data; it is basically a framework, which could be used to manage various targets, 
including bridges, oil rigs, and other kinds of infrastructure, provided that detailed 
BIM models are available. It is also an extensible system to which new functions can 
be added, without altering existing ones. 
The main findings of this study include the following: 
(1) If the DIA crashes during execution, an intermediate format can be used to 
complete the transformation of IFC to Shapefile, at the cost of different amounts of 
geometric and semantic information losses, depending on the intermediate format 
used. If the conventional approach is used, direct transformation from IFC to Shapefile 
is therefore always preferred. Otherwise, 3DS, VRML, SKP, COLLADA, and OBJ 
could be used as intermediate formats. 
(2) The 3D geo-referencing approach proposed in this study can be successfully 
applied. Compared with rebuilding the model from scratch, this technique is more 
efficient. In this study, it offers time savings of 90%, since geo-referencing the bridge 
model takes about 2 hours, while rebuilding it takes at least 20 hours. 
(3) The OSA can be used to transform IFC to Shapefile; it is more efficient and 
reliable than the DIA and its performance is comparable to that of the FME. OSA 
models are more compact and thus easier to manage and could be used in a wider array 
of applications, such as 4D construction simulation. 
(4) More attributes can be extracted using the EAA than using the DIA. However, 
it has also been found that the transformation from IFC to ifcXML cannot guarantee 
information consistency, as some changes in content (e.g. for “Tag” and “Name”) were 
observed after transformation. 
(5) Customised functions for document object model (DOM) manipulation were 
developed to improve data processing efficiency; these are shared with other 
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Integration of Building Information Modelling and Geographic 
Information System at Data Level Using Semantics and 
Geometry Conversion Approach Towards Smart Infrastructure 
Management 
1 Background and motivation 
1.1 Introduction 
This study tries to integrate Building Information Modelling (BIM) and 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) at data level, which is the foundation of the 
further application-level integration. This chapter sets the background for the research 
and provides an introduction to this study. It also provides an overview of the 
subsequent chapters of this thesis. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.2 provides the 
background of the study, including the definitions of BIM and GIS, motivation for 
integration, and levels of integration. Section 1.3 states the problems involved in 
BIM/GIS integration. Section 1.4 presents the scope and aim of the study. Section 1.5 




BIM and GIS have their roots in different knowledge areas. BIM serves the 
Architecture, Engineering and Construction / Facility Management (AEC/FM) domain 
by providing detailed 3D building models that can be used throughout the lifecycle of 
a construction project, including plan, design, construction, operation, and dismantling 
(Volk, Stengel, and Schultmann 2014, Azhar 2011). GIS analyses and visualises 
location-related problems in geospatial science, environmental science, and natural 
resource management by integrating heterogeneous spatial data and various attribute 
data, and deriving knowledge through various spatial analysis tools and modelling 
approaches (Longley 2005, Chang 2006). 
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GIS and BIM have both developed rapidly in recent times. GIS technologies have 
been around for more than 50 years, since the advent of the first well-recognised GIS 
application, Canada Geographic Information System (CGIS) in 1966 (Coppock and 
Rhind 1991). Over this period, GIS has evolved from a small specialist technology to 
one that has broad use and impact across many disciplines. For example, governments 
in the developed countries of Europe and North America profoundly rely on GIS for 
disaster management (Gunes and Kovel 2000, Cutter 2003, Barredo 2007). A recent 
report from P&S Market Research shows that the global GIS industry had a value of 
$8.98 billion in 2016, estimated to continue to grow at a compound annual growth rate 
of 10.1%, to reach $17.51 billion by 2023 (Research 2017). The BIM world is also 
expanding. It is estimated that the global BIM market will grow from $3.16 billion in 
2016 to $7.64 billion by 2022 (MarketsandMarkets 2017). Due to the growing 
importance of BIM, many countries, including Japan, UK, and member states of the 
European Union (EU), specify or mandate the use of BIM for publicly-funded 
construction and building projects (Travaglini, Radujković, and Mancini 2014). 
There is now a trend towards merging BIM and GIS. Figure 1-1 presents total 
citations referring to BIM/GIS integration per year from 2009 to 2017. Over this period, 
the number of citations increased 100-fold, from only 3 to 358. Behind the rising curve 
is researchers’ growing interest in BIM/GIS integration, reflecting the significance of 
this topic. 
 
Figure 1-1 Sum of times cited per year from 2009 to 2017 regrading BIM/GIS integration. 
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1.2.2 Geographic Information System (GIS) 
1.2.2.1 GIS overview 
The term “Geographic Information System” was first used by Roger Tomlinson 
in 1968 in his paper "A Geographic Information System for Regional Planning" 
(Tomlinson 1968). Narrowly speaking, GIS is a platform comprising hardware, 
software, and a spatial data and system manager, with various toolsets that can be 
applied to heterogeneous data, especially spatial data; these allow integration, storage, 
manipulation, analysis, and visualisation, used to reveal patterns, trends, and 
relationships that might not be directly evident from the original form (Amin and Noori 
2016). Broadly speaking, GIS means Geographic Information Science which is a 
rapidly developing field that is concerned with the concepts, principles, and methods 
that are put into practice using the tools and techniques of Geographic Information 
System (Longley et al. 2015). In short, Geographic Information Science is the study 
of Geographic Information System. 
Therefore, GIS can refer to a discipline that involves a number of fields such as 
computer science, cartography, geography, spatial science, statistics and surveying, or 
a specific application such as ArcGIS, QGIS, SuperMap, and MapGIS. Figure 1-2 
shows relevant disciplines and their contribution to GIS. 
 
Figure 1-2 GIS and related disciplines. 
Surveying, remote sensing, and spatial science provide input data for GIS, in 
forms such as cadastral maps, satellite imagery, and Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). 
These data can be stored in databases and analysed using statistical and spatial analysis 
methods. Computer science integrates high-level algorithms with digital systems and 
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programming to facilitate data management and processing Database technology is 
utilised to efficiently design a GIS database, and store and query data stored in it using 
Structured Query Language (SQL). Finally, the results derived, either from queries or 
from spatial analysis, can be visualised using cartography in the form of map outputs. 
1.2.2.2 Focus of GIS 
In terms of traditional applications, GIS continues to be used for purposes of site 
selection (Yadav et al. 2017, Tsangaratos et al. 2017, Chaudhary et al. 2016, Horn and 
Cross 2016, Al-Khafaji and Abdulraheem 2017), land use and land cover change 
detection (Kumar, Velayudham, and Kanthavel 2017, Szabó et al. 2016), environment 
protection (Aguilar et al. 2017, Pagán et al. 2017), environment risk assessment 
(Nixdorf et al. 2017, Kourgialas and Karatzas 2017), property ownership and taxation, 
resource and energy management (Bousquet et al. 2017, Aly, Jensen, and Pedersen 
2017, Amirinia, Mafi, and Mazaheri 2017), management of utilities (Anaya and Pollitt 
2017), cost efficiency (Lim and Koo 2016), and prediction of natural hazards including 
wildfires (Prieto Herraez et al. 2017), floods (Liu et al. 2017), and landslides (Miao et 
al. 2017), among many others. 
There are also new applications that extend its capabilities and reveal new 
knowledge; these include indoor navigation (Li et al. 2016), data mining (Chen, Panahi, 
and Pourghasemi 2017), big data (Yao et al. 2017, Xing and Sieber 2016), Internet of 
Things (IoT), Smart City (Lv et al. 2016), Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Crişan, Pintea, 
and Palade 2017), and parallel computing (Wei and Murray 2016, Zhao et al. 2016), 
among others. In recent years, GIS has embraced Web-based, and real-time 
technologies to provide wider and instant access to geospatial data. Developed 
applications include Web GIS-based flood management and farm animal monitoring 
systems (Duruz et al. 2017, Chen et al. 2017), real-time threat reporting systems, and 
shelf life prediction systems (Bobek et al. 2016, Sciortino et al. 2016). 
The GIS world is also strengthening its 3D capabilities via both internal and 
external approaches. In the former case, it is developing new applications or upgrading 
existing applications that have the ability to create and modify 3D models. Externally, 
GIS is seeking 3D data sources elsewhere, for example, in Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) and BIM (Di Giulio et al. 2017). 
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1.2.3 Building Information modelling (BIM) 
1.2.3.1 BIM overview 
BIM has emerged as an approach for creating, sharing, exchanging, and managing 
information among all stakeholders throughout a project life cycle (Wang, Sun, et al. 
2015). According to Eastman, who introduced BIM into the AEC/FM domain, the 
term “BIM” has two meanings (Eastman et al. 2011); it can refer to the Building 
Information Model or to Building Information Modelling. The former refers to virtual 
3D building models containing rich building information, while the latter refers to the 
process of creating and processing 3D building models. The National Building 
Information Model Standard Project Committee defines BIM as a digital 
representation of a facility’s physical and functional characteristics, and a shared 
knowledge resource for information about a facility, forming a reliable basis for 
decisions during its life-cycle, from the earliest concept to demolition (States 2016). 
In general, BIM can be treated as: (1) a number of tools that improve work 
productivity - for instance, design managers can automatically detect clashes between 
different design disciplines using BIM tools; (2) a central database that stores up-to-
date project life-cycle data; and (3) a central platform that facilitates collaboration 
among project stakeholders at different phases (i.e. planning, design, construction, and 
operation). 
1.2.3.2 Focus of BIM 
BIM plays a key role in digitalising critical building information and creating and 
maintaining a single source of truth for each project. During the building design stage, 
BIM is widely used for improving design quality and increasing designer productivity. 
For instance, Wang et al. applied BIM for Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) 
layout design and optimisation, achieving significant cost-savings (Wang et al. 2016). 
Specific BIM uses in the design stage include design reviews, building analysis (e.g. 
structural, lighting, and energy analyses), code validation, and design coordination 
(Yung et al. 2014, Wang et al. 2014, Wang, Wang, et al. 2013). 
During the construction stage, BIM can be used for site layout planning, 
construction simulation, tracking and control of construction progress, and digital 
fabrication (Li, Hou, et al. 2014, Li, Wang, et al. 2014, Wang, Zhang, et al. 2015). A 
4D BIM model is created at this stage through the linking of a 3D model to the fourth 
dimension of time (Koo and Fischer 2000). With the help of 4D BIM, the project team 
can efficiently simulate the overall construction process before field execution and 
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identify errors in the logic of the schedule, potential time-space conflicts, and 
accessibility issues (Koo and Fischer 2000, Chong et al. 2016). When integrating with 
other technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) and laser scanning, 
BIM can result in greater effectiveness (Fang et al. 2016, Turkan et al. 2012). For 
instance, Wang et al. developed real-time construction quality control by integrating 
BIM and laser scanning (Wang, Sun, et al. 2015). Similarly, Turkan et al. applied 4D 
BIM together with 3D sensing technologies (including laser scanning) for automated 
tracking of construction progress (Turkan et al. 2012). 
During the operation and maintenance stages, as-built BIM models play a crucial 
role in recording building information that is useful for facility managers to analyse 
space-related data and perform cost-benefit analyses. With continuous updating, the 
as-built BIM model can serve as a living information platform that contains an accurate 
snapshot of the completed space. In addition, other relevant facility information, such 
as serial codes, warranties, and maintenance records can be also linked to the as-built 
BIM model. Existing applications of BIM for operation and maintenance management 
include asset management, space management and tracking, disaster planning and 
response, maintenance scheduling, and building system analysis (Chong et al. 2014, 
Wang, Li, et al. 2013). 
Recently, Web-based BIM solutions have attracted substantial attention from both 
industry and academia. Project stakeholders can share their BIM models online, and 
end-users can access these BIM models via a Web browser. There is no longer a need 
for clients to install any specialised BIM applications to view BIM projects. However, 
existing Web-based BIM solutions such as Autodesk Forge (Inc. 2018b) and BIM 
Surfer (Surfer 2011) are not able to handle large BIM models due to the performance 
limitations of WebGL. Semantic BIM is another trend which tries to leverage semantic 
web technologies to facilitate data linking between BIM and other data sources. For 
instance, Lee et al. developed a linked data system for sharing construction defect 
information using ontologies and BIM (Lee et al. 2016). 
1.2.4 Differences between BIM and GIS 
BIM and GIS are quite different in terms of focus, scope of interest, reference 
system, and data storage. BIM attempts to model every aspect of buildings (Volk, 
Stengel, and Schultmann 2014) including their structures and appearances, as well as 
attributes such as owner, history, and cost for purposes of structural analysis (Zhang 
and Hu 2011), energy analysis (Azhar, Brown, and Farooqui 2009), construction cost 
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estimation (Lee, Kim, and Yu 2014), or building maintenance (Motawa and 
Almarshad 2013). Due to the limited spatial extent of buildings, the spatial scope of 
BIM is relatively small and a local coordinate system (2D or 3D cartesian coordinate 
system) is usually adopted to locate objects. On the other hand, GIS usually models 
regional or national space, or even the entire earth, including oceans, continents, and 
all types of natural and man-made features, in 2D or 3D. As a result, the spheroidal 
shape of the earth must be considered in its coordinate system. While GIS can also use 
a local coordinate system, this is very rare and may be treated as a limitation. Figure 
1-3 compares the scope of BIM and GIS. 
 
Figure 1-3 Comparative scopes of BIM and GIS. 
Due to the different philosophies behind BIM and GIS, they use different data 
structures to store and exchange data within their own domain. This makes it 
challenging to achieve full integration of BIM and GIS. 
Despite these differences, BIM and GIS do share some common characteristics 
with respect to data error checking (clash detection/topology analysis) (Azhar 2011), 
4D simulation (Hu and Zhang 2011), data content, and extensibility. For instance, both 
systems model spatial information, with BIM focusing on indoor space and GIS 
focusing on outdoor space (Kang and Hong 2015a). 
1.2.5 Drivers for BIM/GIS integration 
Before the necessity of merging BIM and GIS was realised, GIS technology was 
already being applied in the AEC domain. Cheng developed a GIS-based system for 
real-time erection process monitoring together with barcodes (Cheng and Chen 2002), 
while ArcSite was designed to determine the optimal location for temporary facilities 
on construction sites (Cheng and O'Connor 1996). Li used GIS to manage on-site 
material and equipment to reduce construction waste and improve construction 
efficiency (Li et al. 2005). GIS has also been applied to optimize the location of tower 
cranes on construction sites (Irizarry and Karan 2012, Marzouk and Abubakr 2016) 
and improve safety during construction (Bansal 2011, Zhang et al. 2013). 
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The motivation for merging the two systems arises from both GIS and BIM sides, 
due to the potential benefits of integration (Zhu, Wright, et al. 2018, Alsaggaf and 
Jrade 2015). 
GIS requires the assistance of BIM to enhance its 3D capabilities. GIS was 
initially focused on 2D spatial data processing and its capabilities for 3D data 
manipulation are quite limited (Saygi et al. 2013). In the case of the Environmental 
Systems Research Institute (ESRI), for example, its widely-used desktop GIS 
applications ArcScene and ArcGlobe can only create 3D models by extruding 2D 
drawings, and only simple editing functions (such as move, rotate, scale, split, merge, 
and union) are available. Models created in this way only reach Level of Detail 1 
(LoD1), according to the definition of LoDs in CityGML, i.e. the most basic block 
models. The release of ArcGIS Pro has greatly improved the 3D data manipulation 
capabilities of ArcGIS (Keranen and Kolvoord 2017); however, by far the best practice 
for creating 3D models in GIS is still using CAD or BIM (such as Revit and SketchUp), 
and then transforming those models into a format that can be used by GIS. 
The detailed 3D models created in BIM can not only help GIS extend its scope by 
enabling spatial analysis at a finer scale - for example, using building models to 
establish indoor networks for emergency response (Teo and Cho 2016), extending 
noise assessment from regional-level to room-level (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 
2016a), and evaluating the influence of flood at building level (Amirebrahimi et al. 
2016b) - but also better serve the needs of emerging studies on Smart Cities and finer 
grained natural hazard impact assessments (Amirebrahimi et al. 2016a), as well as 
widening its applications in the AEC/FM domain, such as for constructing high energy 
efficiency buildings (Di Giulio et al. 2017) and minimising construction waste 
(Blengini and Garbarino 2010). The most important contribution of BIM to GIS would 
be providing detailed 3D building models incorporating rich building information. All 
these aforementioned cases would be difficult for GIS to achieve without BIM 
technology. 
As for BIM, it focuses on all building-related activity, including planning, design, 
construction, operation, and demolition. Environmental factors, such as location and 
weather, are important factors in these construction activities. For instance, during the 
planning phase, the location of a building is determined considering various 
environmental factors, such as light, terrain, and heat. During the construction phase, 
weather conditions (temperature, rainfall) are monitored, as they may affect 
construction progress and safety. Before demolition, any impacts on the environment 
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should be fully investigated. Unfortunately, BIM cannot efficiently handle all these 
spatial data. BIM would thus also benefit from GIS because it needs the rich spatial 
analysis functions of GIS to enhance its decision-making capabilities, such as taking 
distance into consideration when selecting a construction material suppliers (Wang, 
Zhang, et al. 2017). 
BIM and GIS are complementary. GIS practitioners help link BIM to the outside 
world, while BIM practitioners are introducing GIS to the indoor environment. The 
two systems can achieve much more in combination rather than operating separately. 
Table 1-1 shows the benefits of BIM/GIS integration by comparing with BIM and 
GIS using a case of microscale flood damage assessment. A microscale flood damage 
assessment includes the following tasks, including outdoor space modelling, flood 
simulation, indoor space modelling and the final building-level damage assessment. 
Table 1-1 Benefits of BIM/GIS integration, a case of microscale flood damage assessment. 
Tasks GIS BIM GIS+BIM 
Outdoor space modelling Ö X Ö 
Flood simulation Ö X Ö 
Rich indoor space modelling X Ö Ö 
Building-level damage assessment X X Ö 
In this case which aims to assess building-level flood damage, GIS alone is 
capable to model the outdoor space and conduct the large-scale outdoor flood 
simulation, but without the detailed indoor space models, GIS is unable to assess the 
damage to buildings. On the other hand, even though BIM can model the detailed 
indoor space, but it lacks the ability of outdoor space modelling and flood simulation, 
it cannot achieve the goal as well. 
1.2.6 Levels of integration 
The integration of BIM and GIS can be conducted at several levels. Irizarry, Karan 
et al. (Irizarry, Karan, and Jalaei 2013) categorised relevant studies into two 
interrelated levels: fundamental and application levels. The fundamental level focuses 
on data exchange standards and interoperability at the data level, while the application 
level concentrates on the development of new methods that utilize the full potential of 
BIM and GIS. Kang and Hong (Kang and Hong 2015a) classified relevant studies into 
five groups based on similar subject keywords, namely schema-based, service-based, 
ontology-based, process-based, and system-based approaches. 
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Meanwhile, Amirebrahimi, Rajabifard et al. (Amirebrahimi et al. 2016a) present 
a three-level framework, grouping studies into application, process, and data levels. 
At the data level, data structures are modified to meet the requirements of the other 
system, or existing data standards are extended, at either of two sub-levels, i.e. 
geometry or semantic levels. At geometry level, geometric information is translated, 
while semantic-level integration emphasises full attribute information translation. 
At the process level, both BIM and GIS are adopted in a workflow and cooperate 
with each other. Application-level integration has two forms. (1) One form is using 
BIM and GIS technologies together in a project. For example, Wang et al. used 
building models and spatial analysis to select appropriate suppliers (Wang, Zhang, et 
al. 2017). Irizarry, Karan et al. integrated BIM/GIS in construction supply chain 
management, with BIM providing detailed information about buildings and GIS used 
to visualize logistics patterns and material layouts, and to track materials and resources 
(Irizarry, Karan, and Jalaei 2013). Tan et al. used BIM and GIS to optimize lift 
operations and vessel transport schedules for disassembly of multiple offshore 
platforms (Tan et al. 2018). (2) The second form is incorporating the functionalities of 
one into the other by developing application extensions, representing a more advanced 
form of integration. 
Application-level integration is the most difficult to achieve and tends to be time-
consuming, relying on full data exchange between BIM and GIS. Data-level 
integration is the most essential and should receive the most attention and effort. Data 
exchange at the data level of integration is the foundation for application-level 
integration (Zhu, Wright, et al. 2018). Progress in data-level integration can facilitate 
data-level integration. The relationship between application-level and data-level 
integration is shown in Figure 1-4. 
 
Figure 1-4 BIM/GIS integration levels. 
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The data-level integration has two sublevels, i.e. geometry and semantic levels. 
Geometry-level integration is about the transformation of geometric information, 
while semantic-level integration is about the transfer of semantics, which is more 
difficult. 
1.3 Problem statement 
For full integration of the two systems, a number of challenges need to be 
addressed. 
(1) The first and most fundamental challenge is efficient information exchange. 
Currently, few options are available for users to transform Industry Foundation Classes 
(IFC) to Shapefiles. This is mainly conducted through the Data Interoperability 
extension for ArcGIS (DIA), a commercial extension package for ArcGIS to expand 
the range of supported data formats (ESRI 2018b). Behind the DIA is an independent 
data engine, the Feature Manipulation Engine (FME), which acts as a “Swiss army 
knife” for data exchange (Software 2018). It supports a range of data formats including 
CityGML, Shapefile, and geodatabase (Jusuf, Mousseau, Godfroid, and Hui 2017, 
Jusuf, Mousseau, Godfroid, and Soh 2017) and can be run independently. In 
comparison with the complicated FME, the DIA is more widely used because of its 
simplicity. 
However, the DIA is known for its poor performance in relation to IFC/Shapefile 
transformation. (a) Inappropriate parameter settings may result in unexpected crashes. 
(b) There may also be geometric information errors. In situations where direct 
transformation fails, it is possible to use an intermediate format (IF), such as 3DS and 
Collaborative Design Activity (COLLADA), as a connection between IFC and 
Shapefile to finalize the transformation. However, this comes at the cost of geometric 
information losses (Zhu, Wang, et al. 2018). (c) The number of attributes DIA can 
retrieve is far less than those offered by IFC, which means significant semantic 
information losses (Zhu et al. 2017). Thus far, no perfect approach is yet available to 
perform IFC/Shapefile transformations. 
(2) The second challenge, from a broad perspective, is the semantic mismatch 
between the AEC domain and the geospatial industry. BIM serves AEC/FM, which 
puts emphasis on buildings, bridges, and other infrastructure closely related to cities, 
while GIS serves the geospatial areas, focusing on natural features on the earth surface, 
such as lakes and forests, and some artificial features, such as roads and buildings. 
When comparing the two, GIS covers a wider range of features on earth; however, in 
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terms of buildings, BIM includes far more detail than GIS. This is a major challenge, 
which cannot be solved without the collaboration of relevant organisations in both 
areas. 
1.4 Scope and aim 
This study focuses on the basic challenge of BIM/GIS integration, i.e. data 
exchange (data-level integration). The second challenge outlined above involves 
amendment of relevant existing standards, such as IFC and City Geography Markup 
Language (CityGML); this cannot be accomplished at the level of individuals. The 
principal aim of this study is therefore to enhance the conventional approach and 
develop an alternative new reliable open source approach for BIM and GIS to 
exchange information effectively and efficiently. Specifically, this study aims to: 
(1) Enhance the conventional transformation approach by exploring and testing 
new transformation paths, in addition to direct transformation; 
(2) Develop a new open source method for more stable, efficient geometry 
transformation from BIM to GIS; 
(3) Develop an efficient approach for transferring semantic information from BIM 
to GIS; 
(4) Demonstrate the contribution that BIM/GIS integration could make to the 
construction industry by developing a Web GIS-based infrastructure 
management system. 
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1.5 Thesis structure 
 
Figure 1-5 Logical structure of the study. 
Logically, this thesis has four parts: (1) introduction and literature review, (2) 
methodology and implementation of IFC/Shapefile transformation, (3) development 
of the infrastructure management system, and final (4) discussion and conclusion, as 
shown in Figure 1-5. 
In detail, the thesis has eight relatively independent but logically linked chapters. 
(1) Chapter 1 described the background, problem, scope and aims of this study, as well 
as the structure of the thesis. (2) Chapter 2 summarises literature on the integration of 
BIM and GIS, through which main advances in this area are outlined. (3) Chapter 3 
outlines the methodology, including important principles involved and the workflow 
of the entire study. (4) Chapter 4 describes enhancement of the conventional approach 
of geometric transformation from BIM to GIS using the commercial software, ArcGIS. 
(5) Chapter 5 describes the development of an open source approach for geometry 
transformation from IFC to Shapefile. (6) Chapter 6 presents an approach to achieve 
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semantic information transfer from BIM to GIS. (7) Chapter 7 describes an 
infrastructure management framework developed with web GIS technology and the 
transformation of BIM models from IFC. (8) Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and 
anticipates future directions of BIM/GIS integration. Each chapter is followed by a 
chapter summary to reiterate the main points and findings. 
1.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter described the background to this thesis. It discussed the definitions 
of BIM and GIS, as well as their current research focuses. In the light of these 
developments, the fundamental differences and similarities between BIM and GIS are 
identified. In addition, it discussed the motivation for integrating BIM and GIS from 
both BIM and GIS, and considered the integration at two levels, i.e. application level 
and data level. 
This study is motivated by the inefficient information exchange between BIM and 
GIS in the context of data-level integration, which is mainly introduced by the use of 
different data models and the semantic mismatch between the AEC domain and the 
geospatial industry. In addition, it is argued that the poor performance of commercial 
software, DIA, for IFC/Shapefile transformation has aggravated the situation. 
Hence, this thesis attempts to (1) enhance the conventional transformation 
approaches which use commercial software, (2) develop a more stable and efficient 
method using open source technologies, (3) develop an efficient approach for 
transferring semantic information from BIM to GIS, and (4) demonstrate the 
contribution that BIM/GIS integration could make to the construction industry. 
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2 Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the research literature in order to understand the problems 
with the data-level integration. The data-level integration has two sublevels, i.e. 
geometry and semantic levels. 
The reminder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the 
problems at geometry level in relation to spatial reference system, 3D representation 
transformation, and level of detail. Section 2.3 reviews the problems at semantic level 
in relation to semantics loss and solutions. Section 2.4 summarises the chapter. 
2.2 Geometry-level issues 
At the geometry level, the focus is on the transformation of geometric information. 
In this regard, there are a number of problems to be addressed, regarding the spatial 
reference system, 3D geometry representation, and level of detail contained in the 
resultant models. 
2.2.1 Spatial reference system 
BIM adopts a local placement system (LPS), in which objects defined in their own 
local coordinate system (2D or 3D cartesian coordinate system) are placed relative to 
other objects. For instance, any window is placed relative to a wall. In short, LPS 
represents the spatial relationship between different LCSs. This mechanism facilitates 
model modification in BIM; if the location of a wall is to be changed, only the wall 
needs to be modified, while the locations of windows or doors attached to it will be 
adjusted correspondingly. On the contrary, GIS generally uses a geographic coordinate 
system (GCS) or projected coordinate system (PCS) to cover large areas such as 
regions, nations, or even the entire world; each feature inside it has absolute 
coordinates in the form of latitude, longitude, and altitude. Note that GIS can also use 
a local coordinate system (LCS) when GCS is not available. This reference system gap 
can usually be bridged by a method proposed in the literature (Wu and Hsieh 2007) as 
represented in Equation 2-1: 
 !𝐵#𝐵$𝐵%& = 𝑀	 ×	!𝐴#𝐴$𝐴%& +	∆, 2-1 
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where vectors A and B are coordinates of the same object in different coordinate 
systems, M is the transformation matrix, and ∆ is the origin shift of the destination 
coordinate system. 
However, Equation 2-1 is very generalised, it does not detail how the 
transformation matrix and origin shift can be obtained. In practice, instances of misuse 
in acquiring the transformation matrix have been noted (Wu and Hsieh 2007). Such 
misuse will be fully discussed and rectified in this study. 
Another problem is that coordinate system transformations between different 
levels of LCS are not fully addressed (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b, Wu and 
Hsieh 2007, Kang and Hong 2015a, 2018). LCS transformation is a BIM-specific 
problem because of the use of LPS. During the geometry transformation, elements 
defined in a lower LCS must be eventually transformed into the site-level LCS, step 
by step. For example, before the coordinates of a building element can be transformed 
into a GCS, they must first be transformed into storey-level LCS, building-level LCS, 
and finally site-level LCS, step by step. Most studies have mentioned transformations 
between LCSs and GCSs, but transformations between different levels of LCSs have 
not been fully studied. 
2.2.2 3D representation transformation 
As mentioned earlier, GIS and BIM adopt different approaches to represent 3D 
geometry. Taking IFC as an example, BIM can use one of, or a combination of 
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), sweep, and boundary representation (B-rep) to 
represent 3D geometry, while GIS usually only uses B-rep, such as in CityGML and 
Shapefile. The different natures of these different 3D geometry representation methods 
act as barriers for easy data transformation. 
From the perspective of IFC to CityGML/Shapefile transformation, the main 
obstacle is the transformation of IFC B-rep to another B-rep, sweep to B-rep, and CSG 
to B-rep. The B-rep to B-rep issue is essentially a matter of coordinate system 
transformation, while sweep to B-rep or CSG to B-rep transformation is still a problem 
(Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b). Deng et al. claim that sweep to B-rep 
transformation could be achieved VIA a customised function for CityGML (Deng, 
Cheng, and Anumba 2016b), but this function has yet be tested against Shapefile. 
Another problem is that generations of B-rep are not fully covered. Take the 
transformation of sweep to B-rep, for example. After the first step coordinate 
transformation, a sweeping area and a sweeping path can be obtained; however, their 
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conversion to the faces of B-rep has not yet been fully studied (Deng, Cheng, and 
Anumba 2016b). 
2.2.3 Level of detail matching 
When CityGML is involved in data-level integration, level of detail matching is 
another challenge. LoDs in GIS and BIM reflect the amount of detail contained in a 
city or building model. Both have five levels, however, with different definitions for 
corresponding levels. For example, CityGML defines a building model in LoD0 as the 
footprint or roof edge of the building, while an element defined as LOD100 in IFC 
may not even be a geometic representation (Forum 2017). As a result, these levels 
cannot be simply mapped. 
Progress is being made on this front. In research conducted by de Laat and Van 
Berlo, IFC models were successfully exported to CityGML LoD4 (de Laat and Van 
Berlo 2011). Donkers et al. developed a method to automatically generate CityGML 
LoD3 building models from IFC files for the construction of a city model (Donkers et 
al. 2016), while Deng et al. transformed IFC buildings to CityGML models of LoD1 
to LoD4 (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b). 
2.2.4 Geometry transformation approaches 
Geometry transformation between BIM and GIS can be partly achieved using 
commercial software packages, such as BIMServer and IfcExplorer for transformation 
of IFC to CityGML, and the FME and DIA for transformation of IFC to Shapefile. 
However, none of these tools can fully transfer geometry and semantics between BIM 
and GIS (Donkers 2013). In this study, we refer to conducting a transformation using 
commercial software packages as the conventional approach. 
2.3 Semantic-level issues 
2.3.1 Semantics loss 
An obvious problem in data-level integration is that semantic information may not 
be fully transformed, mainly due to semantic mismatches between the two domains. 
Most solutions for dealing with semantic losses are exclusively based on the CityGML 
standard. 
Semantic mismatches between BIM and GIS mean (1) that there are different 
definitions for the same object. For example, a window in IFC is defined as 
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“IfcWindow” while it is just “window” in CityGML, or (2) that one defines a 
component while the other does not. For instance, IFC defines beam, column, stair, 
and so on, while CityGML does not, and generalisesthese as “BuildingInstallation” 
(de Laat and Van Berlo 2011, Donkers et al. 2016). This has resulted in problems in 
some applications. For example, when creating an indoor evacuation network, the lack 
of corresponding connection information between stairs makes it difficult to create 
geometric links between different storeys , and impedes the ability to navigate between 
floors (Xu et al. 2016). 
2.3.2 Solutions for semantics loss 
The semantics loss problem tends to happen on the GIS side. The main effort in 
sematic-level integration involves bridging the gap between the two schemas, which 
means modifications of current schemas are required. Different strategies are being 
adopted for this purpose, such as schema extension, simplification, or new 
intermediate schema creation. 
2.3.2.1 Schema modification 
In terms of schema extension, it is usually CityGML that is extended. This can be 
achieved by Application Domain Extensions (ADEs). The CityGML standard supports 
ADEs to incorporate new definitions for objects. One example would be GeoBIM, 
developed by de Laat and Van Berlo, defining “stair” in CityGML, which was not 
originally included (de Laat and Van Berlo 2011). In some cases, the IFC is also 
extended. Borrmann, Kolbe et al. extended the IFC model for incorporating multi-
scale representation of shield tunnels, later transformed into CityGML (Borrmann et 
al. 2015). Another well-known example is the IFC for GIS (IFG) initiated by the 
Norwegian State Planning Authority (Statens Bygningstekniske Etat) to provide 
geographic information within the framework of the IFC schema (El-Mekawy, 
Östman, and Shahzad 2011). However, this strategy may encounter problems in terms 
of visualisation. The geometry from a CityGML ADE may not be correctly represented 
in some 3D viewers such as Autodesk LandExplorer (de Laat and Van Berlo 2011). 
In some scenarios, the IFC schema is too complex for specific tasks, such as 
indoor navigation, and the schema thus has to be simplified. The BIM Oriented Indoor 
Data Model (BO-IDM) was developed by Isikdag et al. for the purpose of facilitating 
indoor navigation. It eliminates solid elements in the building model, such as holes in 
slabs and walls, maintaining only necessary attributes (Isikdag, Zlatanova, and 
Underwood 2013). 
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2.3.2.2 Creation of new schema 
The last approach is to establish a new data model, or an intermediate data model, 
as the bridge for IFC and CityGML. For creation of a new data model, an example 
would be the Urban Flood Model, which is XML-based and designed to faciliate 
micro-level flood damage assessment (Amirebrahimi et al. 2015). In this case, 
geometry and semantics from IFC were extracted using the DIA and BIMServer 
respectively, merged again using the unique identifier of each element, and finally 
imported into the designed data model. In the second scenario of creating an 
intermediate data model, all information from one end will go through the intermediate 
data schema in order to reach the other end. This method usually relies on semantic 
web technology, a set of technologies used to represent, publish, and browse structural 
data on the Web (Hor, Jadidi, and Sohn 2016). 
The core of a semantic web is the ontology, a term that originates from philosophy 
but that has obtained a new meaning in computer science. An ontology typically 
consists of a finite list of terms and the relationships between them, used to describe a 
domain of discourse (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2008). A hierarchy structure is used 
to describe an ontology. Figure 2-1 presents the hierarchy structure for an ontology of 
indoor location. In this case, the “SpatialThing” has four subclasses, including building, 
premises, floor, and room, while “room” is divided into lab and meeting room. It also 
shows the relationships between them; for example, the building should be located in 
premises, while a floor should be in a building, and a building can be adjacent to 
another building. 
 
Figure 2-1 An ontology example for indoor location (Wang, De, et al. 2013). 
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This approach usually comprises three steps. First, ontologies are constructed for 
both fields. Second, ontology mapping is used to link similar relationships or concepts 
between source and target ontologies, outputting an extended ontology containing all 
classes and properties from both GIS and BIM domains. Third, GIS data and building 
elements are translated into semantic Web standards, after which, a query language, 
such as SPARQL, can be used to retrieve the information needed from the model 
(Karan, Irizarry, and Haymaker 2015). Karan and Irizarry used this approach in an 
attempt to extend BIM’s scope to the preconstruction planning phase by enabling site 
layout design that tends to be carried out by GIS (Karan and Irizarry 2015). Deng, 
Cheng et al. adopted a similar method for creating a reference ontology called 
Semantic City Model, which serves as an intermediate model to exchange information 
between IFC and CityGML, and with which they achieved mapping between BIM and 
3D GIS at different levels of detail (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b). Costa, Sicilia 
et al. developed a District Data Model (DDM), which contains information from IFC 
and CityGML data as well as contextual data, to support the retrofitting of energy-
efficient districts (Costa et al. 2016). Other examples include the Unified Building 
Model (UBM), designed and tested by EI-Mekawy using BIMServer (El-Mekawy, 
Östman, and Shahzad 2011), supporting bidirectional information exchange between 
IFC and CityGML at LoD1–LoD4, and the Integrated Geospatial Information Model 
(IGIM) by Hor, Jadidi et al. (Hor, Jadidi, and Sohn 2016). 
At the semantic level, two strategies are mainly being used, i.e. (i) developing new 
data models that are usually ontology-based, using semantic web technology, and (ii) 
modifying existing schema, including schema simplification and extension. These two 
strategies have one thing in common in that they both rely on existing schemas 
(IFC/CityGML). Modification is directly conducted against schemas, while in the 
development of new data models, the classes, relationships and attributes defined in 
those existing schemas are borrowed to create the ontologies. Even though using 
existing schemas is not compulsory for establishment of ontologies, schema-based 
ontologies created for integration are more complete and sounder in terms of structure 
than those built on the knowledge of a single individual, considering that a schema 
represents the knowledge of a group of specialists. 
The semantic web-based method is promising; however, it is often time-
consuming to use these techniques, as they are still under development. Moreover, 
there are very few widely-accepted ontologies for the AEC domain. Different projects 
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independently develop their own ontologies, impairing effective information exchange 
across this field (Karan and Irizarry 2015). 
2.4 Chapter summary 
First, this chapter reviewed the literature in order to understand the integration 
problems at geometry level. It was revealed that: (1) in terms of spatial reference 
system, even though mathematic equation is available for coordinate system 
transformation, it is over-generalised in the case of IFC, and the transformations 
between different levels of LCS are not fully addressed; (2) in terms of representation 
transformation, sweep to B-rep or CSG to B-rep transformation is still a problem. 
While CityGML has been examined in the transformation from sweep to B-rep, the 
performance of Shapefile has not yet been tested. In addition, the generations of B-rep 
are not fully covered; (3) when CityGML is used, level of detail matching is another 
challenge, since the definitions for LoD are not the same in CityGML and IFC. 
Then, this chapter discussed causes of semantic mismatches and work carried out 
by various researchers to solve the problem of semantic loss. It was revealed that two 
strategies are mainly being used, i.e. modifying existing schema (schema extension or 
schema simplification) and developing new ontology-based schema using semantic 
web technology. However, developing new schema can be time-consuming and can 
be affected by the fact that very few widely-accepted ontologies are available for the 
AEC domain. 
Figure 2-2 presents the main problems and solutions at data-level integration. 
 
Figure 2-2 The main problems and solutions at data-level integration. 
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3 Research framework 
3.1 Introduction 
A thorough literature review has identified two main problems regarding data-
level BIM/GIS integration: geometric information transformation and semantic 
information transfer. This chapter explains the research framework of this study 
(Figure 3-1). It can be divided into three logically linked sections: (1) geometry 
transformation, (2) semantic information transfer, and (3) the development of an 
infrastructure management system. 
 
Figure 3-1 The framework of this study. 
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This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 investigates relevant data 
standards, such as IFC, CityGML, and Shapefile. Section 3.3 explains geometry 
transformation by using commercial software and by developing an open source 
approach. Section 3.4 explains how the semantic information can be transferred from 
BIM to GIS. Section 3.5 explains the development of the infrastructure management 
system. Section 3.6 describes the BIM models used in this study. Section 3.7 
summarises the chapter. 
3.2 Relevant standards 
When discussing data-level integration, data formats cannot be neglected. The 
flow of information from BIM to GIS, or vice versa, always results in changes in the 
data structure or format. Many data formats can be used to store 3D geometry, such as 
3D Studio Max (.3ds) (Inc. 2018a), SketchUp (.skp) (Inc. 2018e), Virtual Reality 
Modelling Language (VRML) (Wikipedia 2018c), GeoVRML (.wrl) (Group 2018), 
Openflight (.flt) (Wikipedia 2018a), and COLLADA (.dae) (Inc. 2018c). However, the 
most used 3D data formats for BIM/GIS integration are IFC, CityGML, and multipatch 
(Shapefile). 
3.2.1 Representative formats 
IFC is the most widely-used data exchange format in the AEC domain and is the 
main format to be considered for BIM/GIS integration. On the GIS side, there are 
mainly two formats available, including CityGML and Shapefile. In theoretical 
studies, CityGML is more often studied (Kang and Hong 2015b, Jusuf, Mousseau, 
Godfroid, and Hui 2017), while for practical use purposes, Shapefile is more widely 
adopted (Amirebrahimi et al. 2016a, Xu et al. 2016, Tashakkori, Rajabifard, and 
Kalantari 2015). Figure 3-2 shows information flow paths from BIM to GIS using IFC, 
CityGML, and Shapefile. 
 
Figure 3-2 Information flow from BIM to GIS. 
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This study uses Shapefile as the destination format for receiving BIM information 
for the following reasons: 
(1) Shapefile is the most widely-used exchange format in GIS, used by academia 
and governments around the world (including the government of Western Australia 
(Authority 2018)) for information sharing and exchange. Shapefile has been widely 
adopted for application-oriented studies addressing BIM/GIS integration 
(Amirebrahimi et al. 2016a, Xu et al. 2016, Tashakkori, Rajabifard, and Kalantari 
2015). 
(2) By adopting Shapefile, issues related to CityGML no longer remain relevant. 
CityGML has a number of problems, despite it being considered an appropriate format 
for BIM/GIS integration and having been adopted as a representative data format for 
GIS (Teo and Cho 2016, Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b, a, Delgado et al. 2015) by 
many studies, especially those trying to solve the semantic mismatch problem (Kang 
and Hong 2018, Kang and Hong 2015b, Jusuf, Mousseau, Godfroid, and Hui 2017). 
These problems are discussed below: 
a) CityGML is not an efficient format for analysis. CityGML is actually a standard 
initiated by organisations in the AEC domain, such as Autodesk, Inc. and Bentley 
Systems, Inc., for whom the first concern was information exchange, rather than 
information analysis. CityGML needs to be transformed again before it can be used by 
a GIS; as shown in Figure 3-2, even if CityGML is used, it has to first be transformed 
into a native format, such as Shapefile for ArcGIS. 
b) CityGML introduces problems such as LoD and semantics matching. Both 
CityGML and IFC have defined LoDs and LoD matching has to be considered during 
transformation. The semantics mismatch problem also has to be appropriately 
addressed before information can be input into CityGML. 
c) CityGML results in larger file sizes. It has been observed that after 
transformation to CityGML, file size increased tenfold or more (de Laat and Van Berlo 
2011). This is due to the nature of XML-based data formats. The use of tags by XML 
for ensuring accuracy and consistency of information increases file sizes. 
However, Shapefile also has drawbacks. For example, it is not a semantic data 
model, which means no building components (such as roof, room, window, or door) 
are defined. Additionally, Shapefile does not support topology (Cepicky and 
OpenGeoLabs 2017) and has not been updated by its developer (ESRI) for many years. 
Nevertheless, these problems do not affect Shapefile as a recipient of BIM 
information, because the current Shapefile standard is still capable of handling the 
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geometric information of BIM and the semantic information can be stored in separate 
database and linked to each geometry. 
3.2.2 Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) 
The IFC data model was created by buildingSMART (formerly the International 
Alliance for Interoperability) (Mignard and Nicolle 2014), in response to the 
information-rich but fragmented construction industry (Aziz et al. 2006, Pathirage, 
Amaratunga, and Haigh 2007) and the existence of different proprietary data formats 
that impaired information exchange within the AEC domain (Atazadeh et al. 2017). 
Even though there are many open BIM standards, such as BIMXML (ONUMA 2018) 
and COINS (TechniaTranscat 2018), IFC is the primary open data schema (standard) 
used for information exchange and sharing within AEC/FM domains (Amirebrahimi 
et al. 2016a, Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b, Fu et al. 2006). Key concepts relevant 
to IFC include IFC classes, methods for 3D representations, Level of Development 
(LOD), its spatial structure, and coordinate systems. These will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
3.2.2.1 IFC classes, attributes, and relationships 
IFC is an object-oriented data model, which treats everything within as an object, 
and all objects are managed by classes. There is one and only one root class, i.e. 
IfcRoot, and the rest of the classes are subtypes of it. Classes can be categorised into 
three abstract class groups, i.e. IfcObject, IfcPropertyDefinition, and IfcRelationship 
(Wix 2015). IfcObject defines all possible things related to construction activities; 
these can be physical objects (IfcProduct), an action of constructing (IfcProcess), or a 
human or an organisation (IfcActor). IfcPropertyDefinition describes all possible 
properties (attributes) that an object can have, such as owner history, name, size, 
colour, and so forth. IfcRelationship builds the connection between objects and other 
classes, either properties or other objects. The relationship between them is illustrated 
in Figure 3-3. In IFC, the attributes and relationships are also objects. 
 
Figure 3-3 Relationship between IfcObject, IfcRelatinship, and IfcPropertyDefinition. 
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The attributes of an object can be defined in various places in an IFC file, 
including (1) in the object itself, (2) in a property set, and (3) in other individual 
attribute objects, such as materials (Figure 3-4). According to where an attribute is 
defined, attributes can be generally divided into two groups: (1) default attributes that 
are defined directly in the object; and (2) hidden attributes that are stored in a property 
set or an individual attribute object. 
 
Figure 3-4 Attributes attached to an object. 
Figure 3-5 shows an example of hidden attributes of a slab with id of i1800. 
Through three types of relationship, i.e. IfcRelDefinitionsByProperties, 
IfcRelAssociatesMaterial and IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure, the slab is 
connected with three other objects, including IfcPropertySet, IfcMaterial and 
IfcBuildingStorey, where explicit attributes are stored. 
 
Figure 3-5 Example of hidden attributes of a slab element. 
The extraction of default attributes is relatively easy, especially from ifcXML, 
which is a well-organised XML-based IFC schema. However, acquiring hidden 
attributes is a significant challenge. To achieve this, not only do the attributes 
themselves need to be obtained, but also the relationships between attributes and 
corresponding objects. 
3.2.2.2 3D representations and Level of Development (LOD) 
There are three approaches for representing 3D geometry in IFC, i.e. B-rep, CSG, 
and sweep (Donkers et al. 2016). (1) B-rep represents a 3D object using its bounding 
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surfaces, and is usually used for complex objects, such as windows and doors (Wu and 
Hsieh 2007). (2) CSG defines a number of primitive objects such as spheres, cones, 
pyramids, or cylinders, and uses the result of a series of Boolean operations 
(difference, union, and intersection) of those primitive objects to represent 3D objects. 
A CSG tree is used to record all necessary information (primitive objects and Boolean 
operations) for creating an object (Wyvill, Guy, and Galin 1999). (3) In the case of 
sweep, a 2D profile and a sweeping path are used together to define a 3D geometry. 
Examples of B-rep, CSG, and sweep are shown in Figure 3-6. 
 
Figure 3-6 (a) Boundary Representation, (b) Sweep, (c) Constructive Solid Geometry (Deng, Cheng, and 
Anumba 2016b). 
IFC classifies BIM models into five groups according to the level of information 
they contain, defined as LODs, ranging between LOD 100 and LOD 500 (Deng, 
Cheng, and Anumba 2016b). Figure 3-7 shows a precast structural inverted T-beam 
model from LOD 200 to LOD 400. With increasing LOD, more details are contained 
in the model. At LOD 200, there is only one solid structure in the model, but LOD 400 
would comprise a complex model with several components, including lifting devices, 
expansion joints, etc. An example for LOD 100 is not given, because LOD 100 
elements are not geometric representations. Note that LOD 100, 200, 300, 400, and 
500 are defined by the American Institute of Architects (AIA), while LOD 350 is 
developed by the BIMForum working group (Forum 2017), as the organisation found 
it necessary to define an LOD between LOD 300 and LOD 400 for detailed 
coordination between disciplines, e.g. clash detection/avoidance, layout, etc. 
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Figure 3-7 A precast structural inverted T-beam (concrete) model from LOD 200 to LOD 400 (Forum 2017). 
3.2.2.3 EXPRESS-based and XML-based IFC 
IFC has two forms, i.e. EXPRESS-based IFC (default IFC) and XML-based IFC 
(ifcXML). If not specified, IFC refers to EXPRESS-based IFC, and ifcXML is the 
XML representation of the EXPRESS-based IFC. Even though ifcXML is not as 
widely used as IFC and tends to produce larger files for the same information (Deng, 
Cheng, and Anumba 2016b), it is a well-structured data format that is both human- 
and machine-readable. Users can easily and directly interpret the information 
contained in an ifcXML. 
In spite of their differences in appearance and data structure, the two forms share 
the same IFC ontology, which means that an object defined in IFC and ifcXML should 
have the same geometry, attributes, and relationships (buildingSMART 2018a). Table 
3-1 presents the codes needed to define a slab in both ifcXML and IFC. It can be easily 
observed that IFC is more compact than ifcXML while ifcXML is much easier to 
interpret. In addition, there is an obvious difference in the unique identifier in this 
standard. ifcXML uses an attribute “id”, ‘i1800’ in this case, while EXPRESS-based 
IFC adopts the line number in the data section, i.e. a hash sign (#) followed by a 
number (‘#683’ in this case). 




         <GlobalId>2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqLE</GlobalId> 
         <OwnerHistory> 
            <IfcOwnerHistory ref="i1677" xsi:nil="true"/> 
         </OwnerHistory> 
         <Name>Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217729:2000 x 
2000 x 900mm:217729 : Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 
900mm:217729:277722</Name> 
         <ObjectType>Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217729:Pile 
Cap-Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217729</ObjectType> 
         <ObjectPlacement> 
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Type Definition 
            <IfcLocalPlacement ref="i1774" xsi:nil="true"/> 
         </ObjectPlacement> 
         <Representation> 
            <IfcProductDefinitionShape ref="i1796" xsi:nil="true"/> 
         </Representation> 
         <Tag>277722</Tag> 
         <PredefinedType>floor</PredefinedType> 




Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217729',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 x 
2000 x 900mm',#667,#681,'217729',.FLOOR.); 
3.2.2.4 IFC spatial hierarchy 
The elements in IFC form a spatial structure. This structure looks like an upside-
down tree and is referred to as an IFC-Tree in this study. Figure 3-8 presents an 
example of an IFC-Tree. Each element in the tree is a node. A node with a child is 
referred to as a parent node. For instance, site1 is a parent node with children being 
building1, building2, and building3. A node without any children is a leaf node, and a 
node without a parent is a root node. The root node of IFC-Tree is always the project 
node. Under the project node, there may be one or more site nodes, which may contain 
one or more buildings. A building could have more than one storey, and in a storey, 
there may be various building elements, such as columns, slabs, walls, beams, and so 
on. Through the IFC-Tree, from the root node it is possible to reach any other nodes. 
This mechanism provides the potential to retrieve all elements of an IFC model. 
 
Figure 3-8 IFC spatial structure, IFC-Tree. 
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3.2.2.5 IFC local coordinate system (LCS) and local placement system (LPS) 
In IFC, every element is placed within its own LCS. The LCS of an element is 
determined by two parameters, i.e. its origin and the direction of its axes. There are at 
least four levels of LCS in an IFC model, i.e. element-level LCS, storey-level LCS, 
building-level LCS, and site-level LCS. An upper-level LCS is called a parent LCS in 
this study; it may have one or more child LCSs. For instance, the site-level LCS is the 
parent of a building-level LCS, the building-level LCS is the parent of a storey-level 
LCS, and so forth. An example is given in Figure 3-9. All building elements are 
attached to a storey, and the storey is placed in a building, while the building is attached 
to a site. The site could be linked to a world coordinate system (WCS), e.g. WGS 1984 
World Mercator. 
 
Figure 3-9 IFC placement system. 
In this study, the term LPS is used to represent the relationship between a child 
LCS and its parent LCS. As shown in Figure 3-10, an LPS can record the relative 
position of a child LCS to its parent, also pointing to an upper-level LPS, which records 
the relationship between the parent LCS and its parent. For example, in Figure 3-10, 
through the element LPS, not only can the element LCS be transformed into a storey 
LCS, but the LPS of the storey can also be obtained. The placement system used by 
IFC can thus form a cascading system. Through this placement system, the geometry 
of an element defined in its own LCS can be transformed step by step to the LCS of 
the site or even to a WCS. 
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Figure 3-10 Relationship between LCS and LPS. 
3.2.3 City Geography Markup Language (CityGML) 
There are a range of XML-based standards approved by the Open Geospatial 
Consortium (OGC) used for environmental information exchange, including 
CityGML for virtual 3D city models, Geography Markup Language (GML) for 
geographical features, Keyhole Markup Language (KML) for geographic 
visualisation, and IndoorGML for modelling indoor spaces for navigation purposes. 
Of these, CityGML is the most common format in terms of BIM/GIS integration. 
CityGML is an open standard data model and exchange format to store 3D models 
of cities and landscapes based on GML defined by the OGC in Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) format (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016a). It is an application 
schema for GML 3.1.1 (GML3) that is a standard for sharing or exchanging 2D and 
3D geospatial information over the internet (Mignard and Nicolle 2014). It defines the 
basic entities, attributes, and relations of a city, essential for cost-effective sustainable 
3D city model maintenance. As in most XML-based data models, there are two parts 
included in CityGML, i.e. the schema that describes the document and the instance 
document that contains the actual data. 
As with IFC, CityGML has definitions for different LoDs, from LoD0 to LoD4, 
to reflect the amount of detail included in a model. Figure 3-11 present building 
models of a single residential building from LoD1 to LoD4. Obviously, more content 
is included in a model with a higher LoD. The LoD0 model is just the footprint of the 
building (in 2D), while LoD1 models comprise basic block models with flat roofs. In 
LoD3 and LoD4, models incorporate doors and windows and have similar exterior 
views; however, their internal components are quite different. LoD4 contains interior 
spaces (rooms) and internal walls, while the LoD3 model does not. However, a 
building model in CityGML is less complete and well-developed than in BIM, even at 
LoD4 (Amirebrahimi et al. 2016a). 
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Figure 3-11 Building models in LoD1-LoD4 (source: (Gröger et al. 2012)). 
In terms of 3D representation, different from IFC, CityGML only uses B-rep to 
represent 3D geometry, which means that the transformation from IFC to CityGML 
involves transformation of the 3D representation method. 
In situations where the current standard cannot meet the requirement of specific 
projects, CityGML supports ADEs, a feature that makes this standard extendable. 
Users can add new features, such as classes, attributes, or relations, to the existing 
standard to meet their particular needs. 
3.2.4 Shapefile standard 
3.2.4.1 Shapefile overview 
Shapefile is an open spatial data format developed by ESRI for the purpose of 
storing non-topological geometrical and attribute information for spatial features, such 
as points, lines, surfaces, and multipatches (ESRI 1998, Brundu et al. 2015). 
A Shapefile file consists of at least three parts, i.e. a main file (.shp), an index file 
(.shx), and a dBASE table (.dbf) (ESRI 1998). The main file stores geometric 
information for all features, in which each record is a shape with a list of its vertices. 
The index file indexes all those features in the main file and supports faster data access; 
a Shapefile without an index file can also be accessed but at a slower speed. The 
dBASE table is used to keep details of attributes for those spatial features. Apart from 
those three parts, a Shapefile can also have other components, such as a projection file 
(.prj), and an XML file (.shp.xml) for recording geospatial metadata. 
The geometry types supported by Shapefile generally include points, polylines, 
polygons, and multipatches (Table 3-2). 
Table 3-2 Supported shape types in Shapefile. 
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Value Shape Type Value Shape Type 
0 Null Shape 15 PolygonZ 
1 Points 18 MultiPointZ 
3 PolyLine 21 PointM 
5 Polygon 23 PolyLineM 
8 MultiPoint 25 PolygonM 
11 PointZ 28 MultiPointM 
13 PolyLineZ 31 MultiPatch 
3.2.4.2 3D representation for Shapefile 
Multipatch is the shape type for 3D geometry, developed by ESRI in 1997, and 
uses B-rep for 3D objects (ESRI 2008). A multipatch could be thought as a container 
for a collection of geometries that represent 3D surfaces. A surface (patch) is referred 
to as a part of the multipatch. There are six types of surface, namely triangle stripe, 
triangle fan, outer ring, inner ring, first ring, and ring. In a single multipatch model, 
these types can occur simultaneously, and in order to distinguish between them, a value 
is assigned to each type (Table 3-3). 
Table 3-3 Part types in multipatch. 
Value Part Type Value Part Type 
0 Triangle Stripe 3 Inner Ring 
1 Triangle Fan 4 First Ring 
2 Outer Ring 5 Ring 
3.3 Geometry transformation 
Geometry transformation refers to extracting and changing the structure of the 
geometry of the IFC so that the shape can be rebuilt in Shapefile. This study adopts 
two independent approaches to transformation, namely (1) enhancing the conventional 
approach by solving tool crashing and geometric error issues, and (2) developing a 
new approach using open source technology to overcome problems in the conventional 
approach. 
For enhancement of the conventional approach, apart from the usual direct 
transformation path, indirect transformation paths are assessed and compared, in order 
to identify the best transformation path. This is to solve the tool crashing issue. In 
addition, a 3D geo-referencing method is developed to address geometric errors in the 
resultant models. 
An open source approach (OSA) is also developed to overcome issues with the 
conventional approach; the OSA is designed to be more flexible and reliable. These 
three tasks are carried out in sequence: (1) investigating the geometry of IFC and 
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extracting geometry parameters; (2) consecutive coordinate transformation between 
different levels of coordinate systems; and (3) automatic generation of qualified 
multipatches. Development work is carried out using Python and some open source 
packages, such as IfcOpenShell (IfcOpenShell 2018), Pyshp (Foundation 2018c), and 
VPython (VPython 2018) for interpreting IFCs and creating Shapefiles. 
3.3.1 Structure of IFC geometry 
IFC was initiated in 1994; however, to date very little conclusive information 
regarding its geometry is available. Even though some primitive information about 
shape definition and geometry placement is provided, it is still not that clear how to 
use those fragmented pieces of information to rebuild a whole model outside BIM. 
The first step in development of an OSA is therefore a full investigation into the 
structure of IFC geometry, to determine all relevant primitive geometric elements and 
how to assemble them. For this process, IfcOpenShell is used to interpret the IFC file, 
an open source software library that helps software developers and users to work with 
the IFC file format (IfcOpenShell 2018), and official documents from 
buildingSMART are referenced to establish definitions of each primitive geometric 
element. 
The main tasks at this stage include: (1) deciphering the geometrical structure of 
IFC; (2) learning the key elements of geometric information and their roles in 
representing geometry; (3) determining where to obtain those elements; and (4) finding 
out how the coordinate system could be properly transformed. 
3.3.2 Coordinate system transformation 
3.3.2.1 Coordinate system overview 
In geometry, a coordinate system (CS) is a system using one or more numbers 
(coordinates) to uniquely determine the location of points or other geometric elements 
on a manifold space (Weisstein 2018). There are two types of CS in terms of the 
number of dimensions - two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) CSs. In a 
2D CS, location is indicated by two coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) in a plane space. An object in a 
2D CS can have width and length. In 3D, the location of a point is represented by three 
coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧); thus, besides length and width, an object can also have height. 
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In geospatial science, a spherical CS, referred to as a GCS, is usually adopted. A 
point on the earth can thus be indicated by latitude (𝜆), longitude (𝜑), and altitude or 
height (H). The most widely-used GCS is WGS-84. 
A spherical CS is straightforward in terms of understanding; however, it is not 
suitable for calculating distance, orientation, and area on Earth, which are important 
in some specific applications. For this reason, based on GCS, PCSs were developed. 
A PCS is defined on a flat, two-dimensional surface, and can be used to calculate the 
length and/or area of a geometry (ESRI 2017b). The coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) in a PCS can 
be calculated using the following formulas: 
 7𝑥 = 𝑓9(𝜆, 𝜑)𝑦 = 𝑓:(𝜆, 𝜑), 3-1 
where x and y are the coordinates in the PCS, and 𝜆	and	𝜑 are corresponding latitude 
and longitude in GCS, while 𝑓9and	𝑓: are functions to conduct the projection. 
Different PCSs have varying distortions in length, angle, or area in geometry, and 
thus an appropriate PCS must be selected. For example, to correctly obtain the area of 
a geometry, a PCS without area distortion must be adopted (Maling 2013). 
If an improper PCS is used or the purpose of application is changed, then the PCS 
has to be replaced accordingly by an appropriate one. Geo-referencing is the allocation 
of map-based coordinates (cartesian or geographical) to features, objects or images 
that are currently referenced in an arbitrary coordinate system. In BIM the arbitrary 
coordinate system could be a project coordinate system with assumed origin and 
orientation. The purpose of geo-referencing is assigning the “right” coordinates to 
features. 
3.3.2.2 Right-hand rule 
In mathematics and physics, the right-hand rule is a common mnemonic for 
understanding orientation of axes in 3-dimensional space (Wikipedia 2018b). In this 
thesis, the right-hand rule is primarily related to two tasks, denoting the type of 
coordinate system used and determining direction of the cross product of two vectors. 
The coordinate system used by IFC is right-hand, while the other type of 
coordinate system is left-hand. An example for each is given in Figure 3-12. The right-
hand coordinate system has a default origin of (0,0,0) and three perpendicular axes, i.e. 
x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, denoted by (1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1) respectively. 
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Figure 3-12 Left-hand coordinate system (left) and right-hand coordinate system (right). 
The left-hand rule is also used to determine the direction of the cross product of 
two vectors, as shown in Figure 3-13. With this rule, given x-axis and z-axis, the 
direction of y-axis, which is not directly provided by IFC, could be determined. 
 
Figure 3-13 Direction of cross product of vector a and b. 
3.3.2.3 Transformation between different coordinate systems 
CS correctness is the basic requirement for data to be used in a GIS. Without a 
correct CS, BIM models, or generally any spatial data, cannot be properly processed 
by a GIS. Geo-referencing is a process to assign proper geographic coordinates to 
objects without coordinates or with improper coordinates. 
During coordinate transformation, three aspects should be considered, namely (1) 
change of origin, (2) change in scale, and (3) rotation of the axes. 
A general equation for transformation can be expressed as: 
 T?@@A = R × S?@@A + ∆, 3-2 
where 𝑇EFFG is the target coordinate, 𝑆EFFG denotes the source coordinate, R stands for 
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transformation matrix, and ∆ is the shift of CS origin. Depending on the algorithm 
used, the transformation matrix R may vary. 
3.3.2.3.1 2D coordinate transformation 
A number of algorithms are available to carry out 2D transformations, including 
Helmert transformation, affine transformation (Maling 2013), and projective 
transformation (ESRI 2017a). 
The Helmert transformation can be expressed as: 
 I#$J = K L?@MN L MOPNQL MOPN L ?@MNR I#S$SJ + I#T$TJ, 3-3 
where the term m is referred to as a scalar, 𝛼 indicates the rotation of the axis, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the target coordinates, 𝑥S and 𝑦S indicate the source coordinates, and 	𝑥V and 𝑦V 
are the change of origin, or as: 
 I#$J = K W XQX WR I#S$SJ + KYZR. 3-4 
While Helmert transformation assumes the change of scale is identical in all 
directions, the affine transformation allows the change of scale to be different in 
different directions. Affine transformation may be written as 
 I#$J = KL?@MN L MOPNQ[ MOPN [ ?@MNR I#S$SJ + I#T$TJ, 3-5 
where m and n are scalars for the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, or as: 
 I#$J = KW X\ ]R I#S$SJ + KYZR, 3-6 
where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the target coordinates, and 𝑥S and 𝑦S indicate the source coordinates 
(Song, Zhou, and Guan 2014). 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸, and 𝐹 are referred to as transformation 
parameters. The shift of origin ∆ is indicated by C and F, while the effect of scaling 
and rotation is combined in parameters A, B, D, and E, which form the transformation 
matrix R. 
3.3.2.3.2 3D coordinate transformation 
The coordinate transformation in 3D space is more complicated than in 2D space 
in terms of calculation of the transformation matrix R; this can be obtained by (Maling 
2013): 
 R = b cos𝛼 sin 𝛼 0−sin𝛼 cos 𝛼 00 0 1jb cos 𝛾 0 sin 𝛾0 1 0−sin 𝛾 0 cos 𝛾j b1 0 00 cos 𝛽 sin𝛽0 −sin𝛽 cos 𝛽j, 3-7 
where 𝛼, 𝛾, and	𝛽  indicate rotation of the x, y, and z-axes respectively. 3D 
transformation can then be completed by: 
 mxyzq = RbxSySzSj + ∆. 3-8 
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3.3.2.3.3 Equation for transformation 
To complete the transformation, it is necessary to obtain the transformation 
parameters or transformation matrix. In some cases where the scalar, change of origin, 
and axis rotation are already known, combinations of Equations 3-7 and 3-8 can be 
applied to perform the transformation of 3D coordinates, while Equations 3-3 or 3-4 
can be used in conjunction for 2D coordinates. However, in other cases where the 
relevant parameters are not provided, the transformation matrix R has to be calculated 
using a certain number of control points before transformation can be carried out using 
Eq. 3-2. 
3.3.3 Geometry regeneration in GIS 
After coordinate transformation, a set of points can usually be acquired. The next 
challenge is how to use those points to rebuild geometry that complies with the 
multipatch standard. 
For this process, an automatic multipatch generation (AMG) algorithm is 
developed and validated for automatic production of multipatches from the extrusion 
profile and extrusion path. Two official documents from ESRI, i.e. ESRI Shapefile 
technical description and the multipatch geometry type specification, are the main 
sources used to guarantee that the generated geometry is aligned with the standard. 
3.4 Semantics transfer 
Since there are generally two types of attributes, default attributes and hidden 
attributes, the attribute types of a model are first identified in the semantics transfer 
section. Default attributes refer to those that can be found directly linked to the object, 
while hidden attributes refer to those in property sets or other attribute objects. 
Considering that EXPRESS-based IFC is not user-friendly, ifcXML will be used 
for semantics transfer. Using the Document Object Model (DOM), attributes can be 
extracted from ifcXML and be attached to the geometry afterwards. This is referred to 
as an EAA. 
The core of EAA is an algorithm for automatic attribute searches, developed using 
MATLAB; a number of customised functions for better DOM manipulation are also 
developed. 
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3.4.1 Semantics loss 
Semantics losses have been noted in my studies and discussed in previous sections 
of this thesis. This refers to the loss of information, when some information from BIM 
models is not accurately transferred to GIS. 
There are various causes of semantics losses. If CityGML is used, these are mainly 
caused by semantic mismatches between BIM and GIS. In this study, in which 
Shapefile is being used, these are mainly caused by the complex nature of the IFC 
standard that uses a reference mechanism to reduce data size and improve data 
manipulation efficiency. With this mechanism, one object may be referenced by other 
objects. For example, the entity “IfcOwnerHistory” is referenced by almost all other 
entities in the same file. This creates problems for attribute transfer. The attributes 
stored in other attribute objects tend to be neglected during the transformation, such as 
the attribute “material” stored in an individual object “IfcMaterial” and others stored 
in property sets. The loss of semantics information could result in inconvenience. For 
instance, selecting material for visualisation would be difficult. 
3.4.2 Document Object Model (DOM) and DOM manipulation 
According to w3schools, the DOM is defined as a standard object model for XML, 
a standard programming interface for XML, which is platform- and language-
independent (w3schools 2018d). In general, it is a technique that organises the contents 
in an XML file into an abstract but structured model and provides access to various 
programming languages, such as MATLAB and JavaScript. With DOM, XML files 
can be used for programming purposes other than just storing and exchanging 
information (w3schools 2018d). 
DOM is an abstract model but can be visualised as a node tree, in which there is 
one and only one root node and a number of intermediate and leaf nodes. Every node 
in the node tree can be reached from the root node using the relationships between 
them, such as parent, child, and sibling. 
Figure 3-14 presents a sample node tree of an IfcSlab. In this case, IfcSlab is the 
root node and is the parent of four children, i.e., GlobalId, OwnerHistory, ObjectType, 
and Tag. Nodes with the same parent are siblings, as in the case of OwnerHistory and 
ObjectType. The DOM models and provides access to XML-based data. 
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Figure 3-14 The node tree for the slab in Table 3-1. 
XML files can be manipulated through the node tree. A node can be accessed 
using the getElementsByTagName or the getElementById methods, by looping 
through the node tree, or by navigating the node tree using node relationships (such as 
child and sibling). A node can also be created, changed, removed, replaced, or cloned 
(w3schools 2018c). 
3.4.3 DOM manipulation using customized MATLAB functions 
MATLAB provides a range of functions for manipulating DOM. However, these 
are not yet adequate to efficiently complete the attribute extraction task. A set of 
customised functions for DOM manipulation are developed in this study. Table 3-4 
lists the 10 developed functions, namely getChildMaterialElement, 
getElementChildren, getElementName, getId, getThisRef, hasChild, hasElementChild, 





Table 3-4 List of customized DOM manipulation functions. 
Method Function 
getChildMaterialElement 
Search an element node called "IfcMaterial" under a node and all its 
descendants 
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Method Function 
getElementChildren Return all the element node of a parent node 
getElementName Return a list of child node title 
getId Get the id attribute of a node 
getThisRef get the ref attribute of the current node 
hasChild Judge if a node has child nodes 
hasElementChild Judge if a node has element child nodes 
hasOnlyTextChild Judge if a node only has text child nodes 
replaceRefXML 
Replace the node with a 'ref' attribute with the corresponding element 
node 
setIdXML If a node has attribute “id”, set it as the unique identifier 
3.5 Development of the infrastructure management system 
In the system development section, an infrastructure management system is 
created using Web GIS technology and programming tools such as HTML, CSS, 
JavaScript, and ArcGIS API for JavaScript. The features that distinguish this system 
from others include: (1) an advanced visualisation combining 2D and 3D views; and 
(2) real-time sensor data reception, allowing sensor data to be received and visualised 
in real-time. Prior to system development, spatial data (models) have to be pre-
processed so that they can be managed and accessed online. 
3.5.1 HTML, CSS and JavaScript 
HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language and is the standard markup 
language for creating Web pages; it describes the structure of Web pages using 
markup. Its elements are the building blocks of HTML pages, which are represented 
by tags that label pieces of content as "heading", "paragraph", "table", and so on. As 
with XML, HTML also has a DOM, through which the HTML can be accessed and 
manipulated (w3schools 2018b). 
CSSs (Cascading Style Sheets) describe how HTML elements are to be displayed 
on screen, paper, or in other media, and can simultaneously control the layout of 
multiple web pages (w3schools 2018a, Robson and Freeman 2012). 
JavaScript is a high-level, dynamic, weakly typed (Wang, Dou, et al. 2017), 
prototype-based, multi-paradigm, and interpreted programming language. It is used to 
make web pages interactive and provide online programs, including video games 
(Flanagan 2006, Freeman and Robson 2014). 
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In a nutshell, in the construction of a website, HTML is the frame of the website, 
CSS control the appearance of the website, while JavaScript determines the functions 
or actions of the website (Figure 3-15). 
 
Figure 3-15 Relationship between HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
3.5.2 ArcGIS API for JavaScript 
ArcGIS Application Programming Interface (API) for JavaScript (ESRI 2018a) is 
an API for the JavaScript language. With this API, 2D/3D maps and scenes can be 
introduced into a website to achieve interactive functionalities. 
This API tends to be used with ArcGIS Online, allowing storage and management 
of basic components such as maps, scenes, features, and layers. Before the API can 
manipulate the features, scenes, or maps, it has to point to the item using a unique ID. 
Figure 3-16 presents an ontology of the API, including the basic concepts and 
relationships between classes defined in the API. 
The view object at the centre of the diagram has two children - map view (2D) and 
scene view (3D). It controls almost everything on the interface, such as environmental 
conditions (light), field of view, visible layers, and user interface (UI) components 
such as legend and layer list. It also connects the map with the HTML file, indicating 
which area of the map to display. 
There are two paths for obtaining layer information from the view object – either 
through the layer view or through map. The layer view object includes visible layers, 
while the map object contains all layers, whether visible or not; to do this, the map 
object must point to a scene on ArcGIS Online. 
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With the layer object, all features and their attributes can be obtained through 
iterations as objects, or through query objects as output attributes, and are then 
displayed. 
 
Figure 3-16 Ontology for ArcGIS API for JavaScript. 
3.5.3 Web GIS and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 
Web GIS is a term used to refer to any GIS that uses Web technologies (Fu and 
Sun 2010), or in general, to a GIS operating online. With Web GIS, geospatial 
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information can be managed, shared, and delivered to a wider group of recipients. In 
the simplest situation, a Web GIS consists of two parts - a Web application server 
hosting the service and a client consuming the service; the latter can be a Web browser 
or a desktop application. Figure 3-17 represents the typical architecture of a Web GIS. 
 
Figure 3-17 The typical architecture of Web GIS. 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) (Jackson 2016) is used to transfer information 
between the server and the client. JSON is a lightweight, text-based, language-
independent data-interchange format (Bray 2014). As with XML, it is mainly used for 
exchanging information over the internet, but has recently become more popular  than 
XML (Afsari, Eastman, and Castro-Lacouture 2017). In this study, JSON is used 
during simulation of real-time bridge structural health monitoring because of its 
popularity. 
3.5.4 Online data management, ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Pro 
ArcGIS Online (ESRI 2018d) is used to manage BIM data as well as other spatial 
data. ArcGIS Online is a cloud-based mapping and analysis solution. It is used to: (1) 
create maps, scenes, and apps; (2) share and collaborate; (3) explore and analyse data; 
and (4) manage data. ArcGIS Pro works seamlessly with ArcGIS Online to create, 
visualize, and share 2D and 3D data, perform analysis, and more (Keranen and 
Kolvoord 2017). 
3.6 Experiment data 
In this study, experimental data include two bridge models created in BIM. One 
is from a bridge in Western Australia, while the other is built using 2D drawings. Some 
historical monitoring data provided by Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) is 
also used to simulate real-time monitoring. 
3.6.1 Bridge 1 model 
The first bridge was created in Autodesk Revit (Figure 3-18). Mainly, three types 
of components were modelled, i.e. slab, beam, and column. The corresponding real 
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bridge (No.1223) is located in Rockingham, Western Australia, and belongs to 
MRWA. This bridge model is used for geometry transformation and semantic transfer. 
 
Figure 3-18 Bridge 1 model used in this study. 
3.6.2 Bridge 2 model 
The Bridge 2 model was built with Tekla (Figure 3-19). It comprises six types of 
components, including beam, slab, column, and footing. This bridge is still at planning 
stage and there is thus no corresponding real bridge. This bridge model is mainly used 
to validate the 3D geo-referencing method. 
 
Figure 3-19 Bridge 2 model used in this study. 
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3.6.3 Real-time sensor data 
3.6.3.1 Bridge structural health monitoring system 
Bridge 1 is being monitored using a long-term bridge monitoring system 
developed by Strainstall, a company that develops monitoring solutions for the safety 
and performance of assets (Strainstall 2018). This system includes various sensors, 
including 16 strain gauges, four temperature sensors, eight displacement sensors, six 
accelerometers, 16 strain ring, one wind direction sensor, and one wind speed sensor, 
with a sampling rate of 100 samples/second. 
All data is initially stored in binary format in 30-minute files on a PC and is then 
transferred to the base for data processing. The processed data is periodically 
transferred onto the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server and separated into daily, 
weekly, and monthly folders. The logical structure of this system is illustrated in 
Figure 3-20. 
 
Figure 3-20 Logical structure of the monitoring system. 
Timestamps are provided with each file, corresponding to GMT. These 
timestamps are checked on a weekly basis to ensure accuracy. 
If any strain gauges read above the pre-set event trigger level, then the system will 
dynamically log all sensors of the system, displaying a more detailed breakdown of 
the sample readings collected. These files contain all data starting from 1 minute 
before the event until 1minute after. The files are uploaded to a separate folder on the 
FTP server. 
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3.6.3.2 Event data processing for real-time simulation 
The real-time data stream from Strainstall was not available for use in this study. 
Two-minute event data provided by the MRWA is therefore used instead, to simulate 
real-time monitoring. 
Processing steps include the following: (1) Attribute simplification. Not all 
columns recorded in two-minute event data are used in the simulation. The sensors 
used are randomly selected and are listed in Table 3-5. (2) Sensor value aggregation. 
A total of 100 data values generated in any one second are averaged, providing a single 
data point per second. (3) Date and time format transformation from simple text to 
timestamp. (4) File format transformation from Office Excel (.xlsx) to JSON. 
Table 3-5 Sensors used for simulation. 
Sensor type Sensor tag Number of sensors 
Displacement sensor MRWA-POT-01 1 
Wind speed sensor MRWA-WS-01 1 
Wind direction sensor MRWA-WD-01 1 
Temperature sensor MRWA-TH-01, MRWA-TH-03 2 
Stress ring MRWA-SR-01, MRWA-SR-06 2 
Stress gauge MRWA-SG-01, MRWA-SG-05 2 
Accelerator MRWA-ACC-01, MRWA-ACC-06 2 
Steps 1–3 will be completed in Excel, while the last step for transforming Excel 
to JSON will be completed using MATLAB. The codes for the transformation from 
Excel to JSON are provided in Appendix 6. 
3.7 Chapter summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to describe the research framework employed in 
this study. First, Shapefile was selected as the representative format for GIS other than 
CityGML, because Shapefile is the most widely-used exchange format in GIS and by 
adopting it, the problems introduced by CityGML, such as level of detail matching, 
can be avoided. 
Second, the geometry transformation from IFC to Shapefile using commercial 
software was enhanced by using various transformation paths and intermediate 
formats. 
Third, an AMG, based on open source technologies, was designed to transform 
the geometry information. It was revealed that the coordinate systems in IFC comply 
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with the right-hand rule, and coordinate system transformation, no matter 2D or 3D, 
can be completed by a general equation. The difference is in the acquisition of 
transformation matrix and origin shift. 
Fourth, an EAA was developed to facilitate semantic information transfer from 
BIM to GIS. Here, the node tree of XML was investigated, and a couple of customised 
functions were developed using MATLAB to facilitate DOM manipulation. 
Fifth, an infrastructure management system was developed using Web GIS 
technology to demonstrate the potential applications of this study in construction 
industry. 
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4 Enhancement of the conventional approach 
4.1 Introduction 
This study utilises two approaches for geometry transformation - the conventional 
approach using ArcGIS and an OSA. This chapter describes enhancement of the 
ArcGIS approach. 
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the indirect 
transformation method, compared with the direct transformation from IFC to 
Shapefile. Section 4.3 examines the potential intermediate formats and different 
transformation paths. Section 4.4 tests transformation paths using Bridge 1 model and 
analyse the results. Section 4.5 develops a two-step approach for geo-referencing 3D 
models. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter with a summary. 
4.2 Indirect transformation method 
By far, the most commonly used approach for geometry transformation from IFC 
to Shapefile is using the commercially-available DIA, a customised version of the 
FME for ArcGIS (ESRI 2018b). As discussed earlier in this work, this method has 
some constraints, in particular software crashes and possible geometric errors and 
semantic information loss in resultant models. 
To overcome the sudden crash problem, this study proposes an indirect 
transformation method, using a third IF to connect IFC and Shapefile. Figure 4-1 
shows the conventional direct and proposed indirect transformation paths. The indirect 
transformation process is divided into two consecutive parts, namely transformation 
from IFC to an IF, and then from the IF to Shapefile. 
 
Figure 4-1 Direct transformation and indirect transformation. 
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Apart from DIA, the transformation of IF to Shapefile can also be carried out 
using other ArcGIS methods, such as in-built functions for importing 3D data in 
specific formats, such as 3DS. An IF and transformation method together constitute a 
transformation path. Different paths can produce different outputs in terms of 
geometry and retention of semantic information. 
This study investigates such potential paths for transforming IFC to Shapefile. 
Their performance is assessed and compared with the result of direct transformation, 
so as to identify the best transformation method and intermediate format, if required. 
Also, to address possible geometric error issues in resultant models, a two-step 
3D geo-reference method is developed based on the traditional 2D geo-reference 
method used in 2D scenarios. 
4.3 Methodology for indirect transformation 
4.3.1 Intermediate formats (IFs) 
Theoretically, any format that supports 3D data could serve as an IF. According 
to a technical report by the Image Spatial Data Analysis Group (McHenry and Bajcsy 
2008), there are more than 140 formats available for 3D information. The most widely-
used 3D formats have been identified through a literature review (Mao and Harrie 
2016, Dimopoulou et al. 2014) (Table 4-1). 
Table 4-1 Common 3D data formats. 
 Format Description 
1 3DS A format for 3D modelling, animation, and rendering 
2 COLLADA A format for exchanging digital assets 
3 DWG A binary file format for storing 2D or 3D design data 
4 DXF A CAD format for exchanging data with other programs 
5 OBJ A format that represents 3D geometry alone 
6 VRML A format that represents 3D interactive vector graphics 
7 SKP A format used to store data for SketchUp 
8 KML A format for visualization in 3D earth browsers, e.g. Google Earth 
9 KMZ A zipped version of KML 
10 IFC A format for exchanging building and construction data 
4.3.2 Transformation paths 
Potential paths for converting IFC to Shapefile through various IFs are shown in 
Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2 Paths for transforming IFC to Shapefile. 
Except for the direct transformation path, all other paths comprise two parts: (1) 
transformation from IFC to IF, and (2) transformation from IF to final Shapefile. 
The first part is completed using SketchUp (Inc. 2018d) and FZKViewer (KIT 
2018). In this study, FZKViewer version 4.8 was used to transform IFC to KMZ and 
VRML, while SketchUp was used to complete the remaining seven data format 
transformations. The second part was conducted in ArcGIS, which has three main 
approaches for conducting such transformations: (1) Certain 3D formats, such as 
COLLADA and VRML, can be imported directly into ArcGIS through the tool 
“import 3D files”, and then exported as a Shapefile; this method is referred to as 
importing (Type 1). (2) In some cases, ArcGIS is capable of identifying specific 
external formats, such as IFC and DXF. After being dragged into ArcGIS, these can 
then be displayed and exported to Shapefile, with the process referred to as exporting 
(Type 2). (3) Type 3 involves use of the DIA, supporting the transformation of a wider 
array of formats. In the case of KML and KMZ, ArcGIS has an additional tool to 
convert these into a map layer which can later be exported into Shapefile; this method 
is also assessed. 
A transformation path refers to the combination of a format and method. For 
example, 3DS and Type 1 together form a transformation path. 
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4.4 Experiment and analysis 
4.4.1 Experiment 
Results show that the transformation from IFC to Shapefile can in most cases be 
completed through different paths. Figure 4-3 shows transformation of Bridge 1 model 
through a COLLADA/Type 1 path. The shape of the bridge has been well retained. 
 
Figure 4-3 The transformed Bridge 1 model in ArcScene. 
Table 4-2 presents the test results of the experiment. “----” indicates that the 
transformation path is not applicable, while “x” indicates a failed transformation. The 
presence of a number in a cell indicates a successful transformation, and the number 
indicates the number of components contained in the transformed bridge model. This 
number can be used to indicate the level of geometry information loss. For instance, a 
value of 1 means that the original 61 constituents of the bridge have been merged, and 
thus geometry information has been lost, while a value of 61 indicates no geometry 
information loss. Of the 26 applicable transformation paths, 8 paths failed, 2 paths 
resulted in models comprising 2460 components (geometric information loss), 12 
paths merged the bridge parts into one (geometric information loss), and only 4 paths 
retained the original 61 components. 
Table 4-2 The assessment of transformation. 




(Type 3) Other 
1 3DS 1 61 61 ---- 
2 COLLADA 1 1 x ---- 
3 DWG ---- x 2460 ---- 
4 DXF ---- x 2460 ---- 
5 OBJ ---- 1 1 ---- 
6 VRML 1 1 1 ---- 
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(Type 3) Other 
7 SKP 1 1 1 ---- 
8 KML ---- x x x 
9 KMZ ---- 1 x x 
10 IFC ---- 61 61 ---- 
There are numerous versions of SketchUp available, including versions 3 to 8 and 
versions 2013 to 2017. This study tested the supportiveness of each method in relation 
to different versions. As shown in Table 4-3, the study found that different methods 
can support different versions. Type 1 was only able to transform versions 3 to 7, while 
Types 2 and 3 supported almost all versions, except for version 2017. 
Table 4-3 Versions of SketchUp supported by different methods. 





V3 √ √ √ 
V4 √ √ √ 
V5 √ √ √ 
V6 √ √ √ 
V7 √ √ √ 
V8 X √ √ 
2013 X √ √ 
2014 X √ √ 
2015 X √ √ 
2016 X √ √ 
2017 X X X 
4.4.2 Analysis 
In general, the results show that different IFs can produce similar results through 
different paths. For instance, both 3DS and IFC were able to produce a bridge model 
with 61 pieces. An IF can also produce different outputs if different transformation 
methods are used. For example, KMZ can be transformed through Type 2 but not 
through Type 3. 3DS can produce a merged bridge model through Type 1, but a 61-
piece bridge model using Types 2 or 3. 
4.4.2.1 Comparison of transformation methods 
As noted earlier, three methods are mainly used to transform IFC to Shapefile, 
namely importing (Type 1), exporting (Type 2), and DIA (Type 3). 
Type 1 only supports a limited number of formats, and only 3DS, COLLADA, 
VRML, and SKP were successfully transformed. Type 2 supports seven formats, not 
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including DWG, DXF, and KML. The same number of formats is supported by Type 
3, but this does not support COLLADA, KML, and KMZ. The performance of Types 
2 and 3 was comparable, with both supporting seven formats, while the performance 
of Type 1 was somewhat weaker, only supporting four formats. 
4.4.2.2 Comparison of IFs 
In addition to the source IFC format, nine intermediate formats were assessed. 
Their performance varied significantly. For example, 3DS, VRML, and SKP could be 
converted into Shapefile using any of the three methods, while DWG, DXF, and KMZ 
can only be transformed through one method. KML was not successfully transformed 
using any of these methods. 
In addition to semantic information loss, geometry information loss was also 
noted during the test. The formats were grouped and ranked according to the degree 
of geometric and semantic information loss during transformation, with results shown 
in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-4 Ranking of intermediate formats. 
Group Formats 
1 IFC, 3DS 
2 VRML, SKP, COLLADA, OBJ 
3 DWG/DXF, KML, KMZ 
The first group comprises IFC and 3DS. These retained all geometric information 
(61 pieces). IFC outperformed 3DS in terms of semantic information retention, as the 
latter lost all semantic information. COLLADA, OBJ, VRML, and SKP are in the 
second less favourable group; in this case, much geometric and semantic information 
was lost because of the merging of different constituents into a single one. The third 
group comprises DWG, DXF, KML, and KMZ; these are considered least suitable, 
either because of the failure of the transformation (KML, KMZ) or because of splitting 
of the bridge model into thousands of small pieces (DWG, DXF). Consequently, the 
order of preference is: IFC, 3DS, VRML, SKP, COLLADA, OBJ, DWG/DXF, and 
KML. KMZ is not included because results indicated that it cannot be successfully 
transformed using any of these methods. 
4.4.2.3 Spatial disorder in resultant models 
Transformation resulted in some unexpected geometry changes; for example, 
resultant models had different sizes, locations, and orientations. These problems are 
referred to as geometric error. 
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Figure 4-4 presents results for different format models transformed through Type 
2. As expected, these had different spatial coordinates after transformation, but they 
also had different spatial locations, orientations, and even sizes (a smaller model is 
shown in the red box in Figure 4-4). The same issue was observed with models 
transformed through Types 1 and 3. It might be caused by the nature of different 
intermediate formats, as models derived from 3DS have the same spatial location, 
regardless of transformation method. 
 
Figure 4-4 Models from different formats through exporting (Type 2) with different locations, orientations, and 
sizes. 
4.5 Geo-referencing 3D models 
The observed orientation and size problem, as well as the incompatibility of 
spatial reference systems (CSs), shows the necessity for geo-referencing resultant 3D 
models. All BIM models need to be geo-referenced before they can be properly 
processed by GIS. However, there is no well-defined approach to geo-referencing 3D 
building models, notwithstanding the fact that GIS has a mature paradigm for geo-
referencing 2D data such as remote sensing imagery (Turner, Lucieer, and Wallace 
2014). The main difficulty in 3D geo-referencing lies in the selection of control points. 
This section proposes a two-step approach to geo-referencing 3D models by 
extending an existing 2D geo-referencing algorithm. The first step, completed in 
ArcMap, is to rectify x- and y-coordinates (2D footprint), and the second is to adjust 
the z-value of each point. Multiple tools are used in combination, including ArcMap, 
ArcScene, and ArcGIS Pro. 
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Figure 4-5 presents the workflow for geo-referencing 3D models. To validate the 
proposed method, the Bridge 2 was used, since more geometric errors, including size 
error, location error, and orientation error, were observed in this model. 
 
Figure 4-5 Workflow of geo-referencing 3D models. 
4.5.1 Rectification of x- and y-coordinate 
This section describes rectification of x- and y-coordinates. A “right” footprint 
(RF) first has to be created. The original footprint of the model is referred to as the 
“wrong” footprint (WF). Figure 4-6 shows the WF and RF of Bridge 2. The WF is 
represented as a red rectangle. Due to improper use of the CS, its size on the map is 
much larger than it should be. 
 
Figure 4-6 The WF in red box and the RF in the green box. 
To complete geo-referencing, a number of control points are selected. Their 
coordinates are obtained in both RF and WF, and the mathematical relationship 
between them is established. The two sets of coordinates of a control point, one from 
RF and the other from WF, constitute a displacement link. In a 2D case, at least three 
displacement links are required. Table 4-5 shows the selected control points for Bridge 
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2. x-source and y-source are coordinates from the WF, while x-destination and y-
destination are from the RF. 
 
Table 4-5. Control points for geo-referencing. 
ID x-source y-source x-destination y-destination Residual error 
1 12446488.628050 2709125.359343 12550256.642045 2634645.825519 0.000000 
2 12439460.110040 2704345.198607 12550248.151620 2634646.084748 0.000000 
3 12571785.074786 2524895.501584 12550250.684949 2634424.219664 0.000000 
4 12564756.556776 2520115.340848 12550242.194525 2634424.478929 0.000000 
Affine transformation was used to adjust coordinates. The residual error is a 
measure of the fit between true and transformed locations, generated for each 
displacement link; this can be calculated by: 
 RE=u(xa-xd)2+(ya-yd)2, 4-1 
where RE is the residual error, 𝒙𝒂 and 𝒚𝒂 are adjusted coordinates (x-source and y-
source), and 𝒙𝒅 and 𝒚𝒅 are values of the x-destination and y-destination, respectively. 
In this case, all residual errors are zero, indicating high transformation accuracy. 
Figure 4-7 shows the rectified footprint of the bridge. 
 
Figure 4-7 Rectified footprint of the second bridge. 
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4.5.2 Adjustment of height information 
After rectification of x- and y-coordinates, the height (z-value) should also be 
adjusted proportionally; otherwise, the model will be distorted. An example is given 
in Figure 4-8. 
 
Figure 4-8 Distorted bridge model with improper height information. 
The z-value is adjusted by 
 𝑧| = 𝑓 × 𝑧}, 4-2 
where 𝑧|  is the adjusted height, 𝑧}  denotes the original value, and 𝑓  stands for a 
scaling factor, which can be calculated as follows: 
 𝑓 = 𝐿G 𝐿⁄ , 4-3 
where 𝐿G is the size of the RF, and 𝐿 stands for the size of the WF. The size can be 
represented by length or width, whereas height is not available. The 𝑓  is of great 
importance to guarantee the correctness of the structure of the model. In this case, the 
width of the TF is 8.5 metres (map units), while width of the WF is 8500 metres (map 
units), measured in ArcMap. 
The fully rectified model is shown in Figure 4-9(a), while Figure 4-9(b) shows the 
bridge model in the “real” scene created by GIS. 






Figure 4-9 Rectified bridge model (a) and the rectified model in a real scene (b). 
4.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter presents the enhancement of the conventional approaches that use 
commercial software by using indirect transformation approach. 
First, the most widely-used 3D formats and transformation methods were 
identified. These data formats and transformation methods were then used to constitute 
various transformation paths. 
Second, Bridge 1 model was used to test these transformation paths. It was found 
that direct transformation should always have the priority. If direct transformation is 
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not available, 3DS can be used as intermediate format to retain the most geometric and 
semantic information. 
Third, a two-step approach was developed to geo-reference transformed models 
that have spatial errors such as incorrect location, orientation, or size. 
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5 Development of Open Source Approach (OSA) 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the development of a method for transforming the IFC into 
Shapefile using an OSA, trying to improve the robustness and efficiency of the 
transformation. It mainly focuses on geometry transformation, but some semantic 
information, such as for necessary attributes, also needs to be retrieved. Of the three 
approaches for 3D representation of IFC, namely CSG, B-rep, and sweep, this study 
focuses on the sweep approach. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 describes geometry 
parameters extraction and transformation. Section 5.3 develops the automatic 
multipatch generation algorithm based on the information obtained in the previous 
section. Section 5.4 presents the workflow of open source approach. Section 5.5 
conducts the experiment using Bridge 1 model to examine the proposed approach. 
Section 5.6 compares OSA with DIA and FME. Section 5.7 demonstrates the 
application of model in 4D simulation. Finally, in Section 5.8, a summary is provided. 
5.2 Geometry parameters extraction and transformation 
BIM uses a parametric method to create models, with a shape in a model 
represented by a set of parameters. For instance, a rectangle is defined by its length 
and width. To rebuild shapes in GIS, the relevant parameters first have to be retrieved 
and transformed. This process starts with an examination of the geometry of the IFC 
standard. 
5.2.1 IFC geometry 
To retrieve the geometric information of a building element, two types of 
information (attributes) are essential, i.e. placement of the element 
(IfcLocalPlacement) and its representation (IfcProductDefinitionShape). Placement 
describes the location of an element, while representation defines the shape of that 
element. Figure 5-1 presents the attribute structure of a typical IFC geometry. All 
attributes needed for extraction of geometric information are illustrated; some 
important items are numbered for easier access later, e.g. #1 refers to element, #2 refers 
to object placement. 
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Figure 5-1 Attribute structure of IFC geometry. IfcLocalPlacement decides where an object is to be placed, and 
IfcProductDefinitionShape defines the shape of object. Important items are numbered. 
5.2.1.1 Shape of element 
The shape of a building element is determined by its representation attribute (#3), 
defined in a relationship entity named IfcProductDefinitionShape. Through this entity, 
all extrusion parameters for rebuilding the geometry can be retrieved, namely 
extrusion depth (#8), extrusion direction (#9), position (#10), and swept area (#11). 
Extrusion direction defines the direction of sweep, while extrusion depth defines 
the sweeping length along that direction. These can be obtained directly from the 
IfcExtrudedAreaSolid (#7). Swept area determines the extrusion profile, or the shape 
for sweeping, while the position determines where the extrusion is to be placed in the 
LCS of that element. Since an element may contain one or more parts, position is used 
to discriminate between these different parts. 
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5.2.1.2 Placement of element 
The placement of a building element is determined by its placement attribute (#2), 
IfcLocalPlacement. This attribute points to the LPS of that element. The LPS of an 
element consists of two parts, i.e. its parent LPS and the relationship between the LCS 
of the element and its parent LCS. Taking a column as an example, Figure 5-2 shows 
the LPS and LCS of the column as well as the path for transformation of its LCS to 
the LCS of site or even to a WCS. In this case, the column requires 3 transformations 
for achievement of site LCS. If a geographic location is linked to the site, the column 
could eventually reach a WCS. 
 
Figure 5-2 The local placement system (LPS) and local coordinate system (LCS) of a column. 
5.2.2 Extraction and transformation of extrusion parameters 
5.2.2.1 Extraction of extrusion parameters 
The sweep method needs a swept area (extrusion profile) and a sweeping path 
(extrusion direction and depth) to create a geometry. Entrance to these is through 
IfcExtrudedAreaSolid (#7), which records extrusion depth, extrusion direction, and 
swept area. The sweeping path can be obtained by multiplying extrusion depth and 
direction; however, determination of swept area requires more steps. Depending on 
the type of swept area, different methods have to be applied to extract these parameters. 
The final extrusion profile is in the form of a sequence of points that constitute a 
closed ring, calculated from these geometric parameters. In this paper, the terms 
extrusion profile, swept area, and ring are used to refer to the same item, namely a 
shape used for sweeping. 
IFC has a range of predefined, parameterised profile definitions for different 
shapes (swept area), such as circle, rectangle, ellipse, L-shape, U-shape, C-shape, Z-
shape, and T-shape (buildingSMART 2018c). A predefined shape is usually defined 
by a few specific parameters. For example, a circle is defined by the location of the 
centre and its radius. In situations where additional extrusion profiles are needed, 
customised shapes can also be defined. For example, the I-like beam in the Bridge 1 
model of this study is customised. In most cases, it is only the parameters for creation 
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of an extrusion profile that can be directly obtained from IFC, rather than the sequence 
of points forming the extrusion profile. 
However, from these parameters, a set of points approximating the swept area can 
be obtained. Figure 5-3 illustrates three typical shape definitions. (1) 
IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef defines any arbitrary shape. It records the position of 
each point. In this case, the ring of points can be directly obtained. (2) 
IfcRectangleProfileDef defines a rectangle with a specific length along the x-axis 
(XDim) and y-axis (YDim). The rectangle’s centre is defined as the origin of the 2D 
LCS of the profile, and thus, the coordinates for the four corners can be derived as 
(XDim/2, YDim/2), (XDim/2, -YDim/2), (-XDim/2, -YDim/2), (-XDim/2, YDim/2), 
forming a ring to approximate the rectangle. (3) IfcCircleProfileDef defines a circle 
with a specified radius, with the circle centre defined as the origin of the profile’s 2D 
LCS. As with the rectangle above, a number of points approximating the circle can be 
acquired. All other predefined, parameterised shapes can be acquired using a similar 
approach. 
 
Figure 5-3 Sweeping profile definitions for arbitrary shape, rectangle and circle. 
5.2.2.2 Extrusion profile transformation 
Since the profiles are defined in their own 2D LCS, their coordinates have to be 
transformed before they can be used for extrusion. The relationship between the 
profile’s 2D LCS and its parent is defined in the IfcAxis2Placement2D (#15) object. 
This has two attributes. The “location” attribute (#16) records the origin shift of the 
2D LCS, while the direction of the x-axis is stored in the “RefDirection” (#17) attribute 
(Figure 5-4). 
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Figure 5-4 2D local placement system (LPS). The black is the x-y plane of the parent 3D LCS, and the blue is the 
child 2D LCS for defining the sweeping profile. 
The transformation from the child 2D LCS to its parent can be completed as 
follows: 
 xVyV = R × xy + x0y0 5-1 
or 
 [xV yV] = [x y] × R + [x0 y0], 5-2 
where 𝑥V and 𝑦V are coordinates in the parent LCS (target), while x and y are their 
corresponding coordinates in the child 2D LCS (source), R is the transformation 
matrix, and x0 and y0 are the origin shift of the child LCS. The transformation matrix 
R is calculated by: 
 R =  i j−j i, 5-3 
in which (i, j) denotes the x-axis direction of the child LCS, usually a normalised 1 × 2 
vector, and can be obtained directly from the “RefDirection” attribute (#17). 
5.2.3 Swept area and extrusion path transformation between LCSs 
5.2.3.1 Transformation between LCSs 
GIS does not use the LPS that is adopted by IFC; instead, it uses a WCS. All 
geometries are placed in the WCS with absolute coordinates. In situations where a 
WCS is not defined, GIS can also use an LCS. However, models defined in LCS have 
to be geo-referenced before they can be correctly visualised and analysed in GIS (Zhu 
et al. 2017). Accordingly, if IFC geometry is to be transformed into Shapefile, the 
geometry coordinates have to be transformed at least to the site’s LCS, or if possible, 
to a WCS. 
The relative placement object (#5) defines how a child LCS is placed relative to 
its parent. #5 has information about the origin shift of the child LCS (“Location”) and 
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the direction of the x-axis (“Ref-direction”) and z-axis (“Axis”), as illustrated in Figure 
5-5. The direction of the y-axis is not given directly but can be deduced from the given 
x-axis and y-axis using the right-hand rule (Wikipedia 2018b). Note that a child LCS 
can have different directions to its parent. As shown in Figure 5-5, the z-axis of the 
child is along the x-axis of the parent, while the x-axis is along the y-axis of the parent. 
 
Figure 5-5 A 3D local placement system (LPS). Black colour indicates the parent LCS, while the blue is the child 
LCS. 
The coordinate system transformation from child LCS to its parent can be 
completed by: 
 𝑥V𝑦V𝑧V = 𝑅 × 𝑥𝑦𝑧 + 𝑥0𝑦0𝑧0, 5-4 
where x’, y’, and z’ are coordinates of the parent LCS, x, y, and z are the corresponding 
coordinates in the child LCS, x0, y0, and z0 are the origin shift, and R is the 
transformation matrix, obtained by: 
 R ×m = M, 5-5 
or 
 R = M ×mQ9, 5-6 
where m is the matrix of the axis directions of the child LCS, and M is the 
corresponding matrix for the parent LCS, which is a constant, defined as follows: 
 𝑀 = 1 0 00 1 00 0 1.  
M is a constant because any 3D LCS has a local origin of [0, 0, 0], a default x-
axis direction of [1, 0, 0], a default y-axis direction of [0, 1, 0], and a default z-axis 
direction of [0, 0, 1]. 
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From Equations 5-4 and 5-6, it can be inferred that a transformation can only be 
completed when M, m, and origin shift are provided. While M is a constant and origin 
shift can be obtained directly, the acquirement of m is relatively complicated, and 
requires first obtaining the y-axis direction. 
In the IFC’s right-hand coordinate system, the third axis can be derived from the 
two given axes. For example, given the x-axis (𝒙⃗ ) and z-axis (𝒛⃗ ), the y-axis (𝒚⃗ ) can be 
calculated by: 
 ?⃗? = 𝑧 × ?⃗? 5-7 
or 
 ?⃗? = −?⃗? × 𝑧, 5-8 
where ?⃗? is the cross product of vectors 𝑧 and ?⃗? and is perpendicular to both 𝑧 and ?⃗?; 
m can then be obtained by vertical stacking, as follows: 
 𝑚 = [𝑥 ?⃗? 𝑧]. 5-9 
The final equation for 3D coordinate transformation is: 
 𝑥V𝑦V𝑧V = 𝑀 × [?⃗? ?⃗? 𝑧]Q9 × 𝑥𝑦𝑧 + 𝑥0𝑦0𝑧0 5-10 
or 
 [xV yV zV] = [x y z] × (M × [x⃗ y⃗ z⃗]Q9) + [x0 y0 z0]. 5-11 
Equations 5-10 and 5-11 are equivalent, but Equation 5-11 is more 
straightforward. However, there are different opinions in the literature regarding 
coordinate transformation; these are addressed in detail later in Section 8.1.4. 
In addition to the swept area, the extrusion direction should be transformed. This 
transformation can be completed by: 
 v⃗ V = R × v⃗ , 5-12 
where ?⃗?V is the extrusion direction in the parent LCS, 𝑣 is the direction in the child 
LCS, and R is the transformation matrix, obtained by Equation 5-6. The only 
difference between swept area transformation and extrusion direction transformation 
is that transformation of extrusion direction does not take the origin shift into 
consideration. 
5.2.3.2 Iterating transformation of sweeping area and extrusion direction 
In most cases, it is difficult to know where an LCS is located in the placement 
system; this implies uncertainty in terms of knowing how many coordinate 
transformations need to be conducted. An iterator for searching the LPS and 
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conducting the transformation therefore needs to be designed. Table 5-1 shows the 
pseudo python code for the developed iterator. 
Table 5-1 The python pseudo code for searching LPS and performing coordinate transformation. 
def keepTransformArea(oldLocation, localPlacement): 
    newLocation = [] 
    if localPlacement is not None: 
        newLocation = oldAreaToNew(oldLocation, localPlacement.RelativePlacement) 
        if localPlacement.RelativePlacement is not None: 
            keepTransformArea(newLocation, localPlacement.PlacementRelTo) 
    return newLocation 
 
def keepTransformDirection(oldDirection, localPlacement): 
    newDirection = [] 
    if localPlacement is not None: 
        newDirection = oldDirectionToNew(oldDirection, 
localPlacement.RelativePlacement) 
        if localPlacement.RelativePlacement is not None: 
            keepTransformDirection(newDirection, localPlacement.PlacementRelTo) 
         return newDirection 
The logic is as follows: (a) if the local placement attribute of an element exists, 
then obtain the necessary information and perform the coordinate transformation, then 
(b) check if this local placement attribute points to a parent; if yes, find the parent LPS 
and repeat (a) and (b) until no more parent LPSs can be found, and finally return the 
transformed extrusion profile and extrusion direction. 
5.3 Automatic multipatch generation (AMG) algorithm 
After coordinate transformation, three types of information are ready for the 
extrusion process, i.e. the extrusion profile in the form of a sequence of points, the 
extrusion direction, and extrusion depth (d). The extrusion profile can be treated as an 𝑛 × 3 matrix (M) where n is the number of points forming the profile. The extrusion 
direction (V) is a normalised vector, and extrusion depth is just a scalar indicating how 
long the extrusion profile is to be swept along the extrusion direction. The 
corresponding point set M’ on the other side of the extrusion can be obtained by: 
 𝑀V = 𝑀 + 𝑑 × 𝑉. 5-13 
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As specified in the white paper on multipatch geometry issued by ESRI (ESRI 
2008), a multipatch can be defined by a series of closed faces (patches). Each face has 
to be individually defined using a ring, and the order of each ring should be clockwise 
relative to an outside observer. An AMG algorithm was developed, within which a 
few factors affect generation of a multipatch, such as observation perspective, initial 
ring order, and after-extrusion ring order. It is assumed that the initial observation 
perspective is top-down. 
5.3.1 Influencing factors 
For multipatch generation, ring order is the most important concept, as it 
determines whether a qualified multipatch can be produced. As per multipatch 
specifications (ESRI 2008), the points in a ring should be added in a clockwise order 
relative to an outside observer. To ensure that each generated ring meets this 
requirement, two factors have to be considered when designing the multipatch 
generation algorithm, i.e. the initial ring order of the extrusion profile and the extrusion 
direction. There are two issues to be solved; one is determination of ring order in 3D 
space, and the other is the influence of extrusion direction on the generated rings. 
It is difficult to determine the ring order in 3D space if the observation perspective 
is not given. For example, if a ring is clockwise from a top-down perspective, it would 
be counterclockwise from a bottom-up perspective. In this study, a top-down 
perspective is therefore assumed when developing the AMG algorithm. 
The extrusion direction influences the order of generated rings. For example, after 
extrusion, the order of one of the two rings, i.e. the original ring R and its 
corresponding extruded ring R’, has to be reversed. The one to be reversed is 
determined by the extrusion direction. Taking a simple case as an example, in 3D space, 
R is on the x-y plane and clockwise from a top-down perspective, and initially R’ has 
the same order as R (clockwise). If the extrusion direction is along the positive z-axis, 
then R has to be reversed to be counter-clockwise (Figure 5-6(a)), where the order of 
R was initially clockwise. However, if the extrusion direction is along the negative z-
axis, R’ has to be reversed (Figure 5-6(b)). R and R’ always have opposite order, i.e. 
if one is clockwise, the other has to be counterclockwise. 
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Figure 5-6 Extrusion along z-axis in two directions. (a) extrusion along positive z-axis, and (b) extrusion along 
negative z-axis. 
5.3.2 Four simple extrusion cases 
According to the initial order of the extrusion profile and extrusion direction, there 
are in total four possible combinations, namely (1) a clockwise ring extruded along a 
positive-z direction, (2) a clockwise ring extruded along a negative-z direction, (3) a 
counter-clockwise ring extruded along a positive-z direction, and (4) a counter-
clockwise ring extruded along a negative-z direction. A simple rectangle with four 
vertexes (𝑃9 , 𝑃: , 𝑃 , and 𝑃 ) is used as the extrusion profile to demonstrate the 
extrusion methods for these four cases, listed in Table 5-2. 𝑅9 𝑅:,	𝑅,	𝑅,	𝑅, and 𝑅 
are the six rings generated using these points. 
Table 5-2 Four cases of extrusion types. 
 Types Extruded rings and points order 
1 
 
Clockwise ring along positive-z (Type 1) 
𝑅9: 𝑃9à𝑃à𝑃à𝑃:à𝑃9 𝑅:: 𝑃9à𝑃:à𝑃:Và𝑃9V à𝑃9 𝑅: 𝑃:à𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃:V à𝑃: 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃V à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃9à𝑃9Và𝑃V à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃9Và𝑃:Và𝑃Và𝑃Và𝑃9V 
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 Types Extruded rings and points order 
2 
 
Clockwise ring along negative-z (Type 2) 
𝑅9: 𝑃9à𝑃:à𝑃à𝑃à𝑃9 𝑅:: 𝑃9à𝑃9Và𝑃:Và 𝑃:à𝑃9 𝑅: 𝑃:à𝑃:Và𝑃Và 𝑃à𝑃: 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃Và 𝑃à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃9Và 𝑃9à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃9Và𝑃Và𝑃Và𝑃:Và𝑃9V 
3 
 
Counter-clockwise ring along positive-z (Type 3) 
𝑅9: 𝑃9à𝑃:à𝑃à𝑃à𝑃9 𝑅:: 𝑃9à𝑃9Và𝑃:Và 𝑃:à𝑃9 𝑅: 𝑃:à𝑃:Và𝑃Và 𝑃à𝑃: 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃Và 𝑃à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃9Và 𝑃9à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃9Và𝑃Và𝑃Và𝑃:Và𝑃9V 
4 
 
Counter-clockwise ring along negative-z (Type 4) 
𝑅9: 𝑃9à𝑃à𝑃à𝑃:à𝑃9 𝑅:: 𝑃9à𝑃:à𝑃:Và𝑃9V à𝑃9 𝑅: 𝑃:à𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃:V à𝑃: 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃V à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃à𝑃9à𝑃9Và𝑃V à𝑃 𝑅: 𝑃9Và𝑃:Và𝑃Và𝑃Và𝑃9V 
From Table 5-2, Types 1 and 4 have the same set of ring orders, while Types 2 
and 3 have the same set of ring orders. Accordingly, there can be two extrusion types. 
For an initial ring with n vertexes, the extruded rings can be represented as AMG-1 
and AMG-2, as per Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3 AMG types. 
AMG type Rings 
AMG-1 
𝑅9: 𝑃9à𝑃[à𝑃[Q9à…à𝑃à𝑃:à𝑃9 𝑅:: 𝑃9à𝑃:à𝑃:Và𝑃9V à𝑃9 𝑅: 𝑃:à𝑃à𝑃Và𝑃:V à𝑃: 
…… 𝑅[: 𝑃[Q9à𝑃[à𝑃[Và𝑃[Q9V à𝑃[Q9 𝑅[ 9: 𝑃[à𝑃[ 9à𝑃[ 9Và𝑃[V à𝑃[ 𝑅[ :: 𝑃9Và𝑃:Và𝑃Và…à𝑃[Q9Và𝑃[Và𝑃9V 
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AMG type Rings 
AMG-2 
𝑅9: 𝑃9à𝑃:à𝑃à…à𝑃[Q9à𝑃[à𝑃9 𝑅:: 𝑃9à𝑃9V à𝑃:Và𝑃:à𝑃9 𝑅: 𝑃:à𝑃:Và𝑃Và𝑃 à𝑃: 
…… 𝑅[: 𝑃[Q9à𝑃[Q9Và𝑃[Và 𝑃[à𝑃[Q9 𝑅[ 9: 𝑃[à𝑃[Và𝑃[ 9Và 𝑃[ 9à𝑃[ 𝑅[ :: 𝑃9Và𝑃[Và𝑃[Q9Và…à𝑃Và𝑃:Và𝑃9V 
5.3.3 Determination of ring order and extrusion direction 
To decide which AMG type is to be used, the direction of ring order and the 
extrusion direction first have to be determined. A definition of ring direction is first 
given. 
The positive direction of a ring can be determined by the right-hand rule, i.e., if 
right fingers are curled in the direction of ring order then the right thumb points in the 
positive direction of the ring (Figure 5-7). 
 
Figure 5-7 Positive direction of a ring (Wikipedia 2009). 
The direction of ring order and extrusion direction can be determined by 
comparing the positive direction of ring and extrusion direction with a referencing 
direction, such as the z-axis. Since the ring is always defined in the x-y plane of a 3D 
space in this study, the positive ring direction should always be either along the 
positive-z or negative-z. The relationship between the positive direction of ring and 
positive-z can be determined by: 
 𝑑𝑟 = 	 (𝑃¢𝑃¢ 9⃗ × 𝑃¢ 9𝑃¢ :⃗ ) ∙ [0	0	1], 5-14 
where 𝑑𝑟 is the dot product of two directions, 𝑃¢𝑃¢ 9⃗  is a vector pointing from 𝑃O to 𝑃O 9, 𝑃¢ 9𝑃¢ :⃗  is a vector pointing from 𝑃O 9 to 𝑃O :, and 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 2 (n stands for the 
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number of points in a ring). 𝑃¦𝑃¦ 9⃗ × 𝑃¦ 9𝑃¦ :⃗  is the positive direction of the ring. [0 0 
1] is a vector indicating the direction of the positive-z. If 𝑑𝑟 > 0, then the positive 
direction of ring and positive-z have the same direction. 
The relationship between extrusion direction and positive-z can be determined by: 
 𝑑𝑝 = 	𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ ∙ [0	0	1], 5-15 
where 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ is the extrusion path, and [0 0 1] is a vector indicating the direction of the 
positive-z axis. If 𝑑𝑝 > 0, then the extrusion path and positive-z axis form an angle < 
90º, and the extrusion direction can therefore also be considered as being along the 
positive-z. 
Through 𝑑𝑟 and 𝑑𝑝, AMG selection can be determined. If 𝑑𝑟 × 𝑑𝑝 > 0, then the 
positive direction of the ring and the extrusion path have the same direction, and AMG-
2 should be used for multipatch generation. This applies to Types 2 and 3. Otherwise, 
AMG-1 should be used, for Types 1 and 4. 
5.3.4 Number of rings 
The number of rings in the resultant multipatch is determined by the number of 
points in the shape to be extruded. In the example given in Table 5-2, a four-point 
shape generated a multipatch with six faces. In cases where the extrusion path is a 
curve, a similar approach can be followed to generate these faces. The number of rings 
can be determined by: 
 𝑁G­[®¯ = 	𝑁°F­[±¯ × 𝑁°|±² + 2, 5-16 
where 𝑁G­[®¯ is the number of rings, 𝑁°F­[±¯ is the number of points in the swept area, 
and 𝑁°|±² indicates the number of direction vectors in the path. 
For each multipatch part, one attribute has to be attached, i.e. GlobalId. It is the 
unique identifier (UID) in IFC and can serve as a primary key if an external database 
is to be attached to enrich the semantic information of the resultant model. 
5.3.5 Validation of AMG 
A test has been designed and conducted to determine the influence of these factors 
on the resultant multipatch: (1) from a top-down perspective, generating a clockwise 
and counter-clockwise ring with the same set of points for testing the influence of 
initial ring order, the points in the ring can be found in Figure 5-8; (2) extruding them 
along both directions of the z-axis using the AMG algorithm to investigate the 
influence of extrusion direction; and (3) modifying the AMG algorithm so that the two 
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rings, R and R’, have the same order, referred to as AMG’, and then repeating (2) to 
test the influence of after-extrusion ring order on the resultant multipatch. 
 
Figure 5-8 Extrusion profile and paths for the test. 
Since all three factors, including initial ring order, extrusion direction, and 
algorithm, have two options, there will be eight consequent combinations in total 
(Figure 5-9), including (a) the clockwise ring processed with AMG, (b) the counter-
clockwise ring processed with AMG, (c) the clockwise ring processed with AMG’, 
and (d) the counter-clockwise ring processed with AMG’. Each sub-figure contains 
two results; the top is for the positive-z direction and the bottom is for the negative-z 
direction. The preliminary results show that all eight generation processes can output 
a multipatch. 
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Figure 5-9 Effect of the order of ring and extrusion direction on the generation of multipatch. The multipatch 
from (a) a clockwise ring processed with AMG, (b) a counter clockwise ring processed with AMG, (c) a 
clockwise ring processed with AMG’, and (d) a counter clockwise ring processed with AMG’. 
B-rep contains two types of information, i.e. geometric information and 
topological information. When checking to test if the multipatches were closed 
(topologically correct), different results were returned. A closed multipatch can do 
more than one which is not closed, allowing for  functions such as volume calculation, 
3D union, and 3D intersect (ESRI 2018c). The result is shown in Table 5-4. This 
provides information about the test approach, whether a part is closed, and area and 
volume of multipatches. 
Table 5-4 Closure test on the outputted multipatches. 
Test Approach Closed Area Volume 
Clockwise, positive z-axis, AMG Yes 27.71 9 
Clockwise, negative z-axis, AMG Yes 27.71 9 
Counterclockwise, positive z-axis, AMG Yes 27.71 9 
Counterclockwise, negative z-axis, AMG Yes 27.71 9 
Clockwise, positive z-axis, AMG’ No 27.71 0 
Clockwise, negative z-axis, AMG’ No 27.71 0 
Counterclockwise, positive z-axis, AMG’ No 27.71 0 
Counterclockwise, negative z-axis, AMG’ No 27.71 0 
It can be inferred that, even though rings with arbitrary initial order can be used 
to generate faces, resultant multipatches may not be closed and therefore cannot be 
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used to calculate volume. Using the AMG, all generated multipatches were closed, 
regardless of initial ring order and extrusion direction. 
5.4 Workflow of open source approach (OSA) 
The objective of this part of the study was to extract IFC geometries and transform 
them into multipatches. Figure 5-10 shows the OSA workflow, which largely relies on 
the IFC-Tree. 
 
Figure 5-10 Workflow of OSA. 
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First, an IFC file is used to build the IFC-Tree; from the IFC-Tree, the project 
node is obtained, after which sites, buildings, storeys, and all building elements are 
obtained in order. For each building element, its representation and placement are 
fetched for coordinate transformation. Then extrusion is performed using AMG and 
the resultant faces are outputted as multipatches. 
A check is carried out after completing each element to determine if all sites, 
buildings, storeys, and elements have been thoroughly processed. If not, the process 
involves going back to process the next item. 
The coding work was conducted in Python, a popular open source programming 
language (McKellar 2014). The packages used include IfcOpenShell for parsing the 
IFC file (IfcOpenShell 2018), Numpy for number processing, Pyshp for Shapefile 
reading and writing (Foundation 2018c), and VPython for generation of some shape 
profiles (VPython 2018), e.g. circles. All Python codes can be found in Appendix 1. 
5.5 Experiment 
5.5.1 Extrusion profile extraction 
Bridge 1 was used to validate this approach developed in this chapter. The swept 
area and extrusion path of each element were extracted from the IfcExtrudedAreaSolid 
object (#7). Table 5-5 presents the IFC id, GlobalId, IFC type, profile type, and 
transformed extrusion path of each element. 
Table 5-5 Extrusion profile and path for all the elements of the bridge. 
IFC_id GlobalId IfcType Profile Extrusion Path 
1297 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrKm IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1360 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrPM IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1422 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrUz IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1484 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrVh IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1546 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr2o IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1608 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr2C IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1670 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr0o IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
1732 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrFb IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
1794 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrCq IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
1856 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrCO IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
1918 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrDi IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
1980 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xsou IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
2042 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xso3 IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
2104 1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XspS IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
2166 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAbV IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [17.63, 0, 0] 
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IFC_id GlobalId IfcType Profile Extrusion Path 
2228 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAYT IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.79, 0, 0] 
2290 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAXQ IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [-16.79, 0, 0] 
2352 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBVE IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2414 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBNW IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2476 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBLz IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2538 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBLY IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2600 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBKl IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2662 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBKE IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2724 3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBJd IfcBeam IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef [16.73, 0, 0] 
2753 1HpmN5aLT6mh$syK__BSLr IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, -0.15] 
193 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4Ju IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
243 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4J_ IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
281 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4Jy IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 6.55] 
320 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K2 IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 5.79] 
359 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K0 IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
397 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K6 IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
415 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K4 IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 6.55] 
433 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KA IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 5.79] 
471 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K8 IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
509 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KE IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
527 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KC IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 6.55] 
545 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KI IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 5.79] 
583 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KG IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
621 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KM IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 7.32] 
639 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KK IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 6.55] 
657 2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KQ IfcColumn IfcCircleProfileDef [0, 0, 5.79] 
683 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqLE IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
711 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqKh IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
737 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqI8 IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
763 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqHT IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
789 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqG0 IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
815 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqFr IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
841 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqDE IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
867 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqCz IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
893 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqBq IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
919 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq8Z IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
945 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq5A IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
971 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq4$ IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
997 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq3a IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
1023 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq0F IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
1049 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq$a IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
1075 2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqz1 IfcSlab IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, 0, 0.91] 
1116 3U9JTh5dXBHgCvQQkSJPbb IfcBeam IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, -15.94, 0] 
1163 3U9JTh5dXBHgCvQQkSJPX0 IfcBeam IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, -15.94, 0] 
1199 3U9JTh5dXBHgCvQQkSJQMQ IfcBeam IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, -15.94, 0] 
1234 3U9JTh5dXBHgCvQQkSJQKX IfcBeam IfcRectangleProfileDef [0, -15.94, 0] 
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From Table 5-5, it can be observed that of the 61 building elements, 24 were 
extruded along the x-axis (I-like beams), 4 were extruded along the y-axis (beams right 
above columns), while 33 were along the z-axis (all columns and slabs). 
There are three types of profile being used in the bridge, namely arbitrary closed 
profile (IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef), rectangle profile (IfcRectangleProfileDef), 
and circle profile (IfcCircleProfileDef). Beams use either arbitrary closed profiles (for 
I-like beams) or rectangular profiles (for beams right above columns), while all 
columns utilize circular profiles, and slabs use rectangular profiles. Examples of the 
profiles of beams, slabs, and columns in their 2D LCS are illustrated in Figure 5-11. 
 
Figure 5-11 Profiles for (a) beam, (b) slab, and (c) column in their own 2D local coordinate system. 
5.5.2 Extrusion 
Using the provided profiles and their corresponding extrusion path, boundary 
representations for elements were calculated using the AMG. Figure 5-12 shows the 
extruded beam, slab, and column that correspond to the profiles in Figure 5-11. 
 
 
Figure 5-12 Extruded (a) beam, (b) slab, and (c) column. 
The whole transformed model of Bridge 1 is shown in Figure 5-13. The 
components are rendered according to their IFC type in ArcScene. In addition to these 
extrusion-related attributes, information on storey, building, site, and project is also 
extracted and attached to the bridge model. 
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Figure 5-13 The extracted bridge model displayed in ArcScene. 
The output bridge model is still in its 3D LCS, as no geographic location has been 
assigned to the site. If the model is to be put in a WCS, the reference latitude, longitude, 
and altitude of the site must first be provided and transformed into coordinates in a 
PCS; this should be a planar WCS such as WGS1984 World Mercator. Another 3D 
coordinate transformation is then performed. 
5.6 Comparison between DIA, OSA and FME 
In order to assess the performance of the OSA, the bridge 1 model was also 
transformed using the DIA with the workflow proposed by Don Kuehne (Kuehne 
2016) and using FME with the workflow (developed in FME Workbench) described 
in Figure 5-14. 
 
Figure 5-14 FME data transformation model. 
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Table 5-6 Comparison between DIA and OSA. 
 DIA OSA FME 
Execution time 32.3 seconds 2.5 seconds 0.8 second 
Output 3 shapefiles for the bridge 1 shapefile for the bridge 1 shapefile for the 
bridge 
Model Scale False True False 
The execution time of the DIA was 32.3 seconds, the OSA took 2.5 seconds, and 
the FME took 0.8 seconds. Thus, the DIA is the least efficient and the OSA is 
comparable to FME as it was only 1.7 seconds slower. In terms of the number of output 
Shapefiles, the DIA cut the bridge model into three individual parts (beam, slab, and 
column), which incurs inconvenience for data management, whereas DIA and FME 
output one model for the entire bridge. The output model of the DIA and FME may 
have error in the model scale if IFC uses a length unit other than “meter”, the default 
length unit of GIS. A comparison of the scale of models generated by the DIA and 
OSA is shown in Figure 5-15. The bridge size generated by the DIA (gray) is 
approximately three times larger than the OSA output (yellow). The FME and DIA 
produced the same-sized bridge; as the DIA is essentially based on FME, it could be 
considered a customized version of FME for ArcGIS. However, the DIA was much 
less efficient than the FME in this case. 
 
Figure 5-15 Comparison between outputs of DIA and OSA. 
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5.7 4D simulation 
The bridge model created using OSA was easier to manage than the model from 
DIA and can be used in more applications, such as 4D simulation of construction 
processes. 
4D simulation is an important function of BIM (Tan et al. 2018), used to simulate 
the whole construction process according to construction schedule (Hu and Zhang 
2011). GIS has similar functionality; it can display geospatial data in a time series, 
when a time attribute is assigned to each element, indicating when the relevant 
construction work should be completed. The simulation is more efficient when 
operated against one data layer (one Shapefile), but DIA breaks a model into several 
parts according to feature types. Taking the bridge model as an example, this is divided 
into three Shapefiles for storing slabs, beams, and columns separately. The proposed 
method outputs the bridge in one Shapefile, and thus the model can be used to simulate 
the construction process after a time attribute has been assigned. A number of time 
values are attached to each geometry to demonstrate this functionality. The simulation 
process is described in Figure 5-16. 
 
Figure 5-16 4D simulation of the bridge model. 
5.8 Chapter summary 
This chapter achieved geometry transformation using OSA. 
First, the geometry structure of IFC was investigated, and key attributes for 
rebuilding the geometry were identified, i.e. representation and placement. The interior 
structure of these two attributes were also thoroughly investigated to obtain the 
parameters for extrusion (i.e. extrusion depth, extrusion direction, and swept area) and 
coordinate system transformation (i.e. location, x-axis, and z-axis).  
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Second, based on these coordinate system transformation parameters, the equation 
specific for IFC coordinate system transformation was developed, as well as an iterator 
for transformation between LCSs. 
Third, based on the extrusion parameters, the influencing factors on the generation 
of multipatch were identified and analysed, namely observation perspective, initial 
ring order, extrusion direction, and after-extrusion ring order. It is assumed that the 
observation perspective is top-down. After that, the AMG was developed to rebuild 
geometry in the form of B-rep. During the development, four basic extrusion cases 
were given, and it was found that they can be divided into two types, depending on the 
relationship between the initial ring order and extrusion direction. An equation was 
also developed to determine this type of relationship. The validation of AMG found 
that incorrect after-extrusion ring order can result in unclosed B-rep, and using the 
developed AMG, all generated multipatches are closed, regardless of initial ring order 
and extrusion direction. 
Fourth, a comparison between DIA, OSA, and FME was conducted. It was found 
that OSA is more efficient than DIA and is comparable to FME. The models 
transformed by OSA have the correct scale and is easier to manage. Those models can 
also be used in more applications, such as 4D simulation. 
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6 Semantics transfer from BIM to GIS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes how attributes in the IFC file are extracted and transferred 
to GIS. Attributes in IFC can be divided into two groups, i.e. default attributes and 
hidden attributes, depending on whether an attribute is directly defined in the object. 
While default attributes are easy to retrieve, transferring hidden attributes poses a real 
challenge. This study proposes an EAA that has the capability of reducing semantic 
information loss by developing an advanced IFC attribute search algorithm with the 
ability to collect all related attributes, including hidden ones. 
The reminder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 explains the 
extracting and attaching approach. Section 6.4 develops the attribute searching 
algorithm based on ifcXML. Section 6.4 conducts the experiment using the Bridge 1 
model and analyses the results. Section 6.5 provides a summary of the chapter. 
6.2 Extracting and attaching approach (EAA) 
Figure 6-1 shows the general workflow of EAA, comprising three main parts: (1) 
transformation from Express-based IFC to ifcXML, (2) attribute extraction using 
MATLAB, and (3) joining attributes with the geometry model through GlobalId. 
 
Figure 6-1 Workflow of semantic information transfer. 
The EXPRESS-based IFC is first transformed into ifcXML in Autodesk Revit, 
because ifcXML is both human- and machine-readable. Then an attribute searching 
algorithm is developed, with which the attributes of an object can be extracted from 
ifcXML and finally attached to the geometry model. 
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6.3 Development of attribute searching algorithm 
The relationship entity is key to determining the attributes of an object. All 
entities, including object entities, relationship entities, and attribute entities are defined 
separately in IFC. However, relationship entities connect attribute entities to object 
entities. Therefore, to extract the attributes of a geometry (object), relevant relationship 
entities first have to be identified. 
As previously mentioned, IFC attributes can be divided into default and hidden 
attributes. Hidden attributes are stored in two types of attribute entity -  property set 
entity (buildingSMART 2018d) and material entity (buildingSMART 2018b). The 
corresponding objectified relationship entities that connect them to objects are 
IfcRelDefinesByProperties (buildingSMART 2018g) and IfcRelAssociatesMaterial 
(buildingSMART 2018f), respectively. 
To efficiently and thoroughly extract attribute entities through those relationship 
entities, an automatic attribute searching algorithm was developed, shown in the 
flowchart in Figure 6-2. The DOM of the ifcXML file was first built using MATLAB, 
allowing for retrieval of all contents of the IFC. 
This algorithm has three main parts: (1) file check; (2) property set extraction; and 
(3) material information extraction. During file check, the algorithm checks whether 
the input file is an XML file, and whether it has the necessary “ifc:uos” tag, then 
checking each entity to determine whether it has an ‘id’ attribute; if yes, ‘id’ is set as 
its unique identifier (ID). File check is included to make sure the input file fulfils the 
requirements of property set and material information extraction. The detailed process 
for the latter is described below. 
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Figure 6-2 Flow chart for attribute extraction. 
6.3.1 Default attributes 
Table 6-1 shows the default attributes of beams, columns, and slabs, the main 
components of the Bridge 1 model. Beams and columns have the same set of default 
properties, including Global ID, owner history, name, object type, object placement, 
representation, and tag, while slab has an extra predefined type. 
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Table 6-1 Default attributes of slab, column, and beam. 
Type IFC class Default Attributes 
Slab IfcSlab Global ID, owner history, name, object type, object 
placement, representation, tag, predefined type 
Column IfcColumn Global ID, owner history, name, object type, object 
placement, representation, tag 
Beam IfcBuildingElementProxy Global ID, owner history, name, object type, object 
placement, representation, tag 
Since object placement and representation are related to geometry and have been 
extracted through the OSA, they are ignored in this section. Apart from these default 
attributes, hidden attributes are mainly stored in property sets and material objects. 
6.3.2 Property set extraction 
Property set defines all dynamically extensible properties. The entrance to the 
property set is IfcRelDefinesByProperties, an objectified relationship entity that 
defines the relationships between property set definitions and objects. It stores IDs, 
pointing to an object and its corresponding property set. Properties are aggregated in 
property sets. For a specific object, IfcRelDefinesByProperties defines a one-to-one 
relationship between the object and a property set. The detailed procedure for 
extracting properties in a property set is illustrated in Figure 6-3. 
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Figure 6-3 Flowchart for obtaining the properties in a property set. 
The process begins by acquiring the list of relationship entities, 
IfcRelDefinesByProperties, in the bridge model. Each entity records the ID for a 
bridge element and the ID for its corresponding property set. After that, there are two 
relatively separate processes; one is to obtain all possible attribute titles, the other is to 
obtain attribute values for every object. Three additional attributes are also added, i.e. 
‘id_XML’ for recording the unique identifier (ID), ‘IfcType’ for recording the type of 
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element defined in IFC, and ‘material’ that is reserved for further material information 
to be extracted in the next step. 
6.3.3 Material information extraction 
The entrance to the material attribute is the relationship entity 
IfcRelAssociatesMaterial. IfcRelAssociatesMaterial stores the ID of a specific 
material entity and a list of IDs of objects that use that material. Figure 6-4 shows the 
material information extraction process. 
The first step involves obtaining the list of relationship entities, 
IfcRelAssociatesMaterial. For each entity, two tasks are conducted. The first is 
obtaining material information, which is stored under the “RelatingMaterial” attribute 
of the entity. Since a material can be a single material, a material list, a material layer 
set, or a material layer set usage (buildingSMART 2018e), i.e. the wanted material 
entity, “IfcMaterial”, may not be the direct child of the “RelatingMaterial” node, and 
the search for “IfcMaterial” should therefore be conducted among all descendants of 
the “RelatingMaterial” node, not only its direct children. The pseudo code for the 
search is given in Table 6-2. 
Table 6-2 The pseudo MATLAB code for searching material node among all the descendant nodes. 
function getChildMaterialElement(node) 
    nodeName = node.getNodeName; 
    if strcmp(nodeName,'IfcMaterial') 
        material_id = node.getAttribute('ref'); 
        save('id', 'material_id') 
    else 
        if hasElementChild(node) 
            children = getElementChildren(node); 
            for i = 1 : length(children) 
                getChildMaterialElement(children{i}); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
The second task is to obtain all related bridge elements and assign the material to 
them. Since a material can be assigned to more than one element, this is completed 
with the assistance of the id_XML attribute obtained in the previous section. 
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Figure 6-4 Flow chart for obtaining the material. 
Finally, after all attributes have been retrieved, these are merged and then exported 
into an Excel (.xls) file and joined with the geometry through the unique GlobalId. 
All development work was completed in MATLAB, and a set of customised 
functions for XML DOM manipulation were developed in this study to improve 
process efficiency. 
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6.4 Experiment and analysis 
6.4.1 Extracted attributes 
The Bridge 1 model was used to validate this approach. A total of 21 attributes 
were eventually identified and extracted, including 8 default attributes and 13 hidden 
or other attributes, as shown in Table 6-3. 
Table 6-3 List of attributes extracted. 
Type Attributes Name 
Default attributes GlobalId, OwnerHistory, Name, ObjectType, ObjectPlacement, Representation, Tag, and PredefinedType 
Hidden attributes Reference, IsExternal, LoadBearing, and PitchAngle 
Others BuildingAddress, CompositionType, Elevation, LongName, id_XML, AboveGround, NumberOfStoreys, and Material 
Table 6-4 presents some of the extracted attributes and their values, including 
reference, isExternal, loadbearing, and material. 
Table 6-4 Example of extracted hidden attributes. 
GlobalId id_XML IfcType Reference Is External 
Load 
Bearing Material 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqLE i1800 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqKh i1854 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqI8 i1880 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqHT i1906 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqG0 i1932 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqFr i1958 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqDE i1984 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqCz i2010 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqBq i2036 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq8Z i2062 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq5A i2088 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq4$ i2114 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq3a i2141 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq0F i2167 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyq$a i2193 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2ORPjZcQj4QOesDYdoyqz1 i2219 IfcSlab 2000 x 2000 x 900mm false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KQ i2371 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KK i2410 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KM i2448 IfcColumn Column 1 605 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KG i2487 IfcColumn Column 1 567 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KI i2506 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KC i2524 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KE i2562 IfcColumn Column 1 493 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K8 i2601 IfcColumn Column 1 455 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4KA i2620 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K4 i2638 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K6 i2676 IfcColumn Column 1 381 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K0 i2715 IfcColumn Column 1 343 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4K2 i2734 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4Jy i2752 IfcColumn Column 2 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4J_ i2790 IfcColumn Column 1 227 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
2XBW1hR7rFARVZ6Xhpg4Ju i2829 IfcColumn Column 1 false true Concrete, Cast-in-Place gray 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBJd i2895 IfcBuildingE lementProxy 
i beam1:222747 2156 : i 
beam1:i beam1:222747 2156 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBKE i2914 IfcBuildingE lementProxy 
i beam1:222747 2156 : i 
beam1:i beam1:222747 2156 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBKl i2932 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 2156 : i 
beam1:i beam1:222747 2156 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBVE i3004 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 2156 : i 
beam1:i beam1:222747 2156 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAXQ i3069 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAYT i3088 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAbV i3106 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 2156 : i 
beam1:i beam1:222747 2156 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XspS i3124 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
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GlobalId id_XML IfcType Reference Is External 
Load 
Bearing Material 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xso3 i3142 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xsou i3160 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrDi i3178 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrCO i3196 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrCq i3214 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrFb i3232 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr0o i3250 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr2C i3268 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr2o i3286 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrVh i3304 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrUz i3322 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrPM i3340 IfcBuilding ElementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrKm i3358 IfcBuildingE lementProxy 
i beam1:222747 : i beam1:i 
beam1:222747 --- --- 
Concrete - Cast-in-Place 
Concrete 1098 
1HpmN5aLT6mh$syK__BSLr i3392 IfcSlab Floor:Generic 150mm false false Concrete - Cast-in-Place Concrete 
The DIA was also used to conduct the same transformation, to enable a 
comparison with EAA results. Table 6-5 shows the number of attributes retrieved by 
DIA and EAA for each bridge component. As shown, the number of extracted 
attributes is affected by the type of bridge component. Using DIA, the numbers of 
extracted attributes for slabs, beams, and columns were 8, 7, and 7 respectively, while 
using EAA, the corresponding numbers were 20, 15, and 17. Overall, therefore EAA 
retrieved more properties than the DIA. 
Table 6-5 Number of attributes retrieved by DIA and EAA. 
No IfcType DIA EAA No IfcType DIA EAA 
1 IfcSlab 8 20 32 IfcColumn 7 17 
2 IfcSlab 8 20 33 IfcColumn 7 17 
3 IfcSlab 8 20 34 IfcColumn 7 17 
4 IfcSlab 8 20 35 IfcColumn 7 17 
5 IfcSlab 8 20 36 IfcColumn 7 17 
6 IfcSlab 8 20 37 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
7 IfcSlab 8 20 38 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
8 IfcSlab 8 20 39 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
9 IfcSlab 8 20 40 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
10 IfcSlab 8 20 41 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
11 IfcSlab 8 20 42 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
12 IfcSlab 8 20 43 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
13 IfcSlab 8 20 44 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
14 IfcSlab 8 20 45 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
15 IfcSlab 8 20 46 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
16 IfcSlab 8 20 47 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
17 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 48 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
18 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 49 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
19 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 50 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
20 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 51 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
21 IfcColumn 7 17 52 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
22 IfcColumn 7 17 53 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
23 IfcColumn 7 17 54 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
24 IfcColumn 7 17 55 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
25 IfcColumn 7 17 56 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
26 IfcColumn 7 17 57 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
27 IfcColumn 7 17 58 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
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No IfcType DIA EAA No IfcType DIA EAA 
28 IfcColumn 7 17 59 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
29 IfcColumn 7 17 60 IfcBuildingElementProxy 7 15 
30 IfcColumn 7 17 61 IfcSlab 8 20 
31 IfcColumn 7 17      
Figure 6-5(a) shows the attributes of a slab after extracted attributes were joined 
with those from the DIA. Attributes above the red line are from the DIA, while those 
below are from the EAA. The following can be noted. (1) The meaning of some DIA 
attributes is difficult to interpret, such as ifc_parent and ifc_para_1. An object can only 
have one parent, but ifc_parent and ifc_para_1 are apparently two different objects, 
and it is therefore impossible to determine which is the real parent. Another similar 
example is ifc_unique, the meaning of which is also unclear. These attributes thus 
cannot be used for other purposes. (2) Not all objects have all EAA attributes, and 





Figure 6-5 (a) An example of added attributes. DIA attributes are above the red line, while those newly added are 
below, (b) IfcBeam was changed to IfcBuildingElementProxy during the IFC/ifcXML transformation. 
6.4.2 Problems in the transformation of IFC to ifcXML 
The ifcXML file used in this study was transformed from an IFC file through 
Autodesk Revit. Theoretically, these files should convey the same information. 
However, it has been found that this transformation cannot guarantee information 
consistency. 
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(1) The value of some attributes was changed. For instance, the value for “Tag” 
in IFC is “245181”, while it is “281402” in ifcXML (see Figure 6-5(a)). Other 
attributes having this problem include “name”, “ObjectType”, and “Predefined Type”. 
(2) The customised beam models were changed to “IfcBuildingElementProxy” 
from “IfcBeam” (Figure 6-5(b)). “IfcBuildingElementProxy” is an entity for building 
elements without a defined meaning. During model creation, as no beam model in the 
Revit library precisely reflected what was needed, the beams in the bridge had to be 
customised using CAD. They were still treated as “IfcBeam” in IFC, but after 
transformation, they were all redefined as “IfcBuildingElementProxy”. 
These results indicate that information might be changed during the 
transformation from IFC to ifcXML. Some post-transformation information should 
therefore be used with caution. 
6.4.3 Challenge in assigning unique identifier for entities 
For a DOM, there are three ways to reach a node in the node tree - either by a 
unique identifier (such as “GlobalId” in IFC or “ID” in XML), or by a tag name, or by 
the relationship between nodes (parent, child, or sibling). Different nodes can be 
returned when different ways are used. Using the unique identifier, a specific entity 
can be acquired; using the tag, a list of entities with the same tag name can be acquired; 
using the relationship, the parent, children, and siblings of a node can be obtained. 
In this study, however, it was initially noted that attempts to obtain elements by 
unique identifier were not successful with the “id” attribute in ifcXML, even though 
the “id” is truly unique. It was later found that this was due to “id” not being the default 
ID type recognised by an XML file; this means that, to the DOM, “id” is just an 
ordinary attribute and not a unique “ID”. Defining an ID attribute can greatly improve 
the efficiency of object searching within a DOM. Therefore, the first challenge of this 
part of the study was to identify elements with an “id” attribute and to set this as the 
unique ID. A customised function “setIdXML” was developed to perform this task; 
this is an iterator for continuing to search for elements with an “id” attribute and for 
setting that “id” as the “ID” that can be recognised by the DOM. 
6.4.4 Relationship types in IFC 
In this study, relationship entities were used to extract hidden attributes, utilising 
two types of relationship - IfcRelDefinesByProperties and IfcRelAssociatesMaterial. 
However, there are other types of relationships in Bridge 1 model (Table 6-6) 
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(buildingSMART 2018h). For instance, IfcRelDefinesByType is a relationship 
between an object type and objects, and IfcRelAggregates defines the general concept 
of elements being composed or decomposed, e.g. a roof is the aggregation of roof 
elements, such as roof slabs, rafters, purlins, etc. These types of relationship have not 
been used because they have similar information with the adopted two types and are 
more related to geometry and spatial relationships, which are not the focus of this 
research. Nevertheless, these relationships would be helpful in research involving 
geometry manipulation, especially IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure, since any 
element can only be assigned once to a certain level in the spatial structure. These 
relationship types should also be investigated if bidirectional information exchange is 
to be achieved, since in the world of IFC, almost all objects and attributes are 
connected by relationship entities. 
Table 6-6 List of relationship in the bridge model. 
Relationship Type Function 
IfcRelDefinesByProperties Relationships between property set definitions and objects 
IfcRelAssociatesMaterial Relationship between a material definition and elements or element types to which this material definition applies 
IfcRelDefinesByType Relationships between an object type and objects. 
IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure 
Relationship used to assign elements to a certain level of the 
spatial project structure 
Any element can only be assigned once to a certain level of 
the spatial structure 
IfcRelAggregates Relationship defines the general concept of elements being composed or decomposed. 
6.5 Chapter summary 
This chapter focused on the transfer of semantic information from BIM to GIS to 
eliminate semantics losses by using an extracting and attaching approach. 
First, all IFC attributes were categorised into two groups: default and hidden 
attributes, and two primary IFC attribute entities that store hidden attributes were 
identified, i.e. IfcRelDefinesByProperties and IfcRelAssociatesMaterial. Based on 
their internal structures, an automatic attribute searching algorithm was designed, and 
those customised functions were used to facilitate DOM manipulation. 
Third, the Bridge 1 model was used to validate this approach. The results showed 
that compared with DIA, EAA can retrieve 12 additional attributes for slabs and 8 
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additional attributes for both columns and beams. It was also found that the conversion 
from EXPRESS-based IFC to XML-based IFC (ifcXML) cannot guarantee the 
information consistency. Therefore, the conversion from IFC to ifcXML is conducted 
with caution. 
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7 Development of infrastructure management system 
7.1 Introduction 
The purpose of BIM/GIS integration is to use information from BIM in GIS, or 
vice versa. Previous chapters have described enhancement of the conventional 
approach for such transformation and development of an OSA for transformation of 
geometric information from IFC to Shapefile. The development of an EAA for 
transferring attributes from ifcXML to Shapefile has also been described. They 
enabled more reliable and efficient transformation or transfer of geometric and 
semantic information from BIM to GIS. This chapter describes how the transformed 
models are used together within an infrastructure management system, demonstrating 
utilisation of these models. 
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 describes the 
information flow from BIM to GIS and finally to the end users. Section 7.3 presents 
the data preparation and online data management processes. Section 7.4 describes the 
development of infrastructure management system. Section 7.5 demonstrates the use 
cases of this system, including bridge management system and offshore oil rig 
management system. Finally, in Section 7.6, a summary is provided. 
7.2 Information flow from BIM to GIS to end users 
Figure 7-1 shows the information flow from the source IFC through GIS to the 
end users. BIM data in IFC format are processed by the proposed OSA and GIS 
software applications such as ArcMap, ArcScene, and ArcGIS Pro. The processed 
BIM models are later managed and published on ArcGIS Online and information is 
then delivered to end users through the interface of the developed system for them to 
more easily view and query the BIM information. 
 
Figure 7-1 Information flow from source to end user. 
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This chapter focuses on three main aspects: data pre-processing, system 
development, and system application. These are each described below. 
7.3 Data preparation and management 
BIM models need to be properly processed before they can be useful to end users. 
This involves two stages. The first is transformation of BIM models (IFC) to GIS 
models (Shapefile); this can be completed using the proposed OSA or conventional 
ArcGIS. The second is processing the transformed models further to ensure they meet 
the requirements of online data management and sharing. Figure 7-2 shows detailed 
model processing steps, from source IFC to end publication using both the OSA and 
the conventional approach. 
 
Figure 7-2 Detailed data processing. 
After obtaining Shapefiles, creation and sharing of the scene layer package was 
conducted in ArcGIS Pro; subsequent layer publication, creation and scene sharing 
were completed in ArcGIS Online. 
7.3.1 Transformation from BIM to GIS 
Compared with the conventional approach, OSA eliminates much of the human 
intervention needed for data transformation from BIM to GIS, using Python scripts. It 
has the potential to be combined with other data processing steps that also use Python, 
greatly improving data efficiency. OSA is therefore the recommended approach for 
this process. 
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7.3.2 Model processing and publication 
The second stage is mainly completed by ArcGIS Pro. The built-in data 
processing model builder of ArcGIS Pro was adopted to automate some data 
processing. 
The model builder can create graphic models indicating the workflow of data 
processing; these can be repeatedly used and shared. An example of a data processing 
model is shown in Figure 7-3. This contains three submodels for processing of slabs, 
columns, and beams, respectively. Each submodel has the same structure and contains 
two functions indicated by yellow boxes, namely creating scene layer packages and 
publishing packages to ArcGIS Online. Scene layer package is a format that can be 
accepted by the latter. The datasets and processing result status are indicated by ellipse. 
This data processing model has been built for publication of Shapefile to ArcGIS 
Online. 
 
Figure 7-3 Data processing graphic model. 
After being published onto ArcGIS Online, BIM data can be managed, shared, or 
simply visualised online. Figure 7-4 represents the interface of ArcGIS Online for data 
management. All datasets can be configured as either private or public. Private datasets 
can only be accessed by the owner, while public datasets are shared online and can be 
accessed by other ArcGIS Online users. 
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Figure 7-4 Data management interface of ArcGIS Online. 
7.3.3 Creation of scenes 
Before BIM models can be used by Web GIS applications, they must be 
incorporated into a scene. A scene in this case refers to the combination of various 
geographic elements, including digital elevation models (DEMs), background satellite 
images, BIM models, and so forth. Each scene is assigned an id that uniquely identifies 
it. Through the identifier, the scene can be referenced by other applications. 
ArcGIS Online itself has a tool named Scene Viewer for visualising created 
scenes. This allows some basic functions, such as background selection, background 
transparency setting, shadow setting and measurement of length, and scene 
modification. This tool is quite useful when scenes or the appearances of BIM models 
need to be modified online. The effects of different settings are described below. 
Figure 7-5 shows a scene with different transparency settings ranging from 0% to 
100%. Depending on the transparency setting, underlying components may also be 
observed. Figure 7-6 shows the scene with different backgrounds, including image, 
topographic, OpenStreetMap, and Street. Different backgrounds have different visual 
effects. Figure 7-7 shows shadows at various times of the day, ranging from 9:00 to 
18:00. 
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Figure 7-5 Different settings on background transparency. 
 
Figure 7-6 Different backgrounds. 
 
Figure 7-7 Different time settings on shadow from 9:00 to 18:00. 
For purposes of this study, three scenes were created in total - one for Bridge 1 in 
Western Australia, one for the planned Bridge 2 in China, and one for offshore oil rigs 
(Figure 7-8). 
 
Figure 7-8 Scenes created in this study. 
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7.4 System development 
7.4.1 System framework 
The developed system requests data from ArcGIS Online, the ArcGIS Server, and 
an FTP Server for real-time sensor data. This system is deployed on a Web Server, 
which can then be accessed by various end clients such as desktops, laptops, tablets, 
and smart phones through the Internet. Figure 7-9 shows the physical structure of the 
system. 
 
Figure 7-9 Physical structure of the system. 
Three important functions have been added to this system, namely optimised 
visualisation by combining 2D and 3D views, infrastructure model exploration, and 
real-time sensor data reception and visualisation. 
(1) The optimised visualisation combines 2D and 3D views. Over a large area 
(small scale), a 2D map is used to denote the locations of models, while over a small 
area (large scale), a 3D view is displayed, showing the detailed infrastructure model. 
This can be fully explored using built-in navigation functions, such as zoom in, zoom 
out, and rotation. The background map can also be changed using multiple options. (2) 
The attributes of the model can be retrieved, queried and displayed, including IFC 
attributes, as well as any other customised attributes. (3) Considering the growing 
significance of sensors in the construction industry, the function of real-time sensor 
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data reception and visualisation is also incorporated. Figure 7-10 presents the logical 
structure of the system, showing connections between input data, functions, and 
system. 
 
Figure 7-10 Logical structure of the system. 
There are two layers, namely data and function layers. Real-time sensor data is 
used to simulate real-time structural health monitoring. Images, DEM, the geometry 
of BIM models, and other geographic data are used in the 2D/3D view. The geometry 
and attributes of BIM models support model information queries. 
7.4.2 Software structure 
In order to consume data stored in ArcGIS Online and to utilize system functions, 
a user interface needs to be developed. 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript are the most fundamental tools for Web 
development; however, they are sometimes inefficient for certain tasks. Building on 
them, a couple of higher-level packages or toolkits, such as jQuery and Angular, have 
been developed to improve coding efficiency. This study takes advantage of a number 
of packages, including Dojo (Foundation 2018b, Zammetti 2008), jQuery (Foundation 
2018a), Rickshaw (Shutterstock 2018), and Bootstrap (team 2018). Their hierarchy 
structure is shown in Figure 7-11. Bootstrap is at the bottom, on HTML/CSS level, 
which is of high efficiency in Web layout design and control. Above Bootstrap, at 
JavaScript level, Dojo is used to achieve the function of model visualisation, 
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component selection, view navigation, background layer selection, and component 
attributes retrieval. jQuery controls the movement of windows and the function of 
buttons, while Rickshaw is used to create and display charts of real-time sensor data. 
 
Figure 7-11 Techniques used in web developing. 
A light-weight Integrated Development Environment (IDE), Visual Studio Code, 
was used for coding work. The developed codes are given in Appendices 3, 4 and 5. 
7.4.3 Simulation of real-time monitoring 
Since a real-time stream was not available for this study, the two-minute event 
data provided by MRWA was used for simulation of real-time monitoring. 
The simulation has three main steps. (1) Processing event data using MATLAB 
and transfer into JSON. (2) Setting up a server and sending the JSON file to the server. 
(3) Requesting the JSON from the client. A server has to be used to host the JSON file, 
because the security mechanisms used by most browsers, such as Firefox and Chrome, 
do not allow a JSON file to be accessed from a local directory. Simulation of real-time 
monitoring is described in Figure 7-12. 
 
Figure 7-12 Simulation of real-time monitoring. 
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7.4.4 System interface 
The developed system interface (Figure 7-13) contains five sections, namely 
navigation tools, background selection tool, infrastructure model display, sensor data 
visualisation, and infrastructure component list and attribute list. 
 
Figure 7-13 System interface. 
(1) Navigation tools control the orientation of the scene and allow the user to 
return to the default view through just one click, in cases where a user may get lost in 
the scene. (2) The background selection tool allows switching between different 
background maps, such as imagery, topography, streets, ocean, and so on. (3) Model 
display is the main section for displaying models, occupying much of the interface. (4) 
The status panel is designed for visualisation of sensor data. Finally, (5) the 
infrastructure component and attribute lists are used to show all components in the 
infrastructure model and their attributes, such as global ID, name, tag, and so on. 
Figure 7-14 shows the system running on different end clients, including desktop, 
table, and smart phone. This system is currently designed for use on desktops and 
laptops with large screens. It can also be run on tablets or smartphones, but this is not 
recommended at present. 
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Figure 7-14 System running on different end clients, (a) desktop, (b) tablet, and (c) Smart phone. 
7.5 System application use cases 
This system is a framework that can be applied to the management of various 
facilities, as long as BIM models can be created and converted. This study has 
converted two types of models, namely bridge and oil rig models. These models in the 
format of IFC and Shapefile have been shared through Dropbox, and the 3D scenes 
created on ArcGIS Online are also open to access. The links to these materials, together 
with the original IFC files, are attached in Appendix 7. 
7.5.1 Bridge management system 
Using the developed system framework, two bridge management systems were 
developed, for the Bridge 1 (Figure 7-15), and for Bridge 2 in Guangdong, China 
(Figure 7-17). 
 
Figure 7-15 Bridge 1 management system for Main Roads WA. 
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Figure 7-16 shows the current bridge management system used by MRWA. This 
is essentially just a 2D map with dots representing the locations of bridges; information 
that can be shared is therefore quite limited. 
 
Figure 7-16 Web-based bridge management system currently being used by Main Roads, Western Australia. 
Compared with the current bridge management system used by MRWA, this 
system (1) introduces 3D bridge models and is able to display their details, including 
both geometry and attributes, (2) receives and visualises real-time structure health 
monitoring data. 
This system is currently still a prototype with limited functions. However, it is an 
extensible platform, and new functionalities can be developed and added to facilitate 
infrastructure management. For example, using additional information, such as the 
manufacturing date of a certain kind of component, it might be possible to 
automatically generate a maintenance schedule. 
For Bridge 2 in Guangdong, China (Figure 7-17), this system was mainly used for 
visualisation purposes, since this bridge is still at planning stage. However, new 
functions for construction site layout management might be added in conjunction with 
GIS spatial analysis, to facilitate the construction work. 
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Figure 7-17 Management system for planned Bridge 2 in Guangdong, China. 
7.5.2 Offshore oil rig management  
An offshore oil rig management system has also been developed. This system was 
developed to test and visualize a process for optimising lift operations and vessel 
transport schedules for disassembly of multiple off-shore platforms (Tan et al. 2018). 
In this system, there are three different off-shore oil rig models and one on-shore 
management facility at various locations. 
At small scale, all platforms and onshore facility are displayed in a 2D view. When 
the scale is large enough, detailed 3D models can be viewed. Figure 7-18 shows the 
2D view illustrating oil rig locations as well as the onshore facility at a small scale, 
while Figure 7-19 shows the detailed rig model of Platform 3 at large scale. 
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Figure 7-18 2D layout (small scale). 
 
Figure 7-19 3D layout (large scale). 
7.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter focused on the development of the infrastructure management system 
to demonstrate the potential application of this study. 
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First, the BIM models used in this study were transformed using OSA into 
Shapefile, and a graphic model was developed in ArcGIS Pro to automate the data 
processing and management. 
Second, an infrastructure management system framework was designed, which 
contains three parts, i.e. data sources, functionalities, and visualisation. It is able to 
process real-time sensor data, images, DEM, geometry, attributes, and other 
geographic data. In terms of functionality, it has achieved real-time structural health 
monitoring, 2D/3D model view, and model attributes query. To visualise the outputs, 
a user interface was developed. 
Third, based on the framework, two specific management systems were 
developed. One system is for the management of bridge, and the other is for the 
management of offshore oil rigs. 
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8 Discussion and conclusion 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarises and concludes this thesis. Section 8.2 discusses a couple 
of aspects on differences between integration levels, barriers to data-level BIM/GIS 
integration, and disputes over coordinate system transformation. Section 8.3 concludes 
the thesis from four aspects. Section 8.4 discusses the limitations of this study. Section 
8.5 provides suggestions for future work. 
8.2 Discussion 
8.2.1 Differences between integration levels 
This study mainly focused on data-level integration between BIM and GIS, not 
considering application level. However, the boundary between the two is sometimes 
not distinct. In some situations, it is difficult to determine whether a study is at 
application or data level, because application-level studies also have to rely on data 
exchange to varying degrees. During the selection of papers for the literature review, 
studies giving very detailed descriptions of the data exchange process were considered 
as being at data level. For example, Costa, Sicilia et al. describe in detail how BIM 
and GIS data were transformed from IFC or CityGML through Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) to formats that could be utilised by simulation applications, such as 
EnergyPlus and CitySIM for city simulation (Costa et al. 2016). On the contrary, if 
only few details were given and the authors focused more on application, then the 
study was considered as being at application level. An example is the study conducted 
by Yamamura et al. for assessing urban energy performance using BIM and GIS, in 
which the authors describe the assessment process in detail, but little information is 
given on how BIM data was comsumed by the GIS (Yamamura, Fan, and Suzuki 
2017). 
At data level, there are also differences between geometry and semantic levels. 
Table 8-1 compares the two. Results from the geometry level are mainly for 
visualisation purposes; this is relatively easier to achieve but contains less semantic 
information, and information tends to flow from BIM to GIS. On the other hand, 
information obtained from semantic level integration is relatively rich and can be used 
for analyisis purposes; however, such integration is more difficult. 
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Table 8-1 Comparison between geometry- and semantic-level integration. 
 Geometry level Semantic level 
Level of difficulty to achieve Median High 
Purpose Visualization Visualization/Analysis 
Direction of information flow One-way from BIM to GIS Bidirectional 
Richness of information Low High 
Semantic loss Yes No 
8.2.2 Barriers to data-level BIM/GIS integration 
The ultimate goal of BIM/GIS integration at data level is to achieve free 
information exchange between the two systems, which means that both geometry and 
semantic information can flow freely between the two. However, this goal is far from 
being achieved. By far, information tends to flow unidirectionally from BIM to GIS, 
especially at the geometry level. Bidirectional transformation between IFC and 
Shapefile is difficult for several reasons: 
(1) Unbalanced data needs. Smart/digital cities, sensor networks, and IoT are all 
topical research topics in GIS, and all rely on 3D models. The more detail a 3D model 
contains, the more a GIS is able to achieve. GIS urgently requires detailed 3D city 
models to advance studies in these areas. 
(2) IFC is a semantic data model with detailed description of almost everything 
involved in construction activities, while Shapefile is a format mainly for geometry. 
Without availability of additional semantic information, the transformation from 
Shapefile to IFC is impossible. 
(3) It is difficult to retrieve all object attributes. Apart from default attributes, IFC 
separately stores properties as property sets; these are distributed and difficult to 
locate. Even if all semantic information could be extracted in future through 
methodological advances, the nature of Shapefile means that some information cannot 
be stored in a reasonable way, such as relationship entities between building elements 
and properties. 
(4) There are difficulties relating to transformation between different 3D 
representations. IFC has three approaches to represent 3D geometries, i.e. CSG, sweep, 
and B-rep, while Shapefile only uses B-rep. The transformation from sweep to B-rep, 
and B-rep to B-rep has been realised (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b);  however, 
in the reverse direction, only the transformation from B-rep to B-rep is possible. A 
geometry represented by sweep or GCS will have to be represented by B-rep after a 
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round trip (IFC to Shapefile, and then back to IFC). In this sense, bidirectional 
information transformation is impossible without information modification. 
Additionally, if CityGML is used, differences in definitions of level of detail have 
to be considered. Both IFC and CityGML have 5 definitions for LoD or LOD; 
however, these do not correspond. This means that the lowest IFC LOD cannot be 
simply matched with the lowest LoD of CityGML. Appropriate links between these 
need to be well developed. 
Some studies have achieved bidirectional information exchange, such as through 
GeoBIM (de Laat and Van Berlo 2011) and the Semantic City Model (Deng, Cheng, 
and Anumba 2016b). However, the methods proposed in these studies tend to be 
project-specific, which means approaches utilised in one study may not be directly 
extrapolated. More work needs to be carried out to achieve more generic methods for 
bidirectional information exchange. 
8.2.3 Coordinate transformation types and algorithm for geometry 
transformation 
There are three disputes regarding geometry transformation: (1) coordinate 
transformation between LCSs, (2) an equation suitable for the transformation, and (3) 
determination of the y-axis direction in a right-hand 3D LCS. 
(1) The transformation between LCSs has long been neglected. During geometry 
extraction, there can be three types of coordinate transformation, including 
transformation from site-level LCS to a WCS (T1), transformation between LCSs 
(T2), and transformation from the 2D LCS of an extrusion area to its parent (T3). These 
three types of transformation are vital to the success of geometry transformation. T2 
and T3 together determine whether a geometry can be generated correctly, while T1 
decides whether the geometry can be placed at the correct location. If any of these are 
not completed correctly, the output geometry can have errors. Although T1 is 
considered in most studies, T2 and T3 seem to be neglected (Deng, Cheng, and 
Anumba 2016b, Wu and Hsieh 2007, Kang and Hong 2015a, 2018). 
(2) Transformation algorithm. Some studies suggest using Equation 3-7 to 
perform the transformation (Wu and Hsieh 2007). However, using this equation, the 
acquisition of transformation matrix is not practical. In practice, it is difficult to obtain 
the rotation angles of axes, i.e. 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, from the IFC file directly. It is thus difficult for 
the transformation to be completed, unless additional information on rotation angles is 
provided. A reasonable equation for 3D transformation is Equation 5-10. The main 
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difference between the two equations is the acquisition of transformation matrix R. 
With Equation 5-10, all elements that contribute to the calculation of transformation 
matrix R can be obtained from IFC files, namely the direction of the x-axis and the z-
axis. This leads to the next dispute. 
(3) Determination of the direction of the y-axis. IFC does not provide R directly; 
instead, it only provides the direction of the x-axis (𝐷#) and z-axis (𝐷%). With 𝐷# and 𝐷%, the direction of the third axis, y-axis (𝐷$), can be deduced. Some studies suggest 
the use of 𝐷𝑥 × 𝐷𝑧 to obtain 𝐷$ (Deng, Cheng, and Anumba 2016b). However, this is 
not appropriate, because all LCSs in IFC comply with the right-hand rule and, 
accordingly, 𝐷# × 𝐷% has the right opposite direction with 𝐷$. This study recommends 
use of 𝐷% × 𝐷#, 𝑜𝑟 − 𝐷# × 𝐷%. With the right 𝐷$, the transformation matrix R can be 
calculated by 𝑴× [𝐷# 𝐷$ 𝐷%]𝑻Q𝟏, where M is a 3 × 3 identity matrix. 
8.3 Conclusions 
BIM and GIS originate from different domains, the former from AEC/FM, the 
latter from geospatial sciences. Nevertheless, interest in integrating BIM and GIS is 
growing, and the benefits brought about by integration of the two systems are being 
increasingly shown through research. The core problem for integration is data 
exchange between the two systems, specifically, geometry transformation and 
semantic information transfer. 
This study first reviewed relevant papers published within the last decade, as well 
as seminal papers, to identify main issues and gaps. The conventional approach for 
data exchange using ArcGIS was then enhanced by assessing alternative 
transformation paths and developing a 3D geo-referencing method for 3D models. An 
OSA, equipped with an AMG algorithm, was then developed to facilitate geometry 
transformation, combined with an EAA, equipped with an advanced attribute search 
algorithm for transferring semantic information. Lastly, an infrastructure management 
system was developed using Web GIS techniques for better infrastructure 
management, optimising visualisation by combining 2D and 3D views and with the 
capability of receiving and visualising real-time sensor data. 
The main findings of this study are summarised in the following sections. 
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8.3.1 Transformation using traditional approach 
To enhance the traditional approach, this study tested different paths to transform 
IFC files to Shapefiles. Results showed that use of different IFs and paths produces 
different outputs. If the conventional approach is to be used, note that: 
(1) Direct transformation from IFC to Shapefile should always be the first option. 
Direct transformation from IFC to Shapefile results in least geometric and semantic 
information loss among all transformation paths, while other formats result in varying 
but significant losses of geometric and semantic information. 
(2) If direct transformation is not possible, 3DS should be the second choice, while 
KML, KMZ, DWG, and DWF should be least considered due to their poor 
performance. Resultant models from IFC, 3DS can be used for visualisation and 
analysis purposes. On the contrary, the outcomes of other formats can only be used for 
visualisation purposes, due to serious geometric and semantic information losses. 
(3) The 3D geo-referencing method could improve efficiency. Compared with 
rebuilding the model from scratch, 3D geo-referencing technology could improve 
efficiency by about 90%, since geo-referencing a model takes about 2 hours, while 
rebuilding takes at least 20 hours. 
8.3.2 Transformation using open source approach 
Besides enhancing the traditional approach, this study also proposed an OSA 
comprising three steps: parameter extraction, coordinate system transformation, and 
multipatch generation, for which a customised multipatch generation algorithm 
(AMG) was developed to create multipatches automatically from specific parameters 
(swept area and path). The main findings include the following: 
(1) The transformation of IFC to Shapefile could be achieved with open source 
technology, is even more stable and efficient than the DIA, and is comparable to the 
FME. The resultant Shapefile could be deployed in more applications and is easier to 
manage. 
(2) Using AMG, a qualified multipatch can always be generated, regardless of 
initial ring order and extrusion direction. It has also been found out that with any ring, 
no matter whether clockwise or counter-clockwise, patches can always be generated. 
However, resultant multipatches may not be closed. 
(3) All three types of coordinate transformation are important to successful 
geometry transformation, namely transformation from the site-level LCS to a WCS 
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(T1), transformation between LCSs (T2), and transformation from the extrusion 
profile’s 2D LCS to its parent (T3). These coordinate transformations can essentially 
be completed using similar equations. However, they have different purposes. T2 and 
T3 together determine whether a geometry (shape) is generated correctly, while T1 
decides whether the geometry is placed at the correct geographic location. 
8.3.3 Semantic information transfer 
This study also proposed an EAA to reduce semantic information loss. EAA was 
used to extract semantic information from ifcXML to enrich the semantic information 
of models. The main findings include the following: 
(1) The DIA is able to retrieve default attributes, such as GlobalID, name, and tag; 
however, the meaning of some of the extracted attributes (such as ifc_parent and 
ifc_unique) is difficult to interpret. Therefore, the ability of the DIA to transfer 
meaningful semantic information from BIM to GIS is quite limited. 
(2) Hidden attributes stored in attribute entities, such as property set and material 
objects, could be extracted from ifcXML and successfully attached to Shapefiles using 
the proposed EAA. Compared with other studies on semantic information transfer, the 
proposed method does not rely on time-consuming data model modification or 
ontology creation and thus is more efficient and easier. 
(3) The transformation from IFC to ifcXML cannot guarantee information 
consistency. Changes in content, such as for “Tag” and “Name”, were observed after 
transformation. In addition, a customised beam defined as “IfcBeam” in IFC was also 
found to be changed to “IfcBuildingElementProxy”. 
(4) A set of customised functions for DOM manipulation were developed to 
improve data processing efficiency and can also be used by other researchers to 
facilitate their studies. 
8.3.4 Infrastructure management system 
A Web GIS-based infrastructure management system was developed to 
demonstrate potential usages of BIM models in GIS applications, including for bridge 
management and offshore oil rig management. 
However, at this stage, this system is nothing more than a prototype with limited 
functions. Fortunately, this system is extensible, and new functions can be added 
without impacting existing functions. 
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8.4 Limitations 
Even though geometric and semantic information can be successfully transformed 
or transferred using the proposed methods, and even though an effective Web GIS-
based infrastructure management system has been developed, there remain a number 
of issues that have not been adequately resolved. These include the following: 
(1) The problem of semantics loss has not been adequately solved, remaining a 
problem in this study. Even though EAA is developed, through which the attributes of 
a model can be retrieved, the semantic mismatch problem is not addressed. EAA can 
extract what BIM has defined but cannot fill the gap between existing BIM/GIS data 
schemas. On the other hand, the spatial relationships, which are a part of semantic 
information, were completely lost. IFC is a semantic data model that defines the 
relationship between objects, while Shapefile is not. This means the relationship 
information will be inevitably lost after transformation. An approach is needed to 
address this problem. 
(2) Of the three methods used by IFC for 3D representation, including CSG, B-
rep and sweep, only sweep was discussed in this study. Other methods, such as CSG-
to-B-rep transformation, also merit exploration. CSG uses a different mechanism from 
sweep to represent geometry information. To realise the transformation, two problems 
have to be addressed. The first is the definition of primitive objects, and the second is 
the Boolean operations between these objects in the context of GIS. 
(3) Full bidirectional information exchange between BIM/GIS has not yet been 
achieved. This study mainly focused on the transformation from BIM to GIS, since 
GIS requires detailed 3D models to facilitate research in areas such as Smart Cities, 
IoT, and Big Data. The reverse transformation is also important, if BIM and GIS are 
to be integrated seamlessly and information could flow freely between them. 
(4) The functionality of the developed infrastructure management system is 
limited. Thus far, this is nothing more than a prototype with only a 2D and 3D map 
view, attribute queries, and real-time sensor data reception and visualisation. 
Additionally, this system is only recommended to run on large screens, e.g. desktops 
and laptops. Therefore, new functions should be developed, such as real-time 
rendering for showing the status of components and real-time sensor data analysis. 
And, more adaptive CSS styles are needed to suit various screen sizes. 
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8.5 Suggestions for future work 
Based on this study, the following aspects could be enhanced in future: 
(1) Wider profile support for the OSA. In this study, only three sweep profiles are 
considered, i.e. an arbitrary profile, a rectangle profile, and a circle profile, while in 
IFC there are 12 predefined, parameterised profiles, such as ellipse, T-shape, Z-shape, 
and I-shape, as well as four other methods for creating customised profile definition, 
such as IfcCompositeProfileDef and IfcDerivedProfileDef. The ability to process these 
profiles would greatly enhance OSA capabilities. 
(2) Hollow profile support for the OSA. A hollow profile is a shape with a hole or 
holes. The current AMG algorithm is only suitable for a solid area without any holes, 
which means it cannot transform tube models or any other similar models; these 
models also play an important role in the semantics of a city. This aspect therefore also 
needs to be enhanced. 
(3) Exploring other data exchange formats. In this study, Shapefile is used as the 
recipient of BIM information. However, other formats also deserve to be explored. 
One of these is JSON, because of its common use in Web-based data transmission and 
because both BIM and GIS are advancing towards Web-based applications. On the 
BIM side, Afsari, Eastman et al. have designed ifcJSON, which is a JSON 
implementation of IFC specifications (Afsari, Eastman, and Castro-Lacouture 2017), 
and on the GIS side, GeoJSON is a JSON-based format for encoding a range of 
geographic data structures (Butler et al. 2008). If these could be joined in some way, 
there would be another option for achieving data-level integration of BIM/GIS. 
From a broader perspective, GIS and BIM cannot replace each other for a long 
period of time and will continue to operate as independent but functionally 
complementary systems. At present, the priority is still to achieve full and effective 
data exchange between them, and the following aspects should be improved: 
(1) Bidirectional exchange. At this stage, the priority should be full data exchange, 
which means that information can flow freely between the two systems in terms of 
both geometry and semantics. Information flow is mainly unidirectional from BIM to 
GIS. Some research claims successful bidirectional information transfer, but the 
amount and type of information that can be transferred is quite limited. 
(2) A more generic data exchange approach is needed, since current solutions for 
semantic information exchange are likely to be project-specific. This may largely rely 
on extension of CityGML and on standardisation of ontologies of these two areas. As 
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construction of the ontology for a domain requires a good understanding of that 
domain, ultimate integration requires the efforts of individuals and organisations from 
both BIM and GIS. Thus, research and discussion on CityGML is also of great 
significance. 
(3) Semantic annotation of 3D models based on geometric structure 
characteristics, which could assign semantic information to a shape. This technology 
could be important to achieve transformation from Shapefile to IFC, since Shapefile 
is a non-semantic data model. The technology for assigning semantic information to 
geometry would be the first step of Shapefile/IFC bidirectional transformation. This 
technology has been applied to images and videos (Wang, Yan, et al. 2017, Cera et al. 
2018), but further studies are required to enable semantic annotation using geometric 
structure characteristics. 
It is not hard to anticipate that BIM and GIS could eventually be combined, 
through advances in information technology and efforts from individuals and 
organisations in both domains. In due course, new issues may arise. One of these might 
be challenges in handling huge data (in terms of both size and number). In BIM, the 
size of a complex single building model may reach several GB, and thus the data size 
of a whole city model comprising hundreds or even thousands of buildings would be 
enormous and cannot be well handled by present technologies. New techniques are 
needed to address this issue, such as innovative methods for reducing data size without 
semantic information loss. Another challenge might be developing efficient methods 
for model creation. The current process for creating city models is still cumbersome 
and time-consuming, especially for those with high levels of detail. Even a simple 
bridge model takes several days to build, not to mention the creation of a whole city. 
New efficient methods are needed to facilitate this process if a city model is to be built 
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Appendix 1 Python codes for geometry transformation 
import time 
start_time = time.time() 
import ifcopenshell 
import ifcopenshell.geom 





settings = ifcopenshell.geom.settings() 
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True) 
 
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open('../bridegmodel.0001.ifc') 
 
#Only one project in n IFC file in any case 
project = ifc_file.by_type('IfcProject')[0] 
 
#get the relationship between project and sites 
project_sites = project.IsDecomposedBy[0] 
 
#get all the sites in a project, there could be multipal sites in a project 
sites = project_sites.RelatedObjects 
 
# only one site in the project in this case, since len(sites)=1 
site1 = sites[0] 
 
#get the relationship between site and buildings 
site1_buildings = site1.IsDecomposedBy[0] 
 
#get all the buildings in a site, there could be multipal buildings in a site 
buildings = site1_buildings.RelatedObjects 
 
#only one building in the site in this case, since len(buildings)=1 
building1 = buildings[0] 
 
#get the relationship between builidng and storeys 
building1_storeys = building1.IsDecomposedBy[0] 
 
#get all the storeys in the building, there could be multipal storeys in a building 
storeys = building1_storeys.RelatedObjects 
 
#there are two storeys in the building, since len(storeys)=2 
 




storey2 = storeys[1] 
 
n = 0 












for storey in storeys: 
    storey_elements = storey.ContainsElements[0] 
    elements_in_storey = storey_elements.RelatedElements 
    for element in elements_in_storey: 
        newCoor = [] 
        newDirection = [] 
        pos = [] 
        element_representaions = element.Representation.Representations 
        for rep in element_representaions: 
 
            if rep.RepresentationIdentifier == 'Body': 
                if rep.RepresentationType == 'SweptSolid': 
                    if rep.Items[0].SweptArea.is_a() == 'IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef': 
                        pos = extrudedAreaSolidParameter(rep.Items[0]) 
                        placement = rep.Items[0].Position 
                        newCoor =  oldCoorToNew(pos[0],placement) 
                        newDirection = oldDirectToNew(pos[1], placement) 
                        coor_transformed = keepTransformArea(newCoor,element.ObjectPlacement) 
                        direction_transformed = 
keepTransformDirect(newDirection,element.ObjectPlacement) 
                        depth = pos[2] 
                        #taking the elevation of stroey into consideration 
                        coor_transformed = addElevation(coor_transformed,storey.Elevation) 
                         
                        profile = rep.Items[0].SweptArea.is_a() 
                        profileType = rep.Items[0].SweptArea.ProfileType 
                        profileName = rep.Items[0].SweptArea.ProfileName 
                         
                        #start writing 
                        area = coor_transformed*0.3048 #unit transformation from foot to meter 
                        path = direction_transformed*depth*0.3048 
                        parts = extrusionMat(area,path) 
                        partTypes = (np.ones(len(area)+1)*5).tolist() 
                        shpWriter.poly(parts=parts, partTypes=partTypes,shapeType=31) 
                        shpWriter.record(IFC_id = element.id(),GlobalId = element.GlobalId,  
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                                         IfcType = element.is_a(), Story = storey.GlobalId, 
                                         Building = building1.GlobalId, Site = site1.GlobalId, 
                                         Project = project.GlobalId ,Profile = profile,  
                                         ProfileType = profileType, ProfileName = profileName, 
                                        ExtrusionPath = str(path)) 
                         
                    elif rep.Items[0].SweptArea.is_a() == 'IfcRectangleProfileDef': 
                        pos = extrudedAreaSolidParameter(rep.Items[0]) 
                        placement = rep.Items[0].Position 
                        newCoor =  oldCoorToNew(pos[0],placement) 
                        newDirection = oldDirectToNew(pos[1], placement) 
                        coor_transformed = keepTransformArea(newCoor,element.ObjectPlacement) 
                        direction_transformed = 
keepTransformDirect(newDirection,element.ObjectPlacement) 
                        depth = pos[2] 
                        #taking the elevation of stroey into consideration 
                        coor_transformed = addElevation(coor_transformed,storey.Elevation) 
                         
                        profile = rep.Items[0].SweptArea.is_a() 
                        profileType = rep.Items[0].SweptArea.ProfileType 
                        profileName = rep.Items[0].SweptArea.ProfileName 
                        #start writing 
                        area = coor_transformed*0.3048 #unit transformation from foot to meter 
                        path = direction_transformed*depth*0.3048 
                        parts = extrusionMat(area,path) 
                        partTypes = (np.ones(len(area)+1)*5).tolist() 
                        shpWriter.poly(parts=parts, partTypes=partTypes, shapeType=31) 
                        shpWriter.record(IFC_id = element.id(), GlobalId = element.GlobalId,  
                                         IfcType = element.is_a(), Story = storey.GlobalId, 
                                         Building = building1.GlobalId, Site = site1.GlobalId, 
                                         Project = project.GlobalId ,Profile = profile,  
                                         ProfileType = profileType, ProfileName = profileName, 
                                        ExtrusionPath = str(path)) 
     
                         
                            
                elif rep.RepresentationType == 'MappedRepresentation': 
                    if rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappedRepresentation.Items[0].SweptArea.is_a() == 
'IfcCircleProfileDef': 
                        pos = 
extrudedAreaSolidParameter(rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappedRepresentation.Items[0]) 
                        placement = rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappedRepresentation.Items[0].Position 
                        #transform from the area local coordiante system to its upper level coordiante 
system 
                        newCoor =  oldCoorToNew(pos[0],placement) 
                        newDirection = oldDirectToNew(pos[1],placement) 
                     
                        newCoor = oldCoorToNew(newCoor,rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappingOrigin) 




                        # transform the mapping 
                        newCoor = transformToMappingTargetArea(newCoor,rep.Items[0].MappingTarget) 
                        newDirection = 
transformToMappingTargetDirection(newDirection,rep.Items[0].MappingTarget) 
                         
                        coor_transformed = keepTransformArea(newCoor,element.ObjectPlacement) 
                        direction_transformed = 
keepTransformDirect(newDirection,element.ObjectPlacement) 
                        depth = pos[2] 
                        #taking the elevation of stroey into consideration 
                        coor_transformed = addElevation(coor_transformed,storey.Elevation) 
                         
                        profile = 
rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappedRepresentation.Items[0].SweptArea.is_a() 
                        profileType = 
rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappedRepresentation.Items[0].SweptArea.ProfileType 
                        profileName = 
rep.Items[0].MappingSource.MappedRepresentation.Items[0].SweptArea.ProfileName 
                        #start writing 
                        area = coor_transformed*0.3048 #unit transformation from foot to meter 
                        path = direction_transformed*depth*0.3048 
                        parts = extrusionMat(area,path) 
                        partTypes = (np.ones(len(area)+1)*5).tolist() 
                        shpWriter.poly(parts=parts, partTypes=partTypes,shapeType=31) 
                        shpWriter.record(IFC_id = element.id(),GlobalId = element.GlobalId,  
                                         IfcType = element.is_a(), Story = storey.GlobalId, 
                                         Building = building1.GlobalId, Site = site1.GlobalId, 
                                         Project = project.GlobalId ,Profile = profile,  
                                         ProfileType = profileType, ProfileName = profileName, 
                                        ExtrusionPath = str(path)) 
                                     
                #else: 
                    #print 'Represetation not found'                 
                 
                n = n + 1 
        print element.id(), element.is_a() 




print("--- %s seconds ---" %(time.time()-start_time)) 
def extrudedAreaSolidParameter(areaSolid): 
    depth = areaSolid.Depth 
    direction = areaSolid.ExtrudedDirection.DirectionRatios 
    area_raw_2D = [] 
    result = [] 
    if areaSolid.SweptArea.is_a() == 'IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef': 
        for point in areaSolid.SweptArea.OuterCurve.Points: 
            area_raw_2D.append(list(point.Coordinates)) 
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    elif areaSolid.SweptArea.is_a() == 'IfcRectangleProfileDef': 
        L = areaSolid.SweptArea.XDim 
        W = areaSolid.SweptArea.YDim 
        coor_orgi = np.mat([[L/2,W/2],[L/2,-W/2],[-L/2,-W/2],[-L/2,W/2],[L/2,W/2]]) 
        coor_shfit = np.mat(areaSolid.SweptArea.Position.Location.Coordinates) 
        coor_trans = np.mat(areaSolid.SweptArea.Position.RefDirection.DirectionRatios) 
        transMat = make2DTransfer(coor_trans) 
        area_raw_2D = coor_orgi*transMat+coor_shfit 
     
    elif areaSolid.SweptArea.is_a() == 'IfcCircleProfileDef': 
        coor_orgi = vpython.shapes.circle(radius = areaSolid.SweptArea.Radius) 
        coor_shfit = np.mat(areaSolid.SweptArea.Position.Location.Coordinates) 
        coor_trans = np.mat(areaSolid.SweptArea.Position.RefDirection.DirectionRatios) 
        transMat = make2DTransfer(coor_trans) 
        area_raw_2D = coor_orgi*transMat+coor_shfit 
     
    else: 
        print 'Profile not found! Please think about adding it!' 
         
    zero_z = np.mat(np.zeros(len(area_raw_2D))).T 
    area_raw_3d = np.hstack((np.mat(area_raw_2D),zero_z)) 
 
    result.append(area_raw_3d) 
    result.append(direction) 
    result.append(depth) 
     
    return result 
     
     
def make2DTransfer(x): 
    transformMatrix = [[0,1],[-1,0]] 
    y = x*transformMatrix 
    result = np.vstack((x,y)) 
    return result 
 
def make3DTransfer(x,z): 
    x = np.mat(x) 
    z = np.mat(z) 
    y = -np.cross(x,z) 
    result = np.vstack((x,y)) 
    result = np.vstack((result,z)) 
    return result 
 
def oldCoorToNew(oldCoor,placement): 
    x_axis = [] 
    z_axis = [] 
    if placement.RefDirection: 
        x_axis = placement.RefDirection.DirectionRatios 
    else: 
        x_axis = [1,0,0] 
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    if placement.Axis: 
        z_axis = placement.Axis.DirectionRatios 
    else: 
        z_axis = [0,0,1]          
    coor_shift = placement.Location.Coordinates 
    transMat3D = make3DTransfer(x_axis,z_axis) 
    newCoor = np.mat(oldCoor)*(np.mat(np.eye(3))*transMat3D.I).T + np.mat(coor_shift) 
    return newCoor 
 
def oldDirectToNew(oldDirect,placement): 
    x_axis = [] 
    z_axis = [] 
    if placement.RefDirection: 
        x_axis = placement.RefDirection.DirectionRatios 
    else: 
        x_axis = [1,0,0] 
         
    if placement.Axis: 
        z_axis = placement.Axis.DirectionRatios 
    else: 
        z_axis = [0,0,1]          
     
    transMat3D = make3DTransfer(x_axis,z_axis) 
    newDirect = np.mat(oldDirect)*(np.mat(np.eye(3))*transMat3D.I).T 
    return newDirect 
 
def keepTransformArea(coor,localPlacement): 
    coor_new=[] 
    if not localPlacement is None: 
        if not localPlacement.RelativePlacement is None:            
            coor_new = oldCoorToNew(coor,localPlacement.RelativePlacement) 
            keepTransformArea(coor_new,localPlacement.PlacementRelTo)      
    return coor_new     
 
def keepTransformDirect(coor,localPlacement): 
    coor_new=[] 
    if not localPlacement is None: 
        if not localPlacement.RelativePlacement is None:            
            coor_new = oldDirectToNew(coor,localPlacement.RelativePlacement) 
            keepTransformDirect(coor_new,localPlacement.PlacementRelTo)       
    return coor_new 
 
def extrusionMat(arr_list,path): 
    result = [] 
    arr_list = np.mat(arr_list) 
    path = np.mat(path) 
    arr_list2 = arr_list + path 
    arr_list = np.matrix.tolist(arr_list) 
    arr_list2 = np.matrix.tolist(arr_list2) 
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    for i in range(len(arr_list)-1): 
        temp = [arr_list[i],arr_list[i+1],arr_list2[i+1],arr_list2[i],arr_list[i]] 
        result.append(temp) 
    arr_list.reverse() #to make the geometry comply to the topological rule 
    result.append(arr_list) 
    result.append(arr_list2) 
    return result 
 
#add elevation to an element which is on a storey 
def addElevation(oldCoor,elevation): 
    oldCoor = np.mat(oldCoor) 
    z1 = np.mat(np.ones(len(oldCoor))).T 
    oldCoor[:,-1]=oldCoor[:,-1]+z1*elevation 
    return oldCoor 
 
def transformToMappingTargetArea(oldCoor,transOperation): 
    if transOperation.Axis3 == None and transOperation.Axis1 == None and transOperation.Axis2 
== None: 
        transMat = np.matrix([[1,0,0],[0,1,0],[0,0,1]]) 
        coor_shift = transOperation.LocalOrigin.Coordinates 
        newCoor = np.mat(oldCoor)*(np.mat(np.eye(3))*transMat.I).T + np.mat(coor_shift) 
        return newCoor 
 
def transformToMappingTargetDirection(oldCoor,transOperation): 
    if transOperation.Axis3 == None and transOperation.Axis1 == None and transOperation.Axis2 
== None: 
        transMat = np.matrix([[1,0,0],[0,1,0],[0,0,1]]) 
        newCoor = np.mat(oldCoor)*(np.mat(np.eye(3))*transMat.I).T 
        return newCoor 
 
Appendix 2 MATLAB codes for attributes extraction 
dom = xmlread('brideg.ifcXML'); 
% get the ifc content in the file 
ifc = dom.getElementsByTagName('ifc:uos').item(0); 
disp(ifc.getChildNodes.getLength) 
% conduct the operation of setting id as ID 
setIdXML(ifc) 
relList = dom.getElementsByTagName('IfcRelDefinesByProperties'); 
data = struct; 
fields_all = <>; 
  
for i = 0:relList.gtLength-1 
    [elem_id,prop_id] = getId(relList.item(i)); 
    disp(strcat(elem_id, '/', prop_id)); 
    temp_elemNode = dom.getElementById(elem_id); 
    temp_elemNode.getNodeName; 
    temp_names = getElementName(temp_elemNode); 
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    fields_all = [fields_all, temp_names]; 
end 
  
fields_all = unique(fields_all); 
% struct initialization, assign field names to the data struct 
for i = 1:length(fields_all) 
    data.(fields_all<I>) = []; 
end 
  
data.('IfcType') = []; 
  
for i = 0:relList.getLength-1 
    [elem_id,prop_id] = getId(relList.item(i)); 
    %get direct attributes from the element node 
    temp_elemNode = dom.getElementById(elem_id); 
    temp_names = getElementName(temp_elemNode); 
    for j = 1:length(temp_names) 
      
        if  hasOnlyTextChild(temp_elemNode.getElementsByTagName(temp_names<j>).item(0)) 
            data(i+1).(temp_names<j>) = 
char(temp_elemNode.getElementsByTagName(temp_names<j>).item(0).getTextContent); 
            data(i+1).('IfcType') = char(temp_elemNode.getNodeName); 
        else 
            continue; 
        end 
    end 
     
    % get the hidden attributes from the property set node 
    temp_propNode = dom.getElementById(prop_id); 
     
    if hasChild(temp_propNode,'HasProperties')  
        propSetNode = temp_propNode.getElementsByTagName('HasProperties').item(0); 
        propertySet = getElementChildren(propSetNode); % cell Array 
        for m = 1:length(propertySet) 
            id = getThisRef(propertySet<m>); 
            propNode = dom.getElementById(id); 
            PropNodeChildren = getElementChildren(propNode); 
            propNodeName = char(PropNodeChildren<1>.getTextContent); 
            propNodeValue = char(PropNodeChildren<2>.getTextContent); 
            data(i+1).(propNodeName) = propNodeValue; 
        end         
    end 
     
    data(i+1).('id_XML') = elem_id;     
end 
  
% get the 'material' attributes  
materialList = dom.getElementsByTagName('IfcRelAssociatesMaterial'); 
for i = 0:materialList.getLength-1 
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    materialNodeRef = materialList.item(i).getElementsByTagName('RelatingMaterial').item(0); 
    getChildMaterialElement(materialNodeRef); 
    load('id');% loading the variable material_id from the id file, which has been stored 
    materialNode = dom.getElementById(material_id); 
    materialName = char(materialNode.getElementsByTagName('Name').item(0).getTextContent);    
     
    materialRelatedObjectsNode = 
materialList.item(i).getElementsByTagName('RelatedObjects').item(0); 
    materialRelatedObjectSet = getElementChildren(materialRelatedObjectsNode); 
    for j = 1:length(materialRelatedObjectSet) 
        materialRelatedObject = materialRelatedObjectSet<j>; 
        id = getThisRef(materialRelatedObject); 
        if any(strcmp(id, <data.id_XML>)) 
            [~, idx] = max(strcmp(id, <data.id_XML>));             
            data(idx).('Material') = materialName; 
        else 
            continue 
        end 
    end     
end 
 
data = data'; 
data_value = struct2cell(data); 
data_value = data_value'; 
data_title = fieldnames(data)'; 

















if node.hasAttributes && node.hasAttribute('id') 
    node.setIdAttribute('id',true); 
end 
%set the node's children's id as ID, if the id attribute exists 
if node.hasChildNodes 
    for i = 0:node.getLength-1 
        setIdXML(node.item(i)); 






function tag_list = getElementName(node) 
child_list = getElementChildren(node); 
num_children = size(child_list,1); 
tag_list = <num_children>; 
  
for i = 1:num_children 
    tag_list(i) = child_list<i>.getNodeName; 
end 
%tag_list = tag_list'; 
 end 
 
function [flag,idx] = hasElementChild(node) 
idx = 0; 
if node.hasChildNodes    
    for i = 0:node.getLength-1 
        if node.item(i).getNodeType == 1 
            idx = idx + 1; 
        end 
    end     
    if idx > 0 
        flag = true; 
    else 
        flag = false; 
    end     
else 




function id = getThisRef(node) 
if node.hasAttributes && node.hasAttribute('ref') 
    id = char(node.getAttribute('ref'));     
else     




function nodes = getElementChildren(node) 
nodes = <node.getLength>; 
idx = 0; 
if node.hasChildNodes 
    for i = 0:node.getLength-1 
        if node.item(i).getNodeType == 1 
         idx = idx + 1;   
         nodes(idx) = node.item(i); 
        end         
    end 
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function flag = hasChild(node,child_tag) 
child_list = getElementChildren(node); 
num_children = size(child_list,1); 
flag_list = zeros(num_children,1); 
tag_list = getElementName(node); 
for i = 1:num_children 
    flag_list(i) = strcmp(child_tag,tag_list<i>); 
end 
if any(flag_list) 
    flag = true; 
else 




function flag = hasOnlyTextChild(node) 
idx_elem = 0; 
idx_text = 0; 
flag = false; 
if node.hasChildNodes     
    for i = 0:node.getLength-1 
        if node.item(i).getNodeType == 1 
            idx_elem = idx_elem + 1; 
        end         
        if node.item(i).getNodeType == 3 
            idx_text = idx_text + 1; 
        end         
    end     
    if idx_text > 0 && idx_elem == 0 
        flag = true; 




nodeName = char(node.getNodeName); 
if strcmp(nodeName,'IfcMaterial') 
    material_id = char(node.getAttribute('ref'));    
    save('id', 'material_id')    
else 
    if hasElementChild(node) 
        children = getElementChildren(node); 
        for i = 1:length(children) 
            getChildMaterialElement(children<i>); 
        end       
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  <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jqueryui/1.8.15/jquery-ui.min.js"></script> 
  <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.7/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 






  <div id="titleDiv" style="display:none"> 
    <div id="logoImage"> 
      <img src="images/curtinLogo.png" alt="Curtin University Logo"> 
    </div> 
    <div id="logo"> 
    </div> 




  <div id="viewDiv"> 
      <p style="font-size:18px; text-align:center;">loading, please wait.... 
        </p> 
  </div> 
 
  <div id="sideBar" class="panel-side" style="display:none"> 
    <div id="status"> 
      <span id="sidebarClose" class="glyphicon glyphicon-arrow-right"></span> 
    </div> 
 
    <div id="elem"> 
    </div> 
 
    <div id="attr"> 
 
      <div id="attrHead"> 
        <div> 
          <span id="attClose" class="glyphicon glyphicon-remove"></span> 
        </div> 
      </div> 
 
      <table id="table"> 
      </table> 
    </div> 
  </div> 
 
  <div id="listToggle" style="display:none"> 
    <button type="button" style="width:50px; height:50px;"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-
list-alt"></span></button> 
  </div> 
 
  <div id="chartFrame" style="display:none"> 
    <div id="chartToggle"><button type="button" class="btn btn-default" id="chartToggleButton" 
style="width:150px">Health</button></div> 
     
    <div id="chart" style="display:none"> 
        <div class="container-fluid" id="chartSelection" style="background:white;border-bottom: 
thin solid black;padding:2px 0">  
            <div class = "row"> 
                <div class="col-sm-3" style="text-align:right"> 
                    <p style="margin:6px 0 0 0">Bridge Selection</p> 
                </div> 
                <div class="col-sm-3" style="text-align: left;vertical-align:middle;"> 
                    <select class="btn btn-default" style="height:35px; width:200px"> 
                        <option value="bridge1">Bridge 1</option> 
                        <option value="bridge2">Bridge 2</option> 
                        <option value="bridge3">Bridge 3</option> 
                        <option value="bridge4">Bridge 4</option> 
                    </select> 
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                </div> 
                <div class="col-sm-3" style="text-align:right;display:none"> 
                    <p style="margin:6px 0 0 0">Sensor Selection</p> 
                </div> 
                <div class="col-sm-3" style="text-align: left;display:none"> 
                    <select class="btn btn-default" style="height:35px; width:200px"> 
                        <option value="varTemp">Temperature</option> 
                        <option value="varWindDirection">Wind Direction</option> 
                        <option value="varWindSpeed">Wind Speed</option> 
                        <option value="varVibration">Vibration</option> 
                    </select> 
                </div> 
            </div> 
          </div> 
           
          <div id="chartZoom"> 
             
            <div id="timeZoom"></div> 
            <div id="legend"></div> 
            <div id='chart_y'></div> 
            <div id= 'chart_figure'></div> 
             
          </div> 
    </div> 










  padding: 0; 
  margin: 0; 
  height: 100%; 
  width: 100%; 
  } 
 
#titleDiv { 
  position: absolute; 
  background-color: white; 
  color: black; 
  top:0px; 
  left:0px; 
  height: 30px; 
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  width:100%; 
  font-size: 11pt; 
  font-weight: bolder; 
  opacity: 1; 
  text-align: left; 
  vertical-align: middle; 








  margin: 8px 0px 0px 10px; 
  vertical-align: middle; 
  height:50%; 
  font-family: sans-serif; 
} 
   
#sideBar { 
  position: absolute; 
  top:30px; 
  right: 0px; 
  width:300px; 
  height:95%; 
  overflow:auto; 
  opacity:0.8; 
} 
 
.panel-side ul { 
  list-style: none; 
  margin: 0; 




.panel-side li { 
  list-style: none; 
  color:black; 




  cursor: pointer; 
  margin: 2px 0; 







   




  position: absolute; 
  top:90px; 
  right: 0px; 
  z-index: 3; 
   
  width:50px; 
  height: 30px; 
  margin:0; 
  padding: 0; 








  background:white; 
  color:black; 
  text-align: right; 
  border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd; 
   
  padding-right: 10px; 




  padding-left:5px; 
  margin:10px 0px 0px 0px; 
  height:430px; 
  border-bottom: thin solid #ddd; 
  border-left: thin solid #ddd; 
  border-top: thin solid #ddd; 
 
  color: #2D2B2B; 
  background-color: white; 
  overflow: scroll; 
   




  height:450px; 
  overflow-y:scroll; 
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  margin:0; 
  padding: 5px; 
  min-width: 200px; 
  border-bottom: thin solid #ddd; 
  border-top: thin solid #ddd; 
  border-left: thin solid #ddd; 
  background-color:white; 
   




  border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd; 
  text-align: right; 













  text-align: left; 
   
  margin:2px; 
  padding-left: 2px; 




  border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd; 
  padding-left:5px; 
















  position: absolute; 
  bottom:5px; 
  left:30%; 




  margin:0px auto; 




   




  width: 1000px; 
  height:530px; 
  margin:0; 
  padding: 0 0 0 0; 
  border: thin solid white; 
  background-color:white; 




  position: absolute; 
  top:85px; 
  left: 10px; 
  text-align: left; 
  z-index: 2; 




  position: absolute; 
  bottom:50px; 
  right: 5px; 
  text-align: left; 
  z-index: 2; 




  width:830px; 
  height: 400px; 
  margin-top: 80px; 
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  position: absolute; 
  top: 160px; 
  height: 400px; 
  width: 40px; 
 
  margin:0; 
} 
Appendix 5 JavaScript codes for realizing the functionality  
window.onload = function () { 
 
    var url = "http://localhost:8888/testdata2.json"; 
    var request = new XMLHttpRequest(); 
    request.open("GET", url); 
    request.onload = function () { 
        if (request.status == 200) { 
            updateGraph(request.responseText); 
 
        } 
    }; 




function updateGraph(responseText) { 
 
    //var salesDiv = document.getElementById("chartZoom"); 
    var sales = JSON.parse(responseText); 
    var tv = 1000; 
 
    // instantiate our graph! 
    var graph = new Rickshaw.Graph({ 
        element: document.getElementById("chart_figure"), 
        renderer: 'line', 
        series: new Rickshaw.Series.FixedDuration([{ name: 'testOne' }], undefined, { 
            timeInterval: tv, 
            maxDataPoints: 50, 
            timeBase: sales[1].Time 
            //new Date().getTime() / 1000 
        }) 
    }); 
 
 
    //x-axis 
    var axes = new Rickshaw.Graph.Axis.Time({ 
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        graph: graph, 
         
    }); 
     
    // add some data every so often 
 
    var i = 0; 
     
    //alert(typeof(y_ticks)); 
    var iv = setInterval(function () { 
        if (i < sales.length) { 
            // add data 
            var data = { WS01: sales[i].WS01 }; 
            //data.WD01 = sales[i].WD01; 
            data.TH01 = sales[i].TH01; 
            data.TH03 = sales[i].TH03; 
            data.SR01 = sales[i].SR01; 
            data.SR06 = sales[i].SR06; 
            data.SG01 = sales[i].SG01; 
            data.SG05 = sales[i].SG05; 
            data.ACC01 = sales[i].ACC01; 
            data.ACC06 = sales[i].ACC06; 
            document.getElementById("timeZoom").innerHTML = new Date(sales[i].Time * 1000); 
            i++; 
            graph.series.addData(data); 
            graph.render(); 
        } 
 
        //add legend after the first data was added, delete the first item 
        if (i == 1) { 
            graph.series.shift(); 
            var legend = new Rickshaw.Graph.Legend({ 
                graph: graph, 
                element: document.getElementById('legend') 
            }); 
        } 
    }, tv); 
 
    //y_axis 
    var y_ticks = new Rickshaw.Graph.Axis.Y({ 
        graph: graph, 
        orientation: 'left', 
        tickFormat: Rickshaw.Fixtures.Number.formatKMBT, 
        element: document.getElementById('chart_y') 
    }); 
 
    //howver detail 
    new Rickshaw.Graph.HoverDetail({ 
        graph: graph 




    graph.render(); 
 
/*  
    //drag zoom 
    var drag = new Rickshaw.Graph.DragZoom({ 
        graph: graph, 
        opacity: 0.5, 
        fill: 'steelblue', 
        minimumTimeSelection: 15, 
        callback: function (args) { 
            console.log(args.range, args.endTime); 
        } 
    }); 
 
    graph.render(); 
   
    var shelving = new Rickshaw.Graph.Behavior.Series.Toggle({ 
        graph: graph, 
        legend: legend 
    }); 
 
    var order = new Rickshaw.Graph.Behavior.Series.Order({ 
        graph: graph, 
        legend: legend 
    }); 
 
    var highlight = new Rickshaw.Graph.Behavior.Series.Highlight({ 
        graph: graph, 
        legend: legend 
    }); 
 
    graph.render(); 





    "esri/config", 
    "esri/views/SceneView", 
    "esri/WebScene", 
    "esri/widgets/Legend", 
    "esri/widgets/LayerList", 
    "esri/widgets/Expand", 
    "esri/widgets/BasemapGallery", 
    "esri/widgets/Home", 
    "esri/tasks/support/Query", 
 
    "dojo/on", 
    "dojo/dom", 
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    "dojo/domReady!" 
], function ( 




        esriConfig.portalUrl = "https://curtin.maps.arcgis.com"; 
 
        var titleDiv = dom.byId("logo"); 
 
        var scene = new WebScene({ 
            portalItem: { // autocasts as new PortalItem() 
                id: "d0c23acf6b4c4ae2962079d280104e12" //MR bridge 
                //id: "9176c20040c444aab09b07efe0da89bd" //Guangdong bridge 
                //id: "7aa434be547143c8bf9a0604d262a25d" // Combined bridges 
            } 
        }); 
 
        var view = new SceneView({ 
            map: scene, 
            container: "viewDiv", 
            padding: { 
                top: 40 
            } 
        }); 
 
        view.ui.remove(["zoom", "navigation-toggle", "attribution", "compass"]) 
 
        //disable the default popup 
        scene.then(function () { 
            scene.layers.forEach(function (layer) { 
                layer.popupEnabled = false; 
            }) 
        }) 
 
        view.then(function () { 
            // hide the attribute div and display the listToggle div 
            $("#sideBar").show(); 
            $("#attr").hide(); 
            $("#chartFrame").show(); 
            $("#titleDiv").show(); 
            //$("#chart").show(); 
 
 
            var title = scene.portalItem.title; 
            logo.innerHTML = "Information Management System for " + title + " Version 1.1"; 
 
            var pop = view.popup; 
 
            pop.dockEnabled = true; 
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            pop.set("dockOptions", { 
                position: "bottom-center" 
            }); 
 
 
            //Expand - LayerList 
            /* 
                        var layerList = new LayerList({ 
                            container: document.createElement("div"), 
                            view: view 
                        }); 
                        var layerListExpand = new Expand({ 
                            expandIconClass: "esri-icon-collection", 
                            view: view, 
                            content: layerList.domNode 
                        }); 
                        view.ui.add(layerListExpand, "bottom-left"); 
            */ 
 
            //home 
            //view.ui.add(compass,"top-left"); 
 
            var homeWidget = new Home({ 
                view: view 
            }); 
            view.ui.add(homeWidget, "top-left"); 
 
            //Expand - BasemapGallery 
            var bg = new BasemapGallery({ 
                view: view, 
                container: document.createElement("div") 
            }); 
 
            var basemapExpand = new Expand({ 
                view: view, 
                content: bg.container, 
                expandIconClass: "esri-icon-basemap" 
            }); 
            view.ui.add(basemapExpand, "bottom-left"); 
 
            var graphics; 
            var listContainer = document.getElementById("elem"); 
            var highlight = null; 
 
            scene.layers.forEach(function (layer, index) { 
                //create a headtitle for each layer, set its id and innerHTML 
                var hd = document.createElement("h4"); 
                hd.setAttribute("id", "listHead" + index); 
                hd.innerHTML = "+ " + layer.title; 




                var elemList = document.createElement("ul"); 
                elemList.setAttribute("id", "elemList" + index); 
                elemList.classList.add("H" + hd.getAttribute("id")); 
 
                hd.addEventListener("click", function () { 
                    $(this).nextAll().toggle(); 
 
                }); 
 
                //define a div for the list of this layer 
                var listSection = document.createElement("div"); 
                listSection.setAttribute("id", "listSection" + index); 
                listSection.setAttribute("class", "ltSection") 
 
                listSection.appendChild(hd); 
                listSection.appendChild(elemList); 
 
 
                view.whenLayerView(layer).then(function (lyrView) { 
                    lyrView.watch("updating", function (val) { 
                        if (!val) { 
                            var query = new Query({ 
                                outFields: ["*"] 
                            }); 
 
                            var fragment = document.createDocumentFragment(); 
                            lyrView.queryFeatures(query).then(function (results) { 
                                //alert(JSON.stringify(results)); 
                                elemList.innerHTML = ""; 
                                graphics = results.features; 
                                //for debug, show the reuslts in string 
                                //alert(JSON.stringify(results)); 
                                results.features.forEach(function (feature) { 
 
                                    var attributes = feature.attributes; 
                                    //alert(JSON.stringify(attributes)); 
                                    var name = attributes.Name; 
                                    var objectID = attributes.OBJECTID; 
                                    //alert(name); 
                                    var li = document.createElement("li"); 
                                    li.classList.add("panel-result"); 
                                    li.innerHTML = attributes.FID + " " + name; 
                                    li.addEventListener("click", function (evt) { 
                                        var target = evt.target; 
                                        var objectId = feature.attributes.FID; 
 
                                        var attrContent = document.getElementById("attr"); 




                                        var obj = feature.attributes; 
 
                                        //attrContent.innerHTML = "";  
                                        var tb1 = document.getElementById("table"); 
                                        tb1.innerHTML = ""; 
                                        for (x in obj) { 
                                            var tr = document.createElement("tr"); 
                                            var th = document.createElement("th"); 
                                            var td = document.createElement("td"); 
                                            th.innerHTML = x; 
                                            td.innerHTML = obj[x]; 
                                            tr.appendChild(th); 
                                            tr.appendChild(td); 
                                            tb1.appendChild(tr); 
                                        } 
 
                                        //about highlight 
                                        if (highlight) { 
                                            highlight.remove(); 
                                        } 
 
                                        // Highlight the feature passing the objectId to the method 
                                        highlight = lyrView.highlight( 
                                            [objectId]); 
 
                                    }); 
                                    fragment.appendChild(li); 
 
                                }); 
                                // Empty the current list 
                                elemList.appendChild(fragment); 
 
                            }); 
 
                        } 
                    }); 
 
                }); 
 
                listContainer.appendChild(listSection); 
                $("ul").hide(); //hide all the ul for better visualization 
 
                view.on("click", function (event) { 
                    event.stopPropagation(); 
 
                    if (highlight) { 
                        highlight.remove(); 
                    } 
 
                    //alert(JSON.stringify(event)); 
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                    view.hitTest(event).then(function (response) { 
                        //alert(JSON.stringify(response)); 
                        if (response.results[0]) { 
                            var graphic2 = response.results[0].graphic; 
                            //alert(JSON.stringify(response)); 
 
                            view.whenLayerView(graphic2.layer).then(function (lyrViewI) { 
 
                                highlight = lyrViewI.highlight(graphic2); 
                                $("#attr").show(); 
                                //alert(JSON.stringify(graphic2)); 
                                //alert(JSON.stringify(graphic2.getEffectivePopupTemplate())); 
 
 
                                var queryI = new Query({ 
                                    outFields: ["*"] 
                                }); 
                                //queryI.where = "FID = " + graphic2.attributes.FID; 
                                //queryI.returnGeometry = false; 
                                //alert(queryI.where); 
                                queryI.objectIds = [graphic2.attributes.FID]; 
                                lyrViewI.queryFeatures(queryI).then(function (resultsI) { 
                                    var obj = resultsI.features[0].attributes; 
 
                                    //attrContent.innerHTML = "";  
                                    var tb1 = document.getElementById("table"); 
                                    tb1.innerHTML = ""; 
                                    for (x in obj) { 
                                        var tr = document.createElement("tr"); 
                                        var th = document.createElement("th"); 
                                        var td = document.createElement("td"); 
                                        th.innerHTML = x; 
                                        td.innerHTML = obj[x]; 
                                        tr.appendChild(th); 
                                        tr.appendChild(td); 
                                        tb1.appendChild(tr); 
                                    } 
 
                                }); 
 
                            }); 
                        } 
                    }); 
                }); 
 
            }); 
 
        }); 
 





$(document).ready(function () { 
    $("#listToggle").click(function () { 
        $(this).hide(); 
        $("#sideBar").animate({ 
            width: 'toggle' 
        }); 
    }); 
 
    $("#sidebarClose").click(function () { 
 
        $("#sideBar").animate({ 
            width: 'toggle' 
        }, function () { 
            $("#listToggle").show(); 
        }); 
 
    }); 
 
    $("#attClose").click(function () { 
        $("#attr").hide(); 
    }); 
 
 
    $("#chartToggleButton").click(function () { 
        $("timeZoom").toggle(); 
        $("legend").toggle(); 
        $("chart_y").toggle(); 
        $("chart_figure").toggle(); 
        $("#chart").animate({ 
            height: 'toggle' 
        }); 
 




Appendix 6 MATLAB codes for transforming excel table to 
JSON 
%read excel file by xlsread, and do the transformation by cell2struct, and 
%last encode the struct to JSON through jsonencode. 
format LONGG; 
fpath = '/Volumes/DataStore/Dropbox/Papers/0Current/Paper-Bridge 
Management/data/testdata.xlsx'; 
[data,title,raw] = xlsread(fpath); 
raw = raw(2:end,:); 
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d = cell2struct(raw,title,2); 
json = jsonencode(d); 
 
% 
fpathout = '/Volumes/DataStore/Dropbox/Papers/0Current/Paper-Bridge 
Management/data/testdata.json'; 




Appendix 7 Links for materials 
All transformed models and created scenes have been stored on ArcGIS Online. 
In addition, other materials of this study, shared in Dropbox, include original models 
and transformed models of bridges and oil rigs, source codes of the system, and two 
videos, one showing the 4D simulation process and the other showing the user 
interface and functions of the system. 
Links to them are as follows: 
Material Link 
Oil Rig http://arcg.is/1DOXef 
Bridge 1 http://arcg.is/1K9jLm 
Bridge 2 http://arcg.is/11KDr0 
Others https://www.dropbox.com/sh/h7c6cy2smkggy0d/AACXjZbfOcQAyVw7nRjTMffea?dl=0 
 
The primary IFC files are as follows: 






* STEP Physical File produced by: The EXPRESS Data Manager Version 
5.02.0100.07 : 28 Aug 2013 
* Module:                         EDMstepFileFactory/EDMstandAlone 
* Creation date:                  Thu Jan 11 16:20:55 2018 
* Host:                           C-D-0011882 
* Database:                       
C:\Users\19109459\AppData\Local\Temp\{8D2D3580-2526-4746-
B236-60955D2363C7}\ifc 
* Database version:               5507 
* Database creation date:         Thu Jan 11 16:20:53 2018 
* Schema:                         IFC2X3 
* Model:                          DataRepository.ifc 
* Model creation date:            Thu Jan 11 16:20:53 2018 
* Header model:                   DataRepository.ifc_HeaderModel 
* Header model creation date:     Thu Jan 11 16:20:53 2018 
* EDMuser:                        sdai-user 
* EDMgroup:                       sdai-group 
* License ID and type:            5605 : Permanent license. Expiry date:  






EXPRESS Data Manager Version 5.02.0100.07 : 28 Aug 






#1= IFCORGANIZATION($,'Autodesk Revit 2017 (ENU)',$,$,$); 





































































































Number',$,$,'Project Name','Project Status',(#95),#90); 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217729',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 
x 2000 x 900mm',#667,#681,'217729',.FLOOR.); 
#686= 
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Reference',$,IFCIDENTIFIER('2000 


























Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217828',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:217927',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218002',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218063',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218170',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218241',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218354',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218427',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218604',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218757',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 























Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218864',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:218923',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:219072',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:219179',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 





















Rectangular:2000 x 2000 x 900mm:219278',$,'Pile Cap-Rectangular:2000 




































































































































































































#1297= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrKm',#41,'i beam1:i 




















































#1360= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrPM',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1422= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrUz',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#1484= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrVh',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1546= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr2o',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1608= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr2C',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1670= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xr0o',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#1732= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrFb',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1794= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrCq',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1856= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrCO',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#1918= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XrDi',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#1980= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xsou',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#2042= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$Xso3',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#2104= IFCBEAM('1EXFMHqKzCSuCNvOD$XspS',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2166= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAbV',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2228= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAYT',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#2290= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTAXQ',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2352= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBVE',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#2414= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBNW',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2476= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBLz',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2538= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBLY',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2600= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBKl',#41,'i beam1:i 



















































#2662= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBKE',#41,'i beam1:i 

















































#2724= IFCBEAM('3FJzf985D4uedEijlNTBJd',#41,'i beam1:i 






















































































































Designer'),'IFC Database version:Work','Tekla structures 21.0 Service 






#2= IFCORGANIZATION($,'Tekla Corporation',$,$,$); 
#3= IFCPERSONANDORGANIZATION(#1,#2,$); 
#4= IFCAPPLICATION(#2,'21.0 Service Release 4','Tekla 


















































#34= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Control number',$,$,$); 
#35= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Cast unit rebar 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(0.),$); 
#36= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(55650.3),$); 
#37= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.833'),$); 
#38= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +6.260'),$); 
#39= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit position 
code',$,IFCLABEL('6-7/C-D'),$); 
























































#70= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+6.260'),$); 














#78= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(0.),$); 
#79= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(3.),$); 



































#96= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(55190.6),$); 

































































#129= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(250603.4),$); 
#130= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.533'),$); 
#131= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +5.075'),$); 














































#159= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+5.075'),$); 
#160= IFCPROPERTYSET('0NEOaNs6rEefLhF0sRBQEm',#5,'Tekla 








#163= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(3.5),$); 





















#174= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(66780.4),$); 
#175= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.443'),$); 
#176= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +5.106'),$); 
































#194= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+5.106'),$); 
#195= IFCPROPERTYSET('0fuTVDA2bDHeAl$gQaiKTJ',#5,'Tekla 


























#207= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(66228.7),$); 















































#231= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(300724.1),$); 
#232= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.143'),$); 
#233= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.921'),$); 




























#249= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.921'),$); 
#250= IFCPROPERTYSET('1ACMwO$rj3o8yjG3MH19wU',#5,'Tekla 








#253= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Net surface 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(1044.8),$); 
#254= IFCPROPERTYSET('0tz6PPAjz1kAiSlmWW45Wf',#5,'Tekla 














































































































#313= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Cast unit rebar weight',$,$,$); 
#314= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(476.),$); 
#315= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.212'),$); 
#316= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +4.676'),$); 
#317= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit position 
code',$,IFCLABEL('3-5/B-C'),$); 






























































#350= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(24.),$); 





































































































































































#435= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(418.9),$); 
#436= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.228'),$); 
#437= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.628'),$); 
































#455= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.628'),$); 
#456= IFCPROPERTYSET('06lsFBDMrFnAZTv$uNGhLW',#5,'Tekla 































#471= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(419.1),$); 
#472= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.084'),$); 


































#490= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.776'),$); 
#491= IFCPROPERTYSET('2yX2xKB7T4qAVATrhld2b4',#5,'Tekla 






























#505= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(466.8),$); 
#506= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.213'),$); 
































#524= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.569'),$); 
#525= IFCPROPERTYSET('0Qr1$CiUX7kAGaTtB_HS6M',#5,'Tekla 






































































#560= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(452.1),$); 
#561= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.218'),$); 
































#579= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.261'),$); 
#580= IFCPROPERTYSET('3qNH2KY_90yfykH2LVlF7t',#5,'Tekla 


































#595= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(456.2),$); 
#596= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.216'),$); 
































#614= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.360'),$); 
#615= IFCPROPERTYSET('1oQRlC7aH3wRTqa$z6y2BG',#5,'Tekla 






























#629= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(445.6),$); 
#630= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.219'),$); 
































#648= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.161'),$); 
#649= IFCPROPERTYSET('0nzWoki0T4FvlCvL3181tX',#5,'Tekla 
































#664= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(446.),$); 





























#681= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.165'),$); 
#682= IFCPROPERTYSET('18Ldy5uAv3s8LIksdSG$jr',#5,'Tekla 
































#696= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(435.8),$); 
#697= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.222'),$); 
































#715= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.973'),$); 
#716= IFCPROPERTYSET('2vcZQ2bf18Dg0RACj4ck13',#5,'Tekla 






































































#751= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(423.2),$); 
#752= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.227'),$); 
































#770= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.697'),$); 
#771= IFCPROPERTYSET('1TnHnDuCPBng4wrYI6Ivfy',#5,'Tekla 






























#785= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(426.9),$); 
#786= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.225'),$); 

































#804= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.796'),$); 
#805= IFCPROPERTYSET('1MT84wa8T7QR$FcN_31AUU',#5,'Tekla 
































































































#853= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(408.),$); 
#854= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.233'),$); 




































































#888= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.085'),$); 

































#906= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.518'),$); 
#907= IFCPROPERTYSET('1PN9nN$PD50fi1GucCYx9h',#5,'Tekla 



























#920= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(401.3),$); 
#921= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.086'),$); 































#939= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.368'),$); 
#940= IFCPROPERTYSET('0wuYynVPXEwuRADc0F30Hj',#5,'Tekla 
































#955= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.236'),$); 
































#973= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.219'),$); 
#974= IFCPROPERTYSET('1EffoDXEj4BBPTCiAgeQbJ',#5,'Tekla 





















#985= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(395.4),$); 
#986= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.087'),$); 

































#1004= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.228'),$); 
#1005= IFCPROPERTYSET('2Kk83wyUz4qubad3B79hX6',#5,'Tekla 
































#1020= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(398.7),$); 





























#1037= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.176'),$); 
#1038= IFCPROPERTYSET('0jKcS$Dy1F5Ai2WvUbWzv0',#5,'Tekla 





























#1052= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(393.1),$); 
#1053= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.239'),$); 































#1071= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.040'),$); 
#1072= IFCPROPERTYSET('1JyAMieKDAlPmeL0M42iuk',#5,'Tekla 






























#1086= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(389.9),$); 
#1087= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.088'),$); 





































































#1121= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(387.8),$); 
#1122= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.241'),$); 




























#1138= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.913'),$); 
#1139= IFCPROPERTYSET('3DAXaiUFj15eH0837LWoU2',#5,'Tekla 
































#1154= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(385.),$); 
#1155= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.089'),$); 































#1173= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.968'),$); 
#1174= IFCPROPERTYSET('3dR$a1FOTANAM7J_o_XI9B',#5,'Tekla 






























#1188= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(380.3),$); 
#1189= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.090'),$); 































#1207= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.849'),$); 
#1208= IFCPROPERTYSET('0ZjJK2VrPFLOXNCtmTELEx',#5,'Tekla 


































#1223= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(383.4),$); 
#1224= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.243'),$); 
































#1242= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.793'),$); 
#1243= IFCPROPERTYSET('0J68yiMrf6tvQLR8dKuqgX',#5,'Tekla 






























#1257= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(379.1),$); 
#1258= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.245'),$); 

































#1276= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.679'),$); 
#1277= IFCPROPERTYSET('1$2GBYMs92sfgDf$LKQJkV',#5,'Tekla 






























#1291= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(379.2),$); 






























#1308= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.839'),$); 
#1309= IFCPROPERTYSET('18Ka08T8r0PPiUJCs$8z6Y',#5,'Tekla 
































#1323= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(375.6),$); 
#1324= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.247'),$); 































#1342= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.571'),$); 
#1343= IFCPROPERTYSET('3J_UhUx3f9DuOzG7NKiU$C',#5,'Tekla 






























#1357= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.091'),$); 































#1375= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.729'),$); 
#1376= IFCPROPERTYSET('1OG$DSRsD7ufyThJhZVIC1',#5,'Tekla 



























#1389= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(370.9),$); 
#1390= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.249'),$); 
































#1408= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.471'),$); 
#1409= IFCPROPERTYSET('3EAPahtU5969KkM2HOHr6X',#5,'Tekla 








































































#1444= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(367.3),$); 
#1445= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.251'),$); 
































#1463= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.374'),$); 
#1464= IFCPROPERTYSET('2UKbxwbX5AmQpbN29u0sS9',#5,'Tekla 



























































#1493= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(364.3),$); 
#1494= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.160'),$); 



























#1510= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.372'),$); 
#1511= IFCPROPERTYSET('0G5cwXQ4T36uZDa2Js6KE2',#5,'Tekla 
































#1525= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(361.8),$); 
#1526= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.161'),$); 
































#1544= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.273'),$); 
#1545= IFCPROPERTYSET('2Has2gDTXEEP0TDZOE9PQa',#5,'Tekla 
































#1560= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(201.5),$); 
#1561= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.068'),$); 
#1562= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.010'),$); 


























#1580= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.010'),$); 
#1581= IFCPROPERTYSET('2D0kSohXX8YxJKFUomQdbP',#5,'Tekla 
































#1596= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(191.5),$); 
#1597= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.063'),$); 
#1598= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.005'),$); 

























#1614= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.005'),$); 
#1615= IFCPROPERTYSET('2KV5ca8KL1weEGkgaKEeDk',#5,'Tekla 


































#1630= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(304.2),$); 
#1631= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +0.096'),$); 
#1632= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +0.296'),$); 























#1647= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+0.296'),$); 
#1648= IFCPROPERTYSET('0o01wlzCz4JO64BtwODnYa',#5,'Tekla 





#1650= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(0.1),$); 
























#1662= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(330.6),$); 
#1663= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +1.846'),$); 




















#1677= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.046'),$); 
#1678= IFCPROPERTYSET('2jqvRTFWb9qQfd2z7CeIqF',#5,'Tekla 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#2414= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(330.2),$); 
#2415= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +4.442'),$); 






















#2429= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.642'),$); 
#2430= IFCPROPERTYSET('0UhKxnlEX0LBYv8PL17cDx',#5,'Tekla 
























#2441= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +4.334'),$); 


















#2451= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.534'),$); 
#2452= IFCPROPERTYSET('3FS7oyvYTEXfnsABpyL9Ew',#5,'Tekla 













#2460= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +4.227'),$); 


















#2470= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.427'),$); 
#2471= IFCPROPERTYSET('3OeCOJlEDDFArUGSSxXHJA',#5,'Tekla 















#2479= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +4.123'),$); 


















#2489= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.323'),$); 
#2490= IFCPROPERTYSET('3wbH4CeGz6lBfWpzVl3ZWO',#5,'Tekla 






#2493= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +4.021'),$); 


















#2503= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.221'),$); 
#2504= IFCPROPERTYSET('0oe03MUCT25PgqBejD2NSB',#5,'Tekla 











#2510= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.922'),$); 


















#2520= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.122'),$); 
#2521= IFCPROPERTYSET('0bJj52IZHEYRwVnu_Q1W9p',#5,'Tekla 






#2524= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.826'),$); 


















#2534= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.026'),$); 
#2535= IFCPROPERTYSET('2p7P3KKu10IRjCxX1VaSke',#5,'Tekla 











#2541= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.732'),$); 


















#2551= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.932'),$); 
#2552= IFCPROPERTYSET('1aQudRAtv1EBcHBGBCr8yX',#5,'Tekla 






#2555= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.641'),$); 




























#2569= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.553'),$); 




















#2579= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.753'),$); 
#2580= IFCPROPERTYSET('10GIHPYXv0mwgdsRNE_CGP',#5,'Tekla 






#2583= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.467'),$); 


















#2593= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.667'),$); 
#2594= IFCPROPERTYSET('28t2XnyMDCUuCPx4raL0Oe',#5,'Tekla 






#2597= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.383'),$); 


















#2607= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.583'),$); 
#2608= IFCPROPERTYSET('3CraOdeXb93whnYvxAUqLm',#5,'Tekla 






#2611= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.301'),$); 


















#2621= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.501'),$); 
#2622= IFCPROPERTYSET('16nP_duMnDWh0htFXwGYxJ',#5,'Tekla 






#2625= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.222'),$); 


















#2635= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.422'),$); 
#2636= IFCPROPERTYSET('0Tqa6PyD98xulOjF7Oy8rg',#5,'Tekla 






#2639= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.145'),$); 


















#2649= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.345'),$); 
#2650= IFCPROPERTYSET('1z_IqAeyD5Cfh6x$MeuSV0',#5,'Tekla 






#2653= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.069'),$); 




























#2667= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.997'),$); 




















#2677= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.197'),$); 
#2678= IFCPROPERTYSET('0KO3Gno8b03w1XNXIRtVI5',#5,'Tekla 






#2681= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.926'),$); 


















#2691= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.126'),$); 
#2692= IFCPROPERTYSET('3DiY0CBXr1aARa2B517Kh5',#5,'Tekla 














#2700= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.857'),$); 


















#2710= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.057'),$); 
#2711= IFCPROPERTYSET('3SX$$PQX561vtoN$ZWAWXl',#5,'Tekla 






#2714= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.788'),$); 


















#2724= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.988'),$); 
#2725= IFCPROPERTYSET('1IGmTLEw9DjvxiqJbM5y9J',#5,'Tekla 






#2728= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.728'),$); 


















#2738= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.928'),$); 
#2739= IFCPROPERTYSET('0tGo$m2KnDf9g11Dm71jMX',#5,'Tekla 






#2742= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.660'),$); 


















#2752= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.860'),$); 
#2753= IFCPROPERTYSET('3G0kOdHpbEXRDvDo0C5Aaj',#5,'Tekla 






#2756= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.599'),$); 


















#2766= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.799'),$); 
#2767= IFCPROPERTYSET('2n0I7r58H1VQ66CSc3pdiS',#5,'Tekla 






#2770= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.538'),$); 




















#2780= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.738'),$); 
#2781= IFCPROPERTYSET('07skIbhFr39uXnayLQ_3Hb',#5,'Tekla 






#2784= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.480'),$); 


















#2794= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.680'),$); 
#2795= IFCPROPERTYSET('0S22OxTUj4KPfsGUxk6FrX',#5,'Tekla 






#2798= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.424'),$); 


















#2808= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.624'),$); 
#2809= IFCPROPERTYSET('1fF$D2rIf9ywdtJ0TvaghU',#5,'Tekla 















#2817= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.369'),$); 


















#2827= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.569'),$); 
#2828= IFCPROPERTYSET('26r0wnvHv9ye50kQUDMNdv',#5,'Tekla 






#2831= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.315'),$); 


















#2841= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.515'),$); 
#2842= IFCPROPERTYSET('3qamdmzpL2MvONj7Qsld4u',#5,'Tekla 






#2845= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.265'),$); 


















#2855= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.465'),$); 
#2856= IFCPROPERTYSET('3wSehER31Cj9OTJ3zV8$L$',#5,'Tekla 






#2859= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.209'),$); 


















#2869= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.409'),$); 
#2870= IFCPROPERTYSET('3_GzbcBDP3z8D3F28gL$4Q',#5,'Tekla 






#2873= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.160'),$); 




















#2883= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.360'),$); 
#2884= IFCPROPERTYSET('3zCJyN4jvCpOBHlDGg9a18',#5,'Tekla 






#2887= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.111'),$); 


















#2897= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.311'),$); 
#2898= IFCPROPERTYSET('0iESGGC_b1zwwafzqEPxD7',#5,'Tekla 






#2901= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.065'),$); 


















#2911= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.265'),$); 
#2912= IFCPROPERTYSET('1DhRJRWRf4zBKqEUJhOrET',#5,'Tekla 






#2915= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.019'),$); 


















#2925= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.219'),$); 
#2926= IFCPROPERTYSET('0cZzgp$557QPX0e3XbMiS6',#5,'Tekla 






#2929= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +1.981'),$); 


















#2939= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.181'),$); 
#2940= IFCPROPERTYSET('1lA_7wo3n4RBtVLYmaJp4o',#5,'Tekla 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#3264= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +0.000'),$); 
















#3274= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+0.200'),$); 
#3275= IFCPROPERTYSET('3h0exSgmL8Qu9dUT7qo31j',#5,'Tekla 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#3859= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(146.2),$); 
#3860= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.070'),$); 





























#3876= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.070'),$); 
#3877= IFCPROPERTYSET('2r9JaKGq92GfLGBV6wmNHE',#5,'Tekla 
































#3892= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(143.3),$); 



























#3908= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.063'),$); 
#3909= IFCPROPERTYSET('1qiCwDtWDA28ZcE2GOpytb',#5,'Tekla 
































#3923= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(148.),$); 


























#3939= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.106'),$); 
#3940= IFCPROPERTYSET('330wf5L2r9nQg0W1GKfgMw',#5,'Tekla 
































#3955= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(146.8),$); 

























#3971= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.103'),$); 
#3972= IFCPROPERTYSET('1bqOHArZ9Dh8F3ZRMas1Qx',#5,'Tekla 






























#3986= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(152.7),$); 



























#4002= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.155'),$); 
#4003= IFCPROPERTYSET('1XuVLEWljFD8j_JzLgygq4',#5,'Tekla 


































#4018= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(150.5),$); 


























#4034= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.150'),$); 
#4035= IFCPROPERTYSET('1pAKolbPHE_eEZIGgBbPx2',#5,'Tekla 






























#4049= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(154.6),$); 


























#4065= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.197'),$); 
#4066= IFCPROPERTYSET('0Q0pZu35DA5fGb3s$fTsvX',#5,'Tekla 






























#4080= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(155.5),$); 


























#4096= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.199'),$); 
#4097= IFCPROPERTYSET('1b_NcnJO17tA0eYqky59Jz',#5,'Tekla 






























#4111= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(159.3),$); 




























#4127= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.249'),$); 
#4128= IFCPROPERTYSET('0ISsE1xpbA1QVDgWB1N$R1',#5,'Tekla 

































#4143= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(158.3),$); 




























#4159= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.247'),$); 
#4160= IFCPROPERTYSET('1bYC5anPz8Iu3swfVYW11g',#5,'Tekla 






























#4174= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(162.7),$); 

























#4190= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.298'),$); 
#4191= IFCPROPERTYSET('1Cc1gVrET4zPZyfJw2yJcY',#5,'Tekla 


























































#4221= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.297'),$); 
#4222= IFCPROPERTYSET('2LCi$Wu0f3jAH_XJEzEoRe',#5,'Tekla 





























#4235= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(172.),$); 






























#4252= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.364'),$); 
#4253= IFCPROPERTYSET('1CcD6pBBX4XfzbkyEj6R8f',#5,'Tekla 
































#4268= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(162.5),$); 





























#4285= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.343'),$); 
#4286= IFCPROPERTYSET('3xY5hCH710r99YBHhrtpzF',#5,'Tekla 




























































































































#4347= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.398'),$); 
#4348= IFCPROPERTYSET('3$ib70nHP1bQf856K2D5e7',#5,'Tekla 






























#4362= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(176.5),$); 





























#4379= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.461'),$); 
#4380= IFCPROPERTYSET('0BOeA481rCpBxI$7$1fJiT',#5,'Tekla 
































#4395= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(172.6),$); 






























#4412= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.453'),$); 
#4413= IFCPROPERTYSET('2vvuBaXTn0WhQMCa5Po9g8',#5,'Tekla 




























































































#4457= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(177.7),$); 






























#4474= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.510'),$); 
#4475= IFCPROPERTYSET('24wbjS0Xn5oP0Bs9Ql96SD',#5,'Tekla 






























#4489= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(184.4),$); 


























#4504= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.572'),$); 
#4505= IFCPROPERTYSET('0dIHcS8CL5YPhLRqLXxdyM',#5,'Tekla 
































#4520= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(182.4),$); 

































































#4552= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(188.8),$); 





























#4569= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.631'),$); 
#4570= IFCPROPERTYSET('3THhtOoPr848o0QjnY9sv1',#5,'Tekla 






























#4584= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(187.),$); 






























#4601= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.627'),$); 
#4602= IFCPROPERTYSET('12AF9uD2DAQOB_tCtV8u9r',#5,'Tekla 





























#4616= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(193.2),$); 






























#4633= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.691'),$); 
#4634= IFCPROPERTYSET('2ZZTRP8OfC59jZYxOOdCTW',#5,'Tekla 
































#4648= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(191.7),$); 





























#4665= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.688'),$); 
#4666= IFCPROPERTYSET('3K0Dg5dqr23e95GiQi6GwH',#5,'Tekla 






























#4680= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(197.8),$); 






























#4697= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.752'),$); 
#4698= IFCPROPERTYSET('31ErwHtM18uBxywdsrM8Au',#5,'Tekla 






























#4712= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(196.5),$); 






























#4729= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.750'),$); 
#4730= IFCPROPERTYSET('19YfS3oqDDHfNHCg42exHZ',#5,'Tekla 
































#4744= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(202.8),$); 






























#4761= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.820'),$); 
#4762= IFCPROPERTYSET('1Tnufwqxv9iRjtfugMaPf1',#5,'Tekla 






























#4776= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(201.8),$); 





























#4793= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.818'),$); 
#4794= IFCPROPERTYSET('3Ioaogyn10Igj_ajv8Um_Y',#5,'Tekla 





























#4808= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(207.4),$); 































































#4840= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(206.8),$); 
































#4857= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.879'),$); 
#4858= IFCPROPERTYSET('3YaAsYTKD7LvgKyWc0Amzs',#5,'Tekla 






























#4872= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(212.5),$); 






























#4889= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+2.949'),$); 
#4890= IFCPROPERTYSET('0AcwONSgb4XvUCn3AbJwl7',#5,'Tekla 





























































































#4935= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(217.5),$); 

























































































































#4995= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(222.7),$); 





























#5012= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.089'),$); 
#5013= IFCPROPERTYSET('2ngV_MJ1rBAfogZHPSv81E',#5,'Tekla 
































#5028= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(224.7),$); 
#5029= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -0.029'),$); 































#5047= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.088'),$); 
#5048= IFCPROPERTYSET('13Xu38AKD63PdK8_JVSyTL',#5,'Tekla 
































#5062= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(228.),$); 



























#5078= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.161'),$); 
#5079= IFCPROPERTYSET('3QKJlNgH11FgvLA03p931s',#5,'Tekla 






























#5093= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(229.1),$); 



























#5109= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.163'),$); 
#5110= IFCPROPERTYSET('2oM0maCPf0OucBiXjdf$rh',#5,'Tekla 






























#5124= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(233.8),$); 




























#5140= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.237'),$); 
#5141= IFCPROPERTYSET('2qwjWV20r3oeE565afBJ1H',#5,'Tekla 
































#5156= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(234.9),$); 



































#5175= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.238'),$); 
#5176= IFCPROPERTYSET('1Uh9cbhlHBkAIURb5_KNK8',#5,'Tekla 






























#5190= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(239.9),$); 



























#5206= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.314'),$); 
#5207= IFCPROPERTYSET('3RqhJ9MqD8SewC5m_t5god',#5,'Tekla 
































#5222= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(240.6),$); 





























#5239= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.315'),$); 
#5240= IFCPROPERTYSET('0B8OzE0z1Dav2l581pDcMW',#5,'Tekla 






























#5254= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(245.9),$); 































#5271= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.394'),$); 
#5272= IFCPROPERTYSET('0Fvc5W6P916xvlL9N0w7kt',#5,'Tekla 






























#5286= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(246.9),$); 



























#5302= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.395'),$); 
#5303= IFCPROPERTYSET('0JsUgA4$LA9gkVtngzxtr$',#5,'Tekla 






























#5317= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(251.9),$); 
#5318= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.475'),$); 
































































#5350= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(253.3),$); 






























#5366= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.477'),$); 
#5367= IFCPROPERTYSET('0GSJ0dOxP34RhNga7SG309',#5,'Tekla 






























#5381= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(258.3),$); 



























#5397= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.559'),$); 
#5398= IFCPROPERTYSET('3Ee_AC4xP6K980ABg6oVTa',#5,'Tekla 






























#5412= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(260.),$); 






























#5429= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.561'),$); 
#5430= IFCPROPERTYSET('3HQIhIEOrDiv5ZzF4vbDnL',#5,'Tekla 
































#5445= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(264.6),$); 





























#5462= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.645'),$); 
#5463= IFCPROPERTYSET('0C2oOww_z50hVUWiMRcShZ',#5,'Tekla 
































#5477= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(266.6),$); 























#5491= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.648'),$); 
#5492= IFCPROPERTYSET('1fQ8ml3$D16Rnev9DsG0jc',#5,'Tekla 






























#5506= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(271.4),$); 



























#5522= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.734'),$); 
#5523= IFCPROPERTYSET('37al83zBbAme8LxaFOdUpL',#5,'Tekla 
































#5538= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(273.3),$); 



























#5554= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.736'),$); 
#5555= IFCPROPERTYSET('1bnIMutZ5CAfgPbPGrm7p1',#5,'Tekla 
































#5570= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(278.5),$); 





























#5586= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.826'),$); 
#5587= IFCPROPERTYSET('1naWN40ZL0bfz$kVhJ4r64',#5,'Tekla 






























#5601= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(280.2),$); 



























#5617= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.828'),$); 
#5618= IFCPROPERTYSET('1ix1xHEz54RxkcVpM4iATN',#5,'Tekla 






























#5632= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(285.9),$); 




























#5648= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+3.920'),$); 
#5649= IFCPROPERTYSET('2O8TOtD9nFiviIyXXcZmDf',#5,'Tekla 




























































































#5693= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(293.4),$); 




























#5709= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.016'),$); 
#5710= IFCPROPERTYSET('2n871tOBXD4RsvHRVeksgo',#5,'Tekla 
































#5725= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(294.5),$); 



























#5741= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.018'),$); 
#5742= IFCPROPERTYSET('0ue7EEgGj9r8dBNSbRmneo',#5,'Tekla 






























#5756= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(301.1),$); 




























#5772= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.116'),$); 
#5773= IFCPROPERTYSET('2bxiB880D4LuooSptPwo$3',#5,'Tekla 
































#5787= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(302.1),$); 




























#5803= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.117'),$); 
#5804= IFCPROPERTYSET('3EzOqf$rnDjOcKDL8TZJuw',#5,'Tekla 






























#5818= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(308.9),$); 



























#5834= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.218'),$); 
#5835= IFCPROPERTYSET('3ECQdIDuj5ZR6e4o4x8UgD',#5,'Tekla 






























#5849= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(309.8),$); 




























#5865= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.219'),$); 
#5866= IFCPROPERTYSET('3fQHmdfkv29hcKQA7jE_n0',#5,'Tekla 






























#5880= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(316.7),$); 





























#5896= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.322'),$); 
#5897= IFCPROPERTYSET('0z5KR5Gpn2derRIquwItha',#5,'Tekla 

























































































#5941= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(322.6),$); 



























#5957= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.426'),$); 
#5958= IFCPROPERTYSET('3fWtF2Mc5EBAqjdtU3fjPs',#5,'Tekla 






























#5972= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(324.7),$); 
























































































































#6032= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(337.3),$); 



























#6048= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+4.540'),$); 
#6049= IFCPROPERTYSET('0nNalEWtvAqfQwNt4rFl3N',#5,'Tekla 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#9587= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(230.7),$); 
#9588= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -1.377'),$); 































#9605= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
-0.002'),$); 
#9606= IFCPROPERTYSET('0kHXGD3Gb8lhWy8u6VaBfh',#5,'Tekla 
























#9617= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(282.8),$); 
#9618= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -2.683'),$); 































#9636= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+0.100'),$); 
#9637= IFCPROPERTYSET('0L1TAFuJH03QRGI6wuXOpO',#5,'Tekla 






























#9651= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(349.1),$); 





























































#9683= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(256.6),$); 
#9684= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -3.886'),$); 





















#9699= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
+0.000'),$); 
#9700= IFCPROPERTYSET('0ZGlNSM1LDRvEnNiJ$PRKj',#5,'Tekla 


























#9711= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(166.7),$); 















































#9736= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(71.4),$); 















































#9762= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(357.2),$); 





























































#9794= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(302.5),$); 





























































#9825= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(268.2),$); 
#9826= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -4.062'),$); 






















#9840= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Top elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' 
-0.000'),$); 
#9841= IFCPROPERTYSET('1j4YLGS5XAVfioeoOHfcXR',#5,'Tekla 
























#9852= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(263.1),$); 




















































#9880= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(181.),$); 













































#9905= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(97.9),$); 







































































































































































































































#10025= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(261.6),$); 




































































#10059= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(174.4),$); 















































#10084= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(94.6),$); 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#10414= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(879.1),$); 
#10415= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -5.000'),$); 
























































































#10457= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(975.1),$); 




















































































































































































































#10559= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(3302.6),$); 
#10560= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +3.342'),$); 































































#10591= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(3983.2),$); 
#10592= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +1.946'),$); 























































































































































































































































#10718= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(125.5),$); 
#10719= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +1.996'),$); 



















































#10747= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(125.7),$); 
#10748= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.000'),$); 






























































































































































































#10850= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(4114.2),$); 













































#10876= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(1.6),$); 






































































































































































































































































































#11032= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Cast unit rebar 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(778.1),$); 
#11033= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(532500.),$); 
#11034= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -15.000'),$); 












































#11059= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(14.2),$); 
#11060= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(0.6),$); 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#13265= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(20000.),$); 
#13266= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -17.000'),$); 
#13267= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -15.000'),$); 
#13268= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit position 
code',$,IFCLABEL('3-5/C-E'),$); 
















































#13294= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(4.),$); 
#13295= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(1.2),$); 





























#13312= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(45000.),$); 































#13328= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(9.),$); 
#13329= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(0.9),$); 















































#13355= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(86284.2),$); 
#13356= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -28.000'),$); 
#13357= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -17.000'),$); 












































#13380= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(3.1),$); 
















































































































































































#13468= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(61199.5),$); 
#13469= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -1.125'),$); 









































#13490= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(1.8),$); 
#13491= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(1.1),$); 





























































#13522= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit 
weight',$,IFCMASSMEASURE(73737.5),$); 
#13523= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit bottom 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' -1.125'),$); 
#13524= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit top 
elevation',$,IFCLABEL(' +2.500'),$); 
























































#13557= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Gross footprint 
area',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(3.),$); 
#13558= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Area per 
tons',$,IFCAREAMEASURE(1.5),$); 






















































































#13601= IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Assembly/Cast unit position 
code',$,IFCLABEL('1-7/<A-B'),$); 
#13602= IFCPROPERTYSET('2AwsXa6Cj1yey2MB4Rq8YS',#5,'Tekla 
Assembly','Assembly 
Properties',(#34,#35,#13522,#13523,#13524,#13601,#40)); 
#13603= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((4250.,-750.,0.)); 
#13604= IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#13603,#7,#9); 
#13605= IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#13599,#13604); 
#13606= 
IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION(#12,'Body','SweptSolid',(#13546)); 
#13607= IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE($,$,(#13606)); 
#13608= 
IFCSLAB('1Oel$H002JBp4qE3SmE38v',#5,'SLAB','8500*2500','8500*
2500',#13605,#13607,'\X2\6DF751DD571F005F0041002D00310030002
8003F0029\X0\',.FLOOR.); 
#13609= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,-2000.)); 
#13610= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,222000.)); 
#13611= IFCPOLYLINE((#13609,#13610)); 
#13612= IFCGRIDAXIS('1',#13611,.T.); 
#13613= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((500.,-2000.)); 
#13614= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((500.,222000.)); 
#13615= IFCPOLYLINE((#13613,#13614)); 
#13616= IFCGRIDAXIS('2',#13615,.T.); 
#13617= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((1750.,-2000.)); 
#13618= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((1750.,222000.)); 
#13619= IFCPOLYLINE((#13617,#13618)); 
#13620= IFCGRIDAXIS('3',#13619,.T.); 
#13621= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((4250.,-2000.)); 
#13622= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((4250.,222000.)); 
#13623= IFCPOLYLINE((#13621,#13622)); 
#13624= IFCGRIDAXIS('4',#13623,.T.); 
#13625= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((6750.,-2000.)); 
#13626= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((6750.,222000.)); 
#13627= IFCPOLYLINE((#13625,#13626)); 
#13628= IFCGRIDAXIS('5',#13627,.T.); 
#13629= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((8000.,-2000.)); 
#13630= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((8000.,222000.)); 
#13631= IFCPOLYLINE((#13629,#13630)); 
#13632= IFCGRIDAXIS('6',#13631,.T.); 
#13633= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((8500.,-2000.)); 
#13634= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((8500.,222000.)); 
#13635= IFCPOLYLINE((#13633,#13634)); 
#13636= IFCGRIDAXIS('7',#13635,.T.); 
#13637= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((-2000.,0.)); 
#13638= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((10500.,0.)); 
#13639= IFCPOLYLINE((#13637,#13638)); 
#13640= IFCGRIDAXIS('A',#13639,.T.); 
#13641= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((-2000.,60000.)); 
#13642= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((10500.,60000.)); 
#13643= IFCPOLYLINE((#13641,#13642)); 
#13644= IFCGRIDAXIS('B',#13643,.T.); 
#13645= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((-2000.,110000.)); 
#13646= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((10500.,110000.)); 
#13647= IFCPOLYLINE((#13645,#13646)); 
#13648= IFCGRIDAXIS('C',#13647,.T.); 
#13649= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((-2000.,160000.)); 
#13650= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((10500.,160000.)); 
#13651= IFCPOLYLINE((#13649,#13650)); 
#13652= IFCGRIDAXIS('D',#13651,.T.); 
#13653= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((-2000.,220000.)); 
#13654= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((10500.,220000.)); 
#13655= IFCPOLYLINE((#13653,#13654)); 
#13656= IFCGRIDAXIS('E',#13655,.T.); 
#13657= 
IFCGEOMETRICCURVESET((#13611,#13615,#13619,#13623,#13627,
#13631,#13635,#13639,#13643,#13647,#13651,#13655)); 
#13658= 
IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION(#14,'FootPrint','GeometricCurveSet',(#
13657)); 
#13659= IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE($,$,(#13658)); 
#13660= IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#28,#10); 
#13661= 
IFCGRID('1Oel$H002IzJ4qE3SmDpSp',#5,'+0',$,$,#13660,#13659,(#13
612,#13616,#13620,#13624,#13628,#13632,#13636),(#13640,#13644,#1
3648,#13652,#13656),$); 
#13662= IFCGRIDAXIS('1',#13611,.T.); 
#13663= IFCGRIDAXIS('2',#13615,.T.); 
#13664= IFCGRIDAXIS('3',#13619,.T.); 
#13665= IFCGRIDAXIS('4',#13623,.T.); 
#13666= IFCGRIDAXIS('5',#13627,.T.); 
#13667= IFCGRIDAXIS('6',#13631,.T.); 
#13668= IFCGRIDAXIS('7',#13635,.T.); 
#13669= IFCGRIDAXIS('A',#13639,.T.); 
#13670= IFCGRIDAXIS('B',#13643,.T.); 
#13671= IFCGRIDAXIS('C',#13647,.T.); 
#13672= IFCGRIDAXIS('D',#13651,.T.); 
#13673= IFCGRIDAXIS('E',#13655,.T.); 
#13674= 
IFCGEOMETRICCURVESET((#13611,#13615,#13619,#13623,#13627,
#13631,#13635,#13639,#13643,#13647,#13651,#13655)); 
#13675= 
IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION(#14,'FootPrint','GeometricCurveSet',(#
13674)); 
#13676= IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE($,$,(#13675)); 
#13677= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,0.,-4000.)); 
#13678= IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#13677,#9,#7); 
#13679= IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#28,#13678); 
#13680= IFCGRID('1Oel$H002Izp4qE3SmDpSp',#5,'-
4000',$,$,#13679,#13676,(#13662,#13663,#13664,#13665,#13666,#136
67,#13668),(#13669,#13670,#13671,#13672,#13673),$); 
#13681= IFCGRIDAXIS('1',#13611,.T.); 
#13682= IFCGRIDAXIS('2',#13615,.T.); 
#13683= IFCGRIDAXIS('3',#13619,.T.); 
#13684= IFCGRIDAXIS('4',#13623,.T.); 
#13685= IFCGRIDAXIS('5',#13627,.T.); 
#13686= IFCGRIDAXIS('6',#13631,.T.); 
#13687= IFCGRIDAXIS('7',#13635,.T.); 
#13688= IFCGRIDAXIS('A',#13639,.T.); 
#13689= IFCGRIDAXIS('B',#13643,.T.); 
#13690= IFCGRIDAXIS('C',#13647,.T.); 
#13691= IFCGRIDAXIS('D',#13651,.T.); 
#13692= IFCGRIDAXIS('E',#13655,.T.); 
#13693= 
IFCGEOMETRICCURVESET((#13611,#13615,#13619,#13623,#13627,
#13631,#13635,#13639,#13643,#13647,#13651,#13655)); 
#13694= 
IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION(#14,'FootPrint','GeometricCurveSet',(#
13693)); 
#13695= IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE($,$,(#13694)); 
#13696= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.,0.,-9000.)); 
#13697= IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#13696,#9,#7); 
#13698= IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#28,#13697); 
#13699= IFCGRID('1Oel$H002I_J4qE3SmDpSp',#5,'-
5000',$,$,#13698,#13695,(#13681,#13682,#13683,#13684,#13685,#136
86,#13687),(#13688,#13689,#13690,#13691,#13692),$); 
#13700= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1WdMN_qubEuv$Wr18qQSCG',#5,$,$,#25,(
#27)); 
#13701= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('19ZaQ95WD25QCy0fAha8KH',#5,$,$,#27,(#
29)); 
#13702= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0568jZc5f5DPlITNHQviIM',#5,$,$,#29,(#31))
; 
#13703= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1YJKWZFajAbelRC_O4j39D',#5,$,$,#33,(#6
7)); 
#13704= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0AVJevFEL1hRS67RTTKvOv',#5,$,$,#95,(#
116)); 
#13705= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2THbKo$Wv4PRh36amT_W$u',#5,$,$,#128,(
#156)); 
#13706= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0k4Qjyw2L5SOmajmP1MUTr',#5,$,$,#173,(#
191)); 
#13707= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3rsv5Wsfn9Av1g53HGaSNU',#5,$,$,#206,(#2
20)); 
#13708= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0R3IwTYnz2fA3qUD85meoD',#5,$,$,#230,(#
246)); 
#13709= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2yHaWg7aj90fH$SQNLZx88',#5,$,$,#260,(#
272)); 
#13710= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0rboJipY54oQGx76EsFMIw',#5,$,$,#278,(#2
89)); 
#13711= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Wnr7vuEz0jBtm_WpN68mU',#5,$,$,#295,(#
306)); 
#13712= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0cP7Jyp1vCdBvlgPZ0$8TV',#5,$,$,#312,(#34
2)); 
#13713= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2cssVtA$52tf1mkR6y_Xp6',#5,$,$,#369,(#38
3)); 
#13714= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Y358QryvAzAvF3l4_wFjI',#5,$,$,#393,(#40
9)); 
#13715= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2GYxjJbFj5cfthgg0gcGuT',#5,$,$,#419,(#429
)); 
#13716= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3O3QEQNbD3lQ7xzvBhexKZ',#5,$,$,#434,(
#453)); 
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#13717= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1O3C57hgP4PwS6RPsjTn7v',#5,$,$,#470,(#4
88)); 
#13718= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0wv8bWJ4f5qeQpxPDmD5Ca',#5,$,$,#504,(#
522)); 
#13719= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1wE0_FTCz7lONv2TT1RwfJ',#5,$,$,#539,(#
549)); 
#13720= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3JgtmkJsXCwfq24toFC$Hc',#5,$,$,#559,(#57
7)); 
#13721= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1voMsbkVr4c9mHLly8LTjt',#5,$,$,#594,(#61
2)); 
#13722= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('223PuAXif4wOK8lqWf4DaX',#5,$,$,#628,(#
646)); 
#13723= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3XhsJxA611axrFiqBILyuM',#5,$,$,#663,(#68
0)); 
#13724= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Neu5WCDvDbOCytD6ERzyS',#5,$,$,#695,(
#713)); 
#13725= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2qs0WOgWfB_Ry2nHtiDQjO',#5,$,$,#730,(#
740)); 
#13726= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('18DaadHNHBDRWeTQAcNgVj',#5,$,$,#750
,(#768)); 
#13727= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1kjC6N_KD81BkWR1v2RC1T',#5,$,$,#784,(
#802)); 
#13728= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1bm1MB5FDC$RUU6X1Hr4EO',#5,$,$,#819
,(#828)); 
#13729= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0bLihMJAf3x8taw0ikYNOF',#5,$,$,#838,(#8
47)); 
#13730= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0gDNe3gUL97fDypXmtrs5u',#5,$,$,#852,(#8
70)); 
#13731= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3FHhRhV0T19wGzES$7XKyF',#5,$,$,#887,(
#904)); 
#13732= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2UcuLUV1zBewrsiwE3$uSU',#5,$,$,#919,(#
937)); 
#13733= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2kLeNecxP9$89IkAxInkXz',#5,$,$,#954,(#97
1)); 
#13734= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0rVjSn12H9NeKdKL47Dvo2',#5,$,$,#984,(#1
002)); 
#13735= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2SpyRcy6TBLh6gkxAqEcGz',#5,$,$,#1019,(#
1036)); 
#13736= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0q9y_xK8v05vg3pVao_vIh',#5,$,$,#1051,(#1
069)); 
#13737= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1vokGuQQH4PAxXMFXLhE0l',#5,$,$,#1085
,(#1103)); 
#13738= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0$Gb9MtQP1tQIQPdr8zLpW',#5,$,$,#1120,(
#1136)); 
#13739= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3gZi1F68fC_Peo2eajGoXe',#5,$,$,#1153,(#11
71)); 
#13740= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('197OYA3I5DmwkcApvFpm_F',#5,$,$,#1187,
(#1205)); 
#13741= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0LArGt$h9FcfrG1QJM2krZ',#5,$,$,#1222,(#1
240)); 
#13742= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2NRjVykHrAvhymTt4t3D4r',#5,$,$,#1256,(#
1274)); 
#13743= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Qv0UNbiXDjP9O7XUdfOzR',#5,$,$,#1290,(
#1307)); 
#13744= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Wm_wmIoP4h8LTk3Kt5hwX',#5,$,$,#1322,
(#1340)); 
#13745= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2pFfyFjGjDeQ4VGWB_VP0H',#5,$,$,#1356,
(#1373)); 
#13746= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2B_51LCNH1tQxuVyvwgp4s',#5,$,$,#1388,(
#1406)); 
#13747= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0N3YM0DQ1F1xbRwjCBid8z',#5,$,$,#1423,(
#1433)); 
#13748= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1234UmjpbCu95jVgf_A3t5',#5,$,$,#1443,(#1
461)); 
#13749= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2jYbjMyAT6NetfxLFO0ff3',#5,$,$,#1477,(#1
487)); 
#13750= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2lQt5N4W14zggvPwXFAWtA',#5,$,$,#1492,
(#1508)); 
#13751= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0nUtAdUMr1JP8DDyozEpGy',#5,$,$,#1524,(
#1542)); 
#13752= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3X65tXbIb9CBa$4haVtElv',#5,$,$,#1559,(#1
578)); 
#13753= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2OqtWUN2DAG8GZYnMwP_P6',#5,$,$,#15
95,(#1612)); 
#13754= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1osWR19sDEwOBmLFpH2KyO',#5,$,$,#162
9,(#1644)); 
#13755= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('19RAsoSub2offPKUxIX0wc',#5,$,$,#1661,(#
1675)); 
#13756= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0sH3BtXqv2cQ9uYebghgYs',#5,$,$,#1689,(#
1699)); 
#13757= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1osU$8FzH3vQbxYxxmEASd',#5,$,$,#1709,(
#1718)); 
#13758= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ChKUkmC576RgMwPRgA_Ku',#5,$,$,#172
8,(#1739)); 
#13759= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1t9bnwxs5E0xti5q5Zkfhp',#5,$,$,#1744,(#175
4)); 
#13760= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2dhGI3agnEagBFxfsFz4ig',#5,$,$,#1764,(#17
75)); 
#13761= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1skdw1Qvn3ERglnfLT7NZ1',#5,$,$,#1780,(#
1789)); 
#13762= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3ZoXF$TiD8WQB1wv9G9PRA',#5,$,$,#179
4,(#1805)); 
#13763= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0L$DzWTl57LwvWMns7Ifnx',#5,$,$,#1815,(
#1826)); 
#13764= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1M9ax6dpHF4wKj$dzSpVAb',#5,$,$,#1836,(
#1847)); 
#13765= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2UDk4Dvb5ENAsbDgp$Dk7z',#5,$,$,#1857,(
#1867)); 
#13766= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3QMZ7NHQ5BPxB8Kyf1w1mn',#5,$,$,#187
7,(#1888)); 
#13767= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1R_EAJFHb3ChCvM9uZ84Yh',#5,$,$,#1893,
(#1904)); 
#13768= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1rNqf$IU1BsOKgRhOb1VgB',#5,$,$,#1914,(
#1923)); 
#13769= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2kBv_oCPr3GBBeYZY$p576',#5,$,$,#1933,(
#1942)); 
#13770= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2mh0FHXDT5pAuxmAZh3ULg',#5,$,$,#195
2,(#1963)); 
#13771= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3dLuBMXWj4IxgA37iKI$WU',#5,$,$,#1973,
(#1984)); 
#13772= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0o48T5pgzCgxvMfG1xfwQl',#5,$,$,#1994,(#
2005)); 
#13773= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3BoexZBsTCpvQxP_fysJCZ',#5,$,$,#2015,(#
2026)); 
#13774= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2vEwm1Pm53tRK01kDV1CEo',#5,$,$,#2031,
(#2042)); 
#13775= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1bQr6$uMr0iRqpGKAWV2cw',#5,$,$,#2052,
(#2063)); 
#13776= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0rfxl3NJP18w5hB1VppyU3',#5,$,$,#2073,(#2
084)); 
#13777= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3i05031GHCFfC53PIKjX0F',#5,$,$,#2095,(#
2106)); 
#13778= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ztuCiyPj4fxCaI5vrLmYo',#5,$,$,#2117,(#21
28)); 
#13779= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1q4HWMyf1968n8_hwmOzCy',#5,$,$,#2138,
(#2149)); 
#13780= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2m4daerc5Amhw2WEm6bT2u',#5,$,$,#2159,
(#2170)); 
#13781= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2q_ZXJrNb0mBuZ9Hv$XGha',#5,$,$,#2180,(
#2191)); 
#13782= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2cI_kYyrb1vQRhli2Z4eoO',#5,$,$,#2201,(#22
12)); 
#13783= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2YaZENkoL2i92NJ$Redkxy',#5,$,$,#2222,(#
2233)); 
#13784= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1RcuTEaJj7LwPz5cPZe_O1',#5,$,$,#2243,(#2
254)); 
#13785= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3HN1W7hqH4t9ECYESQLsjf',#5,$,$,#2265,(
#2276)); 
#13786= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1jvkHu7x96jQEqIXqbJTei',#5,$,$,#2287,(#22
98)); 
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#13787= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0NHUtiTb54uPNaNca5tcjs',#5,$,$,#2308,(#23
18)); 
#13788= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3k$vxcv5LFNwe9QE_zH8nd',#5,$,$,#2328,(#
2339)); 
#13789= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0PO6GuFbP4sPahR0JiBq90',#5,$,$,#2350,(#2
360)); 
#13790= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1eNxTKnw1AFeplMU23tytk',#5,$,$,#2370,(#
2381)); 
#13791= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1PsWiExw9F8Au5qzt8CpPb',#5,$,$,#2392,(#
2403)); 
#13792= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1YEhB5M6nEHe9T$M_hB9QU',#5,$,$,#241
3,(#2427)); 
#13793= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0xRTBetDXCJx1o7ZP8CBom',#5,$,$,#2440,(
#2449)); 
#13794= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3_E976nsP28RAqM$yP5Ot3',#5,$,$,#2459,(#
2468)); 
#13795= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3cak39KfDAne28eUQCOW1B',#5,$,$,#2478,
(#2487)); 
#13796= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2zCfJqtWH8zO82S8WMjV6O',#5,$,$,#2492,(
#2501)); 
#13797= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ofqd8TAP1Rv4LBxnJEAEV',#5,$,$,#2509,(
#2518)); 
#13798= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1_goeKosnBpR8JodgLuFDk',#5,$,$,#2523,(#
2532)); 
#13799= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1hf_wqNDLEKPoQVUUvghsB',#5,$,$,#2540
,(#2549)); 
#13800= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1sp4xcq8b9DhmhJSRCxdyU',#5,$,$,#2554,(#
2563)); 
#13801= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1x79ObHOX9Mhsw45YXi73t',#5,$,$,#2568,(
#2577)); 
#13802= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0CsdYxcZvEP8vdbZoXSHAB',#5,$,$,#2582,(
#2591)); 
#13803= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('19XjbodAf0j8ULrvlerVfi',#5,$,$,#2596,(#260
5)); 
#13804= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2We9PpvST3zR9RngkAbr1J',#5,$,$,#2610,(#
2619)); 
#13805= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('17BjwA3Jf41OuQCJ3P$ZSS',#5,$,$,#2624,(#
2633)); 
#13806= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('340pdzokHDSOmMP3LCokgz',#5,$,$,#2638,
(#2647)); 
#13807= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3pxNiYq_rEfvKYSVcZ2EAM',#5,$,$,#2652,(
#2661)); 
#13808= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1JM71OUHD8xurr9qEhVt8q',#5,$,$,#2666,(#
2675)); 
#13809= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2euNMwj310Lwnqte7Y2$SA',#5,$,$,#2680,(
#2689)); 
#13810= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1s3XNCw$L5tf8jTJ3CXuyx',#5,$,$,#2699,(#
2708)); 
#13811= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1$HjW1o592qweJHuwwgVrC',#5,$,$,#2713,(
#2722)); 
#13812= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1lahlxuev9fQ4ok1ESvceN',#5,$,$,#2727,(#27
36)); 
#13813= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0nW9rRqnH6zAUfDvN6n8zr',#5,$,$,#2741,(
#2750)); 
#13814= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('17tTd0y752qwgJDNchVET2',#5,$,$,#2755,(#
2764)); 
#13815= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3NUxiTy3z6B9Kxx0jmy8YC',#5,$,$,#2769,(
#2778)); 
#13816= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0VEf6fllDDfx8FIu3PSuwC',#5,$,$,#2783,(#2
792)); 
#13817= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2hNUcfMj1DBPHNKdsOgisW',#5,$,$,#2797,
(#2806)); 
#13818= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3xpue7Q6HFCQngJuh6EPWV',#5,$,$,#2816,(
#2825)); 
#13819= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3HN_vhz4f9ch3ZX9J5RyDS',#5,$,$,#2830,(#
2839)); 
#13820= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0QDGZJXnX2sB4dDtqODUV7',#5,$,$,#2844
,(#2853)); 
#13821= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2fgFtyXhz0q8e2__XY$jfX',#5,$,$,#2858,(#28
67)); 
#13822= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3vdppkOpT2kgR3iezktz3H',#5,$,$,#2872,(#2
881)); 
#13823= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3UN8ZSdvfEwOchxE6T6NVa',#5,$,$,#2886,(
#2895)); 
#13824= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3zYdpy1GbBiRTO_ZX2HPWf',#5,$,$,#2900,
(#2909)); 
#13825= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2JOsnVvoL0OfnaM8$NS$ip',#5,$,$,#2914,(#
2923)); 
#13826= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0zpAAuWCD2D9IpjS5JKBCz',#5,$,$,#2928,(
#2937)); 
#13827= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('05t$CTtJj2Cw4r8Hz0l2NF',#5,$,$,#2942,(#29
49)); 
#13828= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('26NpvP2qf0dwQeIos$4GL6',#5,$,$,#2951,(#2
958)); 
#13829= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3FUPU1Ocv9QBeaZPSlXud3',#5,$,$,#2960,(
#2967)); 
#13830= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1mCD$adwXCeR3eDJ_Fj1vl',#5,$,$,#2969,(#
2976)); 
#13831= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0$zUg$OJL2mRKmHVCFf_x4',#5,$,$,#2978,
(#2985)); 
#13832= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('39ZaJtezv56OHlfLCc5Z9i',#5,$,$,#2987,(#29
94)); 
#13833= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0u76WlfCH4IBXPpjLt8zyB',#5,$,$,#2996,(#3
003)); 
#13834= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3dQfwwhBvAfumyG8_fioZZ',#5,$,$,#3005,(#
3012)); 
#13835= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2xYOa6HC90JxlJTyccIzAY',#5,$,$,#3014,(#3
021)); 
#13836= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Lg6L3mND4r94la3yqwqpD',#5,$,$,#3023,(#
3030)); 
#13837= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('125VVp3YT3hv3vACEGnIiK',#5,$,$,#3032,(
#3039)); 
#13838= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1BVLkYj7P7zAKrpsx1mwdJ',#5,$,$,#3044,(#
3051)); 
#13839= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Emd0itEPFaOygasMaDlGg',#5,$,$,#3053,(#
3060)); 
#13840= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2iodITc8P3afFpAgabiAP$',#5,$,$,#3062,(#30
69)); 
#13841= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3MuKtq0vnACAb84x$yDn9r',#5,$,$,#3071,(#
3078)); 
#13842= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2II7eFLYj49vXOqoTYyuRU',#5,$,$,#3080,(#
3087)); 
#13843= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ee5q1Xyv2q8LQ6V47ZQFy',#5,$,$,#3089,(#
3096)); 
#13844= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3pBCIXmKHF6QKPgjr15UDx',#5,$,$,#3098,
(#3105)); 
#13845= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2hNxFGkpf3Wxkd0Ijs8b5x',#5,$,$,#3107,(#3
114)); 
#13846= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3WWmFPGoDBfOhx8VYeIFrs',#5,$,$,#3116
,(#3123)); 
#13847= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2ZRCGAVKL1EB_hftXfjIk8',#5,$,$,#3125,(#
3132)); 
#13848= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('36NHQ2gpHDKuMVy0LsYJMe',#5,$,$,#313
4,(#3141)); 
#13849= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0WRCKfmzX59gi_yOncOpgc',#5,$,$,#3143,(
#3150)); 
#13850= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2YFYBg6dzF7vttaQmt7iNO',#5,$,$,#3152,(#
3159)); 
#13851= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1qKkna2trE3h13uqGd7aaZ',#5,$,$,#3161,(#3
168)); 
#13852= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1r_UU0f6b7nvVLCPF6TTWd',#5,$,$,#3170,(
#3177)); 
#13853= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1X7_N8jsT0hh3uT9mG08A7',#5,$,$,#3179,(#
3186)); 
#13854= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3UCTXfQ1L7HerOw8uKgNMD',#5,$,$,#318
8,(#3195)); 
#13855= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3MzrfNyCz0hA69miG$ev2v',#5,$,$,#3197,(#
3204)); 
#13856= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Zx9MJ9inB883VwJP4g7WC',#5,$,$,#3206,(
#3213)); 
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#13857= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2AYh2TCBj2UBm7R8tQV6cW',#5,$,$,#3215
,(#3222)); 
#13858= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('11JMYRA3v79vfWDE95gv40',#5,$,$,#3224,(
#3231)); 
#13859= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ULs_Ipz9ErO6tzOwjzqxj',#5,$,$,#3233,(#32
40)); 
#13860= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('24PmvXCQvEIfhOkHIDMdv4',#5,$,$,#3242,
(#3249)); 
#13861= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1tRO9haQP3bPcYYWuA2B33',#5,$,$,#3251,
(#3258)); 
#13862= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2m9hcGD75BNelIIdvmKitA',#5,$,$,#3263,(#
3272)); 
#13863= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Av3PFx9D4MQL0W3XAV7_c',#5,$,$,#327
7,(#3283)); 
#13864= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2exOQA3Jf7IvOdojXQxyWh',#5,$,$,#3285,(#
3291)); 
#13865= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0uitHCb$TFB8d1ViWabVjb',#5,$,$,#3293,(#
3299)); 
#13866= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('26pM95UBX22e2KBwlPbE_m',#5,$,$,#3301,
(#3307)); 
#13867= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3j4baFYBj6A97O566gUoGi',#5,$,$,#3309,(#
3315)); 
#13868= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3cKi3R0Fn1jxf6Q0Cw4$lN',#5,$,$,#3317,(#3
323)); 
#13869= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2cJQGAyF9BHxuS1tSJVfl8',#5,$,$,#3325,(#3
333)); 
#13870= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0_yVcwykX6xu7FckkW95Wu',#5,$,$,#3342,(
#3348)); 
#13871= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('19XOPQUnP4KPGMhZ8$wJMy',#5,$,$,#335
0,(#3356)); 
#13872= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('24fN2axvP0RvNdU5Wgnspf',#5,$,$,#3358,(#
3364)); 
#13873= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Qbd2NZZz0KfgtRU$7Wa$E',#5,$,$,#3366,(
#3376)); 
#13874= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0aWvDXCbDAmfami70fLW6Z',#5,$,$,#3383
,(#3390)); 
#13875= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0aCNBvsaHBBRwjoRcOOZ14',#5,$,$,#3392,
(#3398)); 
#13876= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3fCyozxC1FhB9p4Wlo7aBB',#5,$,$,#3400,(#
3406)); 
#13877= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3w0NE7tkjE8vBOBocH8wFq',#5,$,$,#3408,(
#3414)); 
#13878= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1d1eXUPW1EvQZgBps4xQ35',#5,$,$,#3416,
(#3422)); 
#13879= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1JZFGz25z0OgN0gw2WoLQQ',#5,$,$,#3424,
(#3430)); 
#13880= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0LHysWorX7jwP0paNh$CfC',#5,$,$,#3432,(
#3438)); 
#13881= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3ZFzlJgPbFnu706cVWP6q9',#5,$,$,#3440,(#3
446)); 
#13882= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0SQVHYsvjASBcpN38HON3f',#5,$,$,#3448,
(#3454)); 
#13883= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Yw$LtOO59YPiHyOPPp5re',#5,$,$,#3456,(
#3462)); 
#13884= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Iqi6mXUn2auSCFOloFxBm',#5,$,$,#3464,(#
3470)); 
#13885= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2fF6cn1vnAgAgOOZ2WvWt$',#5,$,$,#3472,(
#3478)); 
#13886= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1tiNpONub5RwnxhrPwiHEn',#5,$,$,#3480,(#
3486)); 
#13887= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Ht1oXGNnDJuQ6_8MC2Xm$',#5,$,$,#3488
,(#3494)); 
#13888= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3m2uzMiVf8g871W7VbZpnM',#5,$,$,#3496,
(#3502)); 
#13889= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2WepQK_cLD$ATxoS9dswA8',#5,$,$,#3504,
(#3510)); 
#13890= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1NOXjHg0L15REBHaWnO67a',#5,$,$,#3512
,(#3518)); 
#13891= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2p0sxiTxX5hgfQiAPxB4aS',#5,$,$,#3520,(#3
526)); 
#13892= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1axezDGqH7M8iC87olh9eR',#5,$,$,#3528,(#
3534)); 
#13893= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3zZU6OT3H4hf0noTX6QxO7',#5,$,$,#3536,(
#3542)); 
#13894= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3hcZo2vKXBV9Yy4W7$eFD6',#5,$,$,#3544,
(#3550)); 
#13895= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Nft1bB_HCO8bXS2s2m$eh',#5,$,$,#3552,(#
3558)); 
#13896= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('11FsW$tIjEqeVaJYmXXcFJ',#5,$,$,#3560,(#
3568)); 
#13897= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('22skEIe8f8h9edBs3UjuAC',#5,$,$,#3570,(#35
77)); 
#13898= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3MIQOFIX16wgFnP5f9SZyv',#5,$,$,#3579,(
#3585)); 
#13899= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0po4FfSpDAbBGPP7KRtFW9',#5,$,$,#3587,(
#3593)); 
#13900= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ZewHqxPDFSvWm7C0NgC6G',#5,$,$,#359
5,(#3601)); 
#13901= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3nfizREp98B8qcdk3ht7SM',#5,$,$,#3603,(#3
609)); 
#13902= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Ut59Vqcr76B7Cnf76dkev',#5,$,$,#3611,(#3
617)); 
#13903= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('17S3Qtoyn1fPs7isK9B622',#5,$,$,#3619,(#36
25)); 
#13904= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('10hNLPHobCGeqW58fb0Vpj',#5,$,$,#3627,(
#3634)); 
#13905= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('25xvhjReT1HvnUUa4kfTJF',#5,$,$,#3639,(#3
645)); 
#13906= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1H3wSO0hb67udMg9aRFeyt',#5,$,$,#3647,(#
3653)); 
#13907= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1bFOiSf5b3aBLanRvnElhe',#5,$,$,#3655,(#3
661)); 
#13908= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3gjUEvXdj9Y8lF56EwLgwT',#5,$,$,#3663,(#
3673)); 
#13909= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1igbPgAuz0OfqDKBfwAsrO',#5,$,$,#3678,(#
3685)); 
#13910= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1P0TuIXVL0PRnTdH9_8VEq',#5,$,$,#3687,(
#3693)); 
#13911= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('16nHcsWl14nADml1ewcWPD',#5,$,$,#3695,
(#3701)); 
#13912= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0VgBLW10LFRwrnkOtY_dAq',#5,$,$,#3703,
(#3709)); 
#13913= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3CWHiTXHH45uITXXrQcAOd',#5,$,$,#371
1,(#3717)); 
#13914= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3J6PkF72L71v85LxfnGuyn',#5,$,$,#3719,(#3
725)); 
#13915= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3CBlqgIuz4POSedZ5vFQsS',#5,$,$,#3727,(#3
733)); 
#13916= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2qs7v8Zb92_OZ3IR$InSA0',#5,$,$,#3735,(#3
741)); 
#13917= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3F$$mqZ5991uR5GlVQW_84',#5,$,$,#3743,(
#3749)); 
#13918= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0IgeU5TDT1C8lduJY5sgtq',#5,$,$,#3751,(#3
757)); 
#13919= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Ga7tV_E51_8K_PaHe3blF',#5,$,$,#3759,(#3
765)); 
#13920= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3WmLOIeUf4Wu8DL_2bn_8$',#5,$,$,#3767,
(#3773)); 
#13921= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2mXD3NQL5D8hI5kU8GMkfZ',#5,$,$,#3775
,(#3781)); 
#13922= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ipX_vhLr3BAQgCakWW_ZT',#5,$,$,#3783,
(#3789)); 
#13923= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3jh9Sy_c96fBpDpjrvr8YF',#5,$,$,#3791,(#37
97)); 
#13924= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3O6l5yeuT60P8sx45OfrAA',#5,$,$,#3799,(#3
805)); 
#13925= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0oOWdA7Hn3reONmwx3qd8A',#5,$,$,#3807
,(#3813)); 
#13926= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('10D_58CHv5Qxt_aupWvjMq',#5,$,$,#3815,(
#3821)); 
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#13927= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('10Dg0yZRj3avg2oWfphflF',#5,$,$,#3823,(#3
829)); 
#13928= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0GmSerJm580ugK56MUSPRx',#5,$,$,#3831,
(#3837)); 
#13929= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Z_$9o3MXEoB$JXsptc1cq',#5,$,$,#3839,(#
3845)); 
#13930= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1n48TQ7LvCRu8Nk2woDDVu',#5,$,$,#3847,
(#3853)); 
#13931= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3iEBTR28D8qBaQJGecjAlv',#5,$,$,#3858,(#
3875)); 
#13932= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2pbfD5YQ56jRUcVRZrD3bF',#5,$,$,#3891,(
#3907)); 
#13933= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2QMKc4WzD0te6eD7yIncEx',#5,$,$,#3922,(
#3938)); 
#13934= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3SxdxQ8pnCLgKH9qGTwV$S',#5,$,$,#3954,
(#3970)); 
#13935= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ChxKL77zEeBm2cq0LW_11',#5,$,$,#3985,(
#4001)); 
#13936= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3SqzpHZMDF6Q4dw3ykWm04',#5,$,$,#4017
,(#4033)); 
#13937= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3wWr4IurT6ohP1JzGqhZYR',#5,$,$,#4048,(#
4064)); 
#13938= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2uKlk0VhvDIu8fGUVwn04R',#5,$,$,#4079,(
#4095)); 
#13939= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2gX2ORNZH399yddSv$sM5U',#5,$,$,#4110,
(#4126)); 
#13940= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0nF9oLYNvEkBgUp_JpDMxB',#5,$,$,#4142,
(#4158)); 
#13941= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Mi4U5KhfAYwQI8i6mhYUC',#5,$,$,#4173,
(#4189)); 
#13942= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1LkLY$ws56HwAIidh7smVU',#5,$,$,#4205,(
#4220)); 
#13943= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3WSOP5pJvFwBSthfQepszO',#5,$,$,#4234,(#
4251)); 
#13944= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0GVbXY6gf3lBEF3utdZruX',#5,$,$,#4267,(#
4284)); 
#13945= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1HeBnssRn5duhxclojlAJY',#5,$,$,#4299,(#43
15)); 
#13946= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3mqZfo84568ObPksYySvO$',#5,$,$,#4329,(#
4346)); 
#13947= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2mg5mAa3HCt84_3rwrgUH_',#5,$,$,#4361,(
#4378)); 
#13948= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0gF8lKtH5BaQzujsiiZ6Rg',#5,$,$,#4394,(#44
11)); 
#13949= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ZrMH_m6rE6O7JRIjUHoEt',#5,$,$,#4426,(#
4442)); 
#13950= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2t1VpoibT2nwmOhH$pi0N8',#5,$,$,#4456,(#
4473)); 
#13951= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2F$RRucIL9IO4rhlVykQPu',#5,$,$,#4488,(#4
503)); 
#13952= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3_hto_nCDCZRm6Fsjgo6pN',#5,$,$,#4519,(#
4536)); 
#13953= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('07Mzzsz0L8cO$0cxks0g0J',#5,$,$,#4551,(#4
568)); 
#13954= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0$vrnqBTH8RQmyZVUFYyfu',#5,$,$,#4583,
(#4600)); 
#13955= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('09WcZDON93SuIL1taaLLeS',#5,$,$,#4615,(#
4632)); 
#13956= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3ZDX2qV4XDT8CVa_2Bzw18',#5,$,$,#4647
,(#4664)); 
#13957= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0W_wPs$D98_A1vzF6eLQtV',#5,$,$,#4679,(
#4696)); 
#13958= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1yLgW0hUX8qfPpEx9h$6fm',#5,$,$,#4711,(
#4728)); 
#13959= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1baiT8DtP2kBmHZjV7iQVj',#5,$,$,#4743,(#
4760)); 
#13960= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0f$3wNR8rCdgO4ppFJocvN',#5,$,$,#4775,(#
4792)); 
#13961= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('350vD72mf9PuQDaQ1U_aUJ',#5,$,$,#4807,(
#4824)); 
#13962= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3nA87i6Uj4gv3HgrH3ZIBY',#5,$,$,#4839,(#
4856)); 
#13963= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2mi5lTIrHANOwDdi_EiCF7',#5,$,$,#4871,(#
4888)); 
#13964= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ouRS$1Ev9cfh32e33vTwH',#5,$,$,#4904,(#
4920)); 
#13965= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3b_JxfPLH0DxpZZEStrQEA',#5,$,$,#4934,(#
4950)); 
#13966= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('07RhT8vR10hPUW8df6VaTy',#5,$,$,#4965,(
#4980)); 
#13967= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('22RY1xSTjDURZvcgndGIlG',#5,$,$,#4994,(#
5011)); 
#13968= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1uarMJBEf5ORFynVQ0H8J6',#5,$,$,#5027,(
#5045)); 
#13969= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0zJTqq6dv7uOJ0XcrxZMQ6',#5,$,$,#5061,(#
5077)); 
#13970= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Ky4x4vHz0hhsLFel3xjv6',#5,$,$,#5092,(#51
08)); 
#13971= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0wKRNch9rDnw4eYUytZ8m7',#5,$,$,#5123,
(#5139)); 
#13972= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('16nM5a98r0ugDIuYDfqoxE',#5,$,$,#5155,(#
5173)); 
#13973= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1pAB85oEf0jhFxKGBkuCYI',#5,$,$,#5189,(#
5205)); 
#13974= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0aqlqtJDn1_fG5KY7kmav9',#5,$,$,#5221,(#5
238)); 
#13975= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2ifhI5pWXAMv_56aoiVD4r',#5,$,$,#5253,(#
5270)); 
#13976= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2XsmY_ECz3kBlPfEjTjTpp',#5,$,$,#5285,(#5
301)); 
#13977= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1XwvS2s0598gsU$8jBWqEW',#5,$,$,#5316,(
#5333)); 
#13978= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1KulAL6PX5AwpNKWDiiQEp',#5,$,$,#5349
,(#5365)); 
#13979= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3fn448IOb1Qwqn2t5_fixe',#5,$,$,#5380,(#53
96)); 
#13980= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ZzliKY0HFoA1MscmPib0N',#5,$,$,#5411,(
#5428)); 
#13981= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0GafYkeED0u9CuVr5Bh76K',#5,$,$,#5444,(
#5461)); 
#13982= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2nJTXKO8rDngBMP09gmDvO',#5,$,$,#5476
,(#5490)); 
#13983= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1GokeiOyfCSwdc3yme3VcY',#5,$,$,#5505,(#
5521)); 
#13984= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1NAeNr3a1B1B7LU67J2LFW',#5,$,$,#5537,(
#5553)); 
#13985= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0T$56aYoL6$hAEuAs9Wv1Y',#5,$,$,#5569,(
#5585)); 
#13986= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1WNEB68KrAh9Fz_JyeAuNb',#5,$,$,#5600,(
#5616)); 
#13987= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0fDRGCY7L7vg_q4I4bL8iR',#5,$,$,#5631,(#
5647)); 
#13988= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2wXGC_w8XD$wba6IMwYd$a',#5,$,$,#566
3,(#5678)); 
#13989= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('06PMntSzT4bPJ9jzyx2Xmm',#5,$,$,#5692,(#
5708)); 
#13990= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('03QqOcwWXChxWNRFwCaI1M',#5,$,$,#57
24,(#5740)); 
#13991= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2sjDI6GRDAYRJ$su2TwnSR',#5,$,$,#5755,(
#5771)); 
#13992= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1uv8f14MzAYevncyhVSYLs',#5,$,$,#5786,(#
5802)); 
#13993= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3g7C45gSfBVuMmg95rYOPH',#5,$,$,#5817,
(#5833)); 
#13994= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Yu0hXf8H9UxIvNEzA2pc8',#5,$,$,#5848,(#
5864)); 
#13995= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1FrB5dbEL6QvqHA$puGKj0',#5,$,$,#5879,(
#5895)); 
#13996= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0rk__A6an78BSROxsI_YZh',#5,$,$,#5911,(#
5926)); 
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#13997= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2bOd2k0HL9ZvIshDWv8yeY',#5,$,$,#5940,(
#5956)); 
#13998= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3yLq2Mx5jCOuK5CMv2g15g',#5,$,$,#5971,(
#5987)); 
#13999= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1t8d$VHfXDQv1xZK5JlKaj',#5,$,$,#6002,(#
6017)); 
#14000= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('07QFbwVNP7Dezl7gyKYXkM',#5,$,$,#6031
,(#6047)); 
#14001= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2LtnIbX$L4dAtE9HYlcHWT',#5,$,$,#6063,(
#6071)); 
#14002= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2vDfcPSKL88BnK4tDVUeTj',#5,$,$,#6073,(
#6080)); 
#14003= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1V3B_UalvCig9FML9o6fUt',#5,$,$,#6082,(#
6089)); 
#14004= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2ceOZSvDH4FvISHlZQ$Kxh',#5,$,$,#6091,(
#6098)); 
#14005= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0AwDCouBP2D9wo0jG_rmR2',#5,$,$,#6100,
(#6107)); 
#14006= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0$N_Tv$PbEe8FsDPXvblHU',#5,$,$,#6109,(
#6116)); 
#14007= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0vXvj4ocr00vxe3kyGU1En',#5,$,$,#6118,(#6
125)); 
#14008= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Hk33pZ2X2Gf6y91zfff6x',#5,$,$,#6127,(#61
34)); 
#14009= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1wDewade1AYhAb7lyOpL0G',#5,$,$,#6136,(
#6143)); 
#14010= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0RRgZj6fb00BPU6rqRqN$I',#5,$,$,#6145,(#6
152)); 
#14011= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2jVoy3G954_xDKqdDWZtzH',#5,$,$,#6154,(
#6161)); 
#14012= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0qAzHGtGbABwzO5GEiWGgo',#5,$,$,#6163
,(#6170)); 
#14013= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3gJqJJ8cb5s9x0yxaghgwf',#5,$,$,#6172,(#618
1)); 
#14014= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ry5rFfUr42h1gcggWdQXg',#5,$,$,#6191,(#6
200)); 
#14015= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('15eAuL1mrBogsa5O371PJj',#5,$,$,#6210,(#6
219)); 
#14016= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Zlf2pxm545AwJt9xUrGQY',#5,$,$,#6229,(#
6238)); 
#14017= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0POhRy4AT8ru5nhPxhH6Cc',#5,$,$,#6248,(#
6257)); 
#14018= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1hgPgmFZL9o8J2bJFOI3Jo',#5,$,$,#6267,(#6
276)); 
#14019= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0xydFlcAzCqOfNQwZYEskA',#5,$,$,#6286,(
#6293)); 
#14020= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1rHwpnW$5Eb9ZwqaBSQP5r',#5,$,$,#6298,(
#6307)); 
#14021= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1RePTGvqj6bAVZVsHYb1MB',#5,$,$,#6317
,(#6326)); 
#14022= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Mmsy_JuH6VgncRyDnuUAQ',#5,$,$,#6331,
(#6338)); 
#14023= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3n7eYar212TehqDCnzV8iL',#5,$,$,#6348,(#6
357)); 
#14024= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('10J41KSOb6kvB436UnDtrx',#5,$,$,#6367,(#
6374)); 
#14025= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1OOxtY2YfBARtr2VkqXDf_',#5,$,$,#6384,(
#6393)); 
#14026= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('33KBGikZj3Ku1fwETb$ssP',#5,$,$,#6403,(#
6410)); 
#14027= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('31JucXhZzC9Q5Z$hr66HbR',#5,$,$,#6420,(#
6429)); 
#14028= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3W1csGKlT2Whg7K5VTCkt8',#5,$,$,#6439,(
#6448)); 
#14029= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3ttMx6RCz2h8R743mt8jqW',#5,$,$,#6453,(#
6462)); 
#14030= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('00Hd33GrnFAO1n82SUgror',#5,$,$,#6472,(#
6481)); 
#14031= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1_LrCZUuT3cAC9zGpkOjzT',#5,$,$,#6486,(
#6495)); 
#14032= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2MVQ8y7RL4UuAgfPaT2J8d',#5,$,$,#6505,(
#6514)); 
#14033= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3c5kxuEQXA3BISMkrzAPTL',#5,$,$,#6524,(
#6531)); 
#14034= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('06NZo8S_z4Xu8oCkb2wXlD',#5,$,$,#6541,(
#6550)); 
#14035= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3OgKGD_t96ZwI$VzNQASkw',#5,$,$,#6560
,(#6567)); 
#14036= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ff393jC9Esgj_Xo8z7b2G',#5,$,$,#6572,(#65
81)); 
#14037= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Z_i2iCtXEUBscUg9rST2f',#5,$,$,#6586,(#6
595)); 
#14038= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2LPEbREiz6dffvJU7TbXTA',#5,$,$,#6605,(#
6614)); 
#14039= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0e0hdSotv0GhTS1cbAXFbx',#5,$,$,#6624,(#
6633)); 
#14040= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3L7IHeqS59pfw5QIQDVCyX',#5,$,$,#6643,(
#6650)); 
#14041= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0nWK1$9qr1gfYik_ZYHybs',#5,$,$,#6660,(#
6667)); 
#14042= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1DI0C9evHDHhgYoDTmkATm',#5,$,$,#667
7,(#6684)); 
#14043= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0qReSRR$TEkw1hAXKZMKHs',#5,$,$,#669
4,(#6701)); 
#14044= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2HJaD$_EvB$8mf5x4AgwLV',#5,$,$,#6711,(
#6720)); 
#14045= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2$LBRwvgPAk9M$nbTM9v0i',#5,$,$,#6730,
(#6737)); 
#14046= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3rFP9IzMTB4RdEdi9cg_G6',#5,$,$,#6747,(#
6754)); 
#14047= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3rggrbSn9BmPDtckneobN0',#5,$,$,#6764,(#6
772)); 
#14048= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3vzaALapL7dQIRA73AbxUa',#5,$,$,#6774,(
#6783)); 
#14049= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1yWMN0$CX3Yxdjs2SuSajR',#5,$,$,#6793,(
#6802)); 
#14050= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0u8RLtp1z1JPNdkbd$$Zad',#5,$,$,#6812,(#6
821)); 
#14051= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2vrOlQxML6Kwvrrvun8YwV',#5,$,$,#6831,(
#6840)); 
#14052= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1zJiKjZnXBReER$psuIfCo',#5,$,$,#6850,(#6
857)); 
#14053= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3npT$RjBv4lhsL$X$8VkGY',#5,$,$,#6859,(#
6868)); 
#14054= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1NaLVrM$n1eQXxLCIPiX$Z',#5,$,$,#6873,(
#6882)); 
#14055= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Hnjk0qyD4_P1WIV0o_oxf',#5,$,$,#6887,(#
6894)); 
#14056= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3KkAKAOoDDfAirGoHtoGbQ',#5,$,$,#6899,
(#6908)); 
#14057= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1saT4pxj963eIb7HAMlkae',#5,$,$,#6913,(#69
22)); 
#14058= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0hadsRaDH6yOzIv7f2yqFN',#5,$,$,#6927,(#6
936)); 
#14059= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Vf7S2MM50LQYh23_K4fT3',#5,$,$,#6941,
(#6948)); 
#14060= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1sJ2MsBUD2lh2J5kGfMdgE',#5,$,$,#6958,(#
6967)); 
#14061= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0flKq41lP0kBZqgRRsR9uE',#5,$,$,#6977,(#6
986)); 
#14062= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3$ijLQiav30Paj7WrFDM$Y',#5,$,$,#6991,(#7
000)); 
#14063= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2G95gSUZz1y8x9seDEnpeN',#5,$,$,#7005,(#
7014)); 
#14064= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1aE0t2hALANBJqhc6XD9UB',#5,$,$,#7024,(
#7031)); 
#14065= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3MTzvRpMHF3xD6ERRVcRuA',#5,$,$,#704
1,(#7048)); 
#14066= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0MYR11mSX9fAlcYSm8Mj88',#5,$,$,#7050,
(#7057)); 
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#14067= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1797uNB7L3jQgzzxHfE9Oe',#5,$,$,#7059,(#
7068)); 
#14068= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0alc9SSBPCVhJK2znD1146',#5,$,$,#7078,(#
7085)); 
#14069= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1m$rstU3r4UOTfkFErVLWj',#5,$,$,#7095,(#
7104)); 
#14070= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3P1APIT39DXeHQDsebUgcq',#5,$,$,#7109,(
#7118)); 
#14071= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2JObso15z1_AfMXS_8C1mW',#5,$,$,#7128,(
#7139)); 
#14072= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3UJaYmeeLBSut$8RsH5ot$',#5,$,$,#7149,(#
7159)); 
#14073= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0x6hp$8Vf04PWJiAcmMkKa',#5,$,$,#7169,(
#7179)); 
#14074= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('29ly6RqB58pgm9r2bt$V2l',#5,$,$,#7189,(#71
99)); 
#14075= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('156q$W5E900BSpyjTJybyI',#5,$,$,#7209,(#7
219)); 
#14076= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('08Kga3vYv7rflsuAhX2If4',#5,$,$,#7229,(#72
39)); 
#14077= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1NvBuLpfv4YQubsvd_j5qO',#5,$,$,#7249,(#
7259)); 
#14078= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2KJOrIzSn5muNQP2pWtoZJ',#5,$,$,#7269,(#
7277)); 
#14079= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3pSeSDa0TEofBnk7ZtXd94',#5,$,$,#7287,(#7
297)); 
#14080= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('02vfzubcrB6QQBRHabcY4a',#5,$,$,#7307,(#
7317)); 
#14081= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('35GPmfkoP2JgR6drgx3fzF',#5,$,$,#7327,(#7
335)); 
#14082= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1fD8c5PevEv9UJC7BYeZWK',#5,$,$,#7345,(
#7355)); 
#14083= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1A53KXIjD81BvI70LUODes',#5,$,$,#7365,(
#7376)); 
#14084= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('21MSwpYzb7TQOF8YJaAvzZ',#5,$,$,#7386,
(#7397)); 
#14085= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0sNBI3rBr5AgbzlX$Zer12',#5,$,$,#7407,(#74
18)); 
#14086= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3E9oh4BNP3GBkINqELbP2Q',#5,$,$,#7428,(
#7439)); 
#14087= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0GCgygauXC4O$26Fe8bYzJ',#5,$,$,#7449,(#
7460)); 
#14088= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2bh77jI_P0F9XHAP8i9xWO',#5,$,$,#7470,(#
7481)); 
#14089= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3L3zy8q$b1J96Rg4NMzvkU',#5,$,$,#7491,(#
7502)); 
#14090= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2EI08wkvDD8hltgeYOX_Ie',#5,$,$,#7512,(#7
521)); 
#14091= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1X$3njO6PCTRRAaxWa7P3O',#5,$,$,#7531,
(#7542)); 
#14092= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('25bJE7Aln7KQsLvqDlez3o',#5,$,$,#7552,(#7
563)); 
#14093= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1EOefLp4b2o9DyWG1nI_PI',#5,$,$,#7573,(#
7584)); 
#14094= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1FlXdBkSHBpxLMhCteQNks',#5,$,$,#7594,(
#7605)); 
#14095= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2L$JajuevFPAlBwMfLJgq8',#5,$,$,#7615,(#7
626)); 
#14096= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2_E9lCeP5AP9TDDkJ_RUwJ',#5,$,$,#7636,(
#7647)); 
#14097= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0_To$K28j6RQcRnAWjmhHu',#5,$,$,#7657,(
#7668)); 
#14098= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1gc34H_5H48BDQqgdYspC_',#5,$,$,#7678,(
#7687)); 
#14099= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('17hKZXIED7cPQD7nyJoYgA',#5,$,$,#7697,(
#7708)); 
#14100= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1PNiqvQF9AVe6t0_QoNiJ8',#5,$,$,#7718,(#
7729)); 
#14101= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0kYG1MXGL2Cfm$3N0ok43b',#5,$,$,#7739,
(#7750)); 
#14102= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ujQ5C9Kn5F9vgnZeYRgtE',#5,$,$,#7760,(#
7769)); 
#14103= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1kqgGM4rDBdepFnzhieHnA',#5,$,$,#7779,(#
7789)); 
#14104= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0sj1iMbyH6re2eHerDCZFE',#5,$,$,#7799,(#7
809)); 
#14105= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2N5EorBev2jA4OKelWB4h4',#5,$,$,#7819,(#
7829)); 
#14106= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3RTGALtVj48wFLnleiAOZa',#5,$,$,#7839,(#
7849)); 
#14107= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0WiSTjRsfCOw2CRE9JVg0w',#5,$,$,#7859,(
#7869)); 
#14108= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3tPp2NUkr949GbgXm7UC7W',#5,$,$,#7879,
(#7889)); 
#14109= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2g6YfpMDHC_hzNNLC3FHps',#5,$,$,#7899,
(#7909)); 
#14110= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2LH0i2EA53UezR8UV_SEij',#5,$,$,#7919,(#
7929)); 
#14111= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('09Py3oVtf3weBT7vTtCLK4',#5,$,$,#7939,(#
7949)); 
#14112= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2QRNY5Vlv2ae1sDRM1HK1W',#5,$,$,#795
9,(#7970)); 
#14113= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Zilg8_U99sA2D1$xX$enA',#5,$,$,#7980,(#
7990)); 
#14114= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3nCuBDqAX4ruF2d9hyo9fN',#5,$,$,#8000,(#
8011)); 
#14115= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ZLXwaj8DA_RbhORBu1DlS',#5,$,$,#8021,
(#8032)); 
#14116= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2grdzbENf50eMRMHdkxPjz',#5,$,$,#8042,(#
8052)); 
#14117= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2zGvIChUX73O01X2MG0Byk',#5,$,$,#8062,
(#8071)); 
#14118= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ukYHrXX52cOLConONMPYH',#5,$,$,#808
1,(#8091)); 
#14119= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('19DJof0uv4r8QZyrHVzDW7',#5,$,$,#8101,(#
8111)); 
#14120= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1w7A$eTDz5k9OIN9XwiDcl',#5,$,$,#8121,(
#8132)); 
#14121= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('35bmBMaV57WQ7n127Nof2B',#5,$,$,#8142,
(#8151)); 
#14122= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1KQqtCBW13EgKFkbes5SB6',#5,$,$,#8161,(
#8171)); 
#14123= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1fPdwkBbv6tuh3o1SCobpL',#5,$,$,#8181,(#8
189)); 
#14124= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3uuHhUB0fAMvh4cab4p1CE',#5,$,$,#8199,(
#8209)); 
#14125= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3f$YZNLTf0OfYjKovuO3tw',#5,$,$,#8219,(#
8229)); 
#14126= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Lvy9jSxP158LOdO781xMl',#5,$,$,#8239,(#
8249)); 
#14127= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0g0e5cFH50uecx1N_G$USI',#5,$,$,#8259,(#
8267)); 
#14128= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('28WhNqQeLBBfvTJVvy2YJo',#5,$,$,#8277,(
#8287)); 
#14129= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1RSLNHxSTBhxTqcbg$gIs5',#5,$,$,#8297,(#
8307)); 
#14130= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3ftjcg3Df5Tu71y3dkUkUX',#5,$,$,#8312,(#8
322)); 
#14131= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1d_5coaHzEawLXTGTosp4w',#5,$,$,#8332,(
#8340)); 
#14132= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Df7wyYrL73vIm3MnjdpqO',#5,$,$,#8350,(#
8358)); 
#14133= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2g8gHd0ZX2NugZduRY460P',#5,$,$,#8368,(
#8376)); 
#14134= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1oK0LjXIfB4hqEo3q1aqXf',#5,$,$,#8381,(#8
389)); 
#14135= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1JRMORBTbD7BYbTXGPK_1j',#5,$,$,#839
4,(#8402)); 
#14136= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3soSNYWZb0sRltWsPCcM5Q',#5,$,$,#8407,
(#8415)); 
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#14137= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0$WlYmGfH6dPatirrssY_0',#5,$,$,#8420,(#8
428)); 
#14138= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2juOiQxXf8$f9uvLXqpw1T',#5,$,$,#8433,(#8
441)); 
#14139= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2KOExqpbH7WvoNJ4zdW603',#5,$,$,#8446,
(#8454)); 
#14140= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0T8irSUPj5OPaGhnoGLqrB',#5,$,$,#8459,(#
8473)); 
#14141= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2zxel3OMb1t8deeyXP$57u',#5,$,$,#8483,(#8
491)); 
#14142= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('13L0AReVLBaAF63OC0imE5',#5,$,$,#8493,
(#8500)); 
#14143= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3jMFik7oLAX9Bchi7m6dbV',#5,$,$,#8502,(#
8509)); 
#14144= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3oARyN30b1JwMtNQFUrnDb',#5,$,$,#8514,
(#8521)); 
#14145= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1KGpsZ9cj8Q8Sci6OE6G6q',#5,$,$,#8531,(#
8538)); 
#14146= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('00Z623ATDAjgcNWGHYVeKh',#5,$,$,#854
0,(#8547)); 
#14147= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Gi0nsHOvDpwmrOkbfbFTQ',#5,$,$,#8549,(
#8556)); 
#14148= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3JTl0IHXb5neOFzSce619Z',#5,$,$,#8561,(#8
568)); 
#14149= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2xEBTL_0L6tQoR0giKW9Ox',#5,$,$,#8578,(
#8585)); 
#14150= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1HeQ84H6j9WQtWHZoeWfSn',#5,$,$,#8590,
(#8597)); 
#14151= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3OfcJe6VH2hulibaFbva8i',#5,$,$,#8602,(#860
9)); 
#14152= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1rtedP77D1J9jO_b_DXwnM',#5,$,$,#8614,(#
8621)); 
#14153= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ymSK5bNHFjgkcPY1s$cj7',#5,$,$,#8623,(#
8632)); 
#14154= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1wE_5egn1CuvVp6sTVX$dT',#5,$,$,#8642,(
#8651)); 
#14155= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1kRifIykr9AOQ43pfBXt6u',#5,$,$,#8661,(#8
670)); 
#14156= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0GMfl0smP5b8Xqaf$7$jLr',#5,$,$,#8680,(#8
689)); 
#14157= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0N$WS3$u52mAW6NUhPuz8I',#5,$,$,#8699
,(#8708)); 
#14158= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2c_FeJ0dL31PCwf60Q5_hp',#5,$,$,#8718,(#8
727)); 
#14159= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Ady6iQ2v2DedwMhBG0nSd',#5,$,$,#8737,(
#8744)); 
#14160= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1nvRnpU1nAdPMo4Q3xgjo8',#5,$,$,#8754,(#
8761)); 
#14161= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2blkaV9nv7uxm9AhQ$h7Fx',#5,$,$,#8771,(#
8778)); 
#14162= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2G4npl96D1nf4MAWMtGZkb',#5,$,$,#8783,
(#8792)); 
#14163= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Gn6g_cyDAGfKqp7b$hPUy',#5,$,$,#8802,(
#8811)); 
#14164= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('02BOoo6hf99vxWs79w07bT',#5,$,$,#8821,(#
8830)); 
#14165= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3VakwhFvv0cfdQWLt8igkt',#5,$,$,#8840,(#8
849)); 
#14166= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0QGRZjtq18XeNDXs3sBIsS',#5,$,$,#8859,(#
8866)); 
#14167= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1qdujHY_j7N8tDuFtpDNqC',#5,$,$,#8876,(#
8885)); 
#14168= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0cdCuX9hbEYxtRuz0nMDLR',#5,$,$,#8895,(
#8904)); 
#14169= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2VZlvZQ8T3uBoebPe0ZTJ6',#5,$,$,#8914,(#
8923)); 
#14170= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Zk3qkqAX2E8PLhA2FZpI1',#5,$,$,#8933,(#
8940)); 
#14171= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('10k$J1qI9AkhYAjDuHuWqK',#5,$,$,#8950,(
#8959)); 
#14172= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0N2YJFKwz6S9561L2Oz95J',#5,$,$,#8969,(#
8978)); 
#14173= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('00tkk5dWv4RhTUl3nk8JUe',#5,$,$,#8988,(#8
995)); 
#14174= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Sio03fmH7I96lzamj7Dsu',#5,$,$,#9005,(#90
14)); 
#14175= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3JxifvCUf9BfBnZdFsul61',#5,$,$,#9024,(#90
31)); 
#14176= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2sDP10Kcf3RB4zRPpcD6R$',#5,$,$,#9041,(#
9050)); 
#14177= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1VNkX4nlT8Lg5wIuyQ1DnV',#5,$,$,#9055,(
#9064)); 
#14178= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('28fAL8_819Eg5iyNLRNaDL',#5,$,$,#9074,(#
9083)); 
#14179= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3b3LA7zTL3bvi9QsWzwew7',#5,$,$,#9093,(
#9102)); 
#14180= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3CRljUA8DAfgHnApKIN_FS',#5,$,$,#9112,(
#9119)); 
#14181= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ZgVlG2YLAQAJAAwzadOfF',#5,$,$,#9129,
(#9138)); 
#14182= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('06OeD7dBX0wRuKcqkl5KKa',#5,$,$,#9148,(
#9155)); 
#14183= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3PX1nO11vFLQGqG0X9pLM7',#5,$,$,#9165
,(#9172)); 
#14184= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3$bqWZwpz8HunPd072linJ',#5,$,$,#9182,(#9
191)); 
#14185= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0BM4v7JrbE98QWJDUTytXP',#5,$,$,#9201,(
#9208)); 
#14186= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('189y13eqH6ne9NLemYUmfR',#5,$,$,#9218,(
#9225)); 
#14187= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1sh15$$2jDjhPmDlYrmrAF',#5,$,$,#9235,(#9
243)); 
#14188= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('10aFb$txX1sP2bM6r4xE8K',#5,$,$,#9245,(#9
252)); 
#14189= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3NSVGfix18zhllH3_BIAP1',#5,$,$,#9262,(#9
271)); 
#14190= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3_AyCIJyPE8Q7_B$b6Imj5',#5,$,$,#9281,(#9
290)); 
#14191= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('278J2O17z8Y9OAcb$hhvZ$',#5,$,$,#9300,(#
9307)); 
#14192= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Q4CE$lRDCiPS5MYleYVr3',#5,$,$,#9317,(
#9324)); 
#14193= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1QYskPPYn4s8SsarlYJd58',#5,$,$,#9326,(#9
335)); 
#14194= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1hu4UUos56UupyQbyCaFBW',#5,$,$,#9345,(
#9354)); 
#14195= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3FhMMJsgP2_PGh8vF3r0iq',#5,$,$,#9359,(#
9368)); 
#14196= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Z_xUppxHDL9RRoB1nlczB',#5,$,$,#9373,(
#9382)); 
#14197= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1c8bI03LfBXOgOkeXID2mW',#5,$,$,#9392,(
#9399)); 
#14198= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Qjw4cbUTE6B4aZqgUjwIU',#5,$,$,#9404,(
#9413)); 
#14199= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3YKfhxo$98tenrDskB2k2m',#5,$,$,#9418,(#9
425)); 
#14200= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2rfrniAv58COxsee6xejrg',#5,$,$,#9435,(#944
4)); 
#14201= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0sXyc0FvrBEuNH83WuRKiV',#5,$,$,#9454,(
#9461)); 
#14202= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Gd2AMpsX2uw3Jzuee8gfX',#5,$,$,#9466,(#
9473)); 
#14203= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3czCvXuxn4fB0naHIQISde',#5,$,$,#9478,(#9
485)); 
#14204= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Kbz93T3j9pPs$aDZzos$o',#5,$,$,#9490,(#9
497)); 
#14205= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2A$j2D5594J8Ty$sgJ8ZPn',#5,$,$,#9502,(#9
509)); 
#14206= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0bDxT7JdT4ChFkF0F6SfI4',#5,$,$,#9519,(#9
526)); 
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#14207= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2TpFVlb8b2JRsXPfGb5_fJ',#5,$,$,#9531,(#9
538)); 
#14208= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('34$PLXilPEXxjga0G2f2vA',#5,$,$,#9543,(#9
550)); 
#14209= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('282d9dj7n7_Pqg_XtPgQTw',#5,$,$,#9555,(#9
562)); 
#14210= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2SWup_KbD53QQkJTppXh4M',#5,$,$,#9572
,(#9581)); 
#14211= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1kD_gUcuP1a85QykUIQO1O',#5,$,$,#9586,(
#9603)); 
#14212= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1_wjADzWj25uupOjMR5MaM',#5,$,$,#9616,
(#9634)); 
#14213= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Ty_dLtiL7nx928jpF6oWI',#5,$,$,#9650,(#96
66)); 
#14214= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1cnwLYqx16RfVUgr2QJIKq',#5,$,$,#9682,(#
9697)); 
#14215= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2TsJ_Hn_nFVBZhXhuW4Nlf',#5,$,$,#9710,(
#9723)); 
#14216= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0vBWNkqoT1ghNdnJsFBQBp',#5,$,$,#9735,(
#9748)); 
#14217= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2BUoVfuoDD$h4aRPJ4WQU5',#5,$,$,#9761,
(#9777)); 
#14218= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0lzWzT645DmhMdLwMLB_Gt',#5,$,$,#9793
,(#9809)); 
#14219= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('01zgBdmHn6Zhhtd5Qa8MNv',#5,$,$,#9824,(
#9838)); 
#14220= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2DJJ2TWL5ELxhebvXWwSB8',#5,$,$,#9851
,(#9867)); 
#14221= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2T3HlLft16GA7EAhv8UT3D',#5,$,$,#9879,(
#9892)); 
#14222= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2NExoi1AT6kukJhAwnQWa6',#5,$,$,#9904,(
#9917)); 
#14223= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('139RWdb2nDnuR2YymyJLPu',#5,$,$,#9930,(
#9939)); 
#14224= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Hr5lgRVn9denE2EQWKRBP',#5,$,$,#9946,
(#9955)); 
#14225= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Rh40KdTL5WvOtyX00osDn',#5,$,$,#9965,(
#9974)); 
#14226= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0Wj$K7BrP71BaKzNeIcF0s',#5,$,$,#9979,(#
9986)); 
#14227= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2Yw0EVmr9EE9wSPoMgNv_y',#5,$,$,#9988
,(#9995)); 
#14228= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3Zt72UDOPFlOLiC$Xthn$v',#5,$,$,#9997,(#
10004)); 
#14229= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2RtSSyuvz3O9RwdJfgbSyg',#5,$,$,#10006,(#
10013)); 
#14230= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3OOX4I$9P5ZfgIm6T5Fv52',#5,$,$,#10015,(
#10022)); 
#14231= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('17WJCyp4bF4hJyN8m22o8g',#5,$,$,#10024,(
#10037)); 
#14232= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1VCAnzkRDCevZhV$OwA$pW',#5,$,$,#100
49,(#10056)); 
#14233= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('03sjHwXG14R9Ti_3qBXg1U',#5,$,$,#10058,
(#10071)); 
#14234= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3CMLsaSX90JxJlTqETVAzx',#5,$,$,#10083,(
#10096)); 
#14235= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('21siLsqXLB3vhIUQkN4t$p',#5,$,$,#10109,(#
10119)); 
#14236= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1_zvN0LcjAegquzHTuWfyA',#5,$,$,#10126,(
#10137)); 
#14237= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3F2$cvlvn3jfR6e7d_5bW8',#5,$,$,#10147,(#1
0157)); 
#14238= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1qzA5k1g9BEuSVdSM$QsNr',#5,$,$,#10167,
(#10174)); 
#14239= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0v9SypTZL0WgiJZkMphIuG',#5,$,$,#10176,(
#10183)); 
#14240= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2EoS7b9fv2aABuE1rro6yN',#5,$,$,#10185,(#
10192)); 
#14241= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ynYAUwFb8C9H6_6pcTlbh',#5,$,$,#10194,
(#10204)); 
#14242= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2NMONHXMjF5BI3pHolbFN8',#5,$,$,#1021
4,(#10222)); 
#14243= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2_lIhyXET2owFxpiJfqx8I',#5,$,$,#10232,(#1
0239)); 
#14244= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0W_vWUq4rFD9iS$ZNXoDNb',#5,$,$,#1024
1,(#10251)); 
#14245= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1FJix31bzBrOA8alDHEBqF',#5,$,$,#10258,(
#10265)); 
#14246= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3rB62WWYnEHgwRMeNHVyaH',#5,$,$,#10
267,(#10274)); 
#14247= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2ZRrQ6TmT8BOHDO1$pLcyv',#5,$,$,#1027
6,(#10285)); 
#14248= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0KB$kJlMv4COF_aBOW2VOy',#5,$,$,#1029
2,(#10301)); 
#14249= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1dZTswUGD2BAcg9Pi6kwEo',#5,$,$,#10311
,(#10318)); 
#14250= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0yII2eVJD0xxRYnZ2zSYdb',#5,$,$,#10323,(
#10330)); 
#14251= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2kybFlj$z8BgGUiDDd4PTK',#5,$,$,#10332,(
#10339)); 
#14252= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2v_QfsBd51gfRDSNSExQLR',#5,$,$,#10341,
(#10348)); 
#14253= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1Egjxbl4P9Gg9A1kSf1WwD',#5,$,$,#10350,(
#10357)); 
#14254= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1EHKhY0cr78ANUhE_Bo9LN',#5,$,$,#1036
2,(#10369)); 
#14255= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2fFtisdn58$h2xxTTrOe0i',#5,$,$,#10374,(#10
381)); 
#14256= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0BMX0Ebr9APPSA91UFO1CU',#5,$,$,#103
83,(#10390)); 
#14257= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0jvmej4Fr4KvzNVE46MEBd',#5,$,$,#10395,(
#10402)); 
#14258= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('14kp3191r8ZPStC__DJA9h',#5,$,$,#10404,(#
10411)); 
#14259= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3RZpqxTez2_RZ9HPwBxsPt',#5,$,$,#10413,(
#10430)); 
#14260= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0mr6ljGBr8W8fObXS1ZNaB',#5,$,$,#10447,
(#10454)); 
#14261= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2ZBqLexPf5W8q081DLHgo7',#5,$,$,#10456,
(#10472)); 
#14262= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0WiW3pCiLE4ApVt6uBPQ2s',#5,$,$,#10485,
(#10492)); 
#14263= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2ChwMUbU5ADeTaLyfSGUE5',#5,$,$,#104
94,(#10504)); 
#14264= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('35iLsQW0z3y9mI5a3Ggwyk',#5,$,$,#10514,(
#10521)); 
#14265= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2L78LQDNHD7RsvkzOTlDwm',#5,$,$,#1052
6,(#10536)); 
#14266= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0RwHq0NLbBhRYuFHnMRMwL',#5,$,$,#10
543,(#10551)); 
#14267= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('3xB1SXV1vFNB8jp0MzMTAa',#5,$,$,#1055
8,(#10575)); 
#14268= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2yao_MT0bA_ezOC3mZ0lry',#5,$,$,#10590,(
#10607)); 
#14269= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1447fgBNb3l8o7NpNVeqrP',#5,$,$,#10621,(#
10634)); 
#14270= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1ZFdrKQUfDOONFKSLz$Q6F',#5,$,$,#1064
1,(#10656)); 
#14271= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1hGNvzVEn6f9fhtgv_BCkf',#5,$,$,#10667,(#
10677)); 
#14272= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0zv8tmQeXBKg8Cpv$TKZAB',#5,$,$,#1068
4,(#10694)); 
#14273= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1oOWw0kWLBRficb_tbep3Q',#5,$,$,#10701,
(#10710)); 
#14274= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2IA7EfKsj4hBTverqNZrQp',#5,$,$,#10717,(#
10731)); 
#14275= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('19nhyjavr0VvDbGkTTcJ4A',#5,$,$,#10746,(#
10760)); 
#14276= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1onQUKfJbCqghmi2Jeyi2R',#5,$,$,#10772,(#
10782)); 
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#14277= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2D$HcmmrX759lK94ALRg8b',#5,$,$,#10789
,(#10797)); 
#14278= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0AyxjIM3HDGO9sM0Ndl0FK',#5,$,$,#10802
,(#10810)); 
#14279= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0K$8a3utP8SeHLFya0hFXS',#5,$,$,#10820,(
#10828)); 
#14280= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1_NYoKlKr5JRwdDpNN3v3k',#5,$,$,#10830
,(#10837)); 
#14281= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1vGt_svCn6jRLjCQeZrYHV',#5,$,$,#10839,(
#10847)); 
#14282= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0dum7j6G14jeAF$llyb306',#5,$,$,#10849,(#1
0925,#10860)); 
#14283= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('28iBwHBTb3XBLpbPB8$oZx',#5,$,$,#10862
,(#10874)); 
#14284= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2XafewIePEQOKGmc7SzXHg',#5,$,$,#10886
,(#10897)); 
#14285= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0ONtSpErv23gx0NKUT9JvJ',#5,$,$,#10908,(
#10915)); 
#14286= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0k7GEQXYbFbB1FQGNinl1t',#5,$,$,#10937,
(#10944)); 
#14287= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1dwPP3Dqf1PhaMe9r1JSRS',#5,$,$,#10951,(
#10958)); 
#14288= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1YNLIegiz7ixrc92pGMzEB',#5,$,$,#10960,(#
10967)); 
#14289= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0F6zYUp$H2KxIVfi7wm0hq',#5,$,$,#10969,(
#10977)); 
#14290= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0YT$$sKOHCDAoQUIAZUwQL',#5,$,$,#10
983,(#10993)); 
#14291= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2VClW3smX65esyG0KvZt1a',#5,$,$,#10999,
(#11009)); 
#14292= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2_4hZo6zr1SulSfi3LGBhH',#5,$,$,#11015,(#
11025)); 
#14293= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1uD08S5oPCU87UBALoNK20',#5,$,$,#1103
1,(#13262,#13228,#13116,#13082,#12970,#12936,#12824,#12790,#126
78,#12644,#12532,#12498,#12386,#12352,#12240,#12206,#12094,#120
60,#11948,#11914,#11802,#11768,#11656,#11622,#11509,#11465,#113
41,#11263,#11053)); 
#14294= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0TeE5c7$X4LuIDfd4AlKzU',#5,$,$,#13264,(
#13287)); 
#14295= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1OafIjIqX9vueyDMdInvSy',#5,$,$,#13311,(#
13325)); 
#14296= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1KrWzibjv0h8B3UmPPaPfE',#5,$,$,#13344,(
#13352)); 
#14297= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0z91DBLPP2MesdMrRtil_8',#5,$,$,#13354,(#
13372)); 
#14298= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0TKHgIfKTBQ8z5lAQlA9oy',#5,$,$,#13392,
(#13399)); 
#14299= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1a8vCxFUH3v8bSQcwoDOaD',#5,$,$,#13401
,(#13409)); 
#14300= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2c_jJDNW95u9UyOjFmiqHy',#5,$,$,#13411,(
#13419)); 
#14301= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2sSjdR1D50ohgeBRQ0LLWq',#5,$,$,#13421,
(#13429)); 
#14302= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2d4LGj8vfE5wLNZjZysqIk',#5,$,$,#13431,(#
13439)); 
#14303= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1islvSVtrB_Occn0Y4DIlh',#5,$,$,#13441,(#1
3448)); 
#14304= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0G5wiAfUL979Pty9l1j4Gs',#5,$,$,#13454,(#
13461)); 
#14305= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('12B$hRTLP4hOaaPFbJ56g$',#5,$,$,#13467,(
#13484)); 
#14306= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2HaOi3Bsf02fRAPUpt3HrX',#5,$,$,#13503,(
#13515)); 
#14307= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0km1tCwJT3Q8BA1El_G73Z',#5,$,$,#13521,
(#13550)); 
#14308= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('1J1tOlWCDFheQjuEZV4TSf',#5,$,$,#13569,(
#13580)); 
#14309= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('2z1sieRiTEefWo$l0n4hdx',#5,$,$,#13586,(#1
3594)); 
#14310= 
IFCRELAGGREGATES('0mQxUzZYD0APkcu0Q6vYi9',#5,$,$,#13600
,(#13608)); 
#14311= 
IFCRELCONTAINEDINSPATIALSTRUCTURE('2GhUqlRT53_fNwM
mvorbgx',#5,$,$,(#13699,#13680,#13661),#29); 
#14312= 
IFCRELCONTAINEDINSPATIALSTRUCTURE('1l2$0uVwH84e9y$w
xQ8FE1',#5,$,$,(#13600,#13586,#13569,#13521,#13503,#13467,#13454
,#13441,#13431,#13421,#13411,#13401,#13392,#13354,#13344,#13311
,#13264,#11031,#11015,#10999,#10983,#10969,#10960,#10951,#10937
,#10908,#10886,#10862,#10849,#10839,#10830,#10820,#10802,#10789
,#10772,#10746,#10717,#10701,#10684,#10667,#10641,#10621,#10590
,#10558,#10543,#10526,#10514,#10494,#10485,#10456,#10447,#10413
,#10404,#10395,#10383,#10374,#10362,#10350,#10341,#10332,#10323
,#10311,#10292,#10276,#10267,#10258,#10241,#10232,#10214,#10194
,#10185,#10176,#10167,#10147,#10126,#10109,#10083,#10058,#10049
,#10024,#10015,#10006,#9997,#9988,#9979,#9965,#9946,#9930,#9904,
#9879,#9851,#9824,#9793,#9761,#9735,#9710,#9682,#9650,#9616,#95
86,#9572,#9555,#9543,#9531,#9519,#9502,#9490,#9478,#9466,#9454,#
9435,#9418,#9404,#9392,#9373,#9359,#9345,#9326,#9317,#9300,#928
1,#9262,#9245,#9235,#9218,#9201,#9182,#9165,#9148,#9129,#9112,#9
093,#9074,#9055,#9041,#9024,#9005,#8988,#8969,#8950,#8933,#8914,
#8895,#8876,#8859,#8840,#8821,#8802,#8783,#8771,#8754,#8737,#87
18,#8699,#8680,#8661,#8642,#8623,#8614,#8602,#8590,#8578,#8561,#
8549,#8540,#8531,#8514,#8502,#8493,#8483,#8459,#8446,#8433,#842
0,#8407,#8394,#8381,#8368,#8350,#8332,#8312,#8297,#8277,#8259,#8
239,#8219,#8199,#8181,#8161,#8142,#8121,#8101,#8081,#8062,#8042,
#8021,#8000,#7980,#7959,#7939,#7919,#7899,#7879,#7859,#7839,#78
19,#7799,#7779,#7760,#7739,#7718,#7697,#7678,#7657,#7636,#7615,#
7594,#7573,#7552,#7531,#7512,#7491,#7470,#7449,#7428,#7407,#738
6,#7365,#7345,#7327,#7307,#7287,#7269,#7249,#7229,#7209,#7189,#7
169,#7149,#7128,#7109,#7095,#7078,#7059,#7050,#7041,#7024,#7005,
#6991,#6977,#6958,#6941,#6927,#6913,#6899,#6887,#6873,#6859,#68
50,#6831,#6812,#6793,#6774,#6764,#6747,#6730,#6711,#6694,#6677,#
6660,#6643,#6624,#6605,#6586,#6572,#6560,#6541,#6524,#6505,#648
6,#6472,#6453,#6439,#6420,#6403,#6384,#6367,#6348,#6331,#6317,#6
298,#6286,#6267,#6248,#6229,#6210,#6191,#6172,#6163,#6154,#6145,
#6136,#6127,#6118,#6109,#6100,#6091,#6082,#6073,#6063,#6031,#60
02,#5971,#5940,#5911,#5879,#5848,#5817,#5786,#5755,#5724,#5692,#
5663,#5631,#5600,#5569,#5537,#5505,#5476,#5444,#5411,#5380,#534
9,#5316,#5285,#5253,#5221,#5189,#5155,#5123,#5092,#5061,#5027,#4
994,#4965,#4934,#4904,#4871,#4839,#4807,#4775,#4743,#4711,#4679,
#4647,#4615,#4583,#4551,#4519,#4488,#4456,#4426,#4394,#4361,#43
29,#4299,#4267,#4234,#4205,#4173,#4142,#4110,#4079,#4048,#4017,#
3985,#3954,#3922,#3891,#3858,#3847,#3839,#3831,#3823,#3815,#380
7,#3799,#3791,#3783,#3775,#3767,#3759,#3751,#3743,#3735,#3727,#3
719,#3711,#3703,#3695,#3687,#3678,#3663,#3655,#3647,#3639,#3627,
#3619,#3611,#3603,#3595,#3587,#3579,#3570,#3560,#3552,#3544,#35
36,#3528,#3520,#3512,#3504,#3496,#3488,#3480,#3472,#3464,#3456,#
3448,#3440,#3432,#3424,#3416,#3408,#3400,#3392,#3383,#3366,#335
8,#3350,#3342,#3325,#3317,#3309,#3301,#3293,#3285,#3277,#3263,#3
251,#3242,#3233,#3224,#3215,#3206,#3197,#3188,#3179,#3170,#3161,
#3152,#3143,#3134,#3125,#3116,#3107,#3098,#3089,#3080,#3071,#30
62,#3053,#3044,#3032,#3023,#3014,#3005,#2996,#2987,#2978,#2969,#
2960,#2951,#2942,#2928,#2914,#2900,#2886,#2872,#2858,#2844,#283
0,#2816,#2797,#2783,#2769,#2755,#2741,#2727,#2713,#2699,#2680,#2
666,#2652,#2638,#2624,#2610,#2596,#2582,#2568,#2554,#2540,#2523,
#2509,#2492,#2478,#2459,#2440,#2413,#2392,#2370,#2350,#2328,#23
08,#2287,#2265,#2243,#2222,#2201,#2180,#2159,#2138,#2117,#2095,#
2073,#2052,#2031,#2015,#1994,#1973,#1952,#1933,#1914,#1893,#187
7,#1857,#1836,#1815,#1794,#1780,#1764,#1744,#1728,#1709,#1689,#1
661,#1629,#1595,#1559,#1524,#1492,#1477,#1443,#1423,#1388,#1356,
#1322,#1290,#1256,#1222,#1187,#1153,#1120,#1085,#1051,#1019,#98
4,#954,#919,#887,#852,#838,#819,#784,#750,#730,#695,#663,#628,#59
4,#559,#539,#504,#470,#434,#419,#393,#369,#312,#295,#278,#260,#23
0,#206,#173,#128,#95,#33),#31); 
#14313= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3E48IMS5LE3Bb99Jotj0Vk',#5,$,
$,(#33),#41); 
#14314= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2K5hXzZIX8aOWWFfL1EHpV',#
5,$,$,(#33),#43); 
#14315= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Fud8OZHr5Ux4wZToyba3U',#5,
$,$,(#289,#272,#116,#67),#75); 
#14316= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3q8pFd99LDfAMMBDZc_SXh',#
5,$,$,(#272,#67),#84); 
#14317= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07WKQTJEjABw5s4HNDL__P',#
5,$,$,(#13608,#13550,#13409,#11053,#11025,#11009,#10993,#306,#28
9,#272,#246,#220,#191,#156,#116,#67),#87); 
#14318= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('339i29U5jBo9ISUygoDeyV',#5,$,
$,(#67),#92); 
#14319= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0L9hJkszf94QjtRBeyNqFn',#5,$,$
,(#95),#98); 
#14320= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2h7ZAw9qb3K94xkq6Fmg0n',#5,
$,$,(#95),#100); 
#14321= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15dDLE3On0R8Q_LvArzGgB',#5
,$,$,(#289,#116),#122); 
#14322= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3d7I0LWoD5Nu46cK5z95rJ',#5,$,
$,(#116),#126); 
#14323= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3hTsjlGKf3hx8T3E0ESab2',#5,$,$
,(#128),#133); 
#14324= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ySXZHXXX8R9J1n8NKoWcF',
#5,$,$,(#128),#135); 
#14325= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3XuwPm03DCCPPlDMH5Y9Xc',
#5,$,$,(#306,#156),#160); 
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#14326= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3lJwYn4e13aQq1aXtFuXyf',#5,$,
$,(#306,#156),#167); 
#14327= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Z3ydVqHX0LRBqA5CJ0Vy9',#
5,$,$,(#156),#171); 
#14328= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21Epoxzs9FZReOslWgkYgF',#5,$
,$,(#173),#178); 
#14329= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1IflpsI9v379AqlZvZ8dd3',#5,$,$,(
#173),#180); 
#14330= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2RUjgU2BLCXvo5Vsj3s5m8',#5,
$,$,(#11009,#10993,#220,#191),#195); 
#14331= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3xzoeJMRb2Kv1gOq8x3B$I',#5,$
,$,(#10993,#191),#200); 
#14332= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3cvrTA1VPA284sWdyk9t5y',#5,$
,$,(#191),#204); 
#14333= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0If_Xl3Kv6IQlGMxVi8aAu',#5,$,
$,(#206),#209); 
#14334= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KaQWVy$D7mRyNu$PXr67V',
#5,$,$,(#206),#211); 
#14335= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1MTGF7Jq14ogPF7ANBOOgs',#
5,$,$,(#11009,#220),#224); 
#14336= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Os_OCo9vANQUZSlV4XmIJ',#
5,$,$,(#220),#228); 
#14337= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0B288oddvBKhg7ieahFsrO',#5,$,
$,(#230),#235); 
#14338= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1NvlWQ8jP58uub_agAHPcn',#5,$
,$,(#230),#237); 
#14339= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0e$jivOrX1Y9MzvRuVBu8H',#5,
$,$,(#11025,#246),#250); 
#14340= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3c9YC$OvPER8RnUmgc2Tec',#5
,$,$,(#11025,#246),#254); 
#14341= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3LNKtC$mDE3Qpx5jRmnjmC',#
5,$,$,(#246),#258); 
#14342= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2GQWxDuJX15QjgLiFJ2Dq1',#5,
$,$,(#260),#262); 
#14343= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2BOvFSg8DCyfwBNDLDAGWb'
,#5,$,$,(#260),#264); 
#14344= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0qFHO3_nv8bRrAynF7bXt2',#5,$
,$,(#272),#276); 
#14345= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Y53Fizbb4RBhbS1UyD1AB',#5,
$,$,(#278),#280); 
#14346= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1eiom_qxP6Rw2w_k5wCgjc',#5,$
,$,(#278),#282); 
#14347= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0WJ014bXX2mex2pIy3$7aP',#5,$
,$,(#289),#293); 
#14348= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3W9kWVT850QOcKghLVbLea',#
5,$,$,(#295),#297); 
#14349= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3fKY$Fr6vFlg0FsaWNbGqa',#5,$
,$,(#295),#299); 
#14350= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('32JTka3pb1aBrhSrmVuOmo',#5,$
,$,(#306),#310); 
#14351= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2NifcD3cnFYOKfLvM2Gbfe',#5,
$,$,(#369,#312),#319); 
#14352= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2thtuLK$P0PPr7pn3blMeG',#5,$,
$,(#312),#321); 
#14353= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0tMcbGYuj4XRo5a7$mGQTc',#5,
$,$,(#429,#409,#383,#342),#347); 
#14354= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1wqzYfMuzDbR6Ucuya6f7h',#5,$
,$,(#429,#409,#383,#342),#355); 
#14355= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1eU96abmr7WQD$_S8QmFug',#
5,$,$,(#10810,#10797,#10521,#10504,#10454,#10430,#10369,#10357,#
10318,#10301,#10222,#10204,#10157,#10137,#10022,#10013,#9974,#9
955,#9809,#9777,#9666,#9634,#9581,#9562,#9550,#9538,#9526,#9509,
#9497,#9485,#9473,#9461,#9444,#9425,#9413,#9399,#9382,#9368,#93
54,#9335,#9324,#9307,#9290,#9271,#9252,#9243,#9225,#9208,#9191,#
9172,#9155,#9138,#9119,#9102,#9083,#9064,#9050,#9031,#9014,#899
5,#8978,#8959,#8940,#8923,#8904,#8885,#8866,#8849,#8830,#8811,#8
792,#8778,#8761,#8744,#8727,#8708,#8689,#8670,#8651,#8632,#8621,
#8609,#8597,#8585,#8568,#8556,#8547,#8538,#8521,#8509,#8500,#84
91,#8473,#8454,#8441,#8428,#8415,#8402,#8389,#8376,#8358,#8340,#
8322,#8307,#8287,#8267,#8249,#8229,#8209,#8189,#8171,#8151,#813
2,#8111,#8091,#8071,#8052,#8032,#8011,#7990,#7970,#7949,#7929,#7
909,#7889,#7869,#7849,#7829,#7809,#7789,#7769,#7750,#7729,#7708,
#7687,#7668,#7647,#7626,#7605,#7584,#7563,#7542,#7521,#7502,#74
81,#7460,#7439,#7418,#7397,#7376,#7355,#7335,#7317,#7297,#7277,#
7259,#7239,#7219,#7199,#7179,#7159,#7139,#7118,#7104,#7085,#706
8,#7057,#7048,#7031,#7014,#7000,#6986,#6967,#6948,#6936,#6922,#6
908,#6894,#6882,#6868,#6857,#6840,#6821,#6802,#6783,#6772,#6754,
#6737,#6720,#6701,#6684,#6667,#6650,#6633,#6614,#6595,#6581,#65
67,#6550,#6531,#6514,#6495,#6481,#6462,#6448,#6429,#6410,#6393,#
6374,#6357,#6338,#6326,#6307,#6293,#6276,#6257,#6238,#6219,#620
0,#6181,#6170,#6161,#6152,#6143,#6134,#6125,#6116,#6107,#6098,#6
089,#6080,#6071,#6047,#6017,#5987,#5956,#5926,#5895,#5864,#5833,
#5802,#5771,#5740,#5708,#5678,#5647,#5616,#5585,#5553,#5521,#54
90,#5461,#5428,#5396,#5365,#5333,#5301,#5270,#5238,#5205,#5173,#
5139,#5108,#5077,#5045,#5011,#4980,#4950,#4920,#4888,#4856,#482
4,#4792,#4760,#4728,#4696,#4664,#4632,#4600,#4568,#4536,#4503,#4
473,#4442,#4411,#4378,#4346,#4315,#4284,#4251,#4220,#4189,#4158,
#4126,#4095,#4064,#4033,#4001,#3970,#3938,#3907,#3875,#2403,#23
81,#2360,#2339,#2318,#2298,#2276,#2254,#2233,#2212,#2191,#2170,#
2149,#2128,#2106,#2084,#2063,#2042,#2026,#2005,#1984,#1963,#194
2,#1923,#1904,#1888,#1867,#1847,#1826,#1805,#1789,#1775,#1754,#1
739,#1718,#1699,#1612,#1578,#1542,#1508,#1487,#1461,#1433,#1406,
#1373,#1340,#1307,#1274,#1240,#1205,#1171,#1136,#1103,#1069,#10
36,#1002,#971,#937,#904,#870,#847,#828,#802,#768,#740,#713,#680,#
646,#612,#577,#549,#522,#488,#453,#429,#409,#383,#342),#357); 
#14356= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ReadraELBix7gbS2_qS9e',#5,$,$
,(#342),#366); 
#14357= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ldDSL3Rb5Eutex$UWQTQV',#5
,$,$,(#369),#371); 
#14358= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1n8xRK2Nz8ffn55RBL8Xia',#5,$,
$,(#383),#391); 
#14359= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('18TBeILSTFVPfiB6EcY$Du',#5,$
,$,(#419,#393),#395); 
#14360= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3QeZAmduv6IRShPLg9ZUNq',#5
,$,$,(#393),#397); 
#14361= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1L1e3g6Nz1J8vTXONdMAGJ',#5
,$,$,(#409),#417); 
#14362= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ozcOZ7tjC5P_La7FvsDdZ',#5,$,
$,(#1120,#419),#421); 
#14363= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0fq32VLrL20QUzLaNKb$oH',#5,
$,$,(#429),#432); 
#14364= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0615xYjMT5oxUsdx22eMa6',#5,$
,$,(#434),#439); 
#14365= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('30QB52tD1FW9m$2jH8K1Yz',#5
,$,$,(#819,#434),#441); 
#14366= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('22AmlFkBf63OmtSoYgPzzU',#5,
$,$,(#1923,#1699,#828,#453),#456); 
#14367= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2kjdWq_Fr6BvaJz564tWaE',#5,$,
$,(#1923,#1699,#828,#453),#460); 
#14368= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3W6gGgNvbFXP5Hp5obn0S8',#5
,$,$,(#453),#468); 
#14369= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1WAKZUS6zD09kMZk9VUh4_',
#5,$,$,(#470),#474); 
#14370= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1PwN2c3WL0MxKuQoj1RSsk',#
5,$,$,(#838,#470),#476); 
#14371= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1kOp2BV5P8nBng4dmPtO9W',#5
,$,$,(#1942,#1718,#847,#488),#491); 
#14372= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15$_to0FH8dgmL4fYNhShA',#5,
$,$,(#1942,#1718,#847,#488),#494); 
#14373= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2K8pSli8zBQ8s7FPVaMylT',#5,$,
$,(#488),#502); 
#14374= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ezUZdm6T568zYzJLz$Si4',#5,$,
$,(#539,#504),#508); 
#14375= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0uAxf1u1L0x9g82_ECx0CH',#5,$
,$,(#504),#510); 
#14376= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2slJfXG6rCXPkTAnVdOdMa',#5,
$,$,(#1754,#1739,#549,#522),#525); 
#14377= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1oG7UHo558thbsZi51n1W8',#5,$,
$,(#1754,#1739,#549,#522),#529); 
#14378= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Dcy9Ji9rDggTmWcNdXN3u',#5,
$,$,(#522),#537); 
#14379= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2uBHbkhZDDTh5wZdw1NfjS',#5
,$,$,(#539),#541); 
#14380= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3fzctjw$n6xAf2zm0ZpkxJ',#5,$,$,
(#549),#557); 
#14381= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Nmm8_Ww5AqAn5Xe9Rb9iT',#
5,$,$,(#559),#563); 
#14382= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0s8DPVPlX1U9aSIE66q8ge',#5,$,
$,(#559),#565); 
#14383= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2cK2A9qJP09f$z54GFP2D1',#5,$,
$,(#1775,#577),#580); 
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#14384= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0TUqymmQvC7BmeSRzEhOj5',#
5,$,$,(#1775,#577),#584); 
#14385= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1nlEU1Vfz8vfMfErDf8IlJ',#5,$,$,
(#577),#592); 
#14386= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1tX57ircbBX8I9xwx9ydFO',#5,$,
$,(#594),#598); 
#14387= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gedUblgr6cPcICDWwx_Lc',#5,$,
$,(#1780,#594),#600); 
#14388= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3s0m23m$nEve0z9oszOT0W',#5,
$,$,(#1789,#612),#615); 
#14389= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1G3E7p6uvBWe9c092RqsmK',#5,
$,$,(#1789,#612),#618); 
#14390= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('167q_HWIr1LeqhVlzyJU4m',#5,$
,$,(#612),#626); 
#14391= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FLFU7gBr86Qcm6DYXkn60',#5
,$,$,(#628),#632); 
#14392= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('252lXRbdTEcADQmIx4xXsf',#5,
$,$,(#628),#634); 
#14393= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Hzkp_utPE4epM7YJzlUTC',#5,$
,$,(#1805,#646),#649); 
#14394= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38UyLIm8v5fvfqYeHuOmOI',#5,
$,$,(#1805,#646),#653); 
#14395= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HPxu_uqH7sBqQHmPGDXDZ',
#5,$,$,(#646),#661); 
#14396= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2P8ANFFUP9fxv4QJb2Bv2_',#5,
$,$,(#663),#666); 
#14397= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('06TjEIH_PEG8QKgmuU$EPa',#5
,$,$,(#663),#668); 
#14398= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1mF869gHz1UwGFzWQL98$W',
#5,$,$,(#1826,#680),#682); 
#14399= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2TMOTv8t93avWGRe2XvR3y',#
5,$,$,(#1826,#680),#685); 
#14400= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Yh9AEbe97TxcNqRqnaBt8',#5,$
,$,(#680),#693); 
#14401= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3uw6rB__DAwPz1zZCUMMSM',
#5,$,$,(#730,#695),#699); 
#14402= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0R9gwnsTz6f9eWradT_5jJ',#5,$,$
,(#695),#701); 
#14403= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1TkpViJWXFAez3y9NxmKYJ',#5
,$,$,(#1867,#1847,#740,#713),#716); 
#14404= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Xd6CRPY1CaQ7cCSfzAsxP',#5,
$,$,(#1867,#1847,#740,#713),#720); 
#14405= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ZZHHdIKP4tOtto2ZdKFW9',#5,
$,$,(#713),#728); 
#14406= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3s_WoYxbHCjA$3HkHp$eiy',#5,
$,$,(#730),#732); 
#14407= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('33pn6JpknC2wjtwUK2hykx',#5,$,
$,(#740),#748); 
#14408= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cSdSsnXjFbe$a_v7kKHfe',#5,$,$
,(#750),#754); 
#14409= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3AkzmkptP5pQPdy6XIqP8Z',#5,$
,$,(#750),#756); 
#14410= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ceZ56EeTEiRjzlfNZ0HRB',#5,$,
$,(#1888,#768),#771); 
#14411= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0PPl7rzQrEiRSwVTpVf8RR',#5,$
,$,(#1888,#768),#774); 
#14412= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3w_NbN60nC9vP939TGrsc1',#5,$
,$,(#768),#782); 
#14413= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37_1dk4MP3GB$6rcRJ5Sj2',#5,$,
$,(#784),#788); 
#14414= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1EyH6Ay6z8rP0Ryv6GmeoB',#5,
$,$,(#784),#790); 
#14415= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ffXMyjnv6qhsOk3b$ljzm',#5,$,$,
(#1904,#802),#805); 
#14416= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3S$Cg0BMPFReie0czL$wGL',#5,
$,$,(#1904,#802),#809); 
#14417= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YUZNFJ$vEJeww3Qa4mqGv',#
5,$,$,(#802),#817); 
#14418= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1wlVaP_Vb2bg02k5Bb7rV7',#5,$,
$,(#819),#820); 
#14419= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1BUmVmCc13nBlyHWLbM_2Q',
#5,$,$,(#828),#836); 
#14420= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2oGphPUGD6aBgsWVtGCGcF',#
5,$,$,(#838),#839); 
#14421= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3LhoyopXz3vgM9kticTvP2',#5,$,
$,(#847),#850); 
#14422= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YgHhR01H9IPG2eyV8_8dY',#5,
$,$,(#852),#856); 
#14423= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2mteEeAgvA_vdOoW73yvJq',#5,
$,$,(#852),#858); 
#14424= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1g4XJ0Fo50qAVVqAKbyq2O',#5
,$,$,(#1963,#870),#873); 
#14425= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1dPAfFXqv7Sh9QlEhLE9Fm',#5,
$,$,(#1963,#870),#877); 
#14426= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3INJnDwq9CXwElJh1tcFGn',#5,$
,$,(#870),#885); 
#14427= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0TBV2Muhj7$hi$Tv_TYyNM',#5
,$,$,(#887),#890); 
#14428= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24ZmxFEwf6SRySF3iwFNuS',#5,
$,$,(#887),#892); 
#14429= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37UT_2gVH05x6mx5xaTitb',#5,$,
$,(#1984,#904),#907); 
#14430= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3kSW2x4_91YuwzzvS1S9Z9',#5,
$,$,(#1984,#904),#909); 
#14431= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0MH_E3vE51SA9BHUDflQLY',#
5,$,$,(#904),#917); 
#14432= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3TFnDSquT4wuJQfEBx2lhx',#5,$
,$,(#919),#923); 
#14433= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1drd_SmXnAafyLIndKDccI',#5,$,
$,(#9300,#8142,#919),#925); 
#14434= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SXyY$nDXC8f9Ni1xQV_wG',#
5,$,$,(#2005,#937),#940); 
#14435= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Bz4Ya6az8Afmd9ISsOBNE',#5,
$,$,(#2026,#2005,#971,#937),#944); 
#14436= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2T$u5T9QrF191UruQNh_KM',#5,
$,$,(#937),#952); 
#14437= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0RhoEYslH0JeXmR08i642H',#5,$
,$,(#954),#957); 
#14438= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3K27JvCe9Fiwe1MjFH5r_B',#5,$,
$,(#954),#959); 
#14439= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3L8K69p5XFNPCny1b_I3c0',#5,$
,$,(#2026,#971),#974); 
#14440= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3UePk8iqPCjxURG5bRjNSt',#5,$,
$,(#971),#982); 
#14441= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0D0nXjobr9n8N1nxBaiFvV',#5,$,
$,(#984),#988); 
#14442= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3uGb3EYxn9zPupGhVxeXdC',#5,
$,$,(#984),#990); 
#14443= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3adQE3n3z7K8WQrMXi$g0x',#5,
$,$,(#2042,#1002),#1005); 
#14444= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2SNGW6zV5FceIKDa66s7tj',#5,$
,$,(#2042,#1002),#1009); 
#14445= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Rcx0hYZz148wAIKfYeerO',#5,$
,$,(#1002),#1017); 
#14446= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3htDyJ7XzAIwxeGYbAWTY8',#
5,$,$,(#1019),#1022); 
#14447= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3UmtpfmGnC3uV8RPEKkCxo',#
5,$,$,(#1019),#1024); 
#14448= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Iflt3yJ97UuvEGmA0xdAR',#5,$,
$,(#2063,#1036),#1038); 
#14449= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20o8_Sh8n9HRWM_mwPwC6j',#
5,$,$,(#2063,#1036),#1041); 
#14450= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('39IXROAcHFEwD2mAFnDOS2',
#5,$,$,(#1036),#1049); 
#14451= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09AtJkWcf5$vfmzlaZNAxj',#5,$,
$,(#1051),#1055); 
#14452= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2CWZyp185EcfI0VsZMTPzV',#5,
$,$,(#1051),#1057); 
#14453= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('34_iIygQb4fwXXG$hq3zXo',#5,$
,$,(#2084,#1069),#1072); 
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#14454= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1VZsgGwGr40exsWE72LNsC',#5
,$,$,(#1069),#1075); 
#14455= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gJGvj65P3g89ZO29teOqB',#5,$,
$,(#1069),#1083); 
#14456= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0bY_5yFaD8wgbqSxE32Bsd',#5,$
,$,(#1085),#1089); 
#14457= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2KYUhlWW1FkQOhSDhrJcRf',#
5,$,$,(#1085),#1091); 
#14458= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0PyCKu1810uOH8gfpesU1q',#5,$
,$,(#2106,#1103),#1106); 
#14459= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1mwIFsYof9IvvDGoWj316U',#5,
$,$,(#1103),#1110); 
#14460= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3iWpN$dLrAR8b6GLzOl6KE',#5,
$,$,(#1103),#1118); 
#14461= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IGFTgxjLA_hnqQ4R2vF3i',#5,$,
$,(#1120),#1124); 
#14462= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('32SAWTsUv4nuoNFgG3ig2K',#5,
$,$,(#2128,#1136),#1139); 
#14463= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Lr_o5OKDC9gaoYu5OMqIF',#5,
$,$,(#2128,#1136),#1143); 
#14464= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ufrtm8SL6afa4KeNnqeRR',#5,$,
$,(#1136),#1151); 
#14465= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0SzMyhvpn1SuDohqwn$u_V',#5,
$,$,(#1153),#1157); 
#14466= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1bYBk9cM59sBFzx5o3kQe$',#5,$
,$,(#1492,#1153),#1159); 
#14467= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2MG0BDto56R8DNWMXMXotr',
#5,$,$,(#2149,#1171),#1174); 
#14468= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jT$3bZb97NPnsH8BmGCrz',#5,
$,$,(#2149,#1171),#1177); 
#14469= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1GWjU5S2D31hbLcnxoRqHK',#5
,$,$,(#1171),#1185); 
#14470= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1suFm8ckH9cfrXQq6LGGSi',#5,$
,$,(#1187),#1191); 
#14471= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('29uVPSc616p9FxGbpI7yy6',#5,$,
$,(#9531,#1187),#1193); 
#14472= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1S3YolsVnFbvJqWPIa0yu9',#5,$,
$,(#2170,#1205),#1208); 
#14473= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gtf8KAe54JwT1JhGuwsOT',#5,$
,$,(#2170,#1205),#1212); 
#14474= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OYWzcl655OP3xZS9gLJXe',#5,
$,$,(#1205),#1220); 
#14475= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2phTSPZFP63O_ZkFy_dUmr',#5,
$,$,(#1222),#1226); 
#14476= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('14JVRHY$D1uw50C1f7PUue',#5,
$,$,(#1222),#1228); 
#14477= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Bto1XcL5EnPDwsvAIXCDq',#5,
$,$,(#2191,#1240),#1243); 
#14478= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20uc_$bOTBeeUtoPiZeIyk',#5,$,$
,(#2191,#1240),#1246); 
#14479= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3LsyjlwwX1YgHmItE4zWDi',#5,
$,$,(#1240),#1254); 
#14480= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RgJBCAmTAbvbu3S5RR$wW',
#5,$,$,(#1256),#1260); 
#14481= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3iRJQ7X5XBDxYz2hYN1VaU',#
5,$,$,(#1256),#1262); 
#14482= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3q_0wANlP8xfK4667zOj0z',#5,$,
$,(#2212,#1274),#1277); 
#14483= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3gOq2x9uv9CgftcUchhmph',#5,$,
$,(#2212,#1274),#1280); 
#14484= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0stIFvBtT0Fw10kwq2Qp0M',#5,$
,$,(#1274),#1288); 
#14485= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3sNiWDFmP69AkJrHIpBlkR',#5,
$,$,(#1290),#1293); 
#14486= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10PKSgnzzCzRIsNNXcxCnW',#5,
$,$,(#1290),#1295); 
#14487= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2YcSA1jkf85xJJwnVuljsp',#5,$,$,
(#2233,#1307),#1309); 
#14488= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ze9nZbvP9a9XQG9d1rsnj',#5,$,$
,(#2233,#1307),#1312); 
#14489= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zd4KMcFDBVQxMne7A_ACx',
#5,$,$,(#1307),#1320); 
#14490= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0MdNRf0tTFQPcESPKnLFFI',#5,
$,$,(#1322),#1326); 
#14491= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3e1dZZZbX3hAUZHlDJLrMh',#5
,$,$,(#1322),#1328); 
#14492= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OuOhoyuLBWvy0hrpVYeY$',#5
,$,$,(#2254,#1340),#1343); 
#14493= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2AvjiMujvDyx91RmCDi14O',#5,
$,$,(#1340),#1346); 
#14494= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1AgL5aeNz0bBkN0tiEzCT2',#5,$,
$,(#1340),#1354); 
#14495= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ApEtp2Zr33xxv1GzZ67Wl',#5,$,
$,(#1356),#1359); 
#14496= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0$OBAvZ818NRTPfUSl0lJW',#5,
$,$,(#9245,#1356),#1361); 
#14497= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0C2xMZEvnFKRn6lej9TIaH',#5,$
,$,(#2276,#1373),#1376); 
#14498= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('34shEC6_X83BRhGa_Z52Wy',#5,
$,$,(#1373),#1378); 
#14499= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2SFtMD_anCOOcnRzFFdvaW',#5
,$,$,(#1373),#1386); 
#14500= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_ovl5s0H7$folC565GZOg',#5,$,
$,(#1423,#1388),#1392); 
#14501= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2JYAh5RWL41BAv1fPqwbD1',#
5,$,$,(#1388),#1394); 
#14502= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0LZW2$Jnf9duil_c47ZNJ4',#5,$,$
,(#2318,#2298,#1433,#1406),#1409); 
#14503= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Kh0vrlQ1FYfldHxqz4OIe',#5,$,$
,(#2318,#2298,#1433,#1406),#1413); 
#14504= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15ob16jBHCQOeSSbILPRsI',#5,$
,$,(#1406),#1421); 
#14505= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JP$hFW49CZ8KXIFLnCNp0',#5
,$,$,(#1423),#1425); 
#14506= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1u2BmeVJ96GxnZxcE3uQ1g',#5,
$,$,(#1433),#1441); 
#14507= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Tn5JlkIbAGhSMSYd7F5SW',#5,
$,$,(#1477,#1443),#1447); 
#14508= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ICsuEAa5FPvf4aCNhZ9qr',#5,$,
$,(#1443),#1449); 
#14509= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0oqEFhVNz33gUquDIikHDn',#5,
$,$,(#2360,#2339,#1487,#1461),#1464); 
#14510= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RQa0B$j55HeEkPVlAzhye',#5,$
,$,(#1487,#1461),#1467); 
#14511= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3XdDuZjg5BjBoSbQ8hbOX4',#5,
$,$,(#1461),#1475); 
#14512= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RlYM7mMf0KO92CnWx_HSZ',
#5,$,$,(#1477),#1479); 
#14513= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0T1DoltaXCj9jktXlU9Ku$',#5,$,$
,(#1487),#1490); 
#14514= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0UzIqWN4n07BWRvNjB$9dM',#
5,$,$,(#1492),#1496); 
#14515= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0aE2LDg7j70xy9$OITlFr4',#5,$,$
,(#2381,#1508),#1511); 
#14516= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1v4fsxc_TBuOp6BYgMpZvQ',#5,
$,$,(#1508),#1514); 
#14517= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3a4C4dAALELRRG2ov8rHwl',#5
,$,$,(#1508),#1522); 
#14518= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('03WppNFI9EZB$_9R90A9zi',#5,
$,$,(#1524),#1528); 
#14519= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YaGidJJvEZRugbE95uDGG',#5,
$,$,(#1524),#1530); 
#14520= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1yiSVBmDPBUeMlYLsxEgbr',#5,
$,$,(#2403,#1542),#1545); 
#14521= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('01uJZ9nkbFjw5LtQaq7LPf',#5,$,$
,(#2403,#1542),#1549); 
#14522= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3N0wto9kD1VfV$uTOMbBJm',#
5,$,$,(#1542),#1557); 
#14523= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0BOUoiLIb43hDeRcT_nuwf',#5,$
,$,(#1559),#1564); 
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#14524= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ANMVEZvz9qAJgrC8mNMFX',
#5,$,$,(#10969,#10960,#10951,#10937,#10908,#10886,#10862,#10839,
#10830,#10820,#10802,#10789,#10746,#10717,#10404,#10395,#10374,
#10341,#10332,#10323,#10267,#10258,#10232,#10185,#10176,#10167,
#10083,#10058,#10024,#9997,#9988,#9979,#9904,#9879,#9824,#9735,
#9710,#9682,#3847,#3839,#3831,#3823,#3815,#3807,#3799,#3791,#37
83,#3775,#3767,#3759,#3751,#3743,#3735,#3727,#3719,#3711,#3703,#
3695,#3687,#3678,#3663,#3655,#3647,#3639,#3627,#3619,#3611,#360
3,#3595,#3587,#3579,#3570,#3560,#3552,#3544,#3536,#3528,#3520,#3
512,#3504,#3496,#3488,#3480,#3472,#3464,#3456,#3448,#3440,#3432,
#3424,#3416,#3408,#3400,#3392,#3383,#3366,#3358,#3350,#3342,#33
25,#3317,#3309,#3301,#3293,#3285,#3277,#3263,#3251,#3242,#3233,#
3224,#3215,#3206,#3197,#3188,#3179,#3170,#3161,#3152,#3143,#313
4,#3125,#3116,#3107,#3098,#3089,#3080,#3071,#3062,#3053,#3044,#3
032,#3023,#3014,#3005,#2996,#2987,#2978,#2969,#2960,#2951,#2942,
#2928,#2914,#2900,#2886,#2872,#2858,#2844,#2830,#2816,#2797,#27
83,#2769,#2755,#2741,#2727,#2713,#2699,#2680,#2666,#2652,#2638,#
2624,#2610,#2596,#2582,#2568,#2554,#2540,#2523,#2509,#2492,#247
8,#2459,#2440,#2413,#1661,#1629,#1595,#1559),#1566); 
#14525= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3hjEQuC1XB8uUEv3eV8vro',#5,
$,$,(#10797,#1578),#1581); 
#14526= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Knx$R7gz2MeLNTfhfMPdt',#5,
$,$,(#10797,#1578),#1585); 
#14527= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cvtMnrSXE5PkR0nJ$WrM7',#5,
$,$,(#1578),#1593); 
#14528= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('379eqKj8L4nhFOXhpJj$e7',#5,$,$
,(#1595),#1600); 
#14529= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2FN4AnLvzCvxS1KHl6lf$r',#5,$,
$,(#10810,#1612),#1615); 
#14530= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('297vkfJE967Bnl2R3P3IVj',#5,$,$,
(#10810,#1612),#1619); 
#14531= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2I$cgaDTP2igzq9yJh6M98',#5,$,$
,(#1612),#1627); 
#14532= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('25Pp20eWHAMPgFyfseL$TM',#5
,$,$,(#1629),#1634); 
#14533= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kZ3qdH9b1zeGhs3tHX7Xe',#5,$
,$,(#10828,#1644),#1648); 
#14534= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0iPP7cPYP6CwtBrV9cKfJ5',#5,$,
$,(#10828,#1644),#1653); 
#14535= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0NrCphaRf7M9_gNbGBILL3',#5,
$,$,(#10977,#10967,#10958,#10944,#10915,#10897,#10874,#10837,#10
828,#10782,#10710,#10694,#10677,#10656,#10634,#10607,#10575,#10
551,#10536,#10492,#10472,#10411,#10402,#10390,#10381,#10348,#10
339,#10330,#10285,#10274,#10265,#10251,#10239,#10192,#10183,#10
174,#10119,#10096,#10071,#10056,#10037,#10004,#9995,#9986,#9939
,#9917,#9892,#9867,#9838,#9748,#9723,#9697,#9603,#3853,#3845,#38
37,#3829,#3821,#3813,#3805,#3797,#3789,#3781,#3773,#3765,#3757,#
3749,#3741,#3733,#3725,#3717,#3709,#3701,#3693,#3685,#3673,#366
1,#3653,#3645,#3634,#3625,#3617,#3609,#3601,#3593,#3585,#3577,#3
568,#3558,#3550,#3542,#3534,#3526,#3518,#3510,#3502,#3494,#3486,
#3478,#3470,#3462,#3454,#3446,#3438,#3430,#3422,#3414,#3406,#33
98,#3390,#3376,#3364,#3356,#3348,#3333,#3323,#3315,#3307,#3299,#
3291,#3283,#3272,#3258,#3249,#3240,#3231,#3222,#3213,#3204,#319
5,#3186,#3177,#3168,#3159,#3150,#3141,#3132,#3123,#3114,#3105,#3
096,#3087,#3078,#3069,#3060,#3051,#3039,#3030,#3021,#3012,#3003,
#2994,#2985,#2976,#2967,#2958,#2949,#2937,#2923,#2909,#2895,#28
81,#2867,#2853,#2839,#2825,#2806,#2792,#2778,#2764,#2750,#2736,#
2722,#2708,#2689,#2675,#2661,#2647,#2633,#2619,#2605,#2591,#257
7,#2563,#2549,#2532,#2518,#2501,#2487,#2468,#2449,#2427,#1675,#1
644),#1654); 
#14536= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2423sju7rE9OwbqUaEjOxy',#5,$,
$,(#10828,#1644),#1659); 
#14537= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3PiRtmeV5Fvgx7mK7DWmDQ',#
5,$,$,(#1661),#1665); 
#14538= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3G23vyMyH8XAjNo9gEhGSE',#
5,$,$,(#10837,#1675),#1678); 
#14539= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3mUQ23RR1EtP4h2r14aR$z',#5,$
,$,(#10837,#1675),#1682); 
#14540= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ioexbVLP1$O0ScBWNGZjr',#5,
$,$,(#10837,#1675),#1687); 
#14541= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0yWy9FFebB3v09rEikPqXe',#5,$,
$,(#1689),#1691); 
#14542= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3BJAcQ4iH6hgMIC$$PnMR3',#5,
$,$,(#1689),#1693); 
#14543= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KLMeDLy9C8xOYF9DAoPWd',
#5,$,$,(#1699),#1707); 
#14544= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3rW6vHEvf7jhn3CDQuJ_j$',#5,$,
$,(#1709),#1710); 
#14545= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QYFmg0cz0TBRrOG8hlZ7g',#5,
$,$,(#1709),#1712); 
#14546= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Kp4YtKijEQRZg5P3BVopY',#5,
$,$,(#1718),#1726); 
#14547= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('13nPvkUU9FIxVwSEOaGL14',#5
,$,$,(#1744,#1728),#1729); 
#14548= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2QbVFk7d94YgOyb9SqYEPy',#5,
$,$,(#8771,#1728),#1731); 
#14549= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2KyL3$w0H6D9yHgUhpQ7qj',#5,
$,$,(#1739),#1742); 
#14550= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ET1j9Y4XFchaQudo1ArNY',#5,
$,$,(#8933,#1744),#1746); 
#14551= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2N9tZAW7PFnO6OPR6fwjEh',#5
,$,$,(#1754),#1762); 
#14552= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2B9NUoko11_PjUQF4Bcos4',#5,$
,$,(#1764),#1765); 
#14553= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1TfwPapSb9fvg_Gb0xCFn4',#5,$,
$,(#1764),#1767); 
#14554= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0VunbNZ65F1RlPEPsJVSHz',#5,
$,$,(#1775),#1778); 
#14555= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Oh3lGomH0q86iPeUErm32',#5,$
,$,(#1780),#1781); 
#14556= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$rGU7DIr5HgwKQ965b0RG',#5,
$,$,(#1789),#1792); 
#14557= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2W_ApRt_5DNflgMZNrHepB',#5
,$,$,(#1794),#1795); 
#14558= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RgAPyRmvDMPS1oV9VoTL9',
#5,$,$,(#9555,#1794),#1797); 
#14559= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ZMm37v_H8ZB8P6yaMh1hK',#
5,$,$,(#1805),#1813); 
#14560= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1pqn$hk8TEPeYCXi02XY2c',#5,
$,$,(#1815),#1816); 
#14561= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1uQJKhNUz5Rhn2Bs3vRyIG',#5,
$,$,(#1815),#1818); 
#14562= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0twmEPvV51cuQCXdC69KH2',#
5,$,$,(#1826),#1834); 
#14563= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Qgmw6uiDBfQaTKeLoAvI$',#5,
$,$,(#1857,#1836),#1837); 
#14564= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36rVyWBGL0Ig8WV2nWeGbD',
#5,$,$,(#1836),#1839); 
#14565= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3JuwYa0Eb5FuLRRK1o4zLJ',#5,
$,$,(#1847),#1855); 
#14566= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2d34V42cHFl8E9HWhH6Dta',#5,
$,$,(#1857),#1859); 
#14567= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xDP9b1DnEoQa_rr3ef6cB',#5,$,
$,(#1867),#1875); 
#14568= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3G3hSwgPj5ehPwiizV8LYv',#5,$,
$,(#1877),#1878); 
#14569= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3d55YquG5FngBhdcJ6RGzS',#5,$
,$,(#1877),#1880); 
#14570= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_1hhMMTH0ie9E1NiJPkj$',#5,$,
$,(#1888),#1891); 
#14571= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0fDFJs6f942gJ9tVF3YvWa',#5,$,
$,(#1893),#1894); 
#14572= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1zRYysd3DE5O8z75YG5SJV',#5,
$,$,(#1893),#1896); 
#14573= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3KfcMEe$n9lRYAs6I$z5FZ',#5,$,
$,(#1904),#1912); 
#14574= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1U3TvA$sbF28YMkAskeKVv',#5
,$,$,(#1914),#1915); 
#14575= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1PhYkpS41FZ8a$QcNy52Qg',#5,
$,$,(#1914),#1917); 
#14576= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xb00B7X1C1uPZ5FPz18oA',#5,
$,$,(#1923),#1931); 
#14577= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xZeV5qY16MO02ItB_$XO4',#5,
$,$,(#1933),#1934); 
#14578= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('16qqASR$rESQrE2tC8Hpl$',#5,$,
$,(#6560,#1933),#1936); 
#14579= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1GCCf985D2ChVllHJVJliV',#5,$,
$,(#1942),#1950); 
#14580= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qriovnvXDqOp$vg1qNweW',#5,
$,$,(#1952),#1953); 
#14581= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0pynYVoiPCcOCxOTU_jF8n',#5,
$,$,(#1952),#1955); 
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#14582= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2JwwRs8kX75fMcLFVom9Zo',#5
,$,$,(#1963),#1971); 
#14583= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1wU$hJre51m9EMC0G6THmc',#
5,$,$,(#1973),#1974); 
#14584= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UruHPtD9ASv8bev16fDoc',#5,$,
$,(#1973),#1976); 
#14585= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2CP7slsvX6swhem7DDbxRL',#5,
$,$,(#1984),#1992); 
#14586= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_JURwzzrAUBWw_4QW4pl1',#
5,$,$,(#1994),#1995); 
#14587= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28AVfzSMf38BK5SoCmBCPs',#5
,$,$,(#1994),#1997); 
#14588= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2kj9bJ0ln8fxSM7EiLYABy',#5,$,
$,(#2005),#2013); 
#14589= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2k6XeNKlb2kfzRvEz8qSEh',#5,$,
$,(#2015),#2016); 
#14590= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15paom2LHEVxXxILAOjXUH',#
5,$,$,(#2015),#2018); 
#14591= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zwQiZMN96o9pOdWVdVjxk',#
5,$,$,(#2026),#2029); 
#14592= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0EFTuZdi53DgpSm7x71VGm',#5,
$,$,(#2031),#2032); 
#14593= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3m9HrWJ9f0HuQMai6C4sOA',#5
,$,$,(#7760,#2031),#2034); 
#14594= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('03slt5Q0zAJw9tRQnFDoRK',#5,$
,$,(#2042),#2050); 
#14595= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ojxSj129FhwzJltBbahYZ',#5,$,$,
(#2052),#2053); 
#14596= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1BXSEjShT0w9ZSRDXxc69d',#5,
$,$,(#8602,#7327,#2052),#2055); 
#14597= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3G3MaiFl5D_eo$1d8Y93Hs',#5,$,
$,(#2063),#2071); 
#14598= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ywEcj4B59ogrewFW19S3U',#5,
$,$,(#2073),#2074); 
#14599= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_quCT3KH9Uvg4wxLzz90g',#5,
$,$,(#2073),#2076); 
#14600= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Hz1y3Tor1P8a7Z9lz7WeZ',#5,$,
$,(#2084),#2085); 
#14601= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JEhGI$LvAU9wx$2BclDfJ',#5,$,
$,(#2084),#2093); 
#14602= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2XzdQLoOzDsh2U2oYiGrPY',#5,
$,$,(#2095),#2096); 
#14603= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0r6UJ1tZHAe9oFLLrIolNt',#5,$,$,
(#2095),#2098); 
#14604= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3K_y2DR51A_fzQe1Pwtyqf',#5,$,
$,(#2106),#2107); 
#14605= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1P59nYot98GgzXNMmadjse',#5,$
,$,(#2106),#2115); 
#14606= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_9YCiS3jBkRqhFCwClAuL',#5,
$,$,(#2117),#2118); 
#14607= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2X3jjmmKD8dA0KW$fL69ao',#5
,$,$,(#2117),#2120); 
#14608= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('25cEqb_3T0nQlzlkwKkgBi',#5,$,
$,(#2128),#2136); 
#14609= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38SF_fWa13y9nh8YzbeviM',#5,$,
$,(#2138),#2139); 
#14610= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3yMHO6Ie5AMuwozExk0WPU',
#5,$,$,(#2138),#2141); 
#14611= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3awezD5XnCLPYZvFWeD2iJ',#5
,$,$,(#2149),#2157); 
#14612= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('14jYNEDOP3y8HXsg7KpTO9',#
5,$,$,(#2159),#2160); 
#14613= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0unFlNACHCWPahbmvK3XPS',#
5,$,$,(#2159),#2162); 
#14614= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0q6UpAlljDSh4msBGIuhQt',#5,$,
$,(#2170),#2178); 
#14615= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1b5j_Cm2vBCuF_0OfmvmEH',#5
,$,$,(#2180),#2181); 
#14616= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3PMOXWVNf0UQeZTzb4KInW',
#5,$,$,(#2180),#2183); 
#14617= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_3kykmkH6qeVpY_WI2SHk',#5,
$,$,(#2191),#2199); 
#14618= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cMCmS5FTDyulA9LExRO8u',#
5,$,$,(#2201),#2202); 
#14619= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wdT0RZ6L4gBGUoiOGcw_f',#5
,$,$,(#2201),#2204); 
#14620= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2BqkBKJzXBhh_rDBM2SSZF',#5
,$,$,(#2212),#2220); 
#14621= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0cYs6QYvr54R$DHqFkTQ2z',#5,
$,$,(#2222),#2223); 
#14622= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0S5ef3OKr17hMEXDxYkPKE',#5
,$,$,(#2222),#2225); 
#14623= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IdWcidWT2GxxVKO5Du9Ar',#
5,$,$,(#2233),#2241); 
#14624= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36RRbS00fArf8DkMAaUx$x',#5,
$,$,(#2243),#2244); 
#14625= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10jTTwgej9uR1oia4jetB_',#5,$,$,(
#2243),#2246); 
#14626= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1D48BBaCn0dwUmRoPAo5yE',#
5,$,$,(#2254),#2255); 
#14627= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0IKkcA5V18aQMTePgrzMij',#5,$
,$,(#2254),#2263); 
#14628= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ltTXbK5n3L8Gq3w_J9x9N',#5,$
,$,(#2265),#2266); 
#14629= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('31qdqpb1f6mOTEFLmokLC0',#5,
$,$,(#2265),#2268); 
#14630= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3teZQjVPT8tvULx7M20iWe',#5,$
,$,(#2276),#2277); 
#14631= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1dm8Utg9n4HRe3fyKOwPfz',#5,$
,$,(#2276),#2285); 
#14632= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('018bNA8afCNfdC_G1IeKnX',#5,
$,$,(#2308,#2287),#2288); 
#14633= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0cenoBOc15HOi_ePKJopyw',#5,$
,$,(#4488,#2287),#2290); 
#14634= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1GovprOp1Cifi0cSDJ0brj',#5,$,$,(
#2298),#2306); 
#14635= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('01zEFz8szFgQfRCTQ66mGf',#5,
$,$,(#2308),#2310); 
#14636= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qGXyMi597mh13jNGEsVf0',#5,
$,$,(#2318),#2326); 
#14637= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2YaCioeDzAEeoyL0eAI46y',#5,$,
$,(#2350,#2328),#2329); 
#14638= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KTfTcA5zBbQgjbtcczEXF',#5,$,
$,(#2328),#2331); 
#14639= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1OTJTTapfFUfHDXJHcVug0',#5,
$,$,(#2360,#2339),#2340); 
#14640= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2DiIslIkz4AA8oHKWEA93P',#5,
$,$,(#2339),#2348); 
#14641= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ib9ifzlL2tOgtAbNrvOEi',#5,$,$,(
#2350),#2352); 
#14642= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3dBKyyMx1AZe6YRJUinNwz',#
5,$,$,(#2360),#2368); 
#14643= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2srvOXU1XE18TRin67e7Mz',#5,
$,$,(#2370),#2371); 
#14644= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0r5S7Sr0T9dRXDAs5eRaBc',#5,$
,$,(#2370),#2373); 
#14645= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36o3e_jPX2zeicvMfLAOXW',#5,
$,$,(#2381),#2382); 
#14646= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('394s43iA9D0OeCsElBfFxh',#5,$,
$,(#2381),#2390); 
#14647= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ehJ_FG9b7RAJm8fLFOiRE',#5,$
,$,(#2392),#2393); 
#14648= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3gC9JYPMD9YuRuxWOcRHIn',#
5,$,$,(#2392),#2395); 
#14649= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3bstRdujP3MQ6xLWN0FrTP',#5,
$,$,(#2403),#2411); 
#14650= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WDEolLNv8SgPR7lBxD7Ir',#5,
$,$,(#2413),#2417); 
#14651= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2L1PpIoGr0bgDBnwMIgslu',#5,$,
$,(#2949,#2427),#2430); 
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#14652= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2AfjXIQyL9$gDOYmNsMOLq',#
5,$,$,(#3853,#3845,#3837,#3829,#3821,#3813,#3805,#3797,#3789,#378
1,#3773,#3765,#3757,#3749,#3741,#3733,#3725,#3717,#3709,#3701,#3
693,#3685,#3673,#3661,#3653,#3645,#3634,#3625,#3617,#3609,#3601,
#3593,#3585,#3577,#3568,#3558,#3550,#3542,#3534,#3526,#3518,#35
10,#3502,#3494,#3486,#3478,#3470,#3462,#3454,#3446,#3438,#3430,#
3422,#3414,#3406,#3398,#3390,#3376,#3364,#3356,#3348,#3333,#332
3,#3315,#3307,#3299,#3291,#3283,#3272,#3258,#3249,#3240,#3231,#3
222,#3213,#3204,#3195,#3186,#3177,#3168,#3159,#3150,#3141,#3132,
#3123,#3114,#3105,#3096,#3087,#3078,#3069,#3060,#3051,#3039,#30
30,#3021,#3012,#3003,#2994,#2985,#2976,#2967,#2958,#2949,#2937,#
2923,#2909,#2895,#2881,#2867,#2853,#2839,#2825,#2806,#2792,#277
8,#2764,#2750,#2736,#2722,#2708,#2689,#2675,#2661,#2647,#2633,#2
619,#2605,#2591,#2577,#2563,#2549,#2532,#2518,#2501,#2487,#2468,
#2449,#2427),#2433); 
#14653= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('336r$h5kzFG9xVuwmP0EES',#5,
$,$,(#2994,#2949,#2518,#2427),#2438); 
#14654= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gX6ZcSoj15Q3oP0lehPqp',#5,$,$
,(#2440),#2443); 
#14655= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2EsEdqEjX6pxUl8$FX2q$X',#5,$
,$,(#2958,#2449),#2452); 
#14656= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3w4LvYEgDFQxBwn7W77qVM',
#5,$,$,(#3186,#3141,#3114,#3051,#3021,#3012,#2958,#2825,#2750,#27
08,#2605,#2563,#2549,#2449),#2457); 
#14657= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('04XlEJYEP6XxZYpAaodYUP',#5
,$,$,(#2459),#2462); 
#14658= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3NfC0H3hv5yRBCXuERoY_Z',#
5,$,$,(#2967,#2468),#2471); 
#14659= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1C0ilQyJb5Ue2JptYJahbY',#5,$,$,
(#3845,#3837,#3829,#3821,#3813,#3805,#3797,#3789,#3781,#3773,#37
65,#3757,#3749,#3741,#3733,#3725,#3717,#3709,#3701,#3693,#3685,#
3661,#3653,#3645,#3625,#3617,#3609,#3601,#3593,#3585,#3577,#356
8,#3558,#3550,#3542,#3534,#3526,#3518,#3510,#3502,#3494,#3486,#3
478,#3470,#3462,#3454,#3446,#3438,#3430,#3422,#3414,#3406,#3398,
#3390,#3364,#3356,#3348,#3323,#3315,#3307,#3299,#3291,#3283,#32
72,#3249,#3240,#3231,#3222,#3213,#3195,#3168,#3159,#3150,#3132,#
3078,#3069,#3060,#3030,#2976,#2967,#2937,#2923,#2909,#2895,#288
1,#2867,#2839,#2792,#2778,#2764,#2736,#2647,#2633,#2619,#2577,#2
487,#2468),#2476); 
#14660= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0jRCXr2VPAKBMX3jU$fpvR',#5
,$,$,(#2478),#2481); 
#14661= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qazXrrGX7jvOczfR3YjLN',#5,$,
$,(#2976,#2487),#2490); 
#14662= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0hMQtQ3Sr3F8RjYF7n7Nwg',#5,
$,$,(#2492),#2495); 
#14663= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3stB6lglrFxPZMtLM8xk1S',#5,$,$
,(#2985,#2501),#2504); 
#14664= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2cLr8yJ$92jewXqnGdVXjP',#5,$,
$,(#3123,#3096,#3087,#2985,#2722,#2675,#2661,#2591,#2501),#2507); 
#14665= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3K$8eRkSrE9BFd$LygRhsK',#5,$
,$,(#2509),#2512); 
#14666= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2nwYJVVfTDKOpVByoWc02z',#
5,$,$,(#2994,#2518),#2521); 
#14667= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36KsnRpaXEyhNBKv33796f',#5,
$,$,(#2523),#2526); 
#14668= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1fvMa03aD1rB52tP7Py9G8',#5,$,
$,(#3003,#2532),#2535); 
#14669= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0CMi1l2bL24v0qSHdFvOxo',#5,$
,$,(#3003,#2532),#2538); 
#14670= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3reN3CoW58NwIHT61ynFau',#5,
$,$,(#2540),#2543); 
#14671= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2GeNssk9z0IuPj4Mhapszr',#5,$,$,
(#3012,#2549),#2552); 
#14672= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2hLzeHcu9DXAzStvXiXbsW',#5,
$,$,(#2554),#2557); 
#14673= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1LokP6s2rDAx7DtwM$bjYl',#5,$
,$,(#3021,#2563),#2566); 
#14674= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0DGZqMju1CTAWAyGRrpO92',
#5,$,$,(#2568),#2571); 
#14675= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0RzVlkgw5ASObCijR8Pp4M',#5,
$,$,(#3030,#2577),#2580); 
#14676= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2oHtlO0YTBCfzxkszeWMvQ',#5,
$,$,(#2582),#2585); 
#14677= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2aJFX$vIf6_RNxDEbT5vMH',#5,
$,$,(#3039,#2591),#2594); 
#14678= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0rkgYZwfvBcgKzM$cbtYdx',#5,$
,$,(#2596),#2599); 
#14679= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FYbMxt5HDTf771xrkRc7R',#5,$
,$,(#3051,#2605),#2608); 
#14680= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0N4DYk8vTDbA30WNWuE59m'
,#5,$,$,(#2610),#2613); 
#14681= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2SA249_r99bwX_EGasdCIn',#5,$
,$,(#3060,#2619),#2622); 
#14682= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1aHR0rxzj6ReD7SjH1z5ym',#5,$,
$,(#2624),#2627); 
#14683= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('03v_CGiOL1LOPDNj2Nd49t',#5,
$,$,(#3069,#2633),#2636); 
#14684= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0JXInOByj7n9_KOafrJvnX',#5,$,
$,(#2638),#2641); 
#14685= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cO7RwcE545gUXEA4HLXGl',#
5,$,$,(#3078,#2647),#2650); 
#14686= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36PSWH75r6rQ_7piJiBiv1',#5,$,$
,(#2652),#2655); 
#14687= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0jzRIlLO9F9hx8R2qxnWTc',#5,$,
$,(#3087,#2661),#2664); 
#14688= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3V$utXcLPCvxJWntMtdPaA',#5,
$,$,(#2666),#2669); 
#14689= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0tTHXMrPf6gO_XcLtsLaOd',#5,$
,$,(#3096,#2675),#2678); 
#14690= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1RlwL5lq54quwzV9sJ_DAB',#5,$
,$,(#2680),#2683); 
#14691= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3nwsut3WHCeeJNV0Ul6o4H',#5,
$,$,(#3105,#2689),#2692); 
#14692= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1fA6ThemL08P_VbyYIXKaX',#5,
$,$,(#3204,#3105,#2853,#2689),#2697); 
#14693= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qvpVbz6H3uR9AN6BA4yWK',#
5,$,$,(#2699),#2702); 
#14694= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0F9NELbFP1KBVTHY9FbtZs',#5
,$,$,(#3114,#2708),#2711); 
#14695= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_WTAcOW52qQNXYw4bg8lZ',
#5,$,$,(#2713),#2716); 
#14696= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kzCYqfGz9NAlX11TQW1Ek',#5
,$,$,(#3123,#2722),#2725); 
#14697= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2JLglH2Fv66fZtdjE1RoEn',#5,$,$,
(#2727),#2730); 
#14698= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$opQ2WZj5SOfM7mI8d_Nq',#5,
$,$,(#3132,#2736),#2739); 
#14699= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09FL4t5v91MO6KjpQn8HNQ',#5,
$,$,(#2741),#2744); 
#14700= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0rKcBkw3f8cflVbChVooQ4',#5,$,
$,(#3141,#2750),#2753); 
#14701= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('01tcRsVQXE7gsbgPosuJXA',#5,$
,$,(#2755),#2758); 
#14702= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Zsj0PW71DUgL1mhXx8j22',#5,
$,$,(#3150,#2764),#2767); 
#14703= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2tBScXDOP73umON7upjlrh',#5,$
,$,(#2769),#2772); 
#14704= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('392yP2NvH3nQBJKLy9IJw8',#5,
$,$,(#3159,#2778),#2781); 
#14705= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Qk7I39JDDx9iDyFrcB5Qa',#5,$,
$,(#2783),#2786); 
#14706= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0OpWpCqWr52PpcQxEkLpvI',#5,
$,$,(#3168,#2792),#2795); 
#14707= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kr6LVb9f1$9PU_BrGTGAc',#5,
$,$,(#2797),#2800); 
#14708= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21a9fWjPfEAhiyQDA_mADs',#5,
$,$,(#3177,#2806),#2809); 
#14709= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2idK1LgY9FYPpomFiv7Y70',#5,
$,$,(#3177,#2806),#2814); 
#14710= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3PTwrs7B12_8jOs1hnPJsP',#5,$,$
,(#2816),#2819); 
#14711= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37464b$LL8guKgpuGmMosC',#5,
$,$,(#3186,#2825),#2828); 
#14712= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10h9GKMr5FzwUraleSMLN7',#5,
$,$,(#2830),#2833); 
#14713= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1C$AaNy0DAVQmpBwl6cEYr',#
5,$,$,(#3195,#2839),#2842); 
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#14714= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vFFc4L9f0b9NI12B$Jz4K',#5,$,
$,(#2844),#2847); 
#14715= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2EfxkAVdvEzOCv18M9syK7',#5,
$,$,(#3204,#2853),#2856); 
#14716= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0D0SsZ$0bBrhwPZJzDwSd2',#5,
$,$,(#2858),#2861); 
#14717= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3aMaqLFm54FOc6RdXIkQ7D',#5
,$,$,(#3213,#2867),#2870); 
#14718= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2gWpJBakv9kvXZAZriea0h',#5,$,
$,(#2872),#2875); 
#14719= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0OXmRDbLz16eepVfAHLX1h',#
5,$,$,(#3222,#2881),#2884); 
#14720= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3BNavZAd1EbOlOuuoSJFuD',#5,
$,$,(#2886),#2889); 
#14721= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3wkkBLKjjBPfYocfQ$FySL',#5,$
,$,(#3231,#2895),#2898); 
#14722= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('068PGquuH96OOMFUp6dvfl',#5,
$,$,(#2900),#2903); 
#14723= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2nOcrxUh14DxbDGjXrS1x8',#5,$
,$,(#3240,#2909),#2912); 
#14724= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0$V4sYXBf2DOXZhfq$OH9y',#5
,$,$,(#2914),#2917); 
#14725= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10aOdJUvP92QUK6WrnYexo',#5,
$,$,(#3249,#2923),#2926); 
#14726= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0DMXMsO9HBGOu_RCsBbyLs',
#5,$,$,(#2928),#2931); 
#14727= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2wh8kPY3j1qeCTxDOegUx_',#5,
$,$,(#3258,#2937),#2940); 
#14728= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07Ny1Ip5j8vvDHf6kpcjML',#5,$,
$,(#2942),#2943); 
#14729= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ABP$7Rb56UfrON$Tvk$dF',#5,
$,$,(#2951),#2952); 
#14730= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IQT1YRsrALxD9NrpV0hWs',#5,
$,$,(#2960),#2961); 
#14731= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1LIWxiUYL7gOyYUnE6FvuO',#
5,$,$,(#2969),#2970); 
#14732= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1dH1b0x1T1ngW0xxGIo0Eo',#5,$
,$,(#2978),#2979); 
#14733= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1WgYumYpr5dBeFviNEosCw',#5
,$,$,(#2987),#2988); 
#14734= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1kNIAA08504BpJG9nkLbXL',#5,
$,$,(#2996),#2997); 
#14735= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2mh6yvQc5DQARWe3wEbgkJ',#
5,$,$,(#3005),#3006); 
#14736= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('31ELmTf9T8UuVLDXDIUmIc',#
5,$,$,(#3014),#3015); 
#14737= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1aa9gJyTX5kwEy4DbIXl2u',#5,$,
$,(#3023),#3024); 
#14738= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3iiYvyR7vCIfnk_E7knZ_B',#5,$,$
,(#3032),#3033); 
#14739= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36JsRYOdD9xAWbYQHaYB9b',
#5,$,$,(#3039),#3042); 
#14740= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1nVv9CvPv6Ue61J65xeyID',#5,$,
$,(#3044),#3045); 
#14741= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1F7DhZ1PHDluIFTZvZ8mA7',#5,
$,$,(#3053),#3054); 
#14742= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('16b1VT0cr0SgHpqrrkhXwq',#5,$,
$,(#3062),#3063); 
#14743= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0B$1s5OnHFJAlnXAtEfCpz',#5,$
,$,(#3071),#3072); 
#14744= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0thWB8iW98nRhVGcP4SzGb',#5,
$,$,(#3080),#3081); 
#14745= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2C3r2k45r2DwTQ8S_h7x0K',#5,$
,$,(#3089),#3090); 
#14746= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2tnZbXX_jAie7ELJW7RWDc',#5,
$,$,(#3098),#3099); 
#14747= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('17zRhT$dfDCQ_$iPja4vKY',#5,$,
$,(#3107),#3108); 
#14748= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ps3YDFhz5$P$bolW0oSyS',#5,$
,$,(#3116),#3117); 
#14749= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2DZ52sBPL5yQtUuz4fnez_',#5,$,
$,(#3125),#3126); 
#14750= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('11JZeDt358FesiHngF4wuW',#5,$,
$,(#3134),#3135); 
#14751= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2o70LgG3j5KeCz476HpG36',#5,$
,$,(#3143),#3144); 
#14752= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FN0MdnXXBG8thNfvL7AtT',#5
,$,$,(#3152),#3153); 
#14753= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ooWoWSJz7fewWmqNKnel2',#5
,$,$,(#3161),#3162); 
#14754= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2U7bWsn8v7bhTOiJlNMPhy',#5,
$,$,(#3170),#3171); 
#14755= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1DehE3v0v4hg0kJYN3WowS',#5,
$,$,(#3179),#3180); 
#14756= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3WClHNUqb4_x5MRYKoxYrV',
#5,$,$,(#3188),#3189); 
#14757= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Gnej7p8z59AzKYeaBNNS7',#5,
$,$,(#3197),#3198); 
#14758= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3_RkdjIMv0v9HwIgPsWLeJ',#5,$
,$,(#3206),#3207); 
#14759= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0SYVm7ezr0RezMJNstLlP5',#5,$,
$,(#3215),#3216); 
#14760= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3l1U_S7fbDIBYFBerR$eHO',#5,$
,$,(#3224),#3225); 
#14761= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1lHayVF2fBZeVAVOAeBOqW',#
5,$,$,(#3233),#3234); 
#14762= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3roRB5GZHEZPTQnyCTHai7',#5
,$,$,(#3242),#3243); 
#14763= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1VHVO7ygb2jAepx9YAtbWF',#5
,$,$,(#3251),#3252); 
#14764= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Vxe0Zli54jOm$AY8LGrEX',#5,
$,$,(#3258),#3261); 
#14765= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jwT1Y$kPBsfgxHqZM_c8j',#5,$
,$,(#3358,#3350,#3342,#3317,#3309,#3301,#3293,#3285,#3277,#3263),
#3266); 
#14766= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2N3S5MHQzCE9uOWehFVeuU',
#5,$,$,(#10977,#10967,#10958,#10944,#10925,#10915,#10897,#10874,
#3853,#3845,#3837,#3829,#3821,#3813,#3805,#3797,#3789,#3781,#37
73,#3765,#3757,#3749,#3741,#3733,#3725,#3717,#3709,#3701,#3693,#
3685,#3673,#3661,#3653,#3645,#3625,#3617,#3609,#3601,#3593,#358
5,#3577,#3568,#3558,#3550,#3542,#3534,#3526,#3518,#3510,#3502,#3
494,#3486,#3478,#3470,#3462,#3454,#3446,#3438,#3430,#3422,#3414,
#3406,#3398,#3390,#3376,#3364,#3356,#3348,#3323,#3315,#3307,#32
99,#3291,#3283,#3272),#3275); 
#14767= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0spg9IPdv30PnA55AMtwt5',#5,$,
$,(#3325),#3327); 
#14768= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ZY4Hywcb4kxQhZYXnc$Nd',#5
,$,$,(#3634,#3333),#3335); 
#14769= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3q3onRUKD9ZwK38cv6BLoq',#5
,$,$,(#3333),#3340); 
#14770= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1np9oAUlL68g1HJFuIfsjE',#5,$,$,
(#3366),#3368); 
#14771= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_43bYllvB9RXNnpTrdaIa',#5,$,
$,(#3376),#3381); 
#14772= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1VqTqWFg5DTgoA_DT6Rua3',#
5,$,$,(#3552,#3544,#3536,#3528,#3520,#3512,#3504,#3496,#3488,#348
0,#3472,#3464,#3456,#3448,#3440,#3432,#3424,#3416,#3408,#3400,#3
392,#3383),#3384); 
#14773= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10hF9Mt6nFkA$YE2_VKwvR',#5
,$,$,(#3560),#3562); 
#14774= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21G_amh7XFKfTesvAvN0uV',#5,
$,$,(#3655,#3647,#3639,#3619,#3611,#3603,#3595,#3587,#3579,#3570)
,#3571); 
#14775= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1y9hh$IOH0sANVcyJEFsOy',#5,$
,$,(#3627),#3628); 
#14776= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Znmps2EP6rfxc6ZnU20CA',#5,$
,$,(#3634),#3637); 
#14777= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2zQIK2Q1D6MB1rgdBenU_j',#5,
$,$,(#3663),#3665); 
#14778= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zd8arPwXC8A_jE3CM5KHH',#
5,$,$,(#3673),#3676); 
#14779= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1g$V2h_p5D8xYzZATXTcaS',#5,
$,$,(#3847,#3839,#3831,#3823,#3815,#3807,#3799,#3791,#3783,#3775,
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#3767,#3759,#3751,#3743,#3735,#3727,#3719,#3711,#3703,#3695,#36
87,#3678),#3679); 
#14780= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2s8OMBOmD5Kfb0PrqpGdw3',#
5,$,$,(#3853),#3856); 
#14781= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3B$lmIosT6A9Wfkc1TOZx3',#5,$
,$,(#3858),#3862); 
#14782= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0x0FrW4M97S8P3VUx$uqHE',#5
,$,$,(#6063,#3858),#3864); 
#14783= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IX03gXSzBq8hLRT5wnTFK',#5,
$,$,(#8491,#7139,#6071,#3875),#3877); 
#14784= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3KqzMXuM99Zhj4OiY9Xj5L',#5,
$,$,(#8491,#7139,#6071,#3875),#3881); 
#14785= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24v9wTkQT47AUNuW2FiTNc',#
5,$,$,(#6071,#3875),#3889); 
#14786= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2$EmUCyqD6TRuHCgsG4Esa',#
5,$,$,(#3891),#3894); 
#14787= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YfQ7Rxef07ODYG4XPFrcb',#5,
$,$,(#6073,#3891),#3896); 
#14788= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0OetF1cdL1k8D_NFe_nK40',#5,$
,$,(#8500,#7159,#6080,#3907),#3909); 
#14789= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1rS1DWOHj91PBJGakK4FeO',#5
,$,$,(#8500,#7159,#6080,#3907),#3912); 
#14790= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xlIfHP_vAm8GVFGfXIz$n',#5,$
,$,(#6080,#3907),#3920); 
#14791= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0FsdzDFQb2QfQgwaAAO3BV',#
5,$,$,(#3922),#3925); 
#14792= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_Md6k8VPC6w9QskU58EZR',#
5,$,$,(#6082,#3922),#3927); 
#14793= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0iBZZzydb7cQWnup9u5v0M',#5,
$,$,(#8509,#7179,#6089,#3938),#3940); 
#14794= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3H2VNiFUnEUgJvHiDJ4cls',#5,$,
$,(#8509,#7179,#6089,#3938),#3944); 
#14795= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3sHqxfV3LAbuGd6mmRCK0E',#
5,$,$,(#6089,#3938),#3952); 
#14796= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2$YoMDxZn25g$jKMWEDp6o',#
5,$,$,(#3954),#3957); 
#14797= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Ka1DhZ$f7jfWQ6zNgrwbT',#5,$
,$,(#6091,#3954),#3959); 
#14798= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qqB9QMd97oQNIpDMj_NMx',#
5,$,$,(#8521,#7199,#6098,#3970),#3972); 
#14799= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0V8s5mVgfBXuEkle0jKMVb',#5,
$,$,(#8521,#7199,#6098,#3970),#3975); 
#14800= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2MMbiebpn3wfZOgld4lJdB',#5,$,
$,(#6098,#3970),#3983); 
#14801= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ZGbC$9e5CWfcZHF2DLYo5',#
5,$,$,(#3985),#3988); 
#14802= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0tcp6y$iP2Fh_LeWagenQh',#5,$,
$,(#6100,#3985),#3990); 
#14803= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1fhY5JU117rOZ3iC3BE_aZ',#5,$,
$,(#8538,#7219,#6107,#4001),#4003); 
#14804= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3hiD0KIYv3BOX9$3IjQWVR',#5
,$,$,(#8538,#7219,#6107,#4001),#4007); 
#14805= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ahtOoxPHBTf96ke2w2aTV',#5,$
,$,(#6107,#4001),#4015); 
#14806= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1jByAqKHT3mR$66bvbNk7p',#5,
$,$,(#4017),#4020); 
#14807= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('13aRlT57r1KeXGfoxh86IV',#5,$,
$,(#6109,#4017),#4022); 
#14808= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3cIdx10d9Eo8Sugv3kKYlR',#5,$,
$,(#8547,#7239,#6116,#4033),#4035); 
#14809= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3db3ZDPY11gRdqiz1E$bUP',#5,$
,$,(#8547,#7239,#6116,#4033),#4038); 
#14810= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21wur6e2D8WwoKI62ROxCt',#5,
$,$,(#6116,#4033),#4046); 
#14811= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0fZw9Gan54kQlOzCcdhlD6',#5,$,
$,(#4048),#4051); 
#14812= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('11RY20eVv0yQbCWZv2NeBq',#
5,$,$,(#6118,#4048),#4053); 
#14813= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xRA0_usXCTvvKMi_Ft8hp',#5,
$,$,(#8556,#7259,#6125,#4064),#4066); 
#14814= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0H0VNMI$j2n9PeXXBXan4Y',#5
,$,$,(#8556,#7259,#6125,#4064),#4069); 
#14815= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0d_braZKHENOOb3hDq92YM',#
5,$,$,(#6125,#4064),#4077); 
#14816= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2NtZ132mr5nxjMq8DMaHyS',#5,
$,$,(#4079),#4082); 
#14817= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('29oViC4xj7MgBixyBLHa1Y',#5,$
,$,(#6127,#4079),#4084); 
#14818= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1yHVfkP_16ARvQwFbZQvuq',#5
,$,$,(#8568,#7277,#6134,#4095),#4097); 
#14819= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1MTJN9QDLC4fPvATvw_bos',#5
,$,$,(#8568,#7277,#6134,#4095),#4100); 
#14820= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2R8sH_01bElhGx8yyxFz3i',#5,$,$
,(#6134,#4095),#4108); 
#14821= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Gw2yUu6jCZghZHNJ6cDwq',#5
,$,$,(#4110),#4113); 
#14822= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3JwW0z0pfDdA5w4g2yqmuN',#5
,$,$,(#6136,#4110),#4115); 
#14823= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('144W2cAyrFAec8h2$vtcFI',#5,$,
$,(#8585,#7297,#6143,#4126),#4128); 
#14824= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10uEsp3tDAi9HC1m$EiOw7',#5,
$,$,(#8585,#7297,#6143,#4126),#4132); 
#14825= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3I3eyxPRP3LA98j0_F1fta',#5,$,$,
(#6143,#4126),#4140); 
#14826= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1XywkSDs50ueiMFHgBV_PL',#5
,$,$,(#4142),#4145); 
#14827= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ySyoK8UzAhPRbsdIRqCEb',#5,
$,$,(#6145,#4142),#4147); 
#14828= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09MBfDoUnE_eysFWadVgJU',#5
,$,$,(#8597,#7317,#6152,#4158),#4160); 
#14829= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HeKhWiXT5APDjh3SNLoKR',#
5,$,$,(#8597,#7317,#6152,#4158),#4163); 
#14830= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2GB6vV1S51rgnnqHatA8la',#5,$,
$,(#6152,#4158),#4171); 
#14831= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RsrqrVHjCSgZzDlnRgSkq',#5,$,
$,(#4173),#4176); 
#14832= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0FPtbsu9v5B8KK9UGkm01s',#5,
$,$,(#6154,#4173),#4178); 
#14833= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0MpoX0Snj5AgQy2msWHMt0',#
5,$,$,(#8609,#7335,#6161,#4189),#4191); 
#14834= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Eb4BB53L4IwGLWKAWcxcQ',
#5,$,$,(#8609,#7335,#6161,#4189),#4195); 
#14835= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3VOXbPtlP8rh$VsR_n01A1',#5,$,
$,(#6161,#4189),#4203); 
#14836= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09maqqL1v4efMesy8XyXoz',#5,$
,$,(#4205),#4207); 
#14837= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36J78LjUj6R9Rx2UerOOsb',#5,$,
$,(#6163,#4205),#4209); 
#14838= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0oDLv1Uoz2tOrb_v2ZnGx6',#5,$,
$,(#8621,#7355,#6170,#4220),#4222); 
#14839= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2iMbcx_Oz64OSIGMnzYe0g',#5,
$,$,(#8621,#7355,#6170,#4220),#4224); 
#14840= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0RllvfyALCiw$zzgNzrEF5',#5,$,$
,(#6170,#4220),#4232); 
#14841= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1SIcKsz6L25ftzke4sqU7u',#5,$,$,(
#4234),#4237); 
#14842= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Jc6mcLznE5u7C5DqTYww0',#5,
$,$,(#6331,#4234),#4239); 
#14843= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3G4r5fZLbEThrID_M6Qosy',#5,$
,$,(#8632,#7376,#6181,#4251),#4253); 
#14844= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2aQUwXYUD9wh8LIKEWkwy0',
#5,$,$,(#8632,#7376,#6181,#4251),#4257); 
#14845= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1DMOPq7Nz2MfCYnFDZaSNk',
#5,$,$,(#4251),#4265); 
#14846= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3BlWXN6zj9Iw3FGyZKBZtW',#
5,$,$,(#4267),#4270); 
#14847= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0vOplSFQ97oBPvEFGDZOnp',#5
,$,$,(#4267),#4272); 
#14848= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('328GxTvvX3eRBAIWWHM0tH',
#5,$,$,(#8651,#7397,#6200,#4284),#4286); 
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#14849= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Y6jV5WnTDswTcsdmQsURk',#
5,$,$,(#8651,#7397,#6200,#4284),#4289); 
#14850= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('26DxFfqNPFLxZBVBKVddNa',#
5,$,$,(#4284),#4297); 
#14851= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3MsUWK1P97cflQ0DJir66w',#5,$
,$,(#4299),#4301); 
#14852= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('31BEjdD2f71fkLm1GoJhXZ',#5,$
,$,(#4299),#4303); 
#14853= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0HnJ88zYTAbvr_z9_5S4op',#5,$,
$,(#8670,#7418,#6219,#4315),#4316); 
#14854= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1bERN9bsz3ghhWxeL6G1fY',#5,
$,$,(#8670,#7418,#6219,#4315),#4319); 
#14855= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jTZ19jrTBt9QuHEH$XmoE',#5,
$,$,(#4315),#4327); 
#14856= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HaUBIt7f9xBEpDujScm_A',#5,$
,$,(#4329),#4332); 
#14857= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0FMf$wbVTBduUdDBFWPDM$'
,#5,$,$,(#4329),#4334); 
#14858= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Pczenf2LAeQ5n0v1Rosly',#5,$,$
,(#8689,#7439,#6238,#4346),#4348); 
#14859= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('33l3giW_bBNugo2KD31hWr',#5,
$,$,(#8689,#7439,#6238,#4346),#4351); 
#14860= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xzbR4bPDD1AoOR06zrZqj',#5,$
,$,(#4346),#4359); 
#14861= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Lw9SQsQ93dwGNwSYKekFA',
#5,$,$,(#4361),#4364); 
#14862= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1lUQSxgM5BjQn_t65EgQNv',#5,
$,$,(#4361),#4366); 
#14863= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2W4kxGke1Ft9qBOprc0GBX',#5,
$,$,(#8708,#7460,#6257,#4378),#4380); 
#14864= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SrdoTCMXAtQRtThNsvVsz',#5,
$,$,(#8708,#7460,#6257,#4378),#4384); 
#14865= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1jb8iiH9b77QyCpI8prHjn',#5,$,$,(
#4378),#4392); 
#14866= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0HSQVkOpXFXwwoVeQguaBs',
#5,$,$,(#4394),#4397); 
#14867= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0SX9lYk0b2gR8efTrlFIHS',#5,$,$
,(#4394),#4399); 
#14868= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0G3nTm_sfA5QMlqNs8jA7J',#5,$
,$,(#8727,#7481,#6276,#4411),#4413); 
#14869= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1AXbJhCEDAMfPSrbOe_CNN',#
5,$,$,(#8727,#7481,#6276,#4411),#4416); 
#14870= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3NtsL5AATCbhF2Em9uNp_7',#5,
$,$,(#4411),#4424); 
#14871= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vrpaJYPj8K8pOJ7wTIVWp',#5,$
,$,(#4426),#4428); 
#14872= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1IdW4yNDXBRva_RoHETxyf',#5
,$,$,(#6286,#4426),#4430); 
#14873= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1O$$4G7v12me_RR39523Hc',#5,
$,$,(#8744,#7502,#6293,#4442),#4443); 
#14874= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3IOYq7JWfE_O5bBRpfyH0v',#5,
$,$,(#8744,#7502,#6293,#4442),#4446); 
#14875= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0yHK3YcoXEE9MBvbNF6rB3',#
5,$,$,(#4442),#4454); 
#14876= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('001vGKHPT0KOt7rnvRNhvi',#5,
$,$,(#4456),#4459); 
#14877= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3rJRxMerT5fA95ubcA9oIc',#5,$,$
,(#4456),#4461); 
#14878= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Hs8UsGV9DLvdxt5DuY7f6',#5,
$,$,(#8761,#7521,#6307,#4473),#4475); 
#14879= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3F7UXHGq99cP0FWr1W7RG_',#
5,$,$,(#8761,#7521,#6307,#4473),#4478); 
#14880= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Ph7sRx19AgAezwH6Qe8dP',#5,
$,$,(#4473),#4486); 
#14881= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0LghjuiUHCZ82NSVBDB2Ah',#5
,$,$,(#4488),#4491); 
#14882= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2FTTZxPr93hhVLYcAFOoUK',#
5,$,$,(#8778,#7542,#6326,#4503),#4505); 
#14883= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3X8YzJmqzF5u0eGiwWAVVf',#5
,$,$,(#8778,#7542,#6326,#4503),#4509); 
#14884= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0VM45t4oz4DuTBWxwJt$Js',#5,$
,$,(#4503),#4517); 
#14885= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Osz8EK5r9PxEKNuIoIJWD',#5,
$,$,(#4519),#4522); 
#14886= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OXD7aIZjC1wYHskuJQRqp',#5,
$,$,(#4519),#4524); 
#14887= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10TySfpkb17AgkTNxRi8$0',#5,$,
$,(#8792,#7563,#6338,#4536),#4538); 
#14888= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1vnK$YflD9SwG8vxxNMVwy',#
5,$,$,(#8792,#7563,#6338,#4536),#4541); 
#14889= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('29myV9Ihj2I8csgfMZ2j9y',#5,$,$,
(#4536),#4549); 
#14890= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1EpoIb2or7BPPOSxGs$KXa',#5,$
,$,(#4551),#4554); 
#14891= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1DRxc1Bl9Bggc9R8_LMFOp',#5,
$,$,(#4551),#4556); 
#14892= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2D9WM4ssL2KR2Dom4laRmj',#
5,$,$,(#8811,#7584,#6357,#4568),#4570); 
#14893= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2A4P__VXf3_wje9nPvdSN6',#5,$
,$,(#8811,#7584,#6357,#4568),#4573); 
#14894= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qzNv$Ntn8E8RX57j5HKgi',#5,$,
$,(#4568),#4581); 
#14895= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YL3guXfbBRREX4GH9hY9L',#
5,$,$,(#4583),#4586); 
#14896= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cwiF08w5FrObUbXj5l$AH',#5,$
,$,(#6367,#4583),#4588); 
#14897= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3IhezDQPXAIg_jacHHBSNg',#5,
$,$,(#8830,#7605,#6374,#4600),#4602); 
#14898= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1jQw9gjP5A59R0F9Q7sSix',#5,$,
$,(#8830,#7605,#6374,#4600),#4605); 
#14899= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('213u6nuMz6uB7nvEP2xzuT',#5,$
,$,(#4600),#4613); 
#14900= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2fUHcvD2T5Cv98jnCLxKgX',#5,
$,$,(#4615),#4618); 
#14901= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jNR4c6fz8UOnHvo0TUMxy',#5,
$,$,(#4615),#4620); 
#14902= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('05NxFUMOH9P8o4SgwwlOc5',#
5,$,$,(#8849,#7626,#6393,#4632),#4634); 
#14903= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1XnZvSA9vBwu8$6uKFdtdx',#5,
$,$,(#8849,#7626,#6393,#4632),#4637); 
#14904= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09j0D7tpbAagpAFl6Jq8v7',#5,$,$,
(#4632),#4645); 
#14905= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0uxFSGxGDFJPx9hUZ7WNnO',#
5,$,$,(#4647),#4650); 
#14906= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3LPkq2w0n3_Q$3iO3ysjwX',#5,$
,$,(#6403,#4647),#4652); 
#14907= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3TLnKA3ObFgvT1$THCck5h',#5
,$,$,(#8866,#7647,#6410,#4664),#4666); 
#14908= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0tzqW$rGXA0fWPXjHZchS4',#5,
$,$,(#8866,#7647,#6410,#4664),#4669); 
#14909= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Vz6mqXMrDc94yL5InJE3n',#5,
$,$,(#4664),#4677); 
#14910= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2akYLQN1TAFwqQ5InmkD6G',#
5,$,$,(#4679),#4682); 
#14911= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21QNc_xjb3pQOKemJwYNWE',#
5,$,$,(#4679),#4684); 
#14912= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1jXxEVGgr4dQoGRvVSx1ti',#5,$
,$,(#8885,#7668,#6429,#4696),#4698); 
#14913= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IhGRSMrL1wu6OofOc99OV',#5
,$,$,(#8885,#7668,#6429,#4696),#4701); 
#14914= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QbS7wLAX6qwITmAAGXrAh',
#5,$,$,(#4696),#4709); 
#14915= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('266EpnDEn1cOd$K82vhoPP',#5,$
,$,(#4711),#4714); 
#14916= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1zLWX2cZz6K99klvlfcN8u',#5,$,
$,(#4711),#4716); 
#14917= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('392c60zZDEMRyg16gu8IlV',#5,$
,$,(#8904,#7687,#6448,#4728),#4730); 
#14918= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0cIHEo7CH34f83M00t_iMb',#5,$,
$,(#8904,#7687,#6448,#4728),#4733); 
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#14919= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_UfdRelvCzQgdJ2uxc7p5',#5,$,$
,(#4728),#4741); 
#14920= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0spbsYH094CRogSWOZCoaD',#
5,$,$,(#4743),#4746); 
#14921= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2T1z2RMoDEW98dVGTu817r',#
5,$,$,(#4743),#4748); 
#14922= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('35OSvp5pT0hwN0s9u3rG6p',#5,$
,$,(#8923,#7708,#6462,#4760),#4762); 
#14923= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3X_qWh_312J9DHjjmeKfqw',#5,
$,$,(#8923,#7708,#6462,#4760),#4765); 
#14924= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ppyuYmqH1aOMp1ozIKv4E',#5,
$,$,(#4760),#4773); 
#14925= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ivLuWKEH5Kx44fNP5W0WB',
#5,$,$,(#4775),#4778); 
#14926= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0hQyTd9W967POqeTrUVBc1',#5
,$,$,(#4775),#4780); 
#14927= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2S9KJHwvrD7QP6KK9ISKM1',#
5,$,$,(#8940,#7729,#6481,#4792),#4794); 
#14928= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_uBHN8VfEmBvYE5GnOz$5',#
5,$,$,(#8940,#7729,#6481,#4792),#4797); 
#14929= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('27eelUSZH63xx9C98nNxX9',#5,$
,$,(#4792),#4805); 
#14930= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1XH1fPiV52iBx9_aWDb2vO',#5,
$,$,(#4807),#4810); 
#14931= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3JG9qTe8D0D9R8OQx5z_MD',#
5,$,$,(#4807),#4812); 
#14932= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2E3fa_tN99Dwjgqj1aAm6X',#5,$,
$,(#8959,#7750,#6495,#4824),#4826); 
#14933= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('39qsyRW0n1PBq4UBCzFra7',#5,
$,$,(#8959,#7750,#6495,#4824),#4829); 
#14934= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1rjvPz6YLDpfeNYbdHcETI',#5,$,
$,(#4824),#4837); 
#14935= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KLLg8I1XD6B7fEKi7Spy_',#5,$
,$,(#4839),#4842); 
#14936= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('29WMQvHqn0bgpw5adDue2S',#5
,$,$,(#4839),#4844); 
#14937= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('30R3KGW3bBWeiIQF7qJLP_',#5
,$,$,(#8978,#7769,#6514,#4856),#4858); 
#14938= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ZZ8z$Y514O9v0N2MLPzsG',#5,
$,$,(#8978,#7769,#6514,#4856),#4861); 
#14939= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('235yN0W3DFF8nBEYvj3qnK',#5
,$,$,(#4856),#4869); 
#14940= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2GxPZDJyDFwfw8rj7S0AOY',#5,
$,$,(#4871),#4874); 
#14941= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Ar7MCSSL9Nhdxh4cUyP1Z',#5,
$,$,(#6524,#4871),#4876); 
#14942= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28pVZZm7n7uQHVb9J44LSM',#
5,$,$,(#8995,#7789,#6531,#4888),#4890); 
#14943= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QkkUPk357WANSRob2K0Lm',
#5,$,$,(#8995,#7789,#6531,#4888),#4894); 
#14944= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0R95d94IjFk9oT8DnLiur_',#5,$,$,
(#4888),#4902); 
#14945= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('04XsWFAPP3sfcziUZsT_pe',#5,$,
$,(#4904),#4906); 
#14946= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1P$2G61R1Aj89oo0aw6qDP',#5,$
,$,(#4904),#4908); 
#14947= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SAL0bbdP9uxfIJiJPe94p',#5,$,$,
(#9014,#7809,#6550,#4920),#4921); 
#14948= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0jaffZMh5ENAaexqo4ipe9',#5,$,$
,(#9014,#7809,#6550,#4920),#4924); 
#14949= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0IK9dqm0r16AiNkHVcOofP',#5,$
,$,(#4920),#4932); 
#14950= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jt38cn7TA3BgxmA3C0nEL',#5,$
,$,(#4934),#4937); 
#14951= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2D0tD8sfjFlgBlJjsIAeSk',#5,$,$,(#
4934),#4939); 
#14952= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Bo$lOmlH0oPKsljWcwiNj',#5,$,
$,(#9031,#7829,#6567,#4950),#4952); 
#14953= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0CfNCqLJ56hAfABkvKslJ9',#5,$,
$,(#9031,#7829,#6567,#4950),#4955); 
#14954= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ZEnWLVqnBaePnooEyBK2A',#
5,$,$,(#4950),#4963); 
#14955= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0HDtg_TfPEzA0eGeYsSLnl',#5,$,
$,(#4965),#4967); 
#14956= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0oIpvm$PH6JPZxsWX52F2t',#5,$
,$,(#4965),#4969); 
#14957= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3arIZMMRX4rumw_k7mXP8P',#
5,$,$,(#9050,#7849,#6581,#4980),#4981); 
#14958= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0lx$Xx5cb5Igi4QWECjJar',#5,$,$,
(#9050,#7849,#6581,#4980),#4984); 
#14959= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xswjoaVDD8eZek8qHMtOl',#5,$
,$,(#4980),#4992); 
#14960= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2wc93c0AD2QwAxSiM3JjLD',#5,
$,$,(#4994),#4997); 
#14961= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0qHk0NxVT94AN_ExlwUF1X',#
5,$,$,(#6850,#5476,#4994),#4999); 
#14962= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3eP09WqyfCEwOL2t6CMQ8E',#
5,$,$,(#9064,#7869,#6595,#5011),#5013); 
#14963= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07bz0Yv8f6fQriF6Dnmrio',#5,$,$,
(#9064,#7869,#6595,#5011),#5017); 
#14964= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('39NBwdlIP3dvdcyJ1SiDC_',#5,$,
$,(#5011),#5025); 
#14965= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ZZiltHgbFQ9B08TjOXza5',#5,$,
$,(#5027),#5031); 
#14966= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1vVvW12GbDG8LkVlwzTmCn',#
5,$,$,(#5027),#5033); 
#14967= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Fwif4yv58UROlnf4whVZD',#5,$
,$,(#9083,#7889,#6614,#5045),#5048); 
#14968= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_I6HzOibCtuH_EIWkpjNF',#5,$,
$,(#9083,#7889,#6614,#5045),#5051); 
#14969= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3hKBAzo9DBXw_juCcOwvDV',#
5,$,$,(#5045),#5059); 
#14970= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UoFJHA992YvXdhhu3sN9X',#5,
$,$,(#5061),#5064); 
#14971= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3bHj6z$zXFABAjAR6Ku0vx',#5,
$,$,(#5061),#5066); 
#14972= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1O$KewkaP0PQPHF4f0WWwH',
#5,$,$,(#9102,#7909,#6633,#5077),#5079); 
#14973= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1jDFffE45BKAnsdWnhyaeG',#5,$
,$,(#9102,#7909,#6633,#5077),#5082); 
#14974= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0eqKOC$KT1jOaGscpHZ1wN',#5
,$,$,(#5077),#5090); 
#14975= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1XOIYhYW5ByRoVX3S_IsM0',#
5,$,$,(#5092),#5095); 
#14976= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jDdaU5552KRuFrc3jRqUs',#5,$,
$,(#6643,#5092),#5097); 
#14977= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1TAK$O4tjBZOp1epdj4uwf',#5,$,
$,(#9119,#7929,#6650,#5108),#5110); 
#14978= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3KBmi2qA11bOIwr1Qw38M4',#5
,$,$,(#9119,#7929,#6650,#5108),#5113); 
#14979= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('05yp$7JoH4_RG6uOBkOYPH',#5
,$,$,(#5108),#5121); 
#14980= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2EweQTeWn7M8zy_6totKCo',#5,
$,$,(#5123),#5126); 
#14981= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Ti40cQQH9XOt5hzRWXb3D',#
5,$,$,(#6660,#5123),#5128); 
#14982= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0uTu5aN9r05AcJ7kZ1xCel',#5,$,$
,(#9138,#7949,#6667,#5139),#5141); 
#14983= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3hWBiySrv2shlTUiFc_5YE',#5,$,
$,(#9138,#7949,#6667,#5139),#5145); 
#14984= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('03S0wRDtnBDfGpaa45DFLO',#5,
$,$,(#5139),#5153); 
#14985= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1xBWBouur4Y9aTmF9tQixF',#5,
$,$,(#5155),#5159); 
#14986= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$HBL7V_nE$vLCC6p0mmbQ',#
5,$,$,(#6677,#5155),#5161); 
#14987= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2GFnxzfL9FYOTlYnnoP6DE',#5,
$,$,(#9155,#7970,#6684,#5173),#5176); 
#14988= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wnCiAeMTCFgOr2AgKaiiq',#5,
$,$,(#9155,#7970,#6684,#5173),#5179); 
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#14989= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3g4K$iqNzBlBfKsakiZc7h',#5,$,$
,(#5173),#5187); 
#14990= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_PlkbY5PFJBfPtc0D0TO$',#5,$,
$,(#5189),#5192); 
#14991= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0aRoK6x9XCU87tbZX5VfPS',#5,
$,$,(#6694,#5189),#5194); 
#14992= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2pjxsHGsrA7xwsUfN1OuhA',#5,$
,$,(#9172,#7990,#6701,#5205),#5207); 
#14993= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('05KBs_5_5AmviZL0LEy6W3',#5,
$,$,(#9172,#7990,#6701,#5205),#5211); 
#14994= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2CeaGfrHf8mARpk9EMxVuf',#5,
$,$,(#5205),#5219); 
#14995= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1zrl4r7359CggrjCSnvAyt',#5,$,$,(
#5221),#5224); 
#14996= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36P_5XYFvEmgbl4J2HbmEu',#5,
$,$,(#5221),#5226); 
#14997= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0WDu6kosL2sOi9aGaS3Op_',#5,$
,$,(#9191,#8011,#6720,#5238),#5240); 
#14998= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('27cdkdUc1AFx1WfcH0b1Sy',#5,$
,$,(#9191,#8011,#6720,#5238),#5243); 
#14999= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1HcnHIzo57vOWA1NAhWQPZ',
#5,$,$,(#5238),#5251); 
#15000= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1KEzl$9OjFYhTgdmCPn38S',#5,
$,$,(#5253),#5256); 
#15001= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ZdBUD2n1Aved7zExvqMW7',#
5,$,$,(#6730,#5253),#5258); 
#15002= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0CORNUFTX57ByzhbVyKMh_',
#5,$,$,(#9208,#8032,#6737,#5270),#5272); 
#15003= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1DGPrBotXCMxFAu775PIrX',#5,
$,$,(#9208,#8032,#6737,#5270),#5275); 
#15004= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0XTMKTExHCrhdV33Vf9r26',#5
,$,$,(#5270),#5283); 
#15005= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qEvwW4KT9Ew0OFE5t4Ivb',#5,
$,$,(#5285),#5288); 
#15006= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_MWwma0P6oPVEtCj4jV74',#5,
$,$,(#6747,#5285),#5290); 
#15007= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1T2RVd_P53HB$sJtcULBjS',#5,$
,$,(#9225,#8052,#6754,#5301),#5303); 
#15008= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1B1TzJrTn6ivTG6YAci6eG',#5,$,
$,(#9225,#8052,#6754,#5301),#5306); 
#15009= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1rxPM6Zzr8YBhDVJKEd8pi',#5,
$,$,(#5301),#5314); 
#15010= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3xwcdlbafCM9rkQTZp1r9U',#5,$,
$,(#5316),#5320); 
#15011= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Wcg79Sa97P9iMZYXlO9oP',#5,
$,$,(#6764,#5316),#5322); 
#15012= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28_kufPr1EM8nzCPOJlpfL',#5,$,
$,(#9243,#8071,#6772,#5333),#5335); 
#15013= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('25ThFi0dv3ABTFIBZO9t_c',#5,$,
$,(#9243,#8071,#6772,#5333),#5339); 
#15014= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0dkwfkSJPB3wejTdg_B6Z2',#5,$,
$,(#6772,#5333),#5347); 
#15015= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21HVBBB7f33wr53UESojcy',#5,$
,$,(#5349),#5352); 
#15016= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0LMNwcBt90LACebCMOAs41',#
5,$,$,(#5349),#5354); 
#15017= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3bHel_p5fBc98EHDlHFyN$',#5,$
,$,(#9252,#8091,#6783,#5365),#5367); 
#15018= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vS_3tKAb5_hX7HixYVOAP',#5,
$,$,(#9252,#8091,#6783,#5365),#5370); 
#15019= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('14$HLfh81AbA2i4A_d9Y8g',#5,$
,$,(#5365),#5378); 
#15020= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Kdka6P_15U876$DemViLU',#5,
$,$,(#5380),#5383); 
#15021= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2gRIw5Z0DEr8nEd2L$lzVD',#5,$
,$,(#5380),#5385); 
#15022= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1SVeaXJbz4HBQ6DF0wjkt4',#5,$
,$,(#9271,#8111,#6802,#5396),#5398); 
#15023= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1wb8ibxq17H9bkBZfcm_Hf',#5,$,
$,(#9271,#8111,#6802,#5396),#5401); 
#15024= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1c4PzeriPCh8rMtNJmYUEW',#5,
$,$,(#5396),#5409); 
#15025= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('29J1KqHCL0efKsWnzwX7Fy',#5,
$,$,(#5411),#5414); 
#15026= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3UH_9DjovAsfB1NLGgShi3',#5,$
,$,(#5411),#5416); 
#15027= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Q7td07L94O9MCo4ze278I',#5,$,
$,(#9290,#8132,#6821,#5428),#5430); 
#15028= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0SS7KROB9Dkwrv8tI8kgCt',#5,$
,$,(#9290,#8132,#6821,#5428),#5434); 
#15029= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1eEOTMipH4xuDp57iU2FkS',#5,
$,$,(#5428),#5442); 
#15030= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0lxG_ChIf488eGgyJW0Q5a',#5,$,
$,(#5444),#5447); 
#15031= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0YhM1RjvPDffb$9Ewh$NyR',#5,
$,$,(#5444),#5449); 
#15032= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Prv7hStf6lwgBItyzmlR2',#5,$,$,(
#9307,#8151,#6840,#5461),#5463); 
#15033= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('032yD2dhnF5uPKXlNOUMyQ',#
5,$,$,(#9307,#8151,#6840,#5461),#5466); 
#15034= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3VOsuTP3HAWOJqMr3oI4IF',#5,
$,$,(#5461),#5474); 
#15035= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2fA3LRS3DFp9cmvRwNyrdV',#5
,$,$,(#5476),#5479); 
#15036= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QWw68q6j5r8r1CCRq$Ni$',#5,$
,$,(#9324,#8171,#6857,#5490),#5492); 
#15037= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JqUrotDb3pQW$i2hucJ_i',#5,$,$
,(#9324,#8171,#6857,#5490),#5495); 
#15038= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YwX2oCuXBrOoXhLxj_7hz',#5,
$,$,(#6857,#5490),#5503); 
#15039= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3bE3Ch99152QSl5cGmQ2YS',#5,
$,$,(#5505),#5508); 
#15040= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2zgNTAuMH3cgIg1FGhnYXE',#
5,$,$,(#5505),#5510); 
#15041= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0TmMak8XrAcBiA5z4nHYY2',#
5,$,$,(#9335,#8189,#6868,#5521),#5523); 
#15042= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0qwY6JnSTC0gsHCk5kXdUY',#5
,$,$,(#9335,#8189,#6868,#5521),#5527); 
#15043= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1tY5d9WYbD1hAu7Gx_MZvI',#5
,$,$,(#5521),#5535); 
#15044= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3cJKtqA4fBOu7SV0X3dDYi',#5,
$,$,(#5537),#5540); 
#15045= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3r$p44dFn4iA_CVi63nApC',#5,$,
$,(#5537),#5542); 
#15046= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1nYKS_hoD1ZO4PTf16Uyhx',#5,
$,$,(#9354,#8209,#6882,#5553),#5555); 
#15047= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vgSA_we11mAFJBGGHHDEW'
,#5,$,$,(#9354,#8209,#6882,#5553),#5559); 
#15048= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('32g4t3zrj3ev29OrjFs9ur',#5,$,$,(#
5553),#5567); 
#15049= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1m78qQ0hLEeAp9dTr6wUnT',#5,
$,$,(#5569),#5572); 
#15050= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3_gP3PL_r5VeUWijlKoIAu',#5,$,
$,(#6887,#5569),#5574); 
#15051= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('02sVOFtiXC38mi5wBwFHOp',#5
,$,$,(#9368,#8229,#6894,#5585),#5587); 
#15052= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0TvaHd6OnFEQ9BxB$IOT2u',#5,
$,$,(#9368,#8229,#6894,#5585),#5590); 
#15053= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0yM5ybV5P3PgnASmw75swo',#5
,$,$,(#5585),#5598); 
#15054= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('04ZmmYFz95TwbznjTmhLBZ',#
5,$,$,(#5600),#5603); 
#15055= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2yyVlfJmj7LAUohUrXUD66',#5,
$,$,(#5600),#5605); 
#15056= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IWJFOY_HEEhLBwesh4wy2',#5
,$,$,(#9382,#8249,#6908,#5616),#5618); 
#15057= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2bVkLI2yn8oAcyewHR0WhP',#5,
$,$,(#9382,#8249,#6908,#5616),#5621); 
#15058= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3DbGsxiUL1buo5tjaIlRos',#5,$,$,(
#5616),#5629); 
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#15059= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('06oUmbdqvBfPN7Xw47$Yt8',#5,
$,$,(#5631),#5634); 
#15060= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2n5h0pvin40vcY4n4ZRMTX',#5,$
,$,(#8259,#5631),#5636); 
#15061= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SbX62V856j8TB_2SrP04X',#5,$
,$,(#9399,#8267,#6922,#5647),#5649); 
#15062= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3BeIFmkJT6gfrBvSUSqVMd',#5,
$,$,(#9399,#8267,#6922,#5647),#5653); 
#15063= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('17oLwREpP9oeDE09h3hbuT',#5,
$,$,(#5647),#5661); 
#15064= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1pd6MkKDz2P9VnbxD_4sIS',#5,
$,$,(#5663),#5665); 
#15065= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2AW9pgWcf36OX_GL2lomAD',#
5,$,$,(#5663),#5667); 
#15066= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JhwLOiwf2He20sIMHXJWI',#5,
$,$,(#9413,#8287,#6936,#5678),#5679); 
#15067= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2cz6Uy6vf7b9FCWDSvcVqZ',#5,
$,$,(#9413,#8287,#6936,#5678),#5682); 
#15068= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Lf5mVzjTAn95wcq7pWhPk',#5,
$,$,(#5678),#5690); 
#15069= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3KzxgpTgvBg8w0WoI_0tjK',#5,$
,$,(#5692),#5695); 
#15070= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('23kQ4emhn0uP0BtKs67NNN',#5,
$,$,(#6941,#5692),#5697); 
#15071= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1M0pHaq1z5fPU0k0QBTLTt',#5,
$,$,(#9425,#8307,#6948,#5708),#5710); 
#15072= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_ieOML$L5i9r4kKEz8hDT',#5,$
,$,(#9425,#8307,#6948,#5708),#5714); 
#15073= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0eDNvRfEf7pxvJT6TEVfBt',#5,$,
$,(#5708),#5722); 
#15074= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07Ru1J6Bj2SeZocgNjHYng',#5,$,
$,(#5724),#5727); 
#15075= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2aM9voAJXBTP3KTYAcnIpM',#
5,$,$,(#5724),#5729); 
#15076= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3L5pDO8M19yQ5W5lgzOdzA',#
5,$,$,(#9444,#8322,#6967,#5740),#5742); 
#15077= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ESHHk7TT7qRb7E1s3gYv4',#5,
$,$,(#9444,#8322,#6967,#5740),#5745); 
#15078= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WOIUeCgj5_Aq9b9zjRKn8',#5,$
,$,(#5740),#5753); 
#15079= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3lKEEdB6fCmwVZTXT9tJ3B',#5
,$,$,(#5755),#5758); 
#15080= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1n9h$N_oH48eIy1UfmC7ep',#5,$,
$,(#5755),#5760); 
#15081= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2H1h7irpX75vL2iVJWNZs5',#5,$
,$,(#9461,#8340,#6986,#5771),#5773); 
#15082= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28tHtwoxrFquxmJE9OGRPB',#5,
$,$,(#9461,#8340,#6986,#5771),#5776); 
#15083= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1SbrQZyxz17BM4Sjg5_V5C',#5,$
,$,(#5771),#5784); 
#15084= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ekdz0AnT8wwrzCtK1nuHo',#5,$
,$,(#5786),#5789); 
#15085= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1NPTaUpX1DHeA_8H9T6q96',#
5,$,$,(#8350,#5786),#5791); 
#15086= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1eqR2FwLDDJvdh20BGLw1Z',#5
,$,$,(#9473,#8358,#7000,#5802),#5804); 
#15087= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3FGj5_CBr5BRxNKuwPm4Gn',#
5,$,$,(#9473,#8358,#7000,#5802),#5807); 
#15088= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09meEAUeb7U9MhtUZuHHp1',#
5,$,$,(#5802),#5815); 
#15089= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('17dS7cqYX3MeettrENaVNh',#5,$
,$,(#5817),#5820); 
#15090= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1KE8D5Oej5yATvQ6nH75pf',#5,
$,$,(#8368,#5817),#5822); 
#15091= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0MsW56n15FyRW9W$SN2GPD',
#5,$,$,(#9485,#8376,#7014,#5833),#5835); 
#15092= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UmDGHJ9f5O8jP0yCRYiMl',#5,
$,$,(#9485,#8376,#7014,#5833),#5838); 
#15093= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('17KQxZLvX0cwS4mnc5n4cy',#5,
$,$,(#5833),#5846); 
#15094= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0WvOjvu9r48OisKC6PM$A5',#5,
$,$,(#5848),#5851); 
#15095= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('26Ogr7$qb99wM0dUOjBM9j',#5,
$,$,(#8381,#5848),#5853); 
#15096= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1zSyW8BHb0Kh$Tuoam7lU_',#5,
$,$,(#9497,#8389,#7031,#5864),#5866); 
#15097= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Z8rRFUy52hOX6JhARjcTY',#5,
$,$,(#9497,#8389,#7031,#5864),#5869); 
#15098= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0sDxro209BRf6ORkhtnF13',#5,$,
$,(#5864),#5877); 
#15099= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0vfsuzAzD1mfJCRUdy8cqv',#5,$,
$,(#5879),#5882); 
#15100= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('35$Hd09JP0qussIvtDP4w5',#5,$,$
,(#9502,#8394,#7041,#5879),#5884); 
#15101= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0VpC_jpLDF4eI5G5efzoI6',#5,$,$
,(#9509,#8402,#7048,#5895),#5897); 
#15102= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1L_i4EOQH008t5SBqrfQ1M',#5,$
,$,(#9509,#8402,#7048,#5895),#5901); 
#15103= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('27KVg1PSTAhxbasb8okbyV',#5,$
,$,(#7048,#5895),#5909); 
#15104= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1HcyurvQvCa8lmYk$tqCL9',#5,$,
$,(#5911),#5913); 
#15105= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Xcfv6hTDEbhxFepCLaUk1',#5,$
,$,(#9519,#8407,#7050,#5911),#5915); 
#15106= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0t$dIKp6n8VuLlf7GTnBLk',#5,$,
$,(#9526,#8415,#7057,#5926),#5927); 
#15107= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0aIyBVG5r0Gx42TDmGjrTp',#5,
$,$,(#9526,#8415,#7057,#5926),#5930); 
#15108= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2m790nF0HAaeoI4gmtfMWD',#5,
$,$,(#7057,#5926),#5938); 
#15109= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2EkL82N0140RGaSNPXFj9o',#5,
$,$,(#5940),#5943); 
#15110= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2pQt5GeKf0wh8UeFJDBSsZ',#5,
$,$,(#9235,#8420,#8062,#5940),#5945); 
#15111= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3cDzL8lh53BPmlvXAttsfY',#5,$,
$,(#9538,#8428,#7068,#5956),#5958); 
#15112= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3puegdz2j2oOkdp9rvk0N0',#5,$,$,
(#9538,#8428,#7068,#5956),#5961); 
#15113= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3lszlqiGD0Tu5ncVrOkput',#5,$,$,
(#5956),#5969); 
#15114= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0vPSog_QHD8ueRY9B3xQrL',#5,
$,$,(#5971),#5974); 
#15115= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2r_HPRCE511hyH6IQHtsjg',#5,$,
$,(#9543,#8433,#7078,#5971),#5976); 
#15116= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Nqq6UYf92_BFGcv2_pdUT',#5,
$,$,(#9550,#8441,#7085,#5987),#5989); 
#15117= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Xrb7YjLP86xBof_xjL1tp',#5,$,$,
(#9550,#8441,#7085,#5987),#5992); 
#15118= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1NOEZN$ZvFNgJACBqztBhW',#
5,$,$,(#5987),#6000); 
#15119= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0FKQ$wXG15wP8edIY1PHb8',#
5,$,$,(#6002),#6004); 
#15120= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0WkNus3ePD7wbioIAoK2Y2',#5,
$,$,(#8446,#6002),#6006); 
#15121= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2rDKV59xD6Z8dvpRi3BUix',#5,$
,$,(#9562,#8454,#7104,#6017),#6018); 
#15122= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38vKbppJP0QuILuB7tSzVG',#5,$
,$,(#9562,#8454,#7104,#6017),#6021); 
#15123= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Cv$VrBk19Ufxs60Nn4mxT',#5,$
,$,(#6017),#6029); 
#15124= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2m9u61VL5708bbFQDElPd5',#5,
$,$,(#6031),#6034); 
#15125= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2g$NFIu55FtRqlbJnu5c0k',#5,$,$,
(#6031),#6036); 
#15126= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Gmus05H51QOPiP6l1HBlp',#5,$
,$,(#9581,#8473,#7118,#6047),#6049); 
#15127= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2PSqDH9r53guNmlArjaqQy',#5,$,
$,(#9581,#8473,#7118,#6047),#6053); 
#15128= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wvxaPgh11uexj2kHz4$Al',#5,$,$
,(#6047),#6061); 
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#15129= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0lZGQ6XgvCcP7SPjW8ZRJs',#5,
$,$,(#6063),#6065); 
#15130= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1pB9XDhyj1cANzf5TRUAGM',#
5,$,$,(#6073),#6074); 
#15131= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38NBlSVK1AofFcX4yo4iyw',#5,$
,$,(#6082),#6083); 
#15132= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2nR0UHX3P7Gx18ay8MrNxy',#5
,$,$,(#6091),#6092); 
#15133= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2PdFw0i816IA5e8n5dlltZ',#5,$,$,(
#6100),#6101); 
#15134= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24PGLECAzEGOGTPd2n8qTw',#
5,$,$,(#6109),#6110); 
#15135= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1XcqsiR6bElAaRdmrUoIO5',#5,$,
$,(#6118),#6119); 
#15136= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0O_QNh8O5DbfFdcss5NIF3',#5,$
,$,(#6127),#6128); 
#15137= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0cKsMCoxzE4QfZN6BXxkOS',#
5,$,$,(#6136),#6137); 
#15138= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0jsAO2C8X92wn8Q3lv3Alh',#5,$
,$,(#6145),#6146); 
#15139= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Gx8k1xCjFjg_t__Y6W0A4',#5,$,
$,(#6154),#6155); 
#15140= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kDSp3mGr8fBb18AwOY7ua',#5,
$,$,(#6163),#6164); 
#15141= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0s__LdlH920f2zKfyqXYOb',#5,$,
$,(#6172),#6173); 
#15142= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24X1U4wjHDiuB14Wz8mtRJ',#5,
$,$,(#6172),#6175); 
#15143= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2skFhO99T22QMhGJNemmah',#5
,$,$,(#6181),#6189); 
#15144= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('16hjuYb550JgZ4qiavKk2e',#5,$,$,
(#6191),#6192); 
#15145= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UgkIVQkP8SQNwZdEsjo77',#5,
$,$,(#6191),#6194); 
#15146= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OaZXbc858bRyS$dHrhEX6',#5,
$,$,(#6200),#6208); 
#15147= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0vsvsupXP3Fg4cHUyMyzm1',#5,
$,$,(#6210),#6211); 
#15148= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3vZt8QYQz39eAjwAuubQ1o',#5,
$,$,(#6210),#6213); 
#15149= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0E7EbygxL72A8Xq$ukl2rh',#5,$,
$,(#6219),#6227); 
#15150= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1s6EXg9$H4Yxec_nFg3dME',#5,
$,$,(#6229),#6230); 
#15151= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cTTDiWPb15wiccY6v$OIj',#5,$,
$,(#6229),#6232); 
#15152= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20ecMfGR59Se3YUMOTYmCS',
#5,$,$,(#6238),#6246); 
#15153= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0PuauneyPEZ9xoG0HRwKkC',#5,
$,$,(#6248),#6249); 
#15154= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2JkwsEcvD9h9_Z$laR2BBl',#5,$,
$,(#6248),#6251); 
#15155= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0rmDvjNcv1fPJQMddesn5I',#5,$,
$,(#6257),#6265); 
#15156= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gQdfknJXCLulP6sLDkLoF',#5,$,
$,(#6267),#6268); 
#15157= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QBnuLR1z4JQvftrKG9iH7',#5,$,
$,(#6267),#6270); 
#15158= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Gs74mrYjEgx$4inxLU0XU',#5,$
,$,(#6276),#6284); 
#15159= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('18oP5UiHP0YxpVE7upxOlV',#5,
$,$,(#6286),#6287); 
#15160= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('32X_V9g7zB4ATBqBwoXgeE',#
5,$,$,(#6293),#6296); 
#15161= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2kptb4RWLBTf099ujnfPVA',#5,$
,$,(#6298),#6299); 
#15162= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vZqEgG5fCGAvhQtI8oHmM',#5
,$,$,(#6298),#6301); 
#15163= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xNtJGcS17iwRgizaCqmIp',#5,$,
$,(#6307),#6315); 
#15164= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3hF9Gd9tv7meqrxo6hm1sh',#5,$,
$,(#6317),#6318); 
#15165= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1c_9P$6Hb869ogPZI7Fzfn',#5,$,$
,(#6317),#6320); 
#15166= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ZRTi3UbHEjvtvKZP1CYiS',#5,$
,$,(#6326),#6329); 
#15167= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3I0TCx4Yb46xqYV_MdN0m9',#5
,$,$,(#6331),#6332); 
#15168= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3b4MByW0DCLRcW$Ama$eEr',
#5,$,$,(#6338),#6346); 
#15169= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1wVYOeisX43RQLrNj2DKAm',#
5,$,$,(#6348),#6349); 
#15170= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('35sKU7QRD6afNq23s$fd7Y',#5,$
,$,(#6348),#6351); 
#15171= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2zV155HJX7MOk5z4bEDyR$',#5
,$,$,(#6357),#6365); 
#15172= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0BBgZRqpD6DxO7mm0qdSxs',#
5,$,$,(#6367),#6368); 
#15173= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2BOOYF3Zr7zR$5k1puLybW',#5
,$,$,(#6374),#6382); 
#15174= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ZrALirYT6zusS96TROqrU',#5,$,
$,(#6384),#6385); 
#15175= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0eKrqw98nFVxm9c4hSK1US',#5,
$,$,(#6384),#6387); 
#15176= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ddWQl1QH8NBflve6dueAo',#5,
$,$,(#6393),#6401); 
#15177= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('00QI7aE5D5Vw$_nkmNHThS',#5
,$,$,(#6403),#6404); 
#15178= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0YkC4tImX7kRu7h_v$Klal',#5,$,
$,(#6410),#6418); 
#15179= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2kRxs_aYL3VPa3E22Nk1y2',#5,$
,$,(#6420),#6421); 
#15180= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gsXztDEHAWwnvoZ70JVMD',#
5,$,$,(#6420),#6423); 
#15181= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2tNOTq$L50EBVDmasPxUgX',#
5,$,$,(#6429),#6437); 
#15182= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FAFSQtqTAjQATa9jcbVUM',#5
,$,$,(#6439),#6440); 
#15183= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gvjVuCSrBQPCqpC4ctE0M',#5,
$,$,(#6439),#6442); 
#15184= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2TQIiae3b7nhDRFIbubbZX',#5,$,
$,(#6448),#6451); 
#15185= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1xW3fFTpLFzvoEA6ACOuhV',#
5,$,$,(#6453),#6454); 
#15186= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09$vvDLLzEWBxwN3pUnZGt',#
5,$,$,(#6453),#6456); 
#15187= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Le94i4AP2Z8odgX$Cvu3S',#5,$,
$,(#6462),#6470); 
#15188= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36T$ZgDOvFTwkBaq2kQek5',#5,
$,$,(#6472),#6473); 
#15189= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QItzOuOP8UBgJh2NJ1DyY',#5,
$,$,(#6472),#6475); 
#15190= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('26Ibk6YT19ZBPXhQrx34XP',#5,
$,$,(#6481),#6484); 
#15191= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('23N2SCZU52hO0WmzzfYb1F',#
5,$,$,(#6486),#6487); 
#15192= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('12ZnmKJnj6qgVH1y1OjmQz',#5,
$,$,(#6486),#6489); 
#15193= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2wYnNM6V122uWEfSmBcEGX',
#5,$,$,(#6495),#6503); 
#15194= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37DDD1mg99ePwtlov10n5a',#5,$,
$,(#6505),#6506); 
#15195= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Eu0ZKZN5Aa9oOjaEiVaj4',#5,$
,$,(#6505),#6508); 
#15196= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2nH9FPKov7rA$8DysmJI_A',#5,$
,$,(#6514),#6522); 
#15197= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('23K5VW5nr6cOxxayMydwrM',#5
,$,$,(#6524),#6525); 
#15198= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0dRR$5OYj9ZeRwv2zmqjWL',#5
,$,$,(#6531),#6539); 
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#15199= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0sfs7wOpjAM9A4PCGTxwur',#5,
$,$,(#6541),#6542); 
#15200= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2q3e6vAZLBogDUeGVRXHsz',#
5,$,$,(#6541),#6544); 
#15201= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3riatRqajD0hDgihdQXP3p',#5,$,$,
(#6550),#6558); 
#15202= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0o6DTDz$vAJRUD6eKlFdY5',#5,
$,$,(#6560),#6561); 
#15203= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1zLTzHAhX58w2njX8EUAyB',#
5,$,$,(#6567),#6570); 
#15204= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zmG7NpBj5zO2yeKfSCU0q',#5,
$,$,(#6572),#6573); 
#15205= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1pUD6gG05BnhO_vKq1qWvx',#
5,$,$,(#6572),#6575); 
#15206= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WNUEFCvr378_tpC8yujUs',#5,$
,$,(#6581),#6584); 
#15207= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SlVqOVTH8WAevqFnc0Lds',#5,
$,$,(#6586),#6587); 
#15208= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1vY41JLL167Rk7E6CSi7aA',#5,$
,$,(#6586),#6589); 
#15209= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0MdR7agb1C_wdXUAZyq$25',#5
,$,$,(#6595),#6603); 
#15210= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2B43XIx2j6Y8GoaqRSD_E7',#5,$
,$,(#6605),#6606); 
#15211= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1veJFYHmTC58IMb6$2ZFuo',#5,
$,$,(#6605),#6608); 
#15212= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qCU2GbPbDPOaN5fi4xKHG',#5
,$,$,(#6614),#6622); 
#15213= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15NGXmrrb3wvCI1vhgd47w',#5,
$,$,(#6624),#6625); 
#15214= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0sv9N2xkb6ov8igmpS3m8Y',#5,$
,$,(#6624),#6627); 
#15215= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3crrLAlrL37hiIbS5_$_nh',#5,$,$,(
#6633),#6641); 
#15216= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2gL4qVPpX3nB2te0YN$8nG',#5,
$,$,(#6643),#6644); 
#15217= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2yPfsH4UzDKfg8BZ0Aqv6L',#5,
$,$,(#6650),#6658); 
#15218= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('19dDrRNWrB8w94Pnr144c_',#5,$
,$,(#6660),#6661); 
#15219= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ntF$EPRnE0uHh_IiALONk',#5,$
,$,(#6667),#6675); 
#15220= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0$098orFP4aghGa2kHZqrv',#5,$,
$,(#6677),#6678); 
#15221= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2G9AmeNqfC1vIgFbOiWfTx',#5,
$,$,(#6684),#6692); 
#15222= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2a$OMhjAH4ZAy3Gwt5jimh',#5,
$,$,(#6694),#6695); 
#15223= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gbaPZibLCDezm5sKGyGpo',#5,
$,$,(#6701),#6709); 
#15224= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0s498V1bj7LvLQ62hCSA7p',#5,$
,$,(#6711),#6712); 
#15225= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2chpGFJx950ORZKD6QRNVj',#5
,$,$,(#6711),#6714); 
#15226= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1HDGQcX3P01fDOo8nX6zTe',#5
,$,$,(#6720),#6728); 
#15227= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kAQHGeeD8OOmI8_plXhkt',#5,
$,$,(#6730),#6731); 
#15228= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1f9M7uXYf6$OUDIDQ37dKE',#
5,$,$,(#6737),#6745); 
#15229= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$4ih_zOj2MeTju1VPeony',#5,$,$
,(#6747),#6748); 
#15230= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07wA6w6NfDVBN$GyXLN3$w',
#5,$,$,(#6754),#6762); 
#15231= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3P2miaYFj1yvjFBTqvZV20',#5,$,
$,(#6764),#6766); 
#15232= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3riVKGJwP2V85r5i7hRtCA',#5,$,
$,(#6774),#6775); 
#15233= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2T1LKMkErBNQP1ZP_UCuBn',#
5,$,$,(#6774),#6777); 
#15234= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vvHWGBY90GOxAoQt7V1oh',#
5,$,$,(#6783),#6791); 
#15235= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0uJ$YWKlHCdAytMOO9rtNr',#5,
$,$,(#6793),#6794); 
#15236= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2gieHlqxnA3xLTg6_j9cl3',#5,$,$,
(#6793),#6796); 
#15237= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28ZoDPtyr85uTXgY9CbL0P',#5,$
,$,(#6802),#6810); 
#15238= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2$C99NPW59BBeM$PT_24tQ',#
5,$,$,(#6812),#6813); 
#15239= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('18CfWut1HCWvKU6hhs2qsm',#5
,$,$,(#6812),#6815); 
#15240= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3XOHoJXSvDOgYYuN2sIM$V',
#5,$,$,(#6821),#6829); 
#15241= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0n9PZIOhr9dAVRhJ$FNh7x',#5,$
,$,(#6831),#6832); 
#15242= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0P4YyYZ95F4gs_ilLcx9aQ',#5,$,
$,(#6831),#6834); 
#15243= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('11jliO_pX7ahbC3I1uIe7o',#5,$,$,(
#6840),#6848); 
#15244= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2KfXCsS596nfDoZfMySL_m',#5,
$,$,(#6850),#6851); 
#15245= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2zT_XwcEf8KeTz$27z2ekE',#5,$,
$,(#6859),#6860); 
#15246= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2XoOjDRnT5uADoTsCbNNeK',#
5,$,$,(#6859),#6862); 
#15247= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24D0sTTQfA0gekk5XmdnCv',#5,
$,$,(#6868),#6871); 
#15248= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ypKlbgRD5fArAHAbFvaDi',#5,$
,$,(#6873),#6874); 
#15249= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2L0MLNo716IuG$3Vmt_b$0',#5,
$,$,(#9490,#7024,#6873),#6876); 
#15250= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1PhFMaTE9AB9bQ56vcq$o5',#5,
$,$,(#6882),#6885); 
#15251= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('196Ut2VqL1J8MnkPnOZf3t',#5,$,
$,(#6887),#6888); 
#15252= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1rUPCwWh1C8B76h4_a3ctE',#5,
$,$,(#6894),#6897); 
#15253= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0nXZBndMz86BInDp1Z7ocz',#5,
$,$,(#6899),#6900); 
#15254= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1gtGWr30L6Oub68A_UXDB5',#5
,$,$,(#6899),#6902); 
#15255= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1BxfYZs1nEQA1_Av_5NpgN',#5,
$,$,(#6908),#6911); 
#15256= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3j$hRVUpf0MRgyJZa4x_z0',#5,$,
$,(#6913),#6914); 
#15257= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('19yUUFPLv42Q7ldC3EKyf5',#5,
$,$,(#9392,#6913),#6916); 
#15258= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2MmM7NCxP6PB671SxBZ8CS',
#5,$,$,(#6922),#6925); 
#15259= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2shQtOfg5DVuLxA5$B6M7g',#5,
$,$,(#6927),#6928); 
#15260= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('250gd3K0P66fK$wCwb5b0z',#5,$
,$,(#6927),#6930); 
#15261= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3_JgM6qrz2PRUAw8NZVvSh',#5
,$,$,(#6936),#6939); 
#15262= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1xWEMHlj5ElPv_xajz7xLF',#5,$,
$,(#6941),#6942); 
#15263= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0pDp46FmT5DgG8qbiKsC3T',#5,
$,$,(#6948),#6956); 
#15264= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('102Sl8SlT1eO4pN0NLR$SO',#5,$
,$,(#6958),#6959); 
#15265= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1LRoMPxVn9TBbM1v2jSiVR',#5
,$,$,(#6958),#6961); 
#15266= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qKLLUuEP3NPqaPxaDu0MZ',#
5,$,$,(#6967),#6975); 
#15267= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1qowrNIhjEdQLhSwQvVlsh',#5,$
,$,(#6977),#6978); 
#15268= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1085Uv3Yb3YAW2FLbAPmuz',#
5,$,$,(#9454,#8332,#6977),#6980); 
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#15269= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KcxvdrpDFeBWtA9IsHo6f',#5,$,
$,(#6986),#6989); 
#15270= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2zv0i0O992FvkQYSscv74C',#5,$,
$,(#6991),#6992); 
#15271= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1DeAGc1bj1HQDNgElFBGSF',#5
,$,$,(#9466,#6991),#6994); 
#15272= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1iu8_laJzE2hbH5H9UNBkA',#5,$
,$,(#7000),#7003); 
#15273= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3DidpQDknBjAymiOb_adC8',#5,
$,$,(#7005),#7006); 
#15274= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2aN_XVd_b5tgAirjaF5qYC',#5,$,
$,(#9478,#7005),#7008); 
#15275= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('39cLrXoeLFXBRUtMkhwpmJ',#5
,$,$,(#7014),#7022); 
#15276= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Gbmy9vdz1fhFD_xfxrzBp',#5,$,
$,(#7024),#7025); 
#15277= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2F7mJVRPjCgBbh1Ol3qCvP',#5,
$,$,(#7031),#7039); 
#15278= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2FTDdCZPfFae_h$njkFWtC',#5,$
,$,(#7041),#7042); 
#15279= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2VZ_CdJmj50A1x4rfdVExw',#5,$
,$,(#7050),#7051); 
#15280= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2lzsffkkz21BawcTZQnTcK',#5,$,
$,(#7059),#7060); 
#15281= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3$1Gg$LFDFZvFkjCF9rBpY',#5,
$,$,(#7059),#7062); 
#15282= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_joo$NHf5eBw4NvuLy7xT',#5,$
,$,(#7068),#7076); 
#15283= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('39OjhiNAb9bx26yfvl0_bG',#5,$,$
,(#7078),#7079); 
#15284= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('26sdfYVsH1bxHU8F3AMpwl',#5,
$,$,(#7085),#7093); 
#15285= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2X27zS7lT4hOLqH8geUroc',#5,$,
$,(#7095),#7096); 
#15286= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2LjWuKzkHCvRTQbyoJhdE4',#5,
$,$,(#7095),#7098); 
#15287= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2W3Kc5P5X9OviLUxShI2Ph',#5,
$,$,(#7104),#7107); 
#15288= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3JsKusLjT3$eo9yYFWRbVV',#5,
$,$,(#7109),#7110); 
#15289= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1sUrqNx4z5mv2dj1kq4rlw',#5,$,$
,(#7109),#7112); 
#15290= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0a5DtvoAPB59QmesqAheYv',#5,
$,$,(#7118),#7126); 
#15291= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cPjeTaRnAXP4lCGgBkerP',#5,$,
$,(#7128),#7130); 
#15292= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37ZwhW2RP3qQENdo5AI3Tp',#
5,$,$,(#8561,#8483,#7269,#7128),#7132); 
#15293= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38NJo2X8HDA8tTau_5I8hh',#5,$,
$,(#8491,#7139),#7147); 
#15294= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Cyq1L3fX1jfFjVDwxFwur',#5,$,
$,(#7149),#7150); 
#15295= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0plWys8w59zACDPILKCAVn',#
5,$,$,(#8493,#7149),#7152); 
#15296= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2srMHsGsr3nggJVLv8us0F',#5,$,
$,(#8500,#7159),#7167); 
#15297= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jH8WK7zT6VPi$SfHmUDcc',#5
,$,$,(#7169),#7170); 
#15298= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3PzUPg3bfFw9oZXpQmDthQ',#5,
$,$,(#8502,#7169),#7172); 
#15299= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1hUgeJvKj8KwATDF8qb8P_',#5,
$,$,(#7179),#7187); 
#15300= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('281xK_r9n4ZgJyNXj0btD3',#5,$,
$,(#7189),#7190); 
#15301= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WadpPDvPAuA7Thxc3t6oa',#5,$
,$,(#8514,#7189),#7192); 
#15302= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1xBGKM1EvCxPcUOZ2Ka67Z',#
5,$,$,(#7199),#7207); 
#15303= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('00mIZANcH03RKGlu7oIkgL',#5,
$,$,(#7209),#7210); 
#15304= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('08KhkFIVfAaRxw_Odq7O9L',#5,
$,$,(#8531,#7209),#7212); 
#15305= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1g8Yy$$09BuwLrNVxkBInb',#5,
$,$,(#8538,#7219),#7227); 
#15306= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1w8uKgcJT0Iwa1GtlrIVWW',#5,$
,$,(#7229),#7230); 
#15307= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3lreds9L9EB9E3nmjsNbHM',#5,$
,$,(#8540,#7229),#7232); 
#15308= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3DSn9wwfnF2gQqfb67x7tE',#5,$,
$,(#8547,#7239),#7247); 
#15309= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3j4CzpnLnCyheaDjkIf7M5',#5,$,$
,(#7249),#7250); 
#15310= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jApnLv714NuH9XRVFBmM4',#
5,$,$,(#8549,#7249),#7252); 
#15311= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2pDOoYonL3Xu_Q7JYluWfh',#5,
$,$,(#7259),#7267); 
#15312= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1w5f1GCIf46fcuKQOL7oXH',#5,
$,$,(#7269),#7270); 
#15313= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2hXMkiHUDCIgiPGt$hWzqq',#5,
$,$,(#7277),#7285); 
#15314= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2tpKaBcg1BPhfM23uX4Fal',#5,$,
$,(#7287),#7288); 
#15315= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FGC76oknE2wMfbEY9IHY9',#5
,$,$,(#8578,#7287),#7290); 
#15316= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2XhoAMyYX24OHBWozTcUVy'
,#5,$,$,(#7297),#7305); 
#15317= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2pUZSD$SH0mwtHsGK02y_H',#
5,$,$,(#7307),#7308); 
#15318= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_JRgY9210CxL7TlNKgv$U',#5,
$,$,(#8590,#7307),#7310); 
#15319= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QFPjdga90PeRciDzLUun$',#5,$,
$,(#7317),#7325); 
#15320= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('27XizGlyXEJhupXcGyp02F',#5,$,
$,(#7327),#7328); 
#15321= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ImcjPVP1EQOTNmP89_wrf',#5,
$,$,(#7335),#7343); 
#15322= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2F6bxiCgX82OpHApE61UKQ',#5
,$,$,(#7345),#7346); 
#15323= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2otL_dAsD0_Ocarqonz5e$',#5,$,$
,(#8614,#7345),#7348); 
#15324= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ANbx8aV19_f6ll2gNRhqx',#5,$,
$,(#8621,#7355),#7363); 
#15325= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3vSUilT4n6NOS5kpzCL7dL',#5,$
,$,(#7365),#7366); 
#15326= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0aBLCutND4pxM4yOydX5jC',#5,
$,$,(#7512,#7365),#7368); 
#15327= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3_x_dAyxr0dQnew11OjyRD',#5,$
,$,(#7376),#7384); 
#15328= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3vdV_4bR13y8$NOb1xRYYs',#5,
$,$,(#7386),#7387); 
#15329= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0JO4BV1OvASvrBAzTHEp6U',#
5,$,$,(#7386),#7389); 
#15330= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_HYjFLpD0fA8W7$5jSbww',#5,
$,$,(#7397),#7405); 
#15331= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3K8lHpTFv1w98LKKg8_9BA',#5
,$,$,(#7407),#7408); 
#15332= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2KTzvoDdr71RIysyL11AxR',#5,$
,$,(#8181,#7407),#7410); 
#15333= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0TNkS1MrnBIxirlCxWlYzx',#5,$,
$,(#7418),#7426); 
#15334= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2gP06$$jLCWwqUmqWnxqab',#5
,$,$,(#7428),#7429); 
#15335= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1NODvKlv1BoQHyxTge8NW1',#
5,$,$,(#7428),#7431); 
#15336= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FGG1E4YP4sPt1YIi2glMD',#5,$
,$,(#7439),#7447); 
#15337= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3S7QVnD2XCjxbIjF1_rhRI',#5,$,
$,(#7449),#7450); 
#15338= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JpLsehP92HenjrwXbvc5e',#5,$,$
,(#7449),#7452); 
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#15339= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2nIighp6nBRB1oKHTxpGfU',#5,$
,$,(#7460),#7468); 
#15340= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20if66mYT5xh7NSdEjSDOI',#5,$
,$,(#7470),#7471); 
#15341= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3y7UR851PDeuyvRxjqgIAR',#5,$
,$,(#7470),#7473); 
#15342= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1MyQB7Qzj3wx$InfiwkzwW',#5,
$,$,(#7481),#7489); 
#15343= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0OCTqF15zArAm_SPJvS4H0',#5,
$,$,(#7491),#7492); 
#15344= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Imoh60er14vPQcE2GHT2k',#5,$
,$,(#8737,#7491),#7494); 
#15345= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1P1Q_8_rnB9BZGK5ptH4a2',#5,$
,$,(#7502),#7510); 
#15346= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('00n5SXNCnEEePTIvzNfYsI',#5,$
,$,(#7512),#7513); 
#15347= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qWYnBfT9FtQleMnE2_Zim',#5,
$,$,(#7521),#7529); 
#15348= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OX3HsN4XB5eVhYJN0KO9n',#
5,$,$,(#7531),#7532); 
#15349= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Bu2RL64P6aO3ZjjMz9CtK',#5,$
,$,(#7531),#7534); 
#15350= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2L4Wvurwj2f8cS8KNdRR4i',#5,$
,$,(#7542),#7550); 
#15351= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07KiLtvx521REAKlrkSAn9',#5,$,
$,(#7552),#7553); 
#15352= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jSigBxwP3cBB9NmdxlGCk',#5,
$,$,(#7678,#7552),#7555); 
#15353= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3O$KRBN8jAnwS$kikJlY68',#5,$
,$,(#7563),#7571); 
#15354= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24iNLx19L5e8KI4fdNOfJI',#5,$,$
,(#7573),#7574); 
#15355= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2LhkJR9jT2phX1yfJ8BqV6',#5,$,
$,(#7573),#7576); 
#15356= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1IrzMQt4PBlhMRQiSwhO1X',#5,
$,$,(#7584),#7592); 
#15357= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1uB7L3KvL0m8OTMHf5cYjg',#5
,$,$,(#7594),#7595); 
#15358= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0mMTroz0n1vQb8RiJt7h2P',#5,$,
$,(#7594),#7597); 
#15359= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0oYnU3zsPAlvwuNFw8tMvR',#5,
$,$,(#7605),#7613); 
#15360= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ahvEy5bLCDPDmphB8gtOO',#5
,$,$,(#7615),#7616); 
#15361= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Wx8Fi7ej0Q8onE682yDh7',#5,$,
$,(#7615),#7618); 
#15362= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Bg1SYM291bQf_RDGrnxzO',#5
,$,$,(#7626),#7634); 
#15363= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2SUBtpK4z6PPpLahBNVVaO',#5
,$,$,(#7636),#7637); 
#15364= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Z4LmRXEbFXB$V6Eyhxhnj',#5
,$,$,(#8859,#7636),#7639); 
#15365= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0u95z4TDnCrhPfmyB9hMob',#5,
$,$,(#7647),#7655); 
#15366= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3eZv5iM8X0xRwvDuRkTcvG',#5
,$,$,(#7657),#7658); 
#15367= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zu7Qn2VH0AupImI4kjeHy',#5,$
,$,(#7657),#7660); 
#15368= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gfMv08rv9$xWVKhmOLXZm',#
5,$,$,(#7668),#7676); 
#15369= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2DaD_7h$93tf7Jj3pPZtfr',#5,$,$,(
#7678),#7679); 
#15370= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3R_b279p598uvqS2_tQfV7',#5,$,
$,(#7687),#7695); 
#15371= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3MZLM9g1DFT86OsmgD8NUX',
#5,$,$,(#7697),#7698); 
#15372= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3_a7zKRA1F1vrXtTR2Kzpz',#5,$
,$,(#7697),#7700); 
#15373= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('16aUanfVz15fS562A8f6t_',#5,$,$,
(#7708),#7716); 
#15374= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ZJzVYHrr77AJwJvSgI1TH',#5,$
,$,(#7718),#7719); 
#15375= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Tx2KLq4z9zeUn8yVwow0B',#5,
$,$,(#7718),#7721); 
#15376= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ECZUyCYD4Hu2P7u4vDmUw',
#5,$,$,(#7729),#7737); 
#15377= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qRlLfKhDEFvydtTB9QXUe',#5,
$,$,(#7739),#7740); 
#15378= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UxFqbHHL0TO$UCnc2mYF0',#
5,$,$,(#7739),#7742); 
#15379= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2rx$mA_756Ue28r5RZozGS',#5,$
,$,(#7750),#7758); 
#15380= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vaclPAy12XQfVGWOuM$Pz',#
5,$,$,(#7760),#7761); 
#15381= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('116fVdmVf549aGi7$ZBoMl',#5,$
,$,(#7769),#7777); 
#15382= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JAcG0Def2WvHhUwt6XZQ4',#
5,$,$,(#7779),#7780); 
#15383= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Sk$A7o0T0zQ5u3udSyOwQ',#5,
$,$,(#8988,#7779),#7782); 
#15384= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3yCPuuMo5CyP0MrJYr2sgB',#5,
$,$,(#7789),#7797); 
#15385= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0blfYa9Fj2G9KBuyR2LmL3',#5,$
,$,(#7799),#7800); 
#15386= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0LLa2QFmn0_QGD71HrMtwW',
#5,$,$,(#7799),#7802); 
#15387= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0bNwRXUjrEPuNWHkQDaOyW'
,#5,$,$,(#7809),#7817); 
#15388= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('14fCZrbbL5NOgg49spxjyB',#5,$,
$,(#7819),#7820); 
#15389= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1DuQJUmyLEDB8LP_SUUTw_',
#5,$,$,(#9024,#7819),#7822); 
#15390= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0jIINExY90sRxYSjprByfR',#5,$,$
,(#7829),#7837); 
#15391= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('00GDMqPPHBuhcbltpuGrFM',#5,
$,$,(#7839),#7840); 
#15392= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0EW2OLpdD9k8fP2HnHCn58',#5
,$,$,(#7839),#7842); 
#15393= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2b7px7$YPFtvIOGvpHjS26',#5,$,
$,(#7849),#7857); 
#15394= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ZJSUvee13mx80T4yWPFEB',#5,
$,$,(#7859),#7860); 
#15395= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xd4Lrv3bAOPsBMJuYb$x5',#5,
$,$,(#7859),#7862); 
#15396= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09hHx1q1XAGujV5Jc_GTg3',#5,
$,$,(#7869),#7877); 
#15397= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3anqv7V1n9QALTZ9R7ZQmW',#
5,$,$,(#7879),#7880); 
#15398= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21ZVCTAoX6fuulZ38FB8vG',#5,
$,$,(#7879),#7882); 
#15399= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('25rJQIdyzBIxlRa_Le9yoX',#5,$,$,
(#7889),#7897); 
#15400= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2KPztGNvTFFRP886MxFrTp',#5,
$,$,(#7899),#7900); 
#15401= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1iI_y1NkLE5BnLXN7bzArO',#5,
$,$,(#7899),#7902); 
#15402= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3xD70vHZjD4OJY7UNBuGzF',#
5,$,$,(#7909),#7917); 
#15403= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2kVj9vVdf7cRT4y_XIGFt4',#5,$,
$,(#7919),#7920); 
#15404= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2zbBr7_8L1E9SfN2F9vzH$',#5,$,
$,(#8754,#7919),#7922); 
#15405= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1V3S4$z6b4PQmqveqOxM9P',#5,
$,$,(#7929),#7937); 
#15406= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2CsmiwlvX3YR4ZY8WwWe7h',#
5,$,$,(#7939),#7940); 
#15407= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('22GW0ypUf4fe$XHosg8akw',#5,
$,$,(#7939),#7942); 
#15408= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('12Lfr2s$fCoRkTGoGmLbHE',#5,
$,$,(#7949),#7957); 
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#15409= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38SqZ1MqT0UOWd9mH4jOoR',
#5,$,$,(#7959),#7960); 
#15410= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1fWZmoKI1FaOB14OTAlYs5',#5
,$,$,(#9148,#7959),#7962); 
#15411= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2BARaMh9vEJ84M110ERlnY',#5
,$,$,(#7970),#7978); 
#15412= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cOlkZAdr6m8ZCyp1jvIF6',#5,$,
$,(#7980),#7981); 
#15413= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1cVSfB7kD0IOCWiXBBzdrA',#5,
$,$,(#9165,#7980),#7983); 
#15414= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0bb1ggh8TACBSi2JnFMHxz',#5,
$,$,(#7990),#7998); 
#15415= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YIFMx6of2bQpVWI7NwvPe',#5
,$,$,(#8000),#8001); 
#15416= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1do0ZjvEXClAvfHltkYZVc',#5,$,
$,(#8000),#8003); 
#15417= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0g5jV4J7rBO8btcM9MQ2QW',#5
,$,$,(#8011),#8019); 
#15418= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0PhRIyM$1A_Bc3pnRyuemS',#5,
$,$,(#8021),#8022); 
#15419= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Iec0eDgz9KuUD7Vfj14iE',#5,$,
$,(#9201,#8021),#8024); 
#15420= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3l$faHD_L2WfuFIebK7erf',#5,$,$
,(#8032),#8040); 
#15421= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1nfObWi8HBtwdWCe7OWWPY',
#5,$,$,(#8042),#8043); 
#15422= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2KXjHWQTX3NA7trh$DjxNf',#5
,$,$,(#9218,#8042),#8045); 
#15423= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1oSjKhg5f0hhYhlzTBRImF',#5,$,
$,(#8052),#8060); 
#15424= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1zBtFlGk93pwVTMtE$MrM3',#5,
$,$,(#8062),#8064); 
#15425= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RBKaCsRT6Zuxl84FAa9i8',#5,$
,$,(#9243,#8071),#8079); 
#15426= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2LbYpjeCv4zBlk33LbZMvi',#5,$,
$,(#8081),#8082); 
#15427= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3flb$bnxr4OeQSVIO9wQjH',#5,$,
$,(#8081),#8084); 
#15428= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3D7ZnCJtXAYQD5i8Z_eKGv',#5
,$,$,(#8091),#8099); 
#15429= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3TAzIXdxTE4u3ifZVy2Xmv',#5,
$,$,(#8101),#8102); 
#15430= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1W9DOpI0H1dBda5x2HFo_D',#5
,$,$,(#8101),#8104); 
#15431= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Co$quFsnF8vl3qrfQ1RVJ',#5,$,$
,(#8111),#8119); 
#15432= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3wiXCU5VXCV9XUfTFSJ1qC',#
5,$,$,(#8121),#8122); 
#15433= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WWcDv5VvAfveovs8ePGlN',#5,
$,$,(#8121),#8124); 
#15434= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2klaXJTvb8VeH$ymkhYs88',#5,$
,$,(#8132),#8140); 
#15435= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2W1SrjJzD4Fxk0Wi_Spjjz',#5,$,$
,(#8142),#8143); 
#15436= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0p5B7YsUL1kR45p0Sg2NRk',#5,
$,$,(#8151),#8159); 
#15437= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0pM8cx2An689ArtUWI4yU8',#5,
$,$,(#8161),#8162); 
#15438= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3s6KiTgM12k8ZWDOJm1ckb',#5
,$,$,(#9317,#8161),#8164); 
#15439= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0n5zCiaEP4YevoVwKLiLwq',#5,
$,$,(#9324,#8171),#8179); 
#15440= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3w2nZKjhvDFwviTgtj_8Nh',#5,$,
$,(#8181),#8182); 
#15441= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ZTGP6ycz2UAGv_xQ7WJZK',#
5,$,$,(#8189),#8197); 
#15442= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2us9zVr0b06w7Q49iYCWhy',#5,$
,$,(#8199),#8200); 
#15443= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qYG318Mf0gw2JBLOw3CTe',#
5,$,$,(#8199),#8202); 
#15444= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2RmCobPG563ughnceN22ix',#5,$
,$,(#8209),#8217); 
#15445= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2NZ0zZNrX1Fg$_UArfdWql',#5,
$,$,(#8219),#8220); 
#15446= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('13S5SwYon00ukXyipHJI3r',#5,$,
$,(#8219),#8222); 
#15447= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2qdA$PiWfAUBVARewgmcCv',#
5,$,$,(#8229),#8237); 
#15448= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2hasFPZJHABOqT2Zpl$Vuk',#5,
$,$,(#8239),#8240); 
#15449= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('39cJHc8pfAEe_wuAcH$BvN',#5,
$,$,(#8239),#8242); 
#15450= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2FCz7nP$fDCgY3pXWjVi$E',#5,
$,$,(#8249),#8257); 
#15451= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YI6VQVGH9DfXH8oOfH$4w',#
5,$,$,(#8259),#8260); 
#15452= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Rn3gkLZr6uPKjh9IZ4c$O',#5,$,
$,(#8267),#8275); 
#15453= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('25bvUJMNz1Vvf91EA2ggD5',#5,
$,$,(#8277),#8278); 
#15454= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2o8OU0YQjDYvLe5Sm8_Tck',#5
,$,$,(#8277),#8280); 
#15455= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jvtg2YnH38A6ayO68jV1G',#5,$,
$,(#8287),#8295); 
#15456= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2XT$pynub5jgOIHREYfBsV',#5,
$,$,(#8297),#8298); 
#15457= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0tYpgXq3b5DutgI4jwJyO_',#5,$,$
,(#9418,#8297),#8300); 
#15458= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IeJ79RMb5FPSeCltAmQN3',#5,
$,$,(#8307),#8310); 
#15459= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0kZtih5cL3gxtQkPPpz52N',#5,$,$
,(#8312),#8313); 
#15460= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Q_q1q9ln6mQ9SzFbg1VrG',#5,$
,$,(#8312),#8315); 
#15461= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Ceb_hI9vDNQ1bVN0jkV0E',#5,
$,$,(#8322),#8330); 
#15462= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_mF4Xu6j0GP2Yz0zPmTw7',#5,
$,$,(#8332),#8333); 
#15463= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YN$Fiwuf6w9COO4zU6UxK',#
5,$,$,(#8340),#8348); 
#15464= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2dFze$xDrBBuLD8Et4ooV8',#5,$
,$,(#8350),#8351); 
#15465= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2LiSm934v31w3qyNKbDbId',#5,$
,$,(#8358),#8366); 
#15466= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0FoEHZDt9AyxGOH4ypvLM8',#
5,$,$,(#8368),#8369); 
#15467= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0SQz8OVQDEJ9pif0rAyK1O',#5,
$,$,(#8376),#8379); 
#15468= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1mizNl00PEfh9hkamAkx7j',#5,$,
$,(#8381),#8382); 
#15469= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3wF8SKr9nBKRbMeNKobQuO',#
5,$,$,(#8389),#8392); 
#15470= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1O2UlnhBv1yRtbmBojH4Pt',#5,$,
$,(#8394),#8395); 
#15471= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3GVm8M2uj4_uYEE36_bDjd',#5,
$,$,(#8402),#8405); 
#15472= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jsobslNX2Hv0iAb5tCkAZ',#5,$,
$,(#8407),#8408); 
#15473= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2cj2ugukz9Q8Xwh13gWjQO',#5,
$,$,(#8415),#8418); 
#15474= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1TY$gtTWP1hRiTwztCWoxV',#5
,$,$,(#8420),#8421); 
#15475= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3l7fdaI4v3EONpn7GF44mI',#5,$,
$,(#8428),#8431); 
#15476= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0y5DtAJcTDPhPIuX0ZvkEm',#5,
$,$,(#8433),#8434); 
#15477= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SwPp4tRjAhun5lJwONYcM',#5,
$,$,(#8441),#8444); 
#15478= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xuDD5uBjFJhHaMB1_upiS',#5,$
,$,(#8446),#8447); 
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#15479= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2MCZJVOjzEGARcT6oLOHSR',
#5,$,$,(#8454),#8457); 
#15480= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3VsnGpZc56Yh5jaZE2JBfv',#5,$,
$,(#8459),#8460); 
#15481= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28BRTRF3PDuA2gNuUUMOQa',
#5,$,$,(#8459),#8462); 
#15482= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3vJ5$ohOX0BPJPJz_QXl3j',#5,$,
$,(#8473),#8481); 
#15483= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1z4BzOvaj3bQeIK3pNl0Or',#5,$,
$,(#8483),#8485); 
#15484= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0V5f8frYTCP9z2XwY36Kel',#5,$
,$,(#8493),#8494); 
#15485= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3yP9hCU5f7NwRtZrJFWUKS',#5
,$,$,(#8502),#8503); 
#15486= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3PpKX4Fer5He1_82D_muKU',#5,
$,$,(#8509),#8512); 
#15487= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jxr5DmonB8Ru0fIMLvTZs',#5,$
,$,(#8514),#8515); 
#15488= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15wUXjJbfB59jnQ3vdvjI0',#5,$,$,
(#8521),#8529); 
#15489= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1VGllTavnFl85j1gMQ0xUK',#5,$
,$,(#8531),#8532); 
#15490= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1E8J7_bpnDSgC1XSZTzfNv',#5,$
,$,(#8540),#8541); 
#15491= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0D_BptqQT0Kwjq_CuV43s0',#5,
$,$,(#8549),#8550); 
#15492= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_4d2FW457mesFqdxrcqAs',#5,$,
$,(#8556),#8559); 
#15493= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QwTUqHJ1CUB4kW$zRXbq$',
#5,$,$,(#8561),#8562); 
#15494= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2erOBn6H511PYZcTUA8ygR',#5,
$,$,(#8568),#8576); 
#15495= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1G5qMbAGzBsBBDHbjZP5GR',#
5,$,$,(#8578),#8579); 
#15496= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0zasQDNg51cBzOqYlBB52S',#5,
$,$,(#8585),#8588); 
#15497= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3aiT8vMTj2fAScg0OhSvyI',#5,$,
$,(#8590),#8591); 
#15498= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3$R0O2JjH0zOAyLydPWiRO',#5,
$,$,(#8597),#8600); 
#15499= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1OMcl$DCb1DuF_HhhmAsy0',#5
,$,$,(#8602),#8603); 
#15500= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3nIqiXOr5CBP4nMuCFegKZ',#5,
$,$,(#8609),#8612); 
#15501= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1yJWcpywP7FANfukwb4oY3',#5,
$,$,(#8614),#8615); 
#15502= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0BPzfkZ0bEhOhuWVZ2Tv6t',#5,
$,$,(#8623),#8624); 
#15503= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FvsyjPjX03AFXS0LuakAO',#5,$
,$,(#9112,#8623),#8626); 
#15504= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1g1Ye9bOH8Y84gl63bn1kU',#5,$
,$,(#8632),#8640); 
#15505= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1D951LnODAYxr6OE7LOxaJ',#5
,$,$,(#8642),#8643); 
#15506= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0O9xZd0oH9kAptpC6X78vp',#5,$
,$,(#8642),#8645); 
#15507= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3h$CI8fuL1TQKtBEJA5cPx',#5,$,
$,(#8651),#8659); 
#15508= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3CCweYsWH27xAboCZZ99uk',#
5,$,$,(#8661),#8662); 
#15509= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0s$YfvfWL3cf84T_OWqB$H',#5,
$,$,(#8661),#8664); 
#15510= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2plSNqhOP19xOefjmz5T0R',#5,$,
$,(#8670),#8678); 
#15511= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1naRvKutf24AII3GqQITQQ',#5,$,
$,(#8680),#8681); 
#15512= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2yDHkQVbXASeJbg2SSIQaF',#5,
$,$,(#8680),#8683); 
#15513= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3w50Q8sgv0gBCosWMD_VHy',#
5,$,$,(#8689),#8697); 
#15514= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1olF9Vmbz758A_qmOudRvP',#5,
$,$,(#8699),#8700); 
#15515= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jFCFmG8TDbA5fqbdOIB6l',#5,$
,$,(#8699),#8702); 
#15516= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1D1EvQLcbEhxkU23ygJRLx',#5,
$,$,(#8708),#8716); 
#15517= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('207BaYiTX3yRLjzUHgTzjQ',#5,$
,$,(#8718),#8719); 
#15518= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1pliRkDTbD7gpmsiWAJjsX',#5,$,
$,(#8718),#8721); 
#15519= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2471_U0jn9agig8d39JEus',#5,$,$,(
#8727),#8735); 
#15520= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3nF8tB6lr95BEzl7wXMz3h',#5,$,
$,(#8737),#8738); 
#15521= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3vkn7s36bAegmv1Dk7zSiE',#5,$,
$,(#8744),#8752); 
#15522= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2gO4VtvYD6J8qhpYNBMZ0p',#5
,$,$,(#8754),#8755); 
#15523= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QKzpBc6D54uBR$wUyJ3Bc',#5
,$,$,(#8761),#8769); 
#15524= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Wq_9Rb75D_xiTOe_Lcmus',#5,
$,$,(#8771),#8772); 
#15525= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QVvuoR2r0cwER$u0XXfj1',#5,$
,$,(#8778),#8781); 
#15526= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('33EYdJJoj10fXUD3mg8Mhd',#5,
$,$,(#8783),#8784); 
#15527= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0eeNbufMf59BHmdWasdPO8',#5,
$,$,(#8783),#8786); 
#15528= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ReJbPOcX8jfTnoLqvDyjx',#5,$,
$,(#8792),#8800); 
#15529= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3DOWapEDXDQR01xtcFpAUi',#
5,$,$,(#8802),#8803); 
#15530= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37B9HoS3rDfOKNp4EfhZEZ',#5,
$,$,(#8802),#8805); 
#15531= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xWKpkIKj5NBfdT9V$XTPr',#5,
$,$,(#8811),#8819); 
#15532= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1HWL7DV$bAJuny0o9Z7yvT',#5
,$,$,(#8821),#8822); 
#15533= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2$dN8$VnL3quti868DNt8o',#5,$,
$,(#8821),#8824); 
#15534= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1WBRlkqa93mOJ2ClZ7FtAx',#5,
$,$,(#8830),#8838); 
#15535= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1qHN_MQUP2DA$MZT0bcr2I',#
5,$,$,(#8840),#8841); 
#15536= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1lzFgC0OD5s87ZTtNZzlFK',#5,$,
$,(#8840),#8843); 
#15537= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('22uuemEGf9xPedKwId_Nvp',#5,$
,$,(#8849),#8857); 
#15538= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2cl_2Soaz9WObr9NmslrkX',#5,$,
$,(#8859),#8860); 
#15539= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ngI21fIzD9OOZxRswWUzB',#5,
$,$,(#8866),#8874); 
#15540= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1iWTWH4kXENBTSvjFuWlbq',#
5,$,$,(#8876),#8877); 
#15541= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0o0fVgGkH4v9yTPapiLxa$',#5,$,
$,(#8876),#8879); 
#15542= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Ee1u0hE14kv4m3XYcbvsp',#5,$
,$,(#8885),#8893); 
#15543= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1JsabezDvFX9nSmG8suTmO',#5,
$,$,(#8895),#8896); 
#15544= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1I6M$jy6rA4QJMlR8kvApR',#5,$
,$,(#8895),#8898); 
#15545= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3FysfIGWfAOB6F5b3Qhg$d',#5,
$,$,(#8904),#8912); 
#15546= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2V5yriqi15v9KNcIGBXmz7',#5,$,
$,(#8914),#8915); 
#15547= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1KXWxUor90lO3QbJxv5Qxm',#5
,$,$,(#8914),#8917); 
#15548= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FIIju$nf5ch$DC_juo7$1',#5,$,$,(
#8923),#8931); 
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#15549= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20Wf_8rEP2APtmQaNUU67i',#5,
$,$,(#8933),#8934); 
#15550= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1xy6LvzYP3ruDdoMY6IgQF',#5,
$,$,(#8940),#8948); 
#15551= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38A37Og4D8jQVAsPFCF5HM',#
5,$,$,(#8950),#8951); 
#15552= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0pgWHxIpL7rQ1Q4g9wfW4C',#5
,$,$,(#8950),#8953); 
#15553= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3wj6qUgUL6weZZEe$1N121',#5,
$,$,(#8959),#8967); 
#15554= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HkbbKXMvAixg33Ft6k8qg',#5,$
,$,(#8969),#8970); 
#15555= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HYziJf$r52BJQUDrcS8Sx',#5,$,
$,(#8969),#8972); 
#15556= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wmSGhlrf0C8nbKTX0zXn6',#5,
$,$,(#8978),#8986); 
#15557= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ESBSe74L1jupv0CPiml7x',#5,$,
$,(#8988),#8989); 
#15558= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0yriiLWuLBLe2MUaw6tXMD',#5
,$,$,(#8995),#9003); 
#15559= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3cbuUiXpT2dhORS1GzCQTd',#5,
$,$,(#9005),#9006); 
#15560= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Xi6iItbH0pBGeh8ziCpfn',#5,$,$,
(#9005),#9008); 
#15561= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('23Jad03oTATfA4S4PtSBKu',#5,$,
$,(#9014),#9022); 
#15562= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0sECvNg814OflH3pvGqsYj',#5,$,
$,(#9024),#9025); 
#15563= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Txku_FSj2Ah$D0QVGy09i',#5,$
,$,(#9031),#9039); 
#15564= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0XsERoInb588w5dmPiXvsE',#5,$
,$,(#9041),#9042); 
#15565= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FekcWHAH4d9ndVeahYugg',#5,
$,$,(#9041),#9044); 
#15566= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gYUT9NbP5ngAR3CTejnsJ',#5,
$,$,(#9050),#9053); 
#15567= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3lro3XRJ158A2m23lyetv2',#5,$,$,
(#9055),#9056); 
#15568= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0$Sw7qFZf4kO8enOb3qtPx',#5,$,
$,(#9055),#9058); 
#15569= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3DEIXCJi51GQtCyUhHLwZZ',#5
,$,$,(#9064),#9072); 
#15570= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ePS2h2K51F9DcNzB7jN1Q',#5,
$,$,(#9074),#9075); 
#15571= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('233GtZZTv9BvhjaSvyawk6',#5,$,
$,(#9074),#9077); 
#15572= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2_u$fH5nL2DeM8mHXrl9yh',#5,
$,$,(#9083),#9091); 
#15573= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YrqA_2TrD5vHFmhrajXWJ',#5,
$,$,(#9093),#9094); 
#15574= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3HJawy4i1BcQlJtqVgDkOd',#5,$,
$,(#9093),#9096); 
#15575= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1B3b_xw050bwv5cj0Cf1xS',#5,$,
$,(#9102),#9110); 
#15576= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3RQUWB78DBNQPSA1QQCICZ
',#5,$,$,(#9112),#9113); 
#15577= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ST69jH9L5P9PJ7Twn2cKa',#5,$
,$,(#9119),#9127); 
#15578= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0eetcS52T5MvtMpN_EVlMi',#5,$
,$,(#9129),#9130); 
#15579= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0M$$4ChAj69ukWjZmA6fmJ',#5,
$,$,(#9129),#9132); 
#15580= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Xh4X96nP828G2u1tU2Lxu',#5,$
,$,(#9138),#9146); 
#15581= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3MLPnxL$j2v86bo5zNNYFX',#5,
$,$,(#9148),#9149); 
#15582= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2l1uxcXbbBmh6VhUdGUiu0',#5,
$,$,(#9155),#9163); 
#15583= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2YyXheTVj2UuNC48OrZZRj',#5,
$,$,(#9165),#9166); 
#15584= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('25vlzuQkvCM8a8nW3HBcH8',#5,
$,$,(#9172),#9180); 
#15585= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0S4hoqxsTDmhkRGxgXxyFq',#5,
$,$,(#9182),#9183); 
#15586= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2awzMYe89DCgi09WhlM9oh',#5,
$,$,(#9182),#9185); 
#15587= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10QFDe0hz5mwURoxkx5ppn',#5,
$,$,(#9191),#9199); 
#15588= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0UK_xyl754shs88dBEHF1a',#5,$,
$,(#9201),#9202); 
#15589= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1dIUm8DljF0fL6dp_DDTav',#5,$,
$,(#9208),#9216); 
#15590= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1dV_M9GMf3RPP8M4Kd3aEw',
#5,$,$,(#9218),#9219); 
#15591= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3$DQ4f37zA1P760AO5ezrJ',#5,$,
$,(#9225),#9233); 
#15592= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20N5jdRF99FuwaAX24A8_5',#5,
$,$,(#9235),#9237); 
#15593= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Cewv$vfvFmw2t13Uplral',#5,$,$
,(#9245),#9246); 
#15594= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('22pwP$3q111OdrPVwEZLjO',#5,
$,$,(#9252),#9260); 
#15595= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2VOyr$C155TPZMgzUk4YnY',#
5,$,$,(#9262),#9263); 
#15596= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xlbD7l3zCjAkU6mbbFL4p',#5,$,
$,(#10362,#10214,#9262),#9265); 
#15597= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2RaTnEwrf5kgymcI9mIK9C',#5,$
,$,(#9271),#9279); 
#15598= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Qym8BYvD9yA5ctt2$M4jx',#5,
$,$,(#9281),#9282); 
#15599= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3LjjjZQzj8xxbGOGlsYqZL',#5,$,
$,(#9281),#9284); 
#15600= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Ewmdn2bbEEgtR9t$W6RRM',#
5,$,$,(#9290),#9298); 
#15601= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2GwwEyTFH6UPipUdu38gq2',#5,
$,$,(#9300),#9301); 
#15602= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0nDbXXz_DAxuIi8oig$o3R',#5,$,
$,(#9307),#9315); 
#15603= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38AeTRrSn78OM_b5resgYq',#5,$
,$,(#9317),#9318); 
#15604= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Wk88UCJzBe8TzyZPuSIb3',#5,$
,$,(#9326),#9327); 
#15605= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1AUNNhEanEmQG7zY4r8OVL',
#5,$,$,(#9326),#9329); 
#15606= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1kikGz_5D44vbUW0nDDwUl',#5
,$,$,(#9335),#9343); 
#15607= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3KMZMBuvrAI8p6cAaxFjiB',#5,
$,$,(#9345),#9346); 
#15608= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3JiCkTdYnBmOb81gUgHNHU',#
5,$,$,(#9345),#9348); 
#15609= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Zvu2Q0cTBBB2KkGgEi4wj',#5,
$,$,(#9354),#9357); 
#15610= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1GjbaJpyL4AOa2gWwdGkVA',#5
,$,$,(#9359),#9360); 
#15611= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3UNx$_ezD6ZB$nvR1bfaY_',#5,
$,$,(#9359),#9362); 
#15612= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3pmuAQ72vExB_eYIgtJMyZ',#5,
$,$,(#9368),#9371); 
#15613= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3z3zT3Raj6gBCYDQUQ2BVR',#
5,$,$,(#9373),#9374); 
#15614= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('06BjZsIVj0Ng7pMixJXFN6',#5,$,
$,(#9373),#9376); 
#15615= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10DLg3Zoz6axaEOe_UUr$V',#5,
$,$,(#9382),#9390); 
#15616= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0UBKlIMXfE$OEHfhFPoKsN',#5
,$,$,(#9392),#9393); 
#15617= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2b6U8tSHDF_vTgq4MW5Osu',#5
,$,$,(#9399),#9402); 
#15618= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1m8TMKbsn0VRZys6HafxBL',#5
,$,$,(#9404),#9405); 
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#15619= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1qV$gA3t19TAwmyM4Op_GX',#
5,$,$,(#9404),#9407); 
#15620= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0YTC_A8s9A2OtuojObu1t$',#5,$,
$,(#9413),#9416); 
#15621= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('19OKuY4A150esUmSAx3v7q',#5
,$,$,(#9418),#9419); 
#15622= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1K31yBUD1AeBiR9lTU0Lgl',#5,
$,$,(#9425),#9433); 
#15623= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2F5AvRcCD0Iejtw3dcPnZX',#5,$,
$,(#9435),#9436); 
#15624= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('11q_hyTFnFZOtW53BUUL7M',#
5,$,$,(#9435),#9438); 
#15625= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('07wfxa0VP1axK6$o52itoL',#5,$,$
,(#9444),#9452); 
#15626= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0GHaafTwn2$9Hk5kAv18Qo',#5,
$,$,(#9454),#9455); 
#15627= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1hLfGajn1FqfuWePF3R0dk',#5,$,
$,(#9461),#9464); 
#15628= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0SKR$P10L4yfJKNNPKENrw',#5
,$,$,(#9466),#9467); 
#15629= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('08T8J_pt502e31fANrqBsg',#5,$,$,
(#9473),#9476); 
#15630= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3GY4OMiI5ACuKdYSbQKoQq',
#5,$,$,(#9478),#9479); 
#15631= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0q6pL3jJPFxejl0LF0wngf',#5,$,$,(
#9485),#9488); 
#15632= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1KkEcPIHjFqeY3Js2VIVpC',#5,$,
$,(#9490),#9491); 
#15633= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1GSSA72ZjFbRXBHGbLaJOV',#
5,$,$,(#9497),#9500); 
#15634= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36T$xnNnLEZho1X3YThXED',#
5,$,$,(#9502),#9503); 
#15635= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('05GhksO1D4wv7F35$rtgyE',#5,$,
$,(#9509),#9517); 
#15636= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2MJemzvxb1pP8krRyynRzr',#5,$,
$,(#9519),#9520); 
#15637= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0lbQc4yCL9GxP7LD1UiGnE',#5,
$,$,(#9526),#9529); 
#15638= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ZquRc7XfEChJy_Ms6GPVt',#5,
$,$,(#9531),#9532); 
#15639= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0p_cuQpcb8kh1Dse3AiJGT',#5,$,
$,(#9538),#9541); 
#15640= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3g50CmKcTEY9emlizmOUPF',#5
,$,$,(#9543),#9544); 
#15641= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qBLdWzpbDugvGp3WUW28f',#
5,$,$,(#9550),#9553); 
#15642= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0douNXXO1A_8dFsPLQ6Ad5',#5
,$,$,(#9555),#9556); 
#15643= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0CTypwf5505BSbo3zmH00a',#5,$
,$,(#9562),#9570); 
#15644= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('02ivzORcfCHPowzyImOxQI',#5,$
,$,(#9572),#9573); 
#15645= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UG38coiv91RTl1$rq_TqI',#5,$,$
,(#9572),#9575); 
#15646= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2QKdhExXfBeeWYQi_97U8R',#
5,$,$,(#9581),#9584); 
#15647= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0C6jsrip50nOeIfP92PCww',#5,$,$
,(#9586),#9590); 
#15648= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1_zp3auvz9nf0EYzp9Ley7',#5,$,$
,(#9586),#9592); 
#15649= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3cj2Gkml58JQTZ0Sw8L7D3',#5,$
,$,(#10285,#10119,#9939,#9603),#9606); 
#15650= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2b0Y4PGlHEPhpSxdoyDYZU',#5
,$,$,(#10285,#10119,#9939,#9603),#9609); 
#15651= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3n9MtlkRj6$A6XQnBSGydA',#5,
$,$,(#9603),#9614); 
#15652= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('08k3k0wwzACB97ckRQsmVP',#
5,$,$,(#9616),#9620); 
#15653= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0bkE2VanX8chIkmWI0MR$L',#5
,$,$,(#9616),#9622); 
#15654= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QxvrlYRHCEvH4ZiDQFuu6',#5,
$,$,(#10301,#10137,#9955,#9634),#9637); 
#15655= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0$NpwL1tL57BX3lUf1JBDl',#5,$
,$,(#10301,#10137,#9955,#9634),#9640); 
#15656= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YYfSTz8f3lQa0tMnlEECE',#5,$,
$,(#9634),#9648); 
#15657= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1l9BrhPMv5ZQkLV7LR6QCn',#5
,$,$,(#9650),#9653); 
#15658= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2YWbmXren4_wEwpLH34wfB',#
5,$,$,(#9650),#9655); 
#15659= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('11BpyBIX93G8usC24CLyMi',#5,
$,$,(#10318,#10157,#9974,#9666),#9668); 
#15660= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2uoZEZm5TEg8FxpWZ1pN9e',#5
,$,$,(#10318,#10157,#9974,#9666),#9672); 
#15661= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0yYIyyo8HFfvMIpPmfCo45',#5,$
,$,(#9666),#9680); 
#15662= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0hFsOYfhP2DwMrjjoj8J_d',#5,$,$
,(#9682),#9686); 
#15663= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('09Lb$JK5D8eQIwO4G5evC1',#5,
$,$,(#10330,#10174,#9986,#9697),#9700); 
#15664= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gUgKB6Ff5wuLPSZr$oI5e',#5,$,
$,(#10330,#10174,#9986,#9697),#9703); 
#15665= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ehSOWcnLEvgdPc0DvqEew',#5,
$,$,(#10330,#10174,#9986,#9697),#9708); 
#15666= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0XOVNB0z54JgypVhOThZ9M',#
5,$,$,(#9710),#9713); 
#15667= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2A8wwh6Tj1jvI8mJYtd32p',#5,$,
$,(#10339,#10183,#9995,#9723),#9725); 
#15668= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3poh8nhhTF6uWxOMklNJZt',#5,
$,$,(#10339,#10183,#9995,#9723),#9728); 
#15669= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YNNtUSZr0A8DBeETDI3RD',#
5,$,$,(#10339,#10183,#9995,#9723),#9733); 
#15670= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Y3_WdsOX9Lh3wGUPMdvJl',#
5,$,$,(#9735),#9738); 
#15671= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('22L1dtpAP1lRjedXdTHdeG',#5,$,
$,(#10348,#10192,#10004,#9748),#9750); 
#15672= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('093T$xb517Yum_cv6ppp6t',#5,$,
$,(#10348,#10192,#10004,#9748),#9754); 
#15673= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0P5F2GzUb6xRaN5dX2p0z2',#5,
$,$,(#10348,#10192,#10004,#9748),#9759); 
#15674= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3BpOcsLdH9ZQV8Rin4fO5I',#5,$
,$,(#9761),#9764); 
#15675= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('22UP3PHtHBX8kqvaPyDigX',#5,
$,$,(#10006,#9761),#9766); 
#15676= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1h0OlGuOz2ne$lI84wZH4P',#5,$,
$,(#10357,#10204,#10013,#9777),#9779); 
#15677= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0F1xiwCpj5DBwuXApsWsYV',#
5,$,$,(#10357,#10204,#10013,#9777),#9783); 
#15678= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1HuJtQGhLFgw_MX9Gm6wGT',
#5,$,$,(#10013,#9777),#9791); 
#15679= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('16JTB3efzDM9gmWQ0LxsLm',#
5,$,$,(#9793),#9796); 
#15680= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('20KLFDuRzB_RGkAZr8jh3m',#5
,$,$,(#10015,#9793),#9798); 
#15681= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('28fEJ0oeD0sQd0HCYgtN9h',#5,$
,$,(#10369,#10222,#10022,#9809),#9811); 
#15682= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0rLX6AefnAsxDx5fWBCtYq',#5,
$,$,(#10369,#10222,#10022,#9809),#9814); 
#15683= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Iu9McfEDBE96Jnve99hMZ',#5,$
,$,(#10022,#9809),#9822); 
#15684= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0MvZ1jrbf03uU72IEwBtJF',#5,$,
$,(#9824),#9828); 
#15685= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1R4EouLXr1YwElPch104OX',#5,
$,$,(#10381,#9838),#9841); 
#15686= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2DtvksITn5huYnMUa4Joet',#5,$,
$,(#10381,#9838),#9844); 
#15687= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HmxFzHmr8KAfn$W7H7_JJ',#5
,$,$,(#10381,#9838),#9849); 
#15688= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3np$qomC59tg4yiQJtK0Ay',#5,$,
$,(#9851),#9854); 
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#15689= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('069H$rMLL9bO_eoQpEDbbO',#5
,$,$,(#10049,#9851),#9856); 
#15690= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3oftsEr_PCeBOLLA4qVPqq',#5,$
,$,(#10390,#10251,#10056,#9867),#9869); 
#15691= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1kDO5hsRb5MOdEm_WVeQux',
#5,$,$,(#10390,#10251,#10056,#9867),#9872); 
#15692= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ombMP7$b4ywveeSaQvonG',#5,
$,$,(#10056,#9867),#9877); 
#15693= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3$DDYTr696HRDSKUkZ49Z5',#
5,$,$,(#9879),#9882); 
#15694= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xw1_H2LDC2fpBBsCzmPi_',#5,
$,$,(#10402,#9892),#9894); 
#15695= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1OGmvySQLFIOMRFdXC8PNM'
,#5,$,$,(#10402,#9892),#9897); 
#15696= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3VT0X6c7vDWOBwDXboU_4G',
#5,$,$,(#10402,#9892),#9902); 
#15697= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1IHLs$Ezn3DBlhgxXzYZpj',#5,$,
$,(#9904),#9907); 
#15698= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1EfUvu4in6jux29yhGxJiK',#5,$,$,
(#10411,#9917),#9919); 
#15699= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3oB81HmOXF9gr6wtQfwz4D',#5,
$,$,(#10411,#9917),#9923); 
#15700= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IGMIUaZL2nPEzdI7o4ayt',#5,$,
$,(#10411,#9917),#9928); 
#15701= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0qxh6$U_rChfRF3ecAtxdI',#5,$,$
,(#9930),#9931); 
#15702= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0mDUXSLpbA0vtnljchy0_R',#5,$
,$,(#9930),#9933); 
#15703= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3gHPxQ3iz2Bg99uoB$G03$',#5,$
,$,(#9939),#9944); 
#15704= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3wtQMcJhz8I9j1oiCe589H',#5,$,$
,(#9946),#9947); 
#15705= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WH5v5jErE$Q5i2s7JnKXR',#5,$
,$,(#9946),#9949); 
#15706= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0P4TwDFsr44fRNGY2DDVn2',#
5,$,$,(#9955),#9963); 
#15707= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jgkK2t2bF4u9rTbAeagaa',#5,$,$,
(#9965),#9966); 
#15708= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2wuK1Ae_TBxviJlcC0V$d6',#5,$,
$,(#9965),#9968); 
#15709= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0A9$15521FuOQ58_ALxpm_',#5,
$,$,(#9974),#9977); 
#15710= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Id26zqE5AgfhDLdCGy8sl',#5,$,
$,(#9979),#9980); 
#15711= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('108tju33L1w8IwrljtJn07',#5,$,$,(#
9988),#9989); 
#15712= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2SWbiAUtf0jPqjELeDaf7H',#5,$,
$,(#9997),#9998); 
#15713= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$dX95wX5BUB5WCb5eFEDb',#
5,$,$,(#10006),#10007); 
#15714= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KTOo5d1n3zPPKN3fEVJvk',#5,
$,$,(#10015),#10016); 
#15715= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2dWjreJ798l9fYBuCA3s3O',#5,$,
$,(#10024),#10027); 
#15716= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ZjVK7CffDCBnlNSUM6LgR',#5
,$,$,(#10239,#10037),#10039); 
#15717= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2tpeZvJP5C7wc7i$1mfNvQ',#5,$,
$,(#10239,#10037),#10042); 
#15718= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3AwJxOWVv0ZflTtVQ8TnZV',#
5,$,$,(#10239,#10037),#10047); 
#15719= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2tPaDrH6v6ROWP4Rqbpepr',#5,$
,$,(#10049),#10050); 
#15720= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2IYVU0qmb9qABuWtr9MJcm',#
5,$,$,(#10058),#10061); 
#15721= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YD765EDDCbAoikk7oKsMQ',#
5,$,$,(#10265,#10071),#10073); 
#15722= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wqyTvYRX5gwCrd0D4mCJa',#5
,$,$,(#10265,#10071),#10076); 
#15723= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0tRWFxRAn90P32fS6ELG4P',#5,
$,$,(#10265,#10071),#10081); 
#15724= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('36DCrhYQHDhR3bJb6$g8cB',#5,
$,$,(#10083),#10086); 
#15725= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3rOYc5$vj3mR9b0LA$5QHt',#5,
$,$,(#10274,#10096),#10098); 
#15726= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1EMR6yVY51dQVR1hui3wdz',#5
,$,$,(#10274,#10096),#10102); 
#15727= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2pivq1J9L58gsU1ADQqbvS',#5,$,
$,(#10274,#10096),#10107); 
#15728= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Y6uXhEKX3XQvr_O$RTwCh',#
5,$,$,(#10109),#10110); 
#15729= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1XbEKj82vDEhQ805O4NHW3',#
5,$,$,(#10109),#10112); 
#15730= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1AL2LZMj92D8rAV1p4iHyc',#5,
$,$,(#10119),#10124); 
#15731= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('19Aojnu3X7bA8z3hIoSCg6',#5,$,
$,(#10126),#10127); 
#15732= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gHl1Kfvj3gfxOrsazxzpS',#5,$,$,(
#10126),#10129); 
#15733= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3YGwectVP3VPbtAqjku4kM',#5,
$,$,(#10137),#10145); 
#15734= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('265sk3ec94mPc1e$4$CuvR',#5,$,
$,(#10147),#10148); 
#15735= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3vFyQq7rP5nBSm5Ep2KJYy',#5,
$,$,(#10311,#10147),#10150); 
#15736= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3bEJy1Y898VOMLPuBONH9H',
#5,$,$,(#10157),#10165); 
#15737= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2xeCsdmgz7CORWb3JGOi58',#5,
$,$,(#10167),#10168); 
#15738= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Eon8x0tr5MvFVoPXiKS84',#5,$
,$,(#10176),#10177); 
#15739= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3TQCVyEzD7cQLM4Jz7twfK',#5
,$,$,(#10185),#10186); 
#15740= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2SfWkUk3jBaR6RonRl30OT',#5,
$,$,(#10194),#10195); 
#15741= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1V09HACjTDAOPxNBjjzp6n',#5,
$,$,(#10350,#10194),#10197); 
#15742= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OkHIGRYv5kh2PG7Dwv4Qi',#5
,$,$,(#10204),#10212); 
#15743= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3oPpqF1FLC5PMfOv02E2Jp',#5,
$,$,(#10214),#10215); 
#15744= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ajsLeuFXA7x2HO2CBS3PY',#5,
$,$,(#10222),#10230); 
#15745= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2oYDXJ8jrA59_tCt906WhP',#5,$,
$,(#10232),#10233); 
#15746= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('24M_8cg515luk6WG4b7TsZ',#5,$
,$,(#10241),#10242); 
#15747= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0GdcTnH55FhvklQpSbY5Lc',#5,$
,$,(#10383,#10241),#10244); 
#15748= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0YS1cY9dfDNuecBCjYybe2',#5,$
,$,(#10251),#10256); 
#15749= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1QdAb0LVXCORPQu2MFWWQ
W',#5,$,$,(#10258),#10259); 
#15750= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('364TNm$3b8yfUTqVEtoFxG',#5,
$,$,(#10267),#10268); 
#15751= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2YRTZFwlnFrw9Mw5PbnSgN',#
5,$,$,(#10276),#10277); 
#15752= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0AB08hvDn5nRxIhlS9vhQB',#5,$
,$,(#10276),#10279); 
#15753= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2H3bVTjNH9BADwD$e9cZSn',#
5,$,$,(#10285),#10290); 
#15754= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('087pjGelL1MuvEblIiidgG',#5,$,$,
(#10292),#10293); 
#15755= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3XrgYpbaH30hf2$4FJEMu1',#5,$
,$,(#10292),#10295); 
#15756= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ukKbUnvn7I9VeGhEYpMku',#5,
$,$,(#10301),#10309); 
#15757= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3PKp8kOcL6jvDzlDUVguEH',#5,
$,$,(#10311),#10312); 
#15758= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2iB6XPj11B9fNibvOrdq4O',#5,$,
$,(#10318),#10321); 
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#15759= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0WyxkS$Yz56f3l0amm7aYe',#5,$
,$,(#10323),#10324); 
#15760= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SFFKJBrrFfg_bINGLqljg',#5,$,$,
(#10332),#10333); 
#15761= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Pilah4z94AOsozJABR0kT',#5,$,
$,(#10341),#10342); 
#15762= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2HAg6swQTCiwqsFVYvYRLE',#
5,$,$,(#10350),#10351); 
#15763= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3kqOjf3R5EHwOXtojEI5Er',#5,$,
$,(#10357),#10360); 
#15764= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1LEU3SUbrBduNNwbbyQ1U_',#
5,$,$,(#10362),#10363); 
#15765= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('38KH7eAUv92BSkd09QXg3x',#5
,$,$,(#10369),#10372); 
#15766= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3fVg_VhzT3teY85skwK3_q',#5,$,
$,(#10374),#10375); 
#15767= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('12l4VMcyvEZRlXNkWniCOx',#5
,$,$,(#10383),#10384); 
#15768= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1SmawisKr4_vyz9FUMgRSw',#5,
$,$,(#10390),#10393); 
#15769= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('34hPDz4Z90ewEl5nRO_zU_',#5,$
,$,(#10395),#10396); 
#15770= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Kz$THerf8UAfXCwUYqBXH',#
5,$,$,(#10404),#10405); 
#15771= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3SODCoHpb9XxJAeImGi1eZ',#5,
$,$,(#10413),#10417); 
#15772= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('17PpkckWH3cAip9DxkRR40',#5,
$,$,(#10447,#10413),#10419); 
#15773= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2$EHMiQ_fBVh5pWR$N6NxN',
#5,$,$,(#10521,#10504,#10454,#10430),#10433); 
#15774= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('361iZGZ1DF0BofqMmwZv5q',#5
,$,$,(#10521,#10504,#10454,#10430),#10437); 
#15775= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3656rntSjFDv5Y6gZXprTp',#5,$,
$,(#10454,#10430),#10445); 
#15776= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$BgX0WhX9V9q0L3FgryBw',#5
,$,$,(#10447),#10448); 
#15777= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2WZGleaFTF8RVUKbrFKVq0',#
5,$,$,(#10456),#10459); 
#15778= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0WZQeTIGX76BhDoHPeuUXs',#
5,$,$,(#10485,#10456),#10461); 
#15779= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1p0MtusC51veJLnrCVvPqG',#5,$,
$,(#10536,#10492,#10472),#10474); 
#15780= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0XZhRTDjH2mRtTqzrtazHu',#5,$
,$,(#10551,#10536,#10492,#10472),#10478); 
#15781= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0GciDqbxn1KRupzqgn6WzB',#5,
$,$,(#10492,#10472),#10483); 
#15782= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3lXNsZPGf1z8I2pln40Dq6',#5,$,$
,(#10485),#10486); 
#15783= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3CECdYSn5FSu5xqGwmmFAh',#
5,$,$,(#10494),#10495); 
#15784= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2l8kmNWznDruhCh3ICZ0bH',#5,
$,$,(#10514,#10494),#10497); 
#15785= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QuEHsROf1DQA0ex33VqU8',#
5,$,$,(#10504),#10512); 
#15786= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1$bCUr3tL1SB0mWEmvrUnv',#5
,$,$,(#10514),#10515); 
#15787= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1bd1bH0SL498MfDbJsz4NL',#5,$
,$,(#10521),#10524); 
#15788= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37daNCBCjAK96fGwJmnZI1',#5,
$,$,(#10526),#10527); 
#15789= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ia43GlI5CKxlEKnfe3aD5',#5,$,$
,(#10543,#10526),#10529); 
#15790= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1X0rYWzB551v932TFM6d2e',#5,
$,$,(#10536),#10541); 
#15791= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('194J27R9H6Zv3w0YYWrFDp',#5
,$,$,(#10543),#10545); 
#15792= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('12iIbH5wb5eu7PumTX_$Hg',#5,$
,$,(#10551),#10553); 
#15793= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Ka9Dzw15DiOoLkCcLX99g',#5,
$,$,(#10551),#10556); 
#15794= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('26BcniQRr4xf5BcKwj56cK',#5,$,
$,(#10558),#10562); 
#15795= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0ZicPaXlb3vAgeEtQfzxzX',#5,$,$
,(#10558),#10564); 
#15796= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1gppk$AN56dRFCFVCqiaSj',#5,$
,$,(#10710,#10677,#10634,#10575),#10578); 
#15797= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3sWWsKfnbEz8xycmCB_uH8',#5
,$,$,(#10710,#10677,#10634,#10575),#10583); 
#15798= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0VykYh39r3xRXHj20k2w7l',#5,$,
$,(#10575),#10588); 
#15799= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3TvcpaCPTAF8uG3xrkI5iB',#5,$,
$,(#10590),#10594); 
#15800= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3CFFaTFNfBR92DgkfP3h86',#5,$
,$,(#10590),#10596); 
#15801= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Uazynvr9BrxTZh1CLA3WK',#5,
$,$,(#10694,#10607),#10610); 
#15802= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3duSdcB0n7lAKB50H5JLy1',#5,$
,$,(#10694,#10607),#10614); 
#15803= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('15g8PT4_HEnA$vpOhglALJ',#5,$
,$,(#10607),#10619); 
#15804= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1FTr1nsx99eODsbhkduIh8',#5,$,$
,(#10621),#10622); 
#15805= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QZidN6_5D8Rd8oqfvus5Y',#5,$,
$,(#10621),#10624); 
#15806= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('31N$2W_0f8$f$6Ko2zcLwF',#5,$
,$,(#10634),#10639); 
#15807= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Z1xqd$N56QPddjeS$yxBF',#5,$,
$,(#10641),#10643); 
#15808= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2RuQMs$NTBSxH9CDlArJGh',#
5,$,$,(#10641),#10645); 
#15809= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0LBlINzlX5auNkY7pXXeQR',#5,
$,$,(#10782,#10656),#10658); 
#15810= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1UlI_78H57vBbhnFfmOWb_',#5,
$,$,(#10782,#10656),#10660); 
#15811= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3l74K0svT4vg6Lf4_jRrk3',#5,$,$,
(#10656),#10665); 
#15812= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('13RdidNvPEwO6oErn7y1rb',#5,$,
$,(#10667),#10668); 
#15813= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0gOqRFk3X5hgstPAqJhTAu',#5,$
,$,(#10667),#10670); 
#15814= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('195f1nLYb3CQ$vGEIRQpDp',#5,
$,$,(#10677),#10682); 
#15815= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0icbHGalH1QAuVZEXetykJ',#5,$
,$,(#10684),#10685); 
#15816= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0uLfmb5BXFIfX_lemPk1Yb',#5,$
,$,(#10684),#10687); 
#15817= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0O6$TBTZT79Qi44ps0ahLR',#5,$
,$,(#10694),#10699); 
#15818= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2ApZ10L9vDxu27CMWXDyaC',
#5,$,$,(#10701),#10702); 
#15819= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0N2xctaXn7gOk3mKquFrfD',#5,$
,$,(#10701),#10704); 
#15820= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3gaonmt4TFkhjpaQZ7gdnn',#5,$,
$,(#10710),#10715); 
#15821= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zncc_ikT1jg36AvdNfdDN',#5,$,
$,(#10717),#10721); 
#15822= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3qZPOjITf7SRXzMwJqWBby',#5,
$,$,(#10847,#10731),#10734); 
#15823= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0YAQr8NTD78PA7u5s$8HAm',#
5,$,$,(#10847,#10731),#10738); 
#15824= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Dp4tEhuvFuAAmZ$NYzTIh',#5,
$,$,(#10860,#10847,#10760,#10731),#10739); 
#15825= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1PKZKtuB5ALxMAXdD1L6UD',
#5,$,$,(#10847,#10731),#10744); 
#15826= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Y1GagwRz0kuJVKxWjsKZy',#5
,$,$,(#10746),#10750); 
#15827= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0_Ho6jKoP7JubDiLHsmG7V',#5,
$,$,(#10860,#10760),#10762); 
#15828= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2YfQMi$ar3dh6QsR9t2v1Q',#5,$,
$,(#10860,#10760),#10765); 
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#15829= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0XT4nsGRLClQgrqdRbfhEf',#5,$,
$,(#10860,#10760),#10770); 
#15830= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1MRNgxG0PCdR$qq7dkAfZh',#5
,$,$,(#10772),#10773); 
#15831= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('343UAQI1D4if1WTDFXmbkr',#5
,$,$,(#10772),#10775); 
#15832= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Eiy74R7DFnxidvfvulHgl',#5,$,$,
(#10782),#10787); 
#15833= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2G6qgciTbEIAQTHHzzhM29',#5,
$,$,(#10789),#10791); 
#15834= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Sv$ATtGHBqwRIhw2P9vE5',#5,
$,$,(#10797),#10800); 
#15835= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('158u9SuK54vR5z4nyYn4Fq',#5,$,
$,(#10802),#10804); 
#15836= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('04Gta$$BLDyg4wRU4IaZ1F',#5,
$,$,(#10810),#10818); 
#15837= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2JtpZZuIH8_PVlhGVt8SVH',#5,$
,$,(#10820),#10822); 
#15838= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3C2kXHrtvDhxnYUEUENiO_',#5
,$,$,(#10830),#10831); 
#15839= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3dMO$wU4vAswnA9aImtA6H',#
5,$,$,(#10839),#10841); 
#15840= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2c5rbmMOj6TPH5HDqGxpeZ',#5
,$,$,(#10849),#10852); 
#15841= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3uR1IyvzDFjfiWn6TwOZbk',#5,$
,$,(#10849),#10854); 
#15842= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1KjIU$akv2JwnNq927vRjJ',#5,$,$
,(#10862),#10864); 
#15843= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('21kR6l1QDCBPB60v00Vc1m',#5,
$,$,(#10958,#10874),#10879); 
#15844= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2vb3ZcwC97bxXwW1oG_cLG',#
5,$,$,(#10958,#10874),#10884); 
#15845= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('246Sh3Om17cfKmPmTmfsEj',#5,
$,$,(#10886),#10888); 
#15846= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2s7wRD_rz4kAS02sU4wmmp',#5,
$,$,(#10967,#10944,#10915,#10897),#10901); 
#15847= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3WUTyp8kLFIBqzMBsvZT6F',#5
,$,$,(#10967,#10915,#10897),#10906); 
#15848= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0nUVF7sl9AURu_yOs7JCbp',#5,
$,$,(#10908),#10909); 
#15849= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Ba$AkwdD0FhU1061gTTX6',#5
,$,$,(#10977,#10925),#10929); 
#15850= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1OWujMLcL7NunJM2q_A2lG',#
5,$,$,(#10925),#10930); 
#15851= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2PE7_qZtH7_ez93Zc8YHeS',#5,$,
$,(#10925),#10935); 
#15852= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2S9izZbZHDSQhU7fF1oEIt',#5,$,
$,(#10937),#10938); 
#15853= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3flu159wLEHvZpbSCyGeQi',#5,$
,$,(#10944),#10949); 
#15854= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0l5IVDAmz999SYCyHotqPW',#5,
$,$,(#10951),#10952); 
#15855= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2eVFGS85H97uatyYaZuY3f',#5,$
,$,(#10960),#10961); 
#15856= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0vuHlor0X1x9DKCXamhpVP',#5,
$,$,(#10969),#10971); 
#15857= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3TN2xp0z9ETBl2I8ROg1mf',#5,$
,$,(#10977),#10981); 
#15858= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('10buZh5R5FOPmDgKIm6bI8',#5,
$,$,(#10983),#10985); 
#15859= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2opa98F2z1K98GvmtmZhiB',#5,$
,$,(#10983),#10987); 
#15860= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3uEVP9ewfEp8KrHA$Qb_u6',#5,
$,$,(#10993),#10997); 
#15861= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1kaZDWuZr0ghceg2N8y$_v',#5,$
,$,(#10999),#11001); 
#15862= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('13pvJrsAn2OOXlvt1hD$CW',#5,$
,$,(#10999),#11003); 
#15863= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1NmiCkGKvBUPAyHvBBRH26',
#5,$,$,(#11009),#11013); 
#15864= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3jfpILsqz7ehxJcLUVMCAd',#5,$,
$,(#11015),#11017); 
#15865= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3OcWjtbHPEZveVfx4R$KTk',#5,
$,$,(#11015),#11019); 
#15866= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3XzoW7QuHBCfYa1d9i632z',#5,
$,$,(#11025),#11029); 
#15867= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2e7vggCrX6n9p$_E1Fpdyg',#5,$,
$,(#11031),#11036); 
#15868= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3IciiHANr3dvvAIzF9UcJS',#5,$,$
,(#13401,#11031),#11038); 
#15869= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1IYqdUQXr4ihPIIps6u3yv',#5,$,$,
(#13409,#11053),#11056); 
#15870= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0TPGGrzvPEgBwByALWJkW9',
#5,$,$,(#13409,#11053),#11065); 
#15871= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1YilMpvLT9IOgRLO9ozgr8',#5,$
,$,(#13409,#11053),#11069); 
#15872= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('29yQNpsSXBH9U_dMfJFBAV',#
5,$,$,(#13082,#12790,#12498,#12206,#11914,#11622,#11263),#11297); 
#15873= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2V$My2Kx9FN9o5Lfa9X8LQ',#5
,$,$,(#13116,#12824,#12532,#12240,#11948,#11656,#11341),#11347); 
#15874= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('00jDofzhbCB8lsauNDjcF6',#5,$,$,
(#13228,#12936,#12644,#12352,#12060,#11768,#11465),#11467); 
#15875= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2DTIhliZ99qeXVpXvwA7Az',#5,
$,$,(#13262,#12970,#12678,#12386,#12094,#11802,#11509),#11510); 
#15876= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('04ky9K6oLA0hs0VBioeGcM',#5,
$,$,(#13264),#13270); 
#15877= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0xCTlv1nzCYABxC8xD7S5W',#5
,$,$,(#13454,#13441,#13411,#13392,#13354,#13264),#13272); 
#15878= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0QpunAWU53rh$G123WVEwj',#
5,$,$,(#13439,#13429,#13419,#13352,#13325,#13287),#13291); 
#15879= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1iGuT_PUnD_wLm78DVPUp5',#
5,$,$,(#13419,#13287),#13299); 
#15880= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3iBUng3ezBjQ9Mm5NDnCH9',#
5,$,$,(#13419,#13287),#13309); 
#15881= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3zYXrrUAPAo9qzhZsCbaf3',#5,$,
$,(#13311),#13314); 
#15882= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Sa$GyHg96rfMEcUG_ibnV',#5,
$,$,(#13431,#13421,#13344,#13311),#13316); 
#15883= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0YOZGx9Gb02AF35VmMyagt',#
5,$,$,(#13439,#13429,#13352,#13325),#13333); 
#15884= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1CZVnEuOH3h9CzeU6SiwC5',#5
,$,$,(#13439,#13429,#13352,#13325),#13342); 
#15885= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0N0yaR1lnAgfiwreCMTrWL',#5,
$,$,(#13344),#13346); 
#15886= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ilfN6_ir5Yh3xLZZyA686',#5,$,$
,(#13354),#13359); 
#15887= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wMDpfor56ru081cuBt32I',#5,$,$
,(#13461,#13448,#13399,#13372),#13377); 
#15888= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2fKM6HK$v4Bfg5Jxy4ljWs',#5,$,
$,(#13461,#13448,#13399,#13372),#13383); 
#15889= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1u8BQJzp91rfSP_yoUlxLp',#5,$,$
,(#13594,#13580,#13515,#13484,#13461,#13448,#13399,#13372),#1338
5); 
#15890= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('238BPs0fT5dxPjRHdasyiN',#5,$,$
,(#13399,#13372),#13390); 
#15891= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2EAW3K9$X57wTkIoFH$8wi',#5
,$,$,(#13392),#13393); 
#15892= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2J_2KVqWnBev7T4Vi0H0Zb',#5,
$,$,(#13401),#13403); 
#15893= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('37kNCBpaT5OPP9D0xu44Np',#5,
$,$,(#13411),#13413); 
#15894= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1ra6pi4U107e6pDKa1N3yc',#5,$,
$,(#13421),#13423); 
#15895= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1llTD6$o59mwxiRbB9x7zM',#5,$
,$,(#13431),#13433); 
#15896= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3ml8swOuzFjhry8dQpEQc0',#5,$,
$,(#13441),#13442); 
#15897= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('072udNQf122gGLL6d8DXZ1',#5,
$,$,(#13448),#13452); 
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#15898= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2sQf8TTerFaQqh1ZSLkhaz',#5,$,
$,(#13454),#13455); 
#15899= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2$i3_GNl9AQPf$uowfcXHs',#5,$,
$,(#13461),#13465); 
#15900= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0KaQoEWF1ATxGBxNVCdA1j',
#5,$,$,(#13467),#13471); 
#15901= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2UbUoN64rDPOrTzBxA_yvB',#5,
$,$,(#13586,#13569,#13503,#13467),#13473); 
#15902= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('085keOVbn1v8V1FxTShX0A',#5,
$,$,(#13594,#13580,#13515,#13484),#13487); 
#15903= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3R_eihRS9FbQMBAt1mBdb2',#5,
$,$,(#13594,#13580,#13515,#13484),#13496); 
#15904= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('16WN5V3vr0o8a7AJGvlqD4',#5,
$,$,(#13484),#13501); 
#15905= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3nKR9DJXj12xO0oP4KR1s5',#5,
$,$,(#13503),#13505); 
#15906= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3A7tUjhV9DrfQKmEWY70xH',#
5,$,$,(#13515),#13518); 
#15907= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1Ds$j2RUvA4exKw496DbPK',#5,
$,$,(#13521),#13526); 
#15908= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2jsVvRjU53XfRm8Z1Ql51k',#5,$,
$,(#13600,#13521),#13528); 
#15909= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('1o_YhEJNn3kRfRRNxO3iTK',#5,
$,$,(#13608,#13550),#13554); 
#15910= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0wurXjRM590ugte5CuI4wh',#5,$,
$,(#13608,#13550),#13563); 
#15911= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('12R7$NYljFQuQR__NWg9VE',#
5,$,$,(#13608,#13550),#13567); 
#15912= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('3Jmm7ysbz7OeIOnThpSftw',#5,$,
$,(#13569),#13571); 
#15913= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('19FuTJ4Fr6CuiLNO4hYh0s',#5,$,
$,(#13580),#13584); 
#15914= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('2Rvqhx$BXDzxfMxiIMReXN',#5
,$,$,(#13586),#13588); 
#15915= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('0Bm5TvsZ12IAgNOOmJteAL',#5
,$,$,(#13594),#13598); 
#15916= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('08jxmjAfX6JBfZmYU3I_NL',#5,
$,$,(#13600),#13602); 
#15917= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('1m12q8pXn2QPGyKPtc6smD',#5,$,$,(#27
2,#67),#68); 
#15918= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('2he5OhYAvByfZLJq_8zkXu',#5,$,$,(#289
,#116),#117); 
#15919= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('1Qa7qpjGP8O82cvOiUsmBR',#5,$,$,(#30
6,#156),#157); 
#15920= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('0RRB_WePz6lPltUbkZtxwh',#5,$,$,(#109
93,#191),#192); 
#15921= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('1tCOXxvUXBPOBaXg1NblJL',#5,$,$,(#1
1009,#220),#221); 
#15922= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('13oVE8kqb7BQbbCwXW5Oc3',#5,$,$,(#1
1025,#246),#247); 
#15923= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('0Q0wkBa8r3nR10TyTJJlYr',#5,$,$,(#1081
0,#10797,#10521,#10504,#10454,#10430,#10369,#10357,#10318,#1030
1,#10222,#10204,#10157,#10137,#10022,#10013,#9974,#9955,#9809,#
9777,#9666,#9634,#9581,#9562,#9550,#9538,#9526,#9509,#9497,#948
5,#9473,#9461,#9444,#9425,#9413,#9399,#9382,#9368,#9354,#9335,#9
324,#9307,#9290,#9271,#9252,#9243,#9225,#9208,#9191,#9172,#9155,
#9138,#9119,#9102,#9083,#9064,#9050,#9031,#9014,#8995,#8978,#89
59,#8940,#8923,#8904,#8885,#8866,#8849,#8830,#8811,#8792,#8778,#
8761,#8744,#8727,#8708,#8689,#8670,#8651,#8632,#8621,#8609,#859
7,#8585,#8568,#8556,#8547,#8538,#8521,#8509,#8500,#8491,#8473,#8
454,#8441,#8428,#8415,#8402,#8389,#8376,#8358,#8340,#8322,#8307,
#8287,#8267,#8249,#8229,#8209,#8189,#8171,#8151,#8132,#8111,#80
91,#8071,#8052,#8032,#8011,#7990,#7970,#7949,#7929,#7909,#7889,#
7869,#7849,#7829,#7809,#7789,#7769,#7750,#7729,#7708,#7687,#766
8,#7647,#7626,#7605,#7584,#7563,#7542,#7521,#7502,#7481,#7460,#7
439,#7418,#7397,#7376,#7355,#7335,#7317,#7297,#7277,#7259,#7239,
#7219,#7199,#7179,#7159,#7139,#7118,#7104,#7085,#7068,#7057,#70
48,#7031,#7014,#7000,#6986,#6967,#6948,#6936,#6922,#6908,#6894,#
6882,#6868,#6857,#6840,#6821,#6802,#6783,#6772,#6754,#6737,#672
0,#6701,#6684,#6667,#6650,#6633,#6614,#6595,#6581,#6567,#6550,#6
531,#6514,#6495,#6481,#6462,#6448,#6429,#6410,#6393,#6374,#6357,
#6338,#6326,#6307,#6293,#6276,#6257,#6238,#6219,#6200,#6181,#61
70,#6161,#6152,#6143,#6134,#6125,#6116,#6107,#6098,#6089,#6080,#
6071,#6047,#6017,#5987,#5956,#5926,#5895,#5864,#5833,#5802,#577
1,#5740,#5708,#5678,#5647,#5616,#5585,#5553,#5521,#5490,#5461,#5
428,#5396,#5365,#5333,#5301,#5270,#5238,#5205,#5173,#5139,#5108,
#5077,#5045,#5011,#4980,#4950,#4920,#4888,#4856,#4824,#4792,#47
60,#4728,#4696,#4664,#4632,#4600,#4568,#4536,#4503,#4473,#4442,#
4411,#4378,#4346,#4315,#4284,#4251,#4220,#4189,#4158,#4126,#409
5,#4064,#4033,#4001,#3970,#3938,#3907,#3875,#2403,#2381,#2360,#2
339,#2318,#2298,#2276,#2254,#2233,#2212,#2191,#2170,#2149,#2128,
#2106,#2084,#2063,#2042,#2026,#2005,#1984,#1963,#1942,#1923,#19
04,#1888,#1867,#1847,#1826,#1805,#1789,#1775,#1754,#1739,#1718,#
1699,#1612,#1578,#1542,#1508,#1487,#1461,#1433,#1406,#1373,#134
0,#1307,#1274,#1240,#1205,#1171,#1136,#1103,#1069,#1036,#1002,#9
71,#937,#904,#870,#847,#828,#802,#768,#740,#713,#680,#646,#612,#5
77,#549,#522,#488,#453,#429,#409,#383,#342),#343); 
#15924= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('3OSXiDTNz94gWh6YKwHwBs',#5,$,$,(#
10977,#10967,#10958,#10944,#10915,#10897,#10874,#10837,#10828,#
10782,#10710,#10694,#10677,#10656,#10634,#10607,#10575,#10551,#
10536,#10492,#10472,#10411,#10402,#10390,#10381,#10348,#10339,#
10330,#10285,#10274,#10265,#10251,#10239,#10192,#10183,#10174,#
10119,#10096,#10071,#10056,#10037,#10004,#9995,#9986,#9939,#991
7,#9892,#9867,#9838,#9748,#9723,#9697,#9603,#3853,#3845,#3837,#3
829,#3821,#3813,#3805,#3797,#3789,#3781,#3773,#3765,#3757,#3749,
#3741,#3733,#3725,#3717,#3709,#3701,#3693,#3685,#3673,#3661,#36
53,#3645,#3634,#3625,#3617,#3609,#3601,#3593,#3585,#3577,#3568,#
3558,#3550,#3542,#3534,#3526,#3518,#3510,#3502,#3494,#3486,#347
8,#3470,#3462,#3454,#3446,#3438,#3430,#3422,#3414,#3406,#3398,#3
390,#3376,#3364,#3356,#3348,#3333,#3323,#3315,#3307,#3299,#3291,
#3283,#3272,#3258,#3249,#3240,#3231,#3222,#3213,#3204,#3195,#31
86,#3177,#3168,#3159,#3150,#3141,#3132,#3123,#3114,#3105,#3096,#
3087,#3078,#3069,#3060,#3051,#3039,#3030,#3021,#3012,#3003,#299
4,#2985,#2976,#2967,#2958,#2949,#2937,#2923,#2909,#2895,#2881,#2
867,#2853,#2839,#2825,#2806,#2792,#2778,#2764,#2750,#2736,#2722,
#2708,#2689,#2675,#2661,#2647,#2633,#2619,#2605,#2591,#2577,#25
63,#2549,#2532,#2518,#2501,#2487,#2468,#2449,#2427,#1675,#1644),
#1645); 
#15925= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('05hHeY2b92zxGZfSivUvF_',#5,$,$,(#108
60,#10847,#10760,#10731),#10732); 
#15926= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('2Gtz$Brln6UvB9UJREGH4f',#5,$,$,(#109
25),#10926); 
#15927= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('0RBCBu5lXD6glwyvV4jiD3',#5,$,$,(#134
09,#11053),#11054); 
#15928= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('0_HhoSDz15hgkcFGP8PEmz',#5,$,$,(#13
461,#13448,#13399,#13372),#13373); 
#15929= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('2tCAebAmnEQwEB2VzvxOCy',#5,$,$,(#1
3594,#13580,#13515,#13484),#13485); 
#15930= 
IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE('1RvHKWgmzAQR8baJGSQVv6',#5,$,$,(#
13608,#13550),#13551); 
#15931= 
IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL('2GiJ7RVoHAew0SAVz2h9nE',#5,
$,$,(#13608,#13550,#13484,#13461,#13448,#13439,#13429,#13419,#13
409,#13399,#13372,#13352,#13325,#13287,#11053,#11025,#11009,#10
993,#306,#289,#272,#246,#220,#191,#156,#116,#67),#93); 
#15932= 
IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL('1$HHGl40LA68fZTPKJU5hq',#5,
$,$,(#10977,#10967,#10958,#10944,#10925,#10915,#10897,#10874,#10
860,#10847,#10837,#10828,#10810,#10797,#10782,#10760,#10731,#10
710,#10694,#10677,#10656,#10634,#10607,#10575,#10551,#10536,#10
521,#10504,#10492,#10472,#10454,#10430,#10411,#10402,#10390,#10
381,#10369,#10357,#10348,#10339,#10330,#10318,#10301,#10285,#10
274,#10265,#10251,#10239,#10222,#10204,#10192,#10183,#10174,#10
157,#10137,#10119,#10096,#10071,#10056,#10037,#10022,#10013,#10
004,#9995,#9986,#9974,#9955,#9939,#9917,#9892,#9867,#9838,#9809,
#9777,#9748,#9723,#9697,#9666,#9634,#9603,#9581,#9562,#9550,#95
38,#9526,#9509,#9497,#9485,#9473,#9461,#9444,#9425,#9413,#9399,#
9382,#9368,#9354,#9335,#9324,#9307,#9290,#9271,#9252,#9243,#922
5,#9208,#9191,#9172,#9155,#9138,#9119,#9102,#9083,#9064,#9050,#9
031,#9014,#8995,#8978,#8959,#8940,#8923,#8904,#8885,#8866,#8849,
#8830,#8811,#8792,#8778,#8761,#8744,#8727,#8708,#8689,#8670,#86
51,#8632,#8621,#8609,#8597,#8585,#8568,#8556,#8547,#8538,#8521,#
8509,#8500,#8491,#8473,#8454,#8441,#8428,#8415,#8402,#8389,#837
6,#8358,#8340,#8322,#8307,#8287,#8267,#8249,#8229,#8209,#8189,#8
171,#8151,#8132,#8111,#8091,#8071,#8052,#8032,#8011,#7990,#7970,
#7949,#7929,#7909,#7889,#7869,#7849,#7829,#7809,#7789,#7769,#77
50,#7729,#7708,#7687,#7668,#7647,#7626,#7605,#7584,#7563,#7542,#
7521,#7502,#7481,#7460,#7439,#7418,#7397,#7376,#7355,#7335,#731
7,#7297,#7277,#7259,#7239,#7219,#7199,#7179,#7159,#7139,#7118,#7
104,#7085,#7068,#7057,#7048,#7031,#7014,#7000,#6986,#6967,#6948,
#6936,#6922,#6908,#6894,#6882,#6868,#6857,#6840,#6821,#6802,#67
83,#6772,#6754,#6737,#6720,#6701,#6684,#6667,#6650,#6633,#6614,#
6595,#6581,#6567,#6550,#6531,#6514,#6495,#6481,#6462,#6448,#642
9,#6410,#6393,#6374,#6357,#6338,#6326,#6307,#6293,#6276,#6257,#6
238,#6219,#6200,#6181,#6170,#6161,#6152,#6143,#6134,#6125,#6116,
#6107,#6098,#6089,#6080,#6071,#6047,#6017,#5987,#5956,#5926,#58
95,#5864,#5833,#5802,#5771,#5740,#5708,#5678,#5647,#5616,#5585,#
5553,#5521,#5490,#5461,#5428,#5396,#5365,#5333,#5301,#5270,#523
8,#5205,#5173,#5139,#5108,#5077,#5045,#5011,#4980,#4950,#4920,#4
888,#4856,#4824,#4792,#4760,#4728,#4696,#4664,#4632,#4600,#4568,
#4536,#4503,#4473,#4442,#4411,#4378,#4346,#4315,#4284,#4251,#42
20,#4189,#4158,#4126,#4095,#4064,#4033,#4001,#3970,#3938,#3907,#
3875,#3853,#3845,#3837,#3829,#3821,#3813,#3805,#3797,#3789,#378
1,#3773,#3765,#3757,#3749,#3741,#3733,#3725,#3717,#3709,#3701,#3
693,#3685,#3673,#3661,#3653,#3645,#3634,#3625,#3617,#3609,#3601,
#3593,#3585,#3577,#3568,#3558,#3550,#3542,#3534,#3526,#3518,#35
10,#3502,#3494,#3486,#3478,#3470,#3462,#3454,#3446,#3438,#3430,#
3422,#3414,#3406,#3398,#3390,#3376,#3364,#3356,#3348,#3333,#332
3,#3315,#3307,#3299,#3291,#3283,#3272,#3258,#3249,#3240,#3231,#3
222,#3213,#3204,#3195,#3186,#3177,#3168,#3159,#3150,#3141,#3132,
#3123,#3114,#3105,#3096,#3087,#3078,#3069,#3060,#3051,#3039,#30
30,#3021,#3012,#3003,#2994,#2985,#2976,#2967,#2958,#2949,#2937,#
2923,#2909,#2895,#2881,#2867,#2853,#2839,#2825,#2806,#2792,#277
8,#2764,#2750,#2736,#2722,#2708,#2689,#2675,#2661,#2647,#2633,#2
619,#2605,#2591,#2577,#2563,#2549,#2532,#2518,#2501,#2487,#2468,
#2449,#2427,#2403,#2381,#2360,#2339,#2318,#2298,#2276,#2254,#22
33,#2212,#2191,#2170,#2149,#2128,#2106,#2084,#2063,#2042,#2026,#
Appendix 
 332
2005,#1984,#1963,#1942,#1923,#1904,#1888,#1867,#1847,#1826,#180
5,#1789,#1775,#1754,#1739,#1718,#1699,#1675,#1644,#1612,#1578,#1
542,#1508,#1487,#1461,#1433,#1406,#1373,#1340,#1307,#1274,#1240,
#1205,#1171,#1136,#1103,#1069,#1036,#1002,#971,#937,#904,#870,#8
47,#828,#802,#768,#740,#713,#680,#646,#612,#577,#549,#522,#488,#4
53,#429,#409,#383,#342),#367); 
#15933= 
IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL('0eag6FeZP6b8j0ful0TtmJ',#5,$,$,(
#13262,#13228,#13116,#13082,#12970,#12936,#12824,#12790,#12678,
#12644,#12532,#12498,#12386,#12352,#12240,#12206,#12094,#12060,
#11948,#11914,#11802,#11768,#11656,#11622,#11509,#11465,#11341,
#11263),#11298); 
#15934= 
IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL('0949P3svL1uQXTxDm87HWy',#5
,$,$,(#13594,#13580,#13515),#13519); 
#15935= 
IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('SLAB',$,(#64,#113,#153
,#188,#217,#243,#270,#287,#304,#10991,#11007,#11023,#11050,#1340
7,#13547,#13606),$); 
#15936= 
IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('BEAM',$,(#339,#380,#4
06,#427,#450,#485,#519,#547,#574,#609,#643,#677,#710,#738,#765,#7
99,#826,#845,#867,#901,#934,#968,#999,#1033,#1066,#1100,#1133,#1
168,#1202,#1237,#1271,#1304,#1337,#1370,#1403,#1431,#1458,#1485,
#1505,#1539,#1575,#1609,#1641,#1672,#1697,#1716,#1737,#1752,#17
73,#1787,#1803,#1824,#1845,#1865,#1886,#1902,#1921,#1940,#1961,#
1982,#2003,#2024,#2040,#2061,#2082,#2104,#2126,#2147,#2168,#218
9,#2210,#2231,#2252,#2274,#2296,#2316,#2337,#2358,#2379,#2401,#2
424,#2447,#2466,#2485,#2499,#2516,#2530,#2547,#2561,#2575,#2589,
#2603,#2617,#2631,#2645,#2659,#2673,#2687,#2706,#2720,#2734,#27
48,#2762,#2776,#2790,#2804,#2823,#2837,#2851,#2865,#2879,#2893,#
2907,#2921,#2935,#2947,#2956,#2965,#2974,#2983,#2992,#3001,#301
0,#3019,#3028,#3037,#3049,#3058,#3067,#3076,#3085,#3094,#3103,#3
112,#3121,#3130,#3139,#3148,#3157,#3166,#3175,#3184,#3193,#3202,
#3211,#3220,#3229,#3238,#3247,#3256,#3270,#3281,#3289,#3297,#33
05,#3313,#3321,#3331,#3346,#3354,#3362,#3374,#3388,#3396,#3404,#
3412,#3420,#3428,#3436,#3444,#3452,#3460,#3468,#3476,#3484,#349
2,#3500,#3508,#3516,#3524,#3532,#3540,#3548,#3556,#3566,#3575,#3
583,#3591,#3599,#3607,#3615,#3623,#3632,#3643,#3651,#3659,#3671,
#3683,#3691,#3699,#3707,#3715,#3723,#3731,#3739,#3747,#3755,#37
63,#3771,#3779,#3787,#3795,#3803,#3811,#3819,#3827,#3835,#3843,#
3851,#3872,#3904,#3935,#3967,#3998,#4030,#4061,#4092,#4123,#415
5,#4186,#4217,#4248,#4281,#4312,#4343,#4375,#4408,#4439,#4470,#4
500,#4533,#4565,#4597,#4629,#4661,#4693,#4725,#4757,#4789,#4821,
#4853,#4885,#4917,#4947,#4977,#5008,#5042,#5074,#5105,#5136,#51
70,#5202,#5235,#5267,#5298,#5330,#5362,#5393,#5425,#5458,#5487,#
5518,#5550,#5582,#5613,#5644,#5675,#5705,#5737,#5768,#5799,#583
0,#5861,#5892,#5923,#5953,#5984,#6014,#6044,#6069,#6078,#6087,#6
096,#6105,#6114,#6123,#6132,#6141,#6150,#6159,#6168,#6179,#6198,
#6217,#6236,#6255,#6274,#6291,#6305,#6324,#6336,#6355,#6372,#63
91,#6408,#6427,#6446,#6460,#6479,#6493,#6512,#6529,#6548,#6565,#
6579,#6593,#6612,#6631,#6648,#6665,#6682,#6699,#6718,#6735,#675
2,#6770,#6781,#6800,#6819,#6838,#6855,#6866,#6880,#6892,#6906,#6
920,#6934,#6946,#6965,#6984,#6998,#7012,#7029,#7046,#7055,#7066,
#7083,#7102,#7116,#7137,#7157,#7177,#7197,#7217,#7237,#7257,#72
75,#7295,#7315,#7333,#7353,#7374,#7395,#7416,#7437,#7458,#7479,#
7500,#7519,#7540,#7561,#7582,#7603,#7624,#7645,#7666,#7685,#770
6,#7727,#7748,#7767,#7787,#7807,#7827,#7847,#7867,#7887,#7907,#7
927,#7947,#7968,#7988,#8009,#8030,#8050,#8069,#8089,#8109,#8130,
#8149,#8169,#8187,#8207,#8227,#8247,#8265,#8285,#8305,#8320,#83
38,#8356,#8374,#8387,#8400,#8413,#8426,#8439,#8452,#8470,#8489,#
8498,#8507,#8519,#8536,#8545,#8554,#8566,#8583,#8595,#8607,#861
9,#8630,#8649,#8668,#8687,#8706,#8725,#8742,#8759,#8776,#8790,#8
809,#8828,#8847,#8864,#8883,#8902,#8921,#8938,#8957,#8976,#8993,
#9012,#9029,#9048,#9062,#9081,#9100,#9117,#9136,#9153,#9170,#91
89,#9206,#9223,#9241,#9250,#9269,#9288,#9305,#9322,#9333,#9352,#
9366,#9380,#9397,#9411,#9423,#9442,#9459,#9471,#9483,#9495,#950
7,#9524,#9536,#9548,#9560,#9579,#9600,#9631,#9663,#9694,#9720,#9
745,#9774,#9806,#9835,#9864,#9889,#9914,#9937,#9953,#9972,#9984,
#9993,#10002,#10011,#10020,#10034,#10054,#10068,#10093,#10117,#
10135,#10155,#10172,#10181,#10190,#10202,#10220,#10237,#10249,#
10263,#10272,#10283,#10299,#10316,#10328,#10337,#10346,#10355,#
10367,#10379,#10388,#10400,#10409,#10427,#10452,#10469,#10490,#
10502,#10519,#10534,#10549,#10572,#10604,#10631,#10653,#10675,#
10692,#10708,#10728,#10757,#10780,#10795,#10808,#10826,#10835,#
10845,#10858,#10871,#10894,#10913,#10922,#10942,#10956,#10965,#
10975),$); 
#15937= 
IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('TOP_BAR',$,(#11261,#
11339,#11620,#11654,#11912,#11946,#12204,#12238,#12496,#12530,#
12788,#12822,#13080,#13114),$); 
#15938= 
IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('BOTTOM_BAR',$,(#11
463,#11507,#11766,#11800,#12058,#12092,#12350,#12384,#12642,#12
676,#12934,#12968,#13226,#13260),$); 
#15939= 
IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('CF1',$,(#13284,#13322,
#13350,#13417,#13427,#13437),$); 
#15940= 
IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('CC1',$,(#13369,#13397,
#13446,#13459,#13481,#13512,#13577,#13592),$); 
#15941= IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('Grid 
+0',$,(#13658),$); 
#15942= IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('Grid -
4000',$,(#13675),$); 
#15943= IFCPRESENTATIONLAYERASSIGNMENT('Grid -
5000',$,(#13694),$); 
ENDSEC; 
 
END-ISO-10303-21; 
 
